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Abstract 
 

This thesis is mainly concerned with uncovering the meanings and associations 

embedded in the field of popular culture production in Japanese and European 

sociocultural contexts, using a comparative approach to unearth the effects, 

materials, and paradigms of the technological and scientific discourses during the 

Scientific Revolution. Linking the fields of the anthropology of technology and 

science, popular culture, and material culture studies, the thesis offers a historical 

overview of the development of machines and visual technologies in the Edo 

period, arguing that visuality is the key to delayering the cultural history of 

technology and science in Japanese popular culture, animation in particular. The 

objective of this work, therefore, is to look at the assemblage of the scientific, 

technological, and philosophical discourses to unveil the cultural processes 

between optical regimes, scientific practices, and popular culture. In its emphasis 

on the interconnectedness of visual technologies and the field of popular culture 

production, the thesis asserts that scientific development, particularly under the 

influence of the Scientific Revolution and Japanese Rangaku scholarship, is 

closely tied with the function of entertainment in Japanese society. With the 

understanding of technology as a total social phenomenon that interlocks the 

material and the symbolic in a complex network, which produces meanings and 

associations, the thesis further stresses the view that intellectual history cannot be 

separated from material culture studies; it also grapples with a number of existing 

scholarships on the history of science, particularly their inattentiveness to cultural 

histories in their historical surveys of scientific development. Finally, this work 

closely examines Oshii Mamoru’s Ghost in the Shell and its sequels and the anime 
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TV series Psycho-Pass to explore the tangled responses to the ideologies of the 

Euro-American mode of modernity. 
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1. Introduction: How We Create Machines and How 
Machines Change the World 

In the anime television series Ergo Proxy (Murase), in episodes entitled as 

different “meditations,” humans and androids coexist in a “perfect” society in a 

postapocalyptic future until the androids become infected with the Cogito virus, 

which gives them self-awareness. In the domed city, life is managed and 

controlled by a group of sublime creatures, including Julia Kristeva, Edmund 

Husserl, and Jacques Lacan. When an android becomes infected, it is easily 

discerned by its kneeling posture, hands clasped in prayer and eyes directed 

towards the heavens—a simulation of the encounter with Descartes’ First 

Principle—and God (see fig. 1). When the infected automatons are identified, 

human society disposes of them. Ergo Proxy provokes ethical, philosophical, and 

psychological questions and produces a unique narrative that turns Cartesianism 

upside down, making the father of modern philosophy also the ancestor of 

concurrent automatons. The scandal of the Ergo Proxy inversion is the betrayal of 

the border between matter and spirit and, consequently, between human and 

machine. 

 
Figure 1. Androids infected with the Cogito virus. Anime series Ergo Proxy 

(Murase, 2006). Television. 

 

The cultural industry that produces similar narratives has much to offer its 

audience in terms of unearthing the implications of technological, scientific, and 

philosophical discourses related to the Scientific Revolution, which remains a 

generator of meanings and associations that inhabit the field of popular cultural 

production. Although not discussed in the thesis, this particular anime TV series, 

while retaining the function of entertainment, asserts the view that Descartes is a 
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key figure in modern Euro-American and therefore Japanese (scientific) 

modernity. His mechanical view of the world and reinvention of cosmology 

radically transformed the understanding of the world and what it means to be 

human in a modern mechanical universe.  

 The main concern of this thesis is uncovering the meanings and 

associations related to the Scientific Revolution that inhabit the field of popular 

cultural production. I will therefore use a comparative approach in excavating 

technological and scientific discourses in Japanese as well as European 

sociocultural circumstances. Technology in this thesis is defined as the total social 

phenomenon that interlocks the symbolic and the material in a complex grid of 

meanings, associations, and ideas. Science, on the other hand, is considered the 

powerful paradigmatic authority that shapes worldviews ideologically and 

materially. Although not original, perhaps the most significant contribution of this 

project can be summed up by its practical orientation in surveying paradigms and 

discourses via intermingling ethnographic fieldwork and the semiotics of visual 

and material culture that aim at proposing working models that satisfy the 

contemporary needs of material culture studies. Aside from persistent engagement 

with the topic, there were other factors that contributed to the making of this 

thesis and to maintaining my inexorable passion for the topic. I remember vividly 

the particular moment my four-year-old nephew approached my laptop and, after 

hearing the buzzing sound of its microprocessors, exclaimed, “He breathes!” 

Somehow, at that very moment, my entire cultural universe liquefied into the 

trope of a breathing computer and I realised that the discursive relationship 

between different human practices and how they shape the way we see and 

understand the world in different sociocultural contexts had yet to be addressed. 

 

1.1 Visuality and Material Culture 

 Visuality will be my core concern in uncovering the layers of the cultural 

history of technology and science in Japanese popular culture—the field of 

cultural production is equally apt to enculture technoscience and to deconstruct 

traditional metaphysics. Reinventing this vision was a historical process central to 

the Scientific Revolution that inextricably involved “learning to see” and 

establishing the modern mindset through optical apparatuses. Animetic 
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apparatuses emerged as a convenient tool for visual technology that tempered 

vision but as a machinic ghost it tempered the mind, embedding and emanating 

associations and sociocultural histories. These apparatuses paradigmatically and 

materially linked technology and science, as well as animation and image-

production technologies, to generate machinic and philosophical ghosts.  

 The materiality of vision, which can be accessed only through a network 

of conjunctures between both materials and ideas, is the main theme of this 

project. “Vision” here means both to gaze (as in an “anatomising stare”) and a 

perception that generates Weltanschaungen, or worldviews. To illustrate that 

vision is not merely a physiological function of the eye, it is useful to refer to 

Christiaan Huygens, who noted that people could not see anything with Cornelis 

Drebbel’s microscopes at first because they had to “learn to see” (Snyder 120, 

122, 249-250). In other words, to see the world beyond the magnifying lens, one 

first had to be mentally prepared to see. 

 The way we understand the world is intimately linked with “scientific 

visuality,” which in this thesis denotes the dominant scopic regime produced by 

the Scientific Revolution and refers to the “Western scientific paradigm” and 

“visual modernity” proposed by Martin Jay (4-6). Put simply, both terms refer to a 

specific set of scientific, philosophical, and art views that emerged in sixteenth- 

and seventeenth-century Europe among Renaissance painters and natural 

philosophers. The scientific paradigm, which is inextricably related to modern 

visuality, constructed the modern worldview or the dominant optical regime of 

modernity, grounded in Renaissance visual art, Newtonian physics, Giordano 

Bruno’s and Galileo Galilei’s celestial mechanics, the Copernican Revolution, and 

Francis Bacon’s and René Descartes’ philosophies.  

 Copernicus publicised his revolutionary work On the Revolutions of the 

Celestial Orbs (De revolutionibus orbium coelestium) in 1543, utterly 

transforming the universe (celestial mechanics) and humans’ place in it; Vesalius 

published his On the Fabric of the Human Body (De humani corporis fabrica libri 

septem) the same year, marking the beginning of a spectacular interest in human 

anatomy and dissection (see fig. 2). Soon afterwards, in 1620, Bacon published 

New Instrument of Science (Novum Organum Scientarium), introducing a new 

scientific methodology of inquisition by observation and experimentation in the 

earth’s secrets, and in 1637, Descartes published Discourse on the Method 
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(Discours de la méthode), in which he introduced a new type of human 

subjectivity and, famously, Cartesian dualism.  

 

 
Figure 2. Vesalius, Andreas. Muscle Men Series, Illustration from De Humani Corporis 
Fabrica. 1543. Science and Technology in World History. By James E. McClellan and 

Harold Dorn. Baltimore: The John Hopkins University Press. 207. Print 
 

In the field of visual arts, erudite Renaissance men such as Leonardo da 

Vinci introduced a modern approach to art grounded in mathematics. In Western 

painting, inspiration was displaced by an arithmetic approach that produced a new 

way of seeing the world and relating to it. With this newly discovered geometrical 

manifestation, optical viewing devices such as the camera obscura were devised to 

help “locate” God more accurately, thus generating the modern “visual regime” 

(Jay 1) or “scientific gaze” (Screech, The Lens within the Heart 3-4) and the new 

visuality that emerged in modern sciences.  

 Among the novel concepts introduced by the new breed of natural 

philosopher-scientists was the substance-ridden quantifiable world in which every 

type of phenomenal change occurred according to mechanical laws, leading to the 

idea of the “world machine.” This development affected celestial mechanics and 

generated imagery of a clockwork world. Denied teleology, the world and all the 

phenomena within it were reduced to indifferent, exploitable materials for human 

inspection and exploitation. While the Baconian scientific method of experimental 

torture called for a great instauration (instauratio magna) of natural philosophy, 
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Descartes’ division between “thinking matter” (human subjects) and “non-

thinking matter” firmly installed the new mechanistic view of nature. The trope of 

the machine remained prevalent throughout the Scientific Revolution and beyond. 

Modern visuality was intimately related with those processes, illustrated by the 

notion of Cartesian perspectivalism—a vision of the newly invented modern 

observer. Since the Renaissance onwards, technology became integral to vision. 

 The modern visual regime was introduced to Japan by the Rangaku 

scholars, who used and experimented with a variety of mostly lens-based and, to a 

greater extent, entertainment gadgets to inspect, dissect, and enhance nature for 

scientific inquiry. These devices, together with a number of translated works, 

helped form domestic modern visuality and, consequently, the modern scientific 

paradigm. Notably, it was imported technologies, not the systems of knowledge, 

that challenged the ancient worldview in Japan and enabled the vast modernising 

project after the Edo period, illustrating once again that intellectual culture alone 

cannot construct paradigms.  

 
1.2 Technology, Science, and the Field of Popular Culture 
Production 

 Karl Marx wrote that an understanding of technology is essential for the 

human sciences because “it discloses man’s mode of dealing with nature, the 

process by which he sustains his life” (qtd. in Pfaffenberger 236). Both 

technology and science are understood here as sociocultural phenomena, 

materials, practices, and ideologies inseparable from human organic structures 

that are today, more than ever, coalesced in their physical and virtual realities. The 

trope of the microscope is a wonderful example of this coalescence. This device, 

invented and perfected during the seventeenth century in Europe, was 

paradigmatically understood as a human artificial and objective eye that shaped 

one’s perception and understanding of the world and illustrated how technology 

and worldviews were formed and encultured. Once the new breed of natural 

philosophers (a hybrid of scientists and philosophers of nature) merged with the 

apparatus in a fixed viewing position, both the eye and the entire body had to 

assume a suitable posture at the device and stand still while the eyes explored 

what was laid out beneath the magnifying lens. In other words, a new form of 
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disciplining the body emerged by hybridisation with the machine. Both the eye 

and the beholder had to adjust to the device with which they eventually merged: 

the eye needed to learn how to see and the body needed to conform to the 

apparatus.  

 Moreover, the microscope enabled the “discovery” of a whole new 

empirical world before the gazing eye of the natural philosopher. This is why the 

Dutch mathematician, astronomer, and optician Christiaan Huygens, a prominent 

lens maker of his time and the inventor of the magic lantern (the forerunner of the 

animating device), maintained that the microscope revealed “a new theatre of 

nature, another world” (Snyder 122). Although the first consistent intertwining 

between technology and science occurred during the Scientific Revolution, 

technoscience, or applied science, is a rather recent invention in human history, 

originating in the twentieth century. Throughout human history, technology and 

science were separate enterprises that coalesced with modern scientists like René 

Descartes, Isaac Newton, and Galileo Galilei, who grinded their own lenses and 

peered into the miniature plateaus of the living world. When it comes to the 

presence of Western science and metaphysics in Japanese popular narratives, it is 

important to be aware of the reality and historicity of these manifestations, which 

mostly point to the modernity that Japan experienced on an unprecedented scale.  

 The self-professed Edo and Tokugawa scholars initiated the study of 

Western sciences and arts for practical purposes, following modern European 

scientists who abandoned the contemplative character of natural philosophy for 

the sake of the practical utility of the sciences. Rangaku, or simply Ran, scholars 

partially inherited fragments of the Scientific Revolution, discursively and 

materially, in an endeavour known as Rangaku (“Western studies” or “Dutch 

studies”), a term referring to the Dutch who were at that time the only Westerners 

allowed to reside in Japan after the expulsion of the Portuguese and Spanish due 

to their missionary work. As the Japanese “window to the West,” the Dutch East 

India trading post on Dejima Island was the single source of knowledge and, 

often, fantastical imagery of the West (excluding China, for reasons I will discuss 

later). For nearly three hundred years, the small (rotating) crew of around twenty-

seven Dutchmen were the only Westerners allowed to interact with Japanese 

society, so it is not surprising that the knowledge imported from Europe was 

closely associated with “Holland discourse,” that is, of how the Dutch 
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(Europeans) were perceived culturally and socially. The availability of exotic 

materials imported by the Dutch spawned “Hollandomania” that for centuries 

would play an important and active role in popular culture production and in 

rooting Western sciences in Japan, thus shaping views and worldviews in the field 

of popular culture intertwined with Rangaku philosophical and scientific 

discourses. Throughout this thesis, I will specifically use the term “Edo-period 

Western technoscientific paradigm” because the paradigm inherited from the 

Scientific Revolution in Europe was neither specifically Western nor Japanese 

but, rather, a fusion of the two cultures within a specific historical context. 

 This powerful new scientific paradigm, complemented by “Holland 

discourse” and defined in terms of authenticity, accuracy, and precision, had a 

similar impact among Japanese Rangaku scholars, who adopted it precisely for its 

discursive values of revealing the truth and delayering the physical world. 

Consequentially, the new paradigm challenged the neo-Confucian worldview of 

the later Edo period and facilitated the subsequent industrialisation of Japan. 

Although on a much smaller scale, the Rangaku provided a miniature scientific 

revolution of its own, since it was characterised by the fundamental features of the 

Scientific Revolution, including the conceptualisation of the social utility of 

science, the emergence of experimental science, and changes in the social and 

institutional organisation of science (McClellan and Dorn 203-204).  

 Although there were many similarities between the two movements, they 

unfolded in very different sociocultural contexts, including the importance of the 

function of entertainment in the novel scientific instruments and machines. 

Among the significant differences between the two cultures in relation to new 

scientific knowledge was the haphazard consumption of newly available materials 

by the Japanese. For instance, because of inadequate translations (and translators) 

and a lack of social institutionalisation (the bakufu (government) strictly 

controlled and regulated foreign knowledge and goods), scientific knowledge in 

Japan was not nearly as systematic and coherent compared with the West. Yet 

another important difference was the emphasis on practical knowledge, like 

medicine and astronomy, once again due to the government’s ban on all materials 

that concerned theory.  

 One aim of this thesis is to discern the complex relationships between 

Japanese popular imagery and the technological, scientific, and philosophical 
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implications of the Scientific Revolution and beyond. The narrative of the anime 

TV series Psycho-Pass, for instance, clearly coalesces Western modernity and 

Japanese society projected into the future, which is controlled and manipulated by 

hidden mechanisms of modern Western paradigmatic apparatuses that exert power 

on Japanese society while simultaneously disguised as modern science. Oshii 

Mamoru’s (in Japanese culture, the family name is placed first, followed by the 

given name, and the thesis follows this convention) and Production I.G’s works 

are underlined with intentionality that addresses certain issues which reduce the 

amount of speculation to a minimum and affirm that neither science nor 

technology are utilised as mere artistic tropes.  

 The animations I chose to discuss in this work were selected for their 

cultural status and analytic quality—they are acclaimed popular cultural products 

that boast extensive cultural, social, and scholarly potential. Ghost in the Shell 

(1995), for instance, has been a staple of both academia and the field of cultural 

production (The Matrix trilogy is a well-known example) for almost two decades. 

On the other hand, the Psycho-Pass (2012) series is relatively new, which poses 

an analytical challenge because it is a single instance of not having read anything 

about the work beforehand. Despite spawning great interest, during my research 

no scholarly materials on the series were available. As a result, the analysis of 

Psycho-Pass in this thesis is an original contribution to the field. Produced in 

specific cultural contexts, the assemblages of global discourses and visually 

constructed non-places have rendered popular culture, animation in particular, 

eccentric in relation to their culture of origins. Thus, they effectively work in the 

context of a singular global visual culture that is historically and socioculturally 

bound in a common fate of either shared nightmares or electric dreams.1  

 The terms “science,” “technoscience,” and “natural philosophy” will 

appear throughout the thesis to denote specific ideas and practices related to the 

scientific paradigm, since the Scientific Revolutionaries and the early post-

Revolutionaries were not yet scientists; rather, they were becoming scientists. 

These Revolutionaries were a new breed of natural philosophers-scientists at the 

historical moment science emerged. This is an important distinction because 

scientific discourses of the time were inevitably also philosophical, belonging to 

and shaping philosophical systems that were comprised of more than scientific 

agendas. Whereas natural philosophy aimed at understanding the world, science 
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emerged as a product of the Scientific Revolution, conceptualised as 

instrumentalised natural philosophy with a focus on practical purposes. This is the 

moment science, with the newly added instrumental dimension in its paradigm, 

became modern and ceased to be natural philosophy, and this new science was 

also referred to as physics.2  

 Although this transformation began with the Scientific Revolution, full-

fledged technoscience, or applied science, continued in the twentieth century. 

Until that point, the scholastic tradition that shaped the minds of many medieval 

and early-modern philosophers, including Descartes and Spinoza, rested on 

Aristotle’s distinctive separation between epistēmē (Latin, scientia), the 

knowledge of truth, and technē (Latin, ars), the practical knowledge of 

manipulating material things. This distinction, established by Aristotle in the 

fourth century BCE (and reflecting the social stratification between so-called 

thinkers and manual labourers), remained firmly rooted until modern natural 

philosophers started grinding their own lenses and making technology, not for the 

purpose of knowing the truth but for the purpose of monopolising nature, as 

described in Bacon’s work. Notably, since Aristotle was the single most 

prominent authority throughout the Middle Ages, many new scientists, including 

Descartes, found it necessary to dispense with the Aristotelian system and 

scholasticism in winning new scientific and philosophical grounds. As modern 

scientists, Galileo and Kepler were no longer concerned with the “why” or “what” 

of the heavens; instead, they began to chart it for practical uses.  

 Peter Dear noted that the view of natural philosophy began to change 

during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, when its new conceptualisation 

emerged in conjunction with Francis Bacon’s philosophy and Isaac Newton’s 

physics. Bacon conceived natural philosophy as a project concerned with “active 

intervention in nature for benefit of mankind” (Dear, The Intelligibility of Nature 

10), which primarily meant experimentation, inquisition, and vexation. According 

to Dear, Newton’s followers across Europe sought to profit from practical matters, 

such as improvements in agriculture, mining, and manufacturing. The scholastic 

world of a medieval alchemist began its ascendance in the Industrious Revolution, 

during which the modern scientific concern with practical matters went hand in 

hand with increasing manufacturing and cultural production (the glass industry is 

a landmark example). Johannes Gutenberg’s printing press (1440) facilitated and 
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revolutionised the sciences. The new universe, Dear noted, radically differed from 

the old and for the first time, even the heavens became exploitable: 

A natural-philosophical universe like Newton’s, which consisted of 
lifeless matter bouncing around according to mechanical laws, was 
clearly exploitable for human ends: it lent itself to instrumentality. 
Tinkering with the world-engine could now be justified as natural 
philosophy, not artisanal labour, although some still complained 
that the distinction between the two was being ignored, and that 
Newton’s work was in fact not real natural philosophy at all (The 
Intelligibility of Nature 11). 

In this sense, science was a hybrid between the intelligibility of the natural world 

(natural philosophy) and its instrumentality, with a natural-philosophical 

component that continued to shape the way humans lived in, experienced, 

imagined, perceived, and understood the world. In other words, this paradigm 

made sense of one’s immediate surroundings and encouraged one to accept the 

images of reality that science provided, disguised as natural philosophy with 

powerful authority over imagination (Dear, The Intelligibility of Nature 6).  

 The seventeenth-century conflict between scholasticism and the new 

mechanical philosophy was best illustrated by the Cartesian method of disputing 

the truths of Aristotelians (dominant in the traditional academic instruction of the 

Jesuits, who educated Descartes), which established a new mechanical view of the 

substance-ridden world, now turned into dead matter. Descartes described the 

entire physical universe as lifeless chunks of matter pushing each other and in 

doing so discredited the Aristotelian view of nature, which maintained that all 

matter was filled with substance, like little souls of the intelligible world. As 

Descartes attempted to eradicate scholastic thought (although he often adhered to 

it in his own texts), the entire natural universe ceased to be intelligible. 

Mechanical terminology neatly fit into this new universal scheme because, as two 

other significant mechanists of the time, Robert Boyle (1627-1691) and Christiaan 

Huygens (1629-1695) noted, mechanical explanations were dazzlingly 

intelligible.  

 Regarding the term “technoscience,” I use it in two different ways in this 

thesis: (1) for the sake of writing economy, when it signals a complementary 

relationship between technology and science; and (2) when it denotes formal and 

complete symbiosis, which appeared in the twentieth century. I will also continue 
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to refer to “early modern science” as natural philosophy. This terminological 

system will aid navigatation through the thesis and remind readers of the varying 

historical and sociocultural contexts presented. Moreover, I regard technology as a 

concept, discourse, paradigm, and sociocultural phenomenon that is not easily 

defined or grasped precisely because technology is not only material culture nor a 

set of objective autonomous components. Notwithstanding the importance of its 

historical development, technology will be discussed using both philosophical and 

anthropological perspectives to present the way I believe it is: a total social 

phenomenon, “a phenomenon that marries the material, the social, and the 

symbolic in a complex web of associations” (Pfaffenberger 249). Precisely 

because technology is a phenomenon and a sociocultural reality, philosophy and 

anthropology are especially suitable tools to discern its inner social workings, 

disguised social meanings, and ways of enculturing or naturalising. As 

Pfaffenberger argued, 

[t]o say that technology is a humanised nature is to insist that it is a 
fundamentally social phenomenon: it is a social construction of the 
nature around us and within us, and once achieved, it expresses an 
embedded social vision, and it engages us in what Marx would call 
a form of life. The interpretation of culture and nature here 
described is, in short, of the sort that Mauss (1967) would readily 
call total: any behaviour that is technological is also, and at the 
same time, political, social and symbolic. It has a legal dimension, 
it has a history, it entails a set of social relationships and it has a 
meaning (244). 

 If, as human beings, we have become multiplicities, it is not only because 

of the millions of bacteria living inside our bodies (as Donna Haraway has stated 

in When Species Meet) that make us into “the many.” Technology also has to be 

considered a multiplying force, historically integral to living and evolution but 

only recently transmuting into an “organic” human component. My approach will 

remain somewhere between the anthropological the philosophical because I 

eventually intend to pose questions that deal with anthropocentrism, which is 

intrinsic to cultural anthropology.  

 Visual regimes were constructed not only through the scientific activities 

of the first scientists but also through the growing field of cultural production and 

consumption in the wake of industrial civilisation. Technological devices during 

the Scientific Revolution were almost without exception forms of entertainment 
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and education. As so-called scientific toys, these early imaging devices also 

marked the beginning of the culture of spectacle in a society where a craving for 

cathartic pastimes coincided with great social turmoil throughout Europe, 

including the Age of Terror in postrevolutionary France.  

 
1.3 Japanese Animation 

Japanese popular culture, animation in particular, is a core concern of this 

project and as such requires a brief general introduction to its history and 

genealogy. Just like technology and science in the Edo period, Japanese popular 

culture has its own cultural history comprised of visual technologies and the 

scientific and technological discourses of the Scientific Revolution, and therefore 

it is a powerful lens through which to examine implications in the field of popular 

culture production. 

 The production of animation began in 1917, during the silent era of 

cinema. The first sound animation (talkies) appeared in 1929 and polychrome 

animation appeared in 1932. During the Second World War, animation followed 

the same path as ukiyo-e prints a few decades before: it became a means of 

promoting nationalism, militarism, and imperialism. After the war and during the 

Allied Occupation, many of these animated films were destroyed in an effort to 

demilitarise the country. Japanese animation reemerged with the establishment of 

Tōei Dōga, now Tōei Animation, which spawned renowned animation artists such 

as Miyazaki Hayao and Takahata Isao. However, the real boom and 

commercialisation of animation began with Tezuka Osamu’s 1963 Tetsuwan 

Atomu, which revolutionised Japanese animation and forever changed its history 

by introducing anime.  

The pioneers of Japanese animation, namely Shimokawa Hekoten (Ōten) 

(1892-1973), Kouchi Sumikazu (1886-1970), and Kitayama Seitarō (1888-1945), 

worked separately but they had two things in common: they created Japanese 

animation and studied Western-style painting. As such, they continued the 

pictorial tradition of the Ran scholars, who were not painters but instead mastered 

Western-style painting in order to illustrate and depict the newly discovered 

natural world. Because of the strongly rooted visual tradition of Western painting 

and Western visuality in the Edo era, contemporary Japanese film histories have 
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struggled to reinvent the tradition of “Japanese-style” early cinema. Utsushi-e, for 

instance, became generically connected with modern Japanese cinema in an effort 

to establish the genealogy of the modern “indigenous” technologies of vision. 

These historians say little, however, about the Western magic lantern imported to 

Japan and popularised as a foreign curiosity in the mid-Edo period before it was 

reconfigured into utsushi-e, the Japanese magic lantern. Similarly, when the 

global cultural power of anime was finally recognised domestically, its history 

was swiftly restructured to neatly point at utsushi-e as the traditional high-cultural 

product that contemporary anime stemmed from. Reinventing the traditional 

visual, cultural, and technological histories of anime remains a slippery slope in 

conforming it to the discourse of Japaneseness.  

It was not long before the animation machinery imported from the West 

was replaced by locally devised and manufactured devices. The great figure of 

Japanese animation, Masaoka Kenzō (1898-1988), considered the father of 

Japanese animation, was the first to introduce celluloid, thus replacing paper-cut 

objects and monochrome photography. He also introduced the first talkie—five 

years after Walt Disney (1901-1966) presented his first talking cartoon in 1928. 

Masaoka’s first celluloid animated talkie was Chikara to onna no yo no naka 

(Within the World of Power and Women), which was released in April 1933. His 

animated film Kumo to chūrippu (The Spider and the Tulip), completed in 1943, 

is considered a masterpiece of Japanese animation. Masaoka was not only a 

pioneer in celluloid talkies, he also pioneered the terminology and was the first to 

adopt the term dōga (“animated images”) instead of the commonly used senga 

dōga (“line-drawn animated images,” “cartoon comedy”) and manga dōga 

(“animated manga”) (Koyama-Richard 82). With the use of the term “animated 

images,” Masaoka clearly demarcated the art of animating from traditional 

conceptualisations of animation as the assembly of lines, comedy, or a genre of 

manga. In effect, animation began to be perceived as an independent and artistic 

medium. 

Masaoka Kenzō also inspired the lineage of animation craftsmen, whose 

style, skills, and methodology adhered to the standards and rules of Japanese 

traditional craftmaking. In line with the craftship framework, Masaoka passed 

down his knowledge to Mori Yasuji, who taught Ōtsuka Yasuo, who passed down 

his crafting skills to Miyazaki Hayao, thus ensuring that the tradition of 
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Masaoka’s school of animation persisted within each animator’s individual style. 

Toei Dōga, the animation company established in 1956, housed these skilled 

animators, who were creating manga eiga (“manga films,” not anime) and 

produced the first full-length animated feature film, Hakujaden (The Legend of 

the White Serpent), in 1958.  

 The invention of black and white television soon brought visual media 

content into everyone’s home. After the Michiko (royal wedding) boom and with 

almost one hundred per cent of Japanese households owning a TV set, the path for 

a new and exciting industry opened. Picture stories translated from scrolls, lantern 

slides, and paper-box theatre settled onto the TV screen. In 1960, colour television 

was commercialised and introduced a completely new theatre of the universe to a 

consumer sitting comfortably on a sofa in the living room. On 1 January 1963, 

Fuji TV televised Tezuka Osamu’s Astro Boy, the first ever anime, which marked 

the beginning of the TV anime era. By that time, Tezuka had left Toei Dōga and 

established his own company, Mushi Production, where he produced popular 

manga and perfected limited animation, earning himself the nicknames “god of 

manga” and “father of TV anime.” In brief, his genius manifested itself in the 

rationalisation of the production of animation, consolidating its production based 

on the factory system—fast, cheap, mass market.  

In the usual renderings of the history of Japanese animation, the most 

recent form evoked from the past is the simple and economic medium of 

storytelling, kamishibai (“paper box theatre”), that emerged and was popularised 

between 1920 and 1950, when a lack of resources for basic living made it a 

welcomed form of entertainment. The storytellers travelled on bicycles throughout 

the country, stopping in villages and towns to deliver this form of street theatre. 

They relied on familiar folk stories in their narration, during which they also sold 

candy to children who would come to watch and listen (Steinberg 200). Most 

anime researchers link contemporary animations with two specific media, 

kamishibai and utsushi-e, both of which were contrived to deliver pictorial 

storytelling composed of subsequent pictures animated to tell a visual story. 

However, for most researchers, this history does not begin and end there, for in 

relating the tradition of pictorial narrating in Japan, one must go much further, 

into the ninth to twelfth century CE, when e-makimono (“picture scrolls”) 
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emerged. Inevitably, Katsushika Hokusai’s Manga from the Edo period is often 

mentioned.  

There is an overall concurrent tendency to join Japanese animations with 

the genealogy of traditional visual narrating technologies and techniques. 

Koyama-Richard, Napier, and Hu are among the authors with such an inclination. 

While Napier briefly noted that “anime is a popular cultural form that clearly 

builds on previous high cultural traditions” (4), Hu introduced a new perspective 

in the history of Japanese animations in her book Frames of Anime by suggesting 

that anime should be seen as a visual language (101). Hu foregrounded her thesis 

on the premise that the Japanese way of communicating is traditionally dependent 

on, if not dominated by, visual cultural contexts at least as much as linguistic 

ones.  

According to Hu, the history of anime as visual communication began 

with the first Japanese-style paintings, yamato-e, including emakimono (e-maki-

mono) or picture scrolls, which first appeared in the Kamakura period (1185-

1333) (26). The picture scrolls represent for Napier and Hu the origins of Japanese 

traditional visual narrative art as well as the origins of contemporary animations. 

In order to make a connection between e-makimono style and animation style, Hu 

referred to one of the pioneers of Japan’s animation theory, Imamura Taihei, who, 

in his book Manga eiga ron stated “that animation (which he calls manga eiga, 

meaning “manga film”) has its roots in Japanese traditional arts...the earliest being 

emakimono” (qtd. in Hu page 28). Hu further related that,  

       Imamura notes that while every ‘filmic shot’ gives birth to a 
moving perspective, in emakimono (as painted multi-perspectives 
are present) the viewer’s gaze moves too (idou de aru). Moreover, 
the near-and-far ways of viewing are no less lacking and hence 
‘various conceptual ways of viewing are active’ (kannen tekina). 
He also states that while the film camera persistently causes 
movement, the emakimono artist merely changes his position in 
order to paint and express an endless flow of perspectives (qtd. in 
Hu 28-29, emphasis mine). 

While Hu focused on the link between traditional art and contemporary anime, 

she failed to connect these two cultural forms in another very important way and 

that is visual representation.  

The very essence of the picture is its structuration of the field and the 

viewpoint, intrinsic to the ways in which the image represents the world on the 
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scroll or on the screen. The ways of seeing the world are embedded in every piece 

of pictorial art and they inevitably share more important sociocultural core values 

than the perceived animated storytelling. Imamura correctly placed an emphasis 

on ways of seeing and representing the world (and movement) in two different 

mediums, unlike Hu who missed the chance to establish a more substantial and 

permanent link between past and present traditions. The emphasised parts of 

Imamura’s citation above refer to something very specific that has been briefly 

discussed earlier: conceptually and visually, it is the Japanese way of seeing the 

world and therefore of understanding the world. This in turn refers to the 

“superflat” discourse that, as the visual manifestation of specifically Japanese 

cultural perception, bears much heavier implications in theorising the 

contemporary, globalised animation industry. This very same animation industry 

is often criticised for its lack of Japaneseness either as an inherent attempt at 

subtle “stateless” cultural imperialism or as a product of too much Westernisation 

and modernisation. Discovering the connections between the present and past 

(premodern) cultural forms inevitably points to the traditional practice (and 

identity) that persisted despite modernisation and is now a response to accusations 

of a lack of originality. The superflat theory, based on the works of the art 

historian Tsuji Nobuo and revived by the contemporary artist Murakami Takashi, 

aims at establishing opposition between Western modernity and Japanese 

postmodernity based on the structuration of the visual field (Lamarre 113).  

Without noting the relevance of this link for non-artistic purposes, Hu 

continued her historical overview of contemporary anime with chinzō portrait 

painting, which peaked during the Muromachi period (1333-1573) and was 

influenced by Zen Buddhism. The paintings commonly depicted Zen masters with 

their “powerful psychological presence which could be regarded as the early 

genealogical images of manga / anime characters, which also included the ukiyo-e 

courtesan and kabuki character prints that appeared during the Edo period” (Hu 

30). Following these paintings is shōhekiga, Japanese interior design, comprised 

of tatami floor mats, shōji sliding doors, fusuma panel doors, folding screens, and 

Zen study rooms. Hu ended her overview of the premodern origins of anime with 

interior design, and then continued with an overview of the popular visual art of 

the Edo period: ukiyo-e (“pictures of the floating world”), utsushi-e (“magic 

lantern storytelling”), and kamishibai in the Shōwa period. There are two 
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concerns, however, about her account of the conceptualisations of visual art in the 

Edo period that do not directly touch upon the subject of the current thesis, and 

thus require clarifications for a better understanding of contemporary Japanese 

animations.  

Firstly, “pictures of the floating world” cannot be understood as a 

straightforward visual translation of “a principal Buddhist terminology used for 

describing the passing pleasures and sorrows of the living sphere” (Hu 32), 

because of the defining paradigm shift that occurred during the Edo period 

between the Buddhist concept of transience (ukiyo) and its urban 

conceptualisation. The most apparent difference between the two is the pessimism 

of passing life in the apathy of the Buddhist worldview and the optimistic 

rendering of the transience of life in the hedonistic quest for a brief but complete 

fulfilment of new urban dwellers.   

Secondly, Hu gives surprisingly little attention to the Edo ukiyo-e artist 

Katsushika Hokusai, who is considered the originator of contemporary manga. 

Katsushika was obsessed with capturing movement and was dedicated to giving 

movement a pictorial form, and for these reasons he published a collection of 

prints entitled Manga—a careful pictorial study of movement (see fig. 3). Before  

 
Figure 3. Katsuhika Hokusai Suzume Odori-zu (Dancing Sparrows) from Manga. 1814-

1878. Print. (Denshin Kanshu) Hokusai manga, vol. 3 (Transmitted from the Gods) 
Random Drawings by Hokusai, vol. 3). The British Museum. Collection online, London. 

Web. Oct 2015. 
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Katsushika there was another originator of Japanese animation to whom very little 

attention was given in Hu’s account—Toba, a popular monk who drew comic 

images to educate people. His pictures consisted of animated caricatures called 

giga, also known as Toba-e, named after the monk who created them. These 

pictures were similar to the existing tradition of chōjin geiga, which featured 

animated animal characters and mythical figures with human characteristics.  

Overall, it seems that most visual histories of contemporary anime focus 

on visual narration rather than on animation, and this focus is the reason I have 

continuously used the plural form “animations” instead of “animation” and 

“anime.” Cultural histories are always complex and part of their complication 

arises from various discourses, past and present, that persist and additionally 

obscure already obscured meanings. This leads to the third clarification needed in 

the context of Hu’s anime genealogy between animation and anime, for they are 

not the same and cannot be viewed interchangeably. In Hu’s non-discriminatory 

account, the distinction is completely omitted perhaps to neutralise tensions 

between “high culture” and “low culture,” which are already discursive enough. 

While not a direct concern of the current thesis, it is relevant to the complete brief 

introduction of the animation industry.  

 Between 1920 and 1950, kamishibai (“paper box theatre”) was the most 

popular form of cheap entertainment for children, mainly because most 

technology in Japan was state-owned, resources were scarce, and war had turned 

the country into a devastated land of poor, hungry, and mostly jobless people. 

During and after the occupation by the Allies, which ended in 1952, Japan 

reinvented itself into a technological miracle specialising in electrical goods and 

that change facilitated the emergence of “electric kamishibai” (anime). The phrase 

“electric kamishibai” is especially eye-catching because it refers to Tezuka’s 

anime and clearly demarcates the cheap and fast storytelling such as anime from 

crafted animation. However, when seen in a discursive context, although 

intertwined and with common core cultural values, the two visual forms have to 

be considered two distinct cultural products that differently responded to the 

modernisation and industrialisation of the Japanese sociocultural matrix. While 

animation or full animation denotes feature-length animated films, usually 

released for theatres (representative producers are Toei and Ghibli), anime, or 
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limited animation, was conceived in Tezuka’s industrial revolution in the 

animation industry.  

Anime was originally a method of time-saving animation in which 

producers recycled celluloid parts, meaning the number of cells was cut down 

from the average of twenty-four to eight, so there were significantly more still 

images compared with full animation; moreover, the stories were recycled from 

popular manga comics. When Tezuka created anime, he intended to produce as 

many episodes as possible, as cheaply as possible, and as fast as possible for the 

television cycle. Basing his products on well-established and successful manga 

publications (of his own) was the chief generator of his success. Put simply, he 

“economised: animation and created anime. When his Tetsuwan Atomu achieved 

great success (televised from 1 January 1963 to 31 December 1966), the full-

animation producers at Tōei Studio were shocked: 

For us animators at Toei it was a huge shock, as if the Japanese 
people said to us ‘This is good enough for us,’ ‘We’re satisfied 
with this,’ ‘So long as it is based on a popular manga, we need no 
preparation, much less any advertisement.’ The Japanese animation 
industry as a whole was forced to a major turning point, including 
Toei, which had worked so far to develop original stories and new 
characters (qtd. in Steinberg 17-18). 

The novelty of using manga stories in anime-making made the whole production 

process significantly faster, simpler, and easier to gain success. As Ōtsuka noted, 

anime did not even require advertising since they already had a well-established 

audience. However, Tezuka also introduced anime as a means of advertising, 

which provided yet another industrial stimulus to the anime industry, often 

referred to as the media mix—which is seen daily in media content. TV producers 

were thrilled with Tezuka’s low prices, which in the end made him largely 

indebted but also created a whole new way of doing business. Most of his 

resources came from advertisers, sponsors, and toy franchises—the media mix.  

Tezuka was in every respect the Henry Ford of the Japanese anime 

industry. Ford’s ingenuity was not in introducing the assembly line but in his way 

of offering an affordable and standardised product. He assembled teams with 

diverse skills and created a sophisticated organisational structure to secure 

materials, manufacture products, and then market them. His technological system 

demonstrated that “a piece of technology does not exist in a social vacuum but is 
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connected with markers, users, and other technologies in often complex ways” 

(McClellan and Dorn 341). Likewise, Tezuka’s rationalised and industrial 

approach created an anime system that consisted of artists, advertisers, TV 

producers, and other adjacent industries and technologies. His product was 

successful precisely because he merged adjacent mechanisms of cultural and 

industrial production, ultimately creating the contemporary anime wonder that has 

conquered the world.  

       Historically speaking, popular culture in Japan has been a major locus of 

the sociocultural matrix since the Edo period, and has at times served either as a 

reactive medium, mocking political structures, or as propaganda for the 

government’s social engineering purposes. Popular culture is a nihilistic pantheon; 

like phantasmagoria, it generates truths and illusions and it is capable of 

manipulation and deception. Contemporary visual technologies have only 

achieved sophistication but they are nevertheless apparatuses of optical truths and 

lies about the world.  

It is greatly ironic that the magic lantern, with its ability to resurrect the 

dead and horrify the living, was based on the laws of Newtonian optics. Similarly, 

in Japan’s Edo period, this device of wonder simultaneously inhabited the realm 

of Hollandic scientific precision, authenticity, and accurateness and produced 

illusions of movement. Tezuka recognised this specificity of popular culture and 

the visual medium to embed thoughts and then reflect prismatically (in different 

colours) these basic nuances of a single maker, the puppeteer. The puppeteer, 

however, is of this world and the celluloid dolls he creates and animates inevitably 

whisper the truths of lived reality. Tezuka, a graduate of medicine, was an 

affirmed mangaka and an animator with big dreams. His first animated story 

about a robot boy in the human world was no mere coincidence, as it eventually 

inspired the genre of science fiction and cyberpunk that continues to question the 

world of technology and science with the same vigour:  

I hoped to show that if science aimed only for progress, forgetting 
nature and human beings, it would be able to create only a society 
of deep cracks, contradictions, and discrimination, doing nothing 
but cruelly hurting humans and all living beings. . .what I hoped to 
portray in Astro Boy was the lack of communication between 
science and man. . .. Astro Boy is able to think for himself; he is a 
robot with feelings. He wants to be like human beings. I drew him 
at school, but he has the ability to solve any calculation in a 
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fraction of a second, and his mobility is incomparable. He therefore 
experiences a deep sense of alienation and sorrow, which I 
attempted to render when he was sitting atop a building. No one 
has mentioned this. People merely focus on the power of science 
(qtd.in Koyama-Richard 117). 

I believe that this message of hope for science—its social utility 

dramatically coming into question after the nuclear bombings of Hiroshima and 

Nagasaki in 1945—reflects the ambivalent and specifically modern character of 

applied science that needs to become more bioethical and less utilitarian. Intended 

or not, the similarity between Tezuka’s title Astro Boy (originally Mighty Atom), 

the “atomic bomb,” and “Little Boy” (the name of the bomb dropped on 

Hiroshima) is quite telling. Astro Boy was a popular animated series that focused 

its narrative on the relationship between humanity and technoscience and that 

generated a genre of popular culture centred on posthumanity, technology, and 

science. The series followed the adventures of a robot boy who wanted to become 

a human boy—a theme evocative of Mr. Gepetto’s wooden puppet Pinocchio. In a 

way, Astro Boy opened up an animated space for the science fiction and 

cyberpunk genres, both of which focus on fusions of technology and humanity 

and often raise issues about technological development and applied science. The 

themes of bioengineering, biotechnology, eugenics, and biopolitics within diverse 

sociocultural contexts still retain the ancient values and old dilemmas related to 

the self, consciousness, the soul, and humanity.  

The applied science in question is a modern invention, while technology 

and toolmakers have always actively transformed the human landscape; thus, 

applied science, which merged technology, science, and industry in the twentieth 

century, is a whole new trope in the history of human kind. Science and 

technology have become dominant (cultural) forces that have shaped the modern 

world and have actively created a technological society.3 Modernity is signalled 

by shifting technoscience to the core of culture, aided by growing industries, the 

economy, and political agency. Among the novelties introduced by the Scientific 

Revolution was the concept of the social utility of science and, consequently, its 

institutionalisation and government sponsorship. This marked a more coherent 

convergence that literally exploded with the atomic bomb, one of the first 

products of applied science that was “socially useful” and politically sponsored.  
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There is, however, another important dimension contained within the 

Japanese animation, science fiction and cyberpunk genres in particular, which 

reflects the sociocultural matrix – the anxieties toward the technocratic state and 

its techno-scientific discourses and ideologies. I will mention further in more 

detail how crucial science and technology were to the project of modernisation of 

the nineteenth-century Japan, which was introduced to industrial, political, 

economic, and sociocultural modernity through so-called “machines of 

dominance” (Adas 1-16). The themes that persistently appear in sci-fi and 

cyberpunk animation, including Ghost in the Shell, Innocence and Psycho-Pass, is 

state techno-fascism, generated and maintained via techno-science (its ideological 

as well as materialistic dimensions). The animations discussed in this thesis have 

precisely this topic in common: the intermingling of fascism, technology, and 

science. In a more general consideration, popular culture, animation included, is 

the nodal point of different cultural forces that efficiently show fascist and anti-

fascist rhetoric at work. As for my understanding of fascism, it is not its political 

format (Nazism or Fascism) I am interested in, but any form of totalitarian state or 

popular ideology (ways of thinking). Notwithstanding its conception should be 

much broader, I will focus on technology and science in animations to discuss 

various manifestations of fascist technocratic states. The reader will notice that the 

contemporary Japanese animations resonate with the history of production of 

scientific knowledge and (technological) modernity in Japan, as well as the modes 

of their addressing the issues of state-controlled technologies and scientific 

discourses which ultimately led to totalitarian rationalisation of and individual 

being. Despite their futuristic technological overtones, the animations I discuss 

here seem to suggest that technocratic fascism and totalitarian rationalisation are 

already a form of postapocalyptic culture.  
  

1.4 Research Framework, Literature Overview, and Thesis Outline 
 
1.4.1 Research and Theoretical Framework 

 Methodologically, I have decided to place tropes, discourses, and 

worldviews, together with material artefacts, at the centre of inquiry. Although 

interconnected by the core concept of visuality, they spawn from different areas of 

study and therefore require varying methodologies, from historical surveys of 
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machines, science, and technology in Japanese and European sociocultural 

circumstances using a comparative approach to visual and textual analyses of 

contemporary Japanese animations. The anthropology of technology and science 

as well as popular culture studies are the cornerstones of my theoretical 

framework, of which the former proved particularly apt in a cross-cultural project 

such as this one. Cultural anthropology specifically takes into account cultural 

pluralism, particulary social structures and cultural contexts that vary from one 

culture to another. Both cultural anthropology and material culture studies take 

into account local specificities in which cross-cultural exchanges transmute into 

new cultural and social patterns and cannot be reduced to a homogenous and 

unitary approach. 

 Historical and literary research: To gain a full understanding of the 

concepts in different sociocultural contexts, I sought out published scholarly 

works, which included but were not limited to Japanese history (with an emphasis 

on the Edo and Meiji eras and cross-cultural exchanges between Japan and the 

West, including Rangaku) and European history (with an emphasis on Holland 

and the history of technology and science, including the Scientific Revolution and 

the Industrial Revolution). I also turned to scholarship on traditional and 

contemporary Japanese culture (with an emphasis on popular culture, animation in 

particular) as well as scholarship on visuality and visual modernity. The objective 

was to combine the study of intellectual history and material culture study in a 

field of inquiry that linked the symbolic and the material in a complex grid of 

meanings, associations, and material artefacts. 

 Material culture studies: I was guided by Prown’s idea that materials 

speak to us (6) and that an object can contain a whole cultural universe within it. 

Regarding material culture, Lance Winn posited that “[t]he things we make reflect 

our beliefs about the world; the things around us affect the way we understand the 

world. There is an unending circularity to this that implies less a circle and more a 

kind of wheel of moving,” while Bernie Herman defined material culture as “the 

history and philosophy of objects and the myriad relationships between people 

and things” and Joyce Will Stoner asserted that it is “the unpacking or mining of 

both historic and everyday objects to find the embedded ideas and concepts that 

define the surrounding society” (Winn, Herman, and Stoner). With the belief that 

cultural history (which is also the history of materials) cannot be divorced from 
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intellectual history, I observed material artefacts from the Edo and Meiji eras 

during my field research in Tokyo. In order to compile a reliable amount of data, I 

stayed in Tokyo from September 2014 to April 2015, where I conducted thorough 

ethnographic fieldwork. Finally, I conducted visual and textual analyses of 

selected animations.  

 

1.4.2 Literature Overview 

a) Scholarship on Western technology and science in Japan 

  Concerning methodology, there were two mainstream approaches that I 

commonly encountered throughout my research: one focused on intellectual 

history and the other focused on material culture, both with the same repetitive 

neglect for the other. Grant K. Goodman, for instance, provided a very detailed 

overview of Dutch learning in Japan from 1600 to 1853, arguing that despite its 

significance of bringing Western scientific theory to Japan, it had only a limited 

influence on ongoing affairs (145). While I agree with Goodman that Rangaku 

was a compilation of somewhat limited, haphazard, detheorised, and 

decontextualised state-controlled “Western” scientific knowledge, I am strongly 

opposed to Goodman’s total neglect of the field of material and popular culture. 

Moreover, he utterly ignored the intimate link between the Floating World and the 

Western learning sustained by Ran scholars, who actively generated popular 

imagery of the Edo period, with Dutch ideas and materials as their common 

staple. “The Floating World” denotes an overwhelming omnipresent cultural 

worldview encapsulating worlds of hedonism and transience shared by the Edo 

populace and materialised through the well-established printing and publishing 

industries. The cultural industry of the Floating World was bustling with 

curiosities from abroad, so even if the material artefacts and knowledge were 

limited in quantity, the printing format widely circulated textual and visual 

renderings of theories and machines.  

 Intellectual history can never be separated from material culture and its 

extraction from material reality gives only a reduced representation of lived 

realities. Simultaneously, there are authors like Timon Screech and Brigitte 

Koyama-Richard who have focused explicitly on material culture in their amazing 

yet somewhat insufficient engagement with discourses and ideas, thus reducing 
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sociocultural contexts to materials. Screech was my most significant source for 

Japanese material culture of the Edo period. His vast knowledge of Japanese Edo 

period imagery and art compensated for my inability to read the Japanese 

language and appeal to primary sources, namely, documents from the Edo era. 

Based on his research, Screech identified differences and convergences between 

vision in Japan’s Edo period and the “Western scientific gaze” introduced by the 

Rangaku scholars. I borrowed from Screech the concept of “gaze,” which implies  

. . . a fixity of looking—sight held and used to dismantle what lies 
around; being scientific, this gaze dissected and selected, dwelling 
on objects and separating them as autonomous and apart, 
evacuating their cultural ballast. The Western scientific gaze was 
rooted in close and objectifying observation (The Lens within the 
Heart 2). 

b) Scholarship on the history of technology and science  

 McClellan and Dorn as well as Peter Dear were my primary guidance for 

the history of science and technology and the Scientific Revolution, respectively. 

Laura J. Snyder’s book on reinventing vision, with a focus on the Dutch Republic 

during the Scientific Revolution, immensely contributed to completing my 

theoretical framework with respect to visuality, while John Crary’s work on the 

modern observer facilitated navigation through the field of vision and modernity. 

Barbara Maria Stafford and Frances Terpak’s Devices of Wonder was vital in 

material culture studies and was invaluable in compiling data on material 

artefacts. 

c) Scholarship on visual and material culture 

 The MIT’s online project Visualizing Cultures (John W. Dower) and 

James L. Huffman inspired the idea of “visualising” Japanese culture; that is, 

using visual materials such as ukiyo-e in visually reconstructing the Japanese Edo 

and Meiji eras. Among the many sources on Japanese culture overall, Chitōshi, 

Wakabayashi, Oka, and Katsumori provided valuable insights into different 

sociocultural aspects of the Japanese premodern and modern era.  

d) Scholarship on Japanese animation  

 As for the scholarship on Japanese animation, widely known as anime, 

Koyama-Richard, Napier, and Hu, for instance, focused on the traditional cultural 

lineage of anime and, surprisingly, their histories predominantly centred on visual 
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“narrating” instead of animating. Hu was a case in point: she genealogically 

connected anime with ninth-century Japanese picture scrolls and Edo period 

ukiyo-e, but instead of focusing on art forms that “animate,” like Katsushika’s 

Manga and Toba-e animal caricatures, Hu compared the visual style of anime 

with earlier “high-culture” artefacts. While focusing on the trope of visual 

communication in Japanese traditional art and anime, Hu seemed to neglect the 

fact that animation is first and foremost the art of movement, resulting in a lack of 

delineating limited and full animation—a difference that is historically and 

conceptually very significant. Perhaps Napier’s and Hu’s neglect of this issue was 

a deliberate attempt to establish a direct link between anime and ancient art forms; 

however, full animation and limited animation (anime), while converging 

historically, have had a different relationship with modernity.  

In contrast, Marc Steinberg, who focused on anime “media mix” and 

discussed in detail the difference between full and limited animation, failed to 

connect media mix with Japanese traditional Edo period culture, for he would 

have discovered that media mix is not a modern invention but was integral to the 

Edo-period popular culture industry and in that sense could not be used as a 

differentiating point between “modern” anime and “ancient” animation.  

Other authors who have focused on technology and science in animation, like 

Dani Cavallaro, Steven T. Brown, and Cristopher Bolton, proposed posthumanist 

perspectives, without an historical engagement with technology and science. A 

notable exception is Thomas Lamarre, who discussed “anime machine” as the 

“apparatus that thinks technology” (xxx).  

Posthumanist studies are still trending in anime scholarship, projecting the 

current technoscientific narratives into the future. While I find them inspiring, 

“the missing masses” stubbornly remain missing. In my opinion, thinking about 

the future without understanding how we have come to the present state of being 

is not fruitful (perhaps this is a disciplinary difference between cultural 

anthropology and cultural studies). Material culture is all too often divorced from 

cultural research that emphasises the symbolic over the material, thus neglecting 

the intrinsic components of the intellectual (symbolic) universe.  

 My aim in addressing these gaps in the literature was twofold: (1) to 

reflect on the relationship between scientific and technological discourses and 

popular culture production; and (2) to examine the intertwined relationship 
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between scientific developments and cultural histories. The approach proposed in 

this thesis aims to challenge the learned ways of seeing, as well as inspire a more 

dedicated engagement with material culture. I propose a new mode of reading 

Japanese animation (and popular culture) that begins with the ideology and 

materiality of the Scientific Revolution. In that sense, the prototypical posthuman 

narratives such as Oshii Mamoru’s will be readdressed through the cultural 

history of technology and science in Japan. To bring this research closer to the 

reader, I collected a variety of studies and visual data from a broad range and have 

brought them together in a provocative way to show that vision is never innocent 

because it is always defined by a sociocultural context and through machinery. 

The way we understand the world defines the way we perceive it and this 

ultimately defines us, and popular culture plays a role in what we have become.  

  

1.4.3 Thesis Outline 

 This introductory chapter has provided a workable framework for the 

entire thesis, providing a brief overview of the methodologies and materials used, 

as well as my theoretical approach to the theme and the basis on which to 

understand further chapters. Chapter 2 will provide insights into the paradigm of 

the eye, the visual paradigm, and the visual technologies that were shaped by the 

Scientific Revolution, which are necessary for understanding the notions of 

visuality as well as the means of its construction through technological and 

scientific discourses in subsequent chapters. Chapter 3 will survey visual 

technologies, visuality, and various mechanisms (with an emphasis on those 

related to the emerging scientific imagery of the human being) in both Europe and 

Japan using a comparative approach. With an emphasis on the Japanese 

sociocultural context, the chapter will also examine the role of Rangaku and Edo 

popular culture in enculturing technologies, the European scientific paradigm, and 

the modern viewing regime. Chapter 4 will connect the ideas and materials 

discussed in Chapter 3 with contemporary Japanese popular culture, namely Oshii 

Mamoru’s Ghost in the Shell sequels. Centred on visuality and mechanical dolls 

inherited from the Edo period, the chapter will also examine the relationships 

between sociocultural contexts, visuality, and the Western technoscientific 

paradigm as it reestablishes the links between material artefacts and discourses. 
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Chapter 5 will present an overview of Japan after the Perry Expedition and will 

provide brief insights into the industrialisation and modernisation of Japan, with 

an emphasis on the role of visuality and Western technologies and sciences in 

social engineering. Based on Chapter 5, Chapter 6 will link the sociocultural 

realities of Japanese modernisation with social engineering through the anime TV 

series Psycho-Pass by investigating technological and scientific discourses 

through the lens of popular culture production. Chapter 7 will provide a brief 

conclusion of the thesis, with future prospects of the research. 
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2. Constructing Vision 
 

2.1 The Eye 

This chapter will examine the Japanese and European cultural histories of 

the technological and scientific paradigms related to visuality using a comparative 

approach to excavate both specific and interrelated implications for technological 

and scientific discourses. The materials collected in the historical survey have 

been sorted out and organised in such a way as to provide cross-cultural insights 

into the process of constructing modern visuality, with an emphasis on its 

historical link with entertainment (popular culture) and the Scientific Revolution. 

Another issue I hoped to demonstrate stems from the eye, vision and 

visuality is the intermingling of material (visual technologies) and discursive 

(science and techno-fascism) realms of the Japanese sociocultural matrix. 

Animation is a visual expression of a culture, not only a cultural industry, as well 

as of a variety of visual technologies I will discuss in further chapters. An 

appropriate example of how visuality and social engineering coalesce are the 

ukiyo-e woodblock prints, which disseminated the state ideology in the 

modernising and industrialising Meiji era, whereas until before they were popular 

entertainment, which not only evaded but criticised power structures. Animation 

and manga are excellent examples as well, if we consider their prominent role in 

the state propaganda during the prewar years. Their latent power was highlighted 

when the Allied Forces burned books, films and other media that might convey 

imperialistic ideology during the occupation of Japan. This chapter will show why 

techno-fascism has to take the organ of vision into account and how is visuality 

constructed through tools and narratives. 

 Centuries have been invested in understanding the interior workings of the 

eye, and then to adapting its physiology to machinery in order to produce 

“objective,” accurate, and empirically authentic images of the world. Unlike other 

ancient writers, Aristotle believed that the eye received rays from the outer world 

rather than emanated rays into it, while the Greek mathematician Euclid, in his 

Optica (third century BCE), applied mathematics to theories of vision, thus 

defining optics in purely geometrical terms to describe the way we see, 
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establishing a theory of the eye that in the eleventh century became known as “the 

pyramid of vision” (Snyder 76). 

Another key figure in the history of vision was Galen, the second-century 

CE Roman physician and philosopher who described the anatomy of the eye (and 

remained a medical authority well into the seventeenth century). Translations of 

ancient Arabic texts produced the theoretical framework for a European universe 

that, coupled with theology, persevered until the Scientific Revolution. The 

eleventh-century medical writer Alhazen (Abu Ali al-Hasan ibn al Haytham) was 

the first to integrate the theory of vision and anatomical studies of the eye, and his 

combined theory of vision set the basis for the science of perspective (fifteenth 

century) and Johannes Kepler’s optical theory (seventeenth century).  

Influenced by the concept of “the pyramid of vision,” Florentine painters4 

developed a one-point perspective system in the fifteenth century and began to use 

technical aids such as mirrors to achieve perspective in their paintings (Snyder 76-

80). Snyder noted that the artists who introduced mathematical principles into 

painting did so in response to an ongoing debate, influenced by Plato’s critique of 

visual art, which intended to justify the scientific validity of painting. In other 

words, artists aimed at elevating visual art to the level of science, where it could 

be acknowledged as “serious business” and a realistic rendering of the world. In 

effect, artists began using technical tools to achieve perspective; more 

importantly, they began to see and depict objects in mathematical terms, 

integrating the science of optics and mathematics to depict the world accurately, 

precisely, realistically, and empirically. It is not surprising (nor coincidental) that 

artists and natural philosophers both worked with visual technologies that enabled 

them to master light and perspective and helped them observe and project nature 

in her “true” form. With Johannes Kepler’s discovery that the image projected 

onto the retina was actually inverted, the analogy between the eye and the most 

paradigmatic of all devices for over two centuries (from the 1500s to the 1800s), 

the camera obscura, was firmly established (see fig. 4).  
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Figure 4. Savérien, Alexandre. Tent, room, and book camera obscuras. Dictionnaire 
Universel De Mathematique Et De Physique: Où L’on Traite De L’origine, Du Progrès 
De Ces Deux Sciences… 1753. Engraving. Devices of Wonder. By Barbara Stafford and 

Frances Terpak. Los Angeles: Getty Research Institute. 311. Print. 

 
In Jonathan Crary’s summary of its historical significance, the camera 

obscura is described as a historically constructed artefact, a model for explaining 

human vision and a representation of the relationship between the subject and the 

external world: 

This highly problematic object was far more than simply an optical 
device. For over two hundred years it subsisted as a philosophical 
metaphor; a model in the science of physical optics, and was also a 
technical apparatus used in a large range of cultural activities. For 
two centuries it stood as model, in both rationalist and empiricist 
thought, of how observation leads to truthful inferences about the 
world; about the same time the physical incarnation of that model 
was a widely used means of observing the visible world, an 
instrument of popular entertainment of scientific inquiry, and of 
artistic practice (28-29). 

The history of the camera obscura was relatively modest until the sixteenth 

century, when the lens was introduced, followed by the diaphragm and mirror in 

the seventeenth century, after which it became an essential tool for painters, 

astronomers, and opticians. Before these three innovations turned it into one of the 

most powerful paradigmatic apparatuses in the history of scientific thought and 

visuality, its working mechanism, the passing of light through a pinhole and 

projecting an image, was already known to fifth-century BCE Chinese scholars, as 
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well as to Greek observers. The seventeenth-century innovations made the camera 

obscura a technology extensively used by Copernicus, Tycho Brache, Keppler, 

and Galileo. Johannes Kepler was the first to name it “camera obscura” in his 

1611 book Dioptrice (Snyder 130). Kepler used a tent-like camera obscura, which 

enabled him to move during his observations of nature. A room-type camera 

obscura was also available and a smaller box type made the device more 

accessible and mobile.  

However, the importance of the camera obscura did not remain confined to 

the fields of optics, astronomy, and painting: its most significant paradigmatic 

outcome was in aiding the redefinition of the observer, vision, the eye, and, 

consequentially, an understanding of the world. Crary argued that it played a 

significant role in constructing the isolated, enclosed observer, in particular with 

the room-type camera obscura where the observer was isolated from the outside 

world and saw only what a small lens in a pinhole let through and projected onto 

the screen (38-39). In such an enclosed environment (comparable to today’s 

sterile laboratories), vision became decorporealised, while the viewing device 

itself assumed the role of the “mechanical” and infallible “metaphysical”eye that 

produced representations through its authentic monocular apparatus (see fig. 5). 

 
 Figure 5. Martin, Benjamin. Model of the Eye. About 1765. Cambridge, 

Massachusetts, Harvard University, Collection of Historical Scientific Instruments. 
Devices of Wonder. By Barbara Stafford and Frances Terpak. Los Angeles: Getty 

Research Institute. 144. Print. 
 

René Descartes, who wrote on optics and used the camera obscura as his 

model of the eye, made optics his core concern in the proposed rationalistic 
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philosophical system. While living in the Netherlands, he grinded his own 

magnifying lenses and aimed at producing a lens-grinding machine to compensate 

for unsophisticated lens-grinding techniques (most natural philosophers, including 

van Leeuwenhoek and Galileo, grinded their own viewing lenses). The Cartesian 

division of everything that exists into res cogitans (“mental substance”) and res 

extensa (“extended substance”) is similar to the concept of the camera obscura, as 

it separates the observer (the thinking subject) from nature (the world)—a division 

likely inspired by the separating walls of the dark room. Moreover, the apparatus 

began to replace the human eye or at least transmuted it into different conceptual 

and physiological formats, thus compensating for its sensory fallibility and 

producing, paradoxically, “authentic” representations. This “objectivity” of the 

sensory apparatus mediated by optical viewing devices was undisputed until novel 

theories of vision emerged in the nineteenth century.  

For someone like Descartes, the camera obscura was an antidote for sensory 

deception, allowing ratio (“reason”) to establish truth through the metaphysical 

God-like eye of the machine. Representing the rationalist school of philosophy, 

alongside Spinoza and Leibniz, Descartes maintained that knowledge can be 

acquired independently of the sensory experience, while the empiricists (Locke, 

Berkeley, and Hume) held that the sense experience is the only source of 

knowledge about the world. Despite their formal disagreements, both schools used 

scientific methods (primarily experimental methods, technical devices, and  

 

Figure 6. Jacob, Nicolas-Henri. Traité complet de l’anatomie de l’homme by Marc-Jean 
Bourgery. 1839. Drawing. Techniques of the Observer. By Jonathan Crary. Cambridge 

and London: MIT Press. 80. Print. 
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dissection) to assert their differing truths. Frances Terpak noted that the eye was a 

scientific instrument to Descartes, an organic equivalent of the camera obscura, 

which acted as an extension of the eye (Stafford and Terpak 145). Only the 

artificial eye seemed to satisfy the need for authenticity and realism and in the 

eighteenth century, natural philosophy became obsessed with vision (see fig. 6). 

This is of particular significance for the later analysis of Oshii Mamoru’s Ghost in 

the Shell animated film, in which Oshii’s visual strategies, including the 

disembodied and inorganic gaze, resonate deconstructively with Cartesianism. 

 

2.2 Mechanistic Philosophy and Vision 

 The ongoing preoccupation with mechanical contrivances, as exemplified 

by the camera obscura, also contributed to the development of mechanistic 

philosophy, which provided new tropes and metaphors to explain the workings of 

outer and inner organic mechanisms. In his 1637 Dioptrique: First Discourse on 

Light, Descartes explained segments of the human body in terms of a machine-

like structure and later in L’Homme (Man) (1664) likened the human brain to a 

system of ropes and strings (Snyder 237). For the celestial mechanist Kepler, the 

heavens functioned like a clockwork machine, while Boyle, the inventor of the air 

pump, used technical and mechanical terms to explain natural phenomena (Snyder 

136-137).  

 The analogies between the organic and the mechanical were not only 

firmly established but also inspired new descriptive methods and experiments in 

the fields of natural philosophy and science. Mechanistic philosophy, coupled 

with vexing devices for natural observation, had another profound effect: it 

generated the need, inspired by the Baconian scientific method of inquisition, to 

peer inside the mechanism, disassemble it, and inspect its inner workings. This 

resulted in a further disenchantment of nature, as well as the new trend of 

anatomical theatres across Europe (the first one was in Padua), where scientists 

could perform, often in public, dissections of human corpses, which were easily 

accessible in the general populace. Human dissection became a new kind of 

spectacle in seventeenth-century Europe, an entertaining and scientific event. 

Natural philosophy was, in a way, a form of popular culture, an intelligent 

provocation of the senses that dazzled the mind while retaining its fascinating and 
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entertaining aura. The anatomical theatre featured a central stage with a table, on 

which the corpse of an executed criminal lay exposed to anatomists who gathered 

around peering into the corpse while the audience observed from the auditorium 

(see fig. 7). Occasionally, a detached limb circulated through the auditorium to 

provide a closer view. Perhaps some of the gruesomeness of peering inside the 

human body was relieved by conceptualising it in inorganic terms—as simply the 

assemblage of a machine.  

 
Figure 7. de Man,Cornelis. Anatomy Lesson of Cornelis’s Gravesande. 1681. Oil on 

canvas. Collection Museum Prinsenhof, Delft, The Netherlands. Eye of the Beholder. By 
Laura J. Snyder. New York: W. W. Norton & Company. 2015. Print. 

 

The Scientific Revolution was mainly about reinventing vision 

conceptualised in inorganic, mechanical terms. Similarly, the camera obscura 

separated the observer from the world and allowed for a scientific and objective 

inspection with an inorganic gaze, which provided painters with the artificiality 

needed for objective representation. As for anatomists, they separated themselves 

conceptually from their objects of research by invisible walls of mechanistic 

philosophy that facilitated a more detached approach to often gruesome 

dissections and vivisections. Public anatomical theatres revealed yet another 

component of the Scientific Revolution and of the new sciences: the practicality 

and social utility of modern science, in which cutting into the body was not meant 

to answer philosophical questions but to provide practical knowledge of how the 

inner mechanisms worked. This difference also illustrated the point of departure 

between natural philosophy and science, as the latter was a stark contrast to the 

Aristotelian contemplative philosophy of nature.  
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Eventually, apparatuses, scientific knowledge, and philosophies converged 

into a specific visual regime, or dominant visuality. Based on Descartes’ key role 

in conceptually redesigning the universe, vision, the subject, the apparatus, and 

the outlook came to be known as Cartesian perspectivalism. However, it would be 

unjust to credit only Descartes for the specific way of understanding and seeing 

the world that emerged in the Scientific Revolution. To understand the scientific 

paradigm and modern visuality, it is important to define their sociocultural and 

material contexts because the growing field of popular culture in both Europe and 

Japan, coupled with the invention of the printing press, played a vital role in 

enculturing this reinvented vision.  

 The culture industry is perhaps most significant in understanding the 

sociocultural effects of the Scientific Revolution. As previously stated, one goal 

of this thesis is to examine the relationships between materials, ideas, and the field 

of popular culture production in order to see in what ways science and technology 

are encultured and in what ways their sociocultural existence defines them. The 

research findings show that there were two common features in both European 

natural philosophy and Japanese Rangaku scholarship—multidisciplinarity and 

interaction with the field of popular culture production. As contended earlier, 

intellectual history cannot be separated from material culture and cultural history; 

otherwise, the inquiry will end with the decontextualisation of a cultural 

phenomenon. A case in point is Goodman’s study on Rangaku, which is 

simultaneously extensively detailed and completely isolated in the sphere of pure 

intellectual history. In the conclusion of his book Japan and the Dutch 1600-1853, 

Goodman emphasises the intellectual over the material, asserting that Rangaku 

was an isolated movement with very limited sociocultural effects altogether (145). 

The scholarly work of Screech, among others who have focused on material 

culture, identified the links between Rangaku (Western science, art, and 

technologies), popular imagery, and the Scientific Revolution via visual and 

textual records and material artefacts (mostly originating from the field of popular 

culture). Intellectual histories of the European sciences equally tend to exclude 

material and symbolic sociocultural contexts that misrepresent the history of 

science and technology as pure thought and knowledge. This scholarly neglect of 

the intimate relationship between early scientist-philosophers and material culture 

has maintained the split between science and humanities, intellect and matter, and 
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paradigms and specific historical contexts. The next section will explore the 

materials and worldviews that were translated, shared, and made globally present. 

 
2.3 Visual Technologies: A Comparative Study 

 In an attempt to conquer nature and understand the universe, various 

scientific apparatuses were employed that augmented vision and in a continuous 

streak disempowered the observer. On the one hand, there were such curiosities as 

crystalising machines, liquid-filled magnifying glass balls associated with magic 

and alchemy that had the role of clarifying visions and offering answers to eternal 

human questions; on the other hand, there were such devices as the kaleidoscope, 

invented in 1816 by Scottish physicists David Brewster, that was contrived to 

destabilise rational vision (Stafford and Terpak 25) or, according to Charles 

Baudelaire, to disintegrate a unitary subjectivity (qtd. in Crary 113). Likewise, 

some “eye machines,” like the camera obscura, were contrived to enhance the eye, 

while later machines devised by optical scientists for experimentation with 

afterimages, like the phenakistiscope and the praxinoscope, were meant to 

“subject the human sensorium to a complex kind of training” (qtd. in Crary 112). 

 Many image-producing devices that resulted from scientific inquiry 

became commercially successful and lucrative entertainment goods. They were 

named “scientific by-products” since they emerged from scientific 

experimentation with a sole purpose of testing and demonstrating (and in that 

sense they were divorced from any technology that was aimed at application and 

practical use). As by-products (not technologies) with often curious and 

fascinating visual effects, these devices tended to inhabit the world outside 

science. Today’s media, visual, and virtual technologies therefore can be seen as 

the immediate products of scientific experimentation-entertainment that took 

place between the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries. For example, the magic 

lantern, devised by mathematician and astronomer Christiaan Huygens for purely 

scientific purposes, proved to be a major hit among European (and Japanese) 

audiences. Painted glass slides and light projected images onto a screen and these 

images were manipulated in a way to create the illusion of movement and 

metamorphosis that regularly frightened the audience with uncanny and macabre 

themes. Some scientist-entertainers such as Etienne Gaspard Robertson excelled 

in the “simulacral enterprise”—staged holographic spectacles—by projecting the 
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slide images onto sulphurous smoke.  

 This whole phantasmagoria business neatly fitted into the pre-industrial 

rise of the production and consumption of goods that Hayami Akira named the 

industrious revolution,5 and Jan de Vries described it as the “invention” and 

commercialisation of leisure time and the shifting focus of labour from goods and 

services to marketable goods (“The Industrial Revolution and the Industrious 

Revolution” 249). Hayami argued that the Japan’s Industrious Revolution (1600-

1800) preceded the Industrial Revolution (qtd. in de Vries “The Industrious 

Revolution: Consumer Behavior and the Household Economy, 1650 to the 

present” 78-79), which means that it corresponded with the timespan of the 

Scientific Revolution, when enterprises such as the glass industry thrived in 

response to the needs of scientists, entertainers, and audiences. Many items that 

appeared to be commercial goods were closely linked with the ongoing 

revolutionising of the sciences and the emerging culture industry. One such item 

was the “cabinet of curiosities,” technically conceptualised as the “theatre of the 

universe” by Samuel Quicchelberg, the author of the first manual on scientific 

cabinets (Stafford and Terpak 149). Also known in German as the 

Wunderkabinette and Wunderkammern, these scientific cabinets were comprised 

of rare and exotic materials, both natural and archaeological, that were commonly 

brought to Europe on trading ships from faraway exotic lands (see fig. 8).  

 
Figure 8. Display cabinet: German (Augsburg). 1620-1630. Ebony, chestnut, walnut, pearwood, 

boxwood, ivory, marble, semiprecious stones, enamel, palm wood, and tortoiseshell, three 
carvings by Albert Jansz. Vickenbrick. J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles. Devices of Wonder. 

By Barbara Stafford and Frances Terpak. Los Angeles: Getty Research Institute. 159. Print. 
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While the Wunderkabinette (or Wunderschrank) was a small-sized box 

filled with curiosities from all over the world, the Wunderkammern was a room-

sized cabinet filled with several hundred specimen jars, fossilised animals, and 

vast collections of plants and insects. In the form of a scientific cabinet, even the 

humblest box could take the critically engaged observer on a journey around the 

world—a common trope for intellectual investigation and cultural enrichment 

among the European upper class in the sixteenth century. The scientific cabinet 

was the epitome of scientific curiosity that invited the seated observer to 

intellectually engage in and explore all the senses of the universal theatre in a box. 

Barbara Maria Stafford posited that “the classification of the macrocosm began 

when collectors started to think about it in detail, in terms of manipulable material 

objects” (Stafford and Terpak 11), or, more specifically, when they started to 

collect the objects and organise and categorise them into small compartments of 

knowledge that the Wundrschrank comprised. The scientific cabinet represented 

intellectual curiosity as well as the need to organise the newly discovered and 

rapidly expanding world (both cultural and natural) in increasingly scientific and 

rationalised ways of approaching the human sphere. The cabinet would not have 

been possible without revolutionising the sciences and thus ways of understanding 

the world, nor without colonial expansion and growing consumption and 

production.  

The success of the Scientific Revolution was the result of its 

overwhelming presence and its abundance of materials, concepts, scientists (often 

self-professed), engineers, and audiences. It was the mood of the industrial times 

rather than specific movements and events that made revolutionising the world 

socioculturally effective. Another important factor was its interdisciplinarity 

among a new breed of scientists engaged with natural philosophy, metaphysics, 

theology, art, scientific instruments, and, very often, lucrative performances.   

Unlike inspecting devices such as the microscope, the cabinet of wonders 

was an assemblage of natural and artificial elements placed together to reveal 

analogies between the organised microcosm and the increasingly expanding and 

incomprehensive macrocosm that the magnifying lens sought to reveal and the 

optical technologies aimed to reproduce. While the microscope was meant to 

inspect, the scientific cabinet was supposed to help one understand the world. The 

epistemic organisation of the incredibly crafted universe-in-a-box interlocked 
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heterogeneous elements so that upon opening the cabinet, a “geometry of the 

chest’s structure dissolves, its multimedia fragments spilling into adjacent spaces” 

(Stafford and Terpak 2-3). The production of entertaining machines, or scientific  

 

Figure 9. Multiplying spectacles. About1650. Gilded metal and rock crystal. Science 
Museum, London. Devices of Wonder. By Barbara Stafford and Frances Terpak. Los 

Angeles: Getty Research Institute. 186. Print. 

 

by-products, soon thrived. Spectacles and eyeglasses, for instance, evolved into 

early lens-based curiosities such as multiplying glasses that produced multiplying 

images (see fig. 9). 

Many optical devices became widely accessible after high-quality glass 

mirrors began to be produced by Venetian craftsmen in 1507, spurring the growth 

of the mirror industry. Multiplying glasses inspired Thomas Hobbes’s Leviathan, 

whose perfect sovereign was envisioned as an organic assemblage of his citizens 

(Stafford and Terpak 186). Hobbes, a philosopher, mathematician, and scientist, 

was well acquainted with the optical contrivances of his time, including the 

multiplying glasses that he encountered during his optical experiments, and he 

was not the only political philosopher who found viewing devices useful for his 

social and political theories. It was only natural that multiplying mirrors and 

boxes should meet and fuse in yet another fantastic perpetuator of visual illusions: 

the theatrum catoptricum, a cabinet-sized mirror box that was either invented or 

perfected by the indispensable figure in the history of imaging technologies, 

Athanasius Kircher, the author of Ars Magna Lucis et Umbrae (The Great Art of 

Light and Shadow).   

The mirror box, like the multiplying glasses only with more magic to it, 

produced dozens of perpetuating images of a single object placed in the middle of 

the mechanism. It was a spectacular device for multiplying reality, with an 

uncanny resemblance to Hobbes’s political and popular mechanistic philosophy. 
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Hobbes’s mechanically organic perfect sovereign reminds one of familiar 

machines: strings, levers, pumps, and cogs that were paradigmatically envisioned 

as components of animal and human anatomy. Descartes also envisioned the body 

as a machine that operated by “bones, muscles, nerves, arteries and veins…just 

like the wheels and weights running a clock” (Stafford and Terpak 44). This 

multiplying image of the body, prevalent at the time, seems to have been operated 

by the same organic cogs and levers as those in Leviathan. Another example of 

“analogous mechanistic writing” in political and social philosophy (that I will also 

discuss later) is Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832), who envisioned and set out to 

build the Panopticon, the ultimate technology of prison surveillance. However, 

denied financial support from the government, his “optical device” was destined 

to remain “only” a technological paradigm of power. It is hard not to 

paradigmatically connect the Panopticon with the panorama—an optical structure 

consisting of large circular or semi-circular paintings displayed in the rotunda of 

buildings—which first appeared in London in 1792. These structures offered 

realistic representations of exotic distant but well-known places and sceneries that 

could be observed from the central circular stage, which allowed for a 360-degree 

view (see fig. 10).  

         
Figure 10. Mitchell, Robert. Section of the Rotonda, Leicester Square, in Which Is 
Exhibited the Panorama. Plans, and Views in Perspective, with Descriptions, of 

Buildings Erected in England and Scotland… 1801. Aquatint. Wilson, London. Devices 
of Wonder. By Barbara Stafford and Frances Terpak. Los Angeles: Getty Research 

Institute. 316. Print. 

 

Panoramas were among the first democratic visual technologies and 

media, meaning that the observer was not isolated and confined to the apparatus 

but shared the viewing space, moving freely among other participants. It was only 
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later that the smaller portable panoramas were introduced and commercialised for 

individual use. Panoramas and the Panopticon shared the spatial organisation and 

exposure of the viewing subject, who scrutinised the exposed object from every 

angle. The two visual technologies also shared etymologies: “panorama” 

originated from the ancient Greek pan + horama = “all view,” while the 

Panopticon originated from the ancient Greek pan + optikόn = “all seeing.” When 

comparing their architectural layouts, the analogy is striking (see figs. 10 and 11).  

 

Figure 11. Bentham, Jeremy. Panopticon. Works, Vol. 4, no. 17. 1843. “Discipline and 
Punish, Panopticism.” In Discipline & Punish: The Birth of the Prison. Foucault, Michel. 

New York: Vintage Books. Web. Oct 2015.  
 

Intentionally or not, this shows to what extent imaging technologies permeated 

thinking in the overwhelmingly scientific-philosophical worldview. 

 Another similar visual device with a far more exciting experience of range 

of visual special-effects was the diorama, built in 1822 in Paris by Louis Daguerre 

and Charles Marie Bouton. The diorama’s visual impact was dependent on the 

many ongoing processes behind the images, including the mixture of large 

coloured canvases and light. Unlike panoramas, where the subject moved freely in 

a brightly lit room, thus controlling and deciding on the angles of viewing, 

dioramas took place on a dark stage and the view changed before the seated 

subject. As such, dioramas were somewhat like contemporary cinema in which 

the audience remains seated in a darkened auditorium while peering at the screen, 

where images accompanied by audio-visual effects move of their own volition 

and beyond the observer’s control. It was not long before both dioramas and 

panoramas transmuted into miniature commercialised devices for individual 

entertainment, providing new worlds for visual inspection for consumers who 
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began to adapt to new technologies and developed their own expectations and 

machinic desires.  

There were two main reasons behind the prevalent miniaturisation of 

viewing devices that so obviously permeated every aspect of contemporary life. 

Firstly, panoramas and dioramas were too large to carry so reducing them in size 

resulted in more accessible and portable entertainment. Secondly, miniaturisation 

consequentially gave rise to commercial success. One cannot neglect the effect of 

individuation, which generates and carries along specific regimes of the body and 

of vision. Ironically, expanding and enhancing the view commonly occurred 

within confined spaces, which reduced the world to a box linked with a lensed 

peephole that provided a direct link between the boxed world and the brain. In 

other words, the image-production technologies in conjunction with the human 

body produced a very special creature—a multiplicity not only with the newly 

discovered bacteria inhabiting every inch of the body, seen for the first time by 

van Leeuwenhoek through his microscopes, but also with the viewing and 

inspecting devices. Thus, the process of knowledge production was intertwined 

with technology.  

One such multiplying visual genre was the popular perspective theatre. 

This miniature theatre was comprised of six to eight sheets of hand-painted 

images that created three-dimensional miniature sights. Especially popular 

between the 1720s and the 1770s, these peepshows in a way preceded modern 

news media when Marin Engelbrecht, a printmaker from Augsburg, produced a 

perspective theatre imaging the Lisbon earthquake that killed 100,000 people on 1 

November 1755 (see fig. 12). Perspective theatres travelled the streets of Europe, 

inhabited the homes of the richer families, and provided an isolated spectacle 

during fairs and in marketplaces for the poorer families. Soon, Dutch perspective 

boxes (a special variety of the peeping box), specialised in representing spacious 

church interiors and domestic settings, appeared on the market. The worlds inside 

the tiny wooden boxes made by the famous artist Samuel van Hoogstraten bore 

special symbolic connotations. It is probable that most perspective boxes in Japan 

belonged to a variety of the Dutch perspective box for apparent reasons. In Japan, 

they were widely popular and were specially adapted, as van Hoogstraten’s 

interiors were replaced by those of the Japanese. Conceptually similar to but  
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technically different from peeping boxes was the zograscope, which also featured 

a convex lens through which vues d’optiques (“perspective views”) (popular from 

the 1730s to the 1850s) were viewed. The apparatus, along with a vast variety of 

optical boxes fitted with a convex lens and a mirror, purposefully endowed 

viewed images with perspective, making a scientific statement and producing a 

pleasurable view at the same time. 

 

Figure 10.  Engelbrecht, Martin Praesentation eines Erdebens. About 1737-1756. 
Etching, engraving, and watercolour. Getty Research Institute: Los Angeles. Devices of 

Wonder. By Barbara Stafford and Frances Terpak. Getty Research Institute: Los Angeles. 
338. Print. 

 

Figure 11. Anamorphic Portrait of Charles I, with Viewing Mirror. About 1780. Oil on 
wood and cylindrical mirror. Richard Balzer Collection, Watertown, Massachusetts. 

Devices of Wonder. By Barbara Stafford and Frances Terpak. Los Angeles: Getty 
Research Institute. 243. Print. 

 

Among other scientific recreations that captivated the eye and casually 

demonstrated optical laws were the widely popular anamorphoses (see fig. 13), 

anthropomorphic landscapes, and shadowgraphs. The anamorphoses, distorted 

images that transformed into original shapes when placed against a reflecting 

object (usually a cylindrical mirror), also found their way into the lensed peeping 
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box, as had many paintings of the time, which were adjusted to fit inside a box to 

provide an intimate three-dimensional view through a lensed peephole. 

Notably, most of these devices were technologies that generated intimate 

and isolated views to one person at a time, who perhaps felt that such merged 

viewing was like conquering the realistic representation of the space with a single 

gaze. These devices were unlike dioramas and panoramas that appeared at the end 

of the eighteenth century and were designed for a shared social viewing 

experience. All sorts of optical boxes had the power to produce specific 

relationships between the view, the device, the environment, and the observer. In 

order to see what the artificial eye reproduced, the observer had to become part of 

the apparatus, attached to it and integrated with it, the observer’s view and 

consciousness separated from everything else while focusing on the image behind 

the lens and/or inside the box. These early visual media had incredible potential to 

subdue the body of the viewer and discipline the gaze. There was yet another 

important aspect of what the panorama represented. As Terpak noted, its success 

can be linked to the Industrial Revolution and world expansion because it was 

“more than just a re-creation of a place of happening; it stood as a visual conquest 

of its subject” (Stafford and Terpak 318), and for this reason Napoleon adopted it 

as a medium to recreate his conquests.      

 Before moving on to the three landmark intersections of scientific and 

popular culture (the microscope, the telescope, and the magic lantern) in 

seventeenth-century Europe, it is important to understand the specific 

sociocultural settings in which they were constructed and applied. This will also 

help draw certain similarities and distinctions between samples of these artefacts 

entering Japan and settling into quite a different environment. Ater the initial 

violent expulsion of the Portuguese and Spanish missionaries, society in the Edo 

period, or at least urbanites (life in rural areas was generally harsher), enjoyed the 

peaceful, prosperous, and culturally rich “golden age.” The Edo period in Japan 

was nothing like the bloody, revolutionary, violent, and warring Europe between 

1600 and 1800, replete with social unrest in an unpredictable opportunist 

environment where civil wars and mass executions went hand in hand with 

maritime expansion and scientific discovery. As a result of the Military 

Revolution, European countries armed, competed technologically, and waged 

wars against each other. In such an environment, the discourse of human reason, 
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struggling to make sense of a senseless world, sought technologies and science to 

organise and modulate the world into a place ruled by a reliable set of laws free 

from relativism and ambiguity. It is not coincidental that the natural philosophers 

responded to the disturbed world with the paradigmatic mechanisation of nature, 

universe, and life itself. This was unlike the Japanese lived reality, which was 

firmly defined by the official neo-Confucian philosophy of Chu Hsi (1130-1200) 

and appealed to the military rulers of Japan because it provided them with 

historical and ethical legitimacy to rule the country as the newly established 

bakufu. Neo-Confucianism was essential in defining the Japanese common 

worldview because 

       [n]eo-Confucian philosophy, through its all-embracing nature, 
indicated by its concern with ethics, economics and government as 
well by an inflexible cosmological system, offered a complete and 
authoritative concept of the world. Once adopted, therefore, Neo-
Confucianism provided both the form of ideology for the 
maintenance and perpetuation of the Bakufu and its samurai-
dominated social organization (Goodman 3-4).  

These are merely some of the sociocultural differences between European 

and Japanese sociocultural circumstances to keep in mind throughout this 

discussion. Understanding sociocultural contexts is essential in the study of the 

cultural history of material artefacts. The materials of focus in this thesis are 

layered with meanings and ideas associated with European and Japanese scientific 

and cultural histories. While microscopes and telescopes were encultured in Japan 

in similar yet different ways than in Europe, the magic lantern embodied and 

conjured numerous cultural reflections that revealed machinic similarities and 

cultural specificities between the two cultures. Notably, visual technologies were 

as curious to the Japanese populace as they were to the Europeans, but in Japan 

they were additionally associated with otherness: “alien” and exotic, they were 

popular not only because of their mechanical magic but also because they were 

Western.  

 The similarities between the European Industrious Revolution (roughly 

between 1600 and 1800) and Japan’s Edo period (1603-1868) are dazzling, as 

they occurred almost simultaneously. The Edo period, known as the golden age in 

Japanese cultural history, was an immensely dynamic and hectic era that saw the 

flourishing of the culture industry, popular culture in particular, under the  
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Figure 12. Monochrome print. n. p., n. d. Hyōgo Prefectural Museum of History, Himeji. 
Japanese Animation: From Painted Scrolls to Pokémon. By Brigitte Koyama-Richard. 

Paris: Flammarion. 56. Print. 

 

Tokugawa neo-Confucian feudal system that united and pacified Japan. With the 

rise of urban centres such as Edo, Osaka, and Nagasaki, the market was based on 

the division of labour and centred on the rising merchant class, which had the 

financial power to boost general expenditures. When Rangaku was introduced in 

Japan, curious and strange imported devices found their way into the market and 

on the streets, where they were experienced in the form of misemono (literally, 

“thing to see”) shows (see fig. 14). Microscopes, telescopes, clockwork 

mechanisms, and magic lanterns were readily integrated into the local 

entertainment industry and were incorporated into the popular imagery that was 

affordable and accessible due to the amazingly developed woodblock printing 

industry. 

Linked with these visual technologies was the growth of the Japanese 

glass industry. Although glass production began in Japan sometime between 300 

BCE and 300 CE during the Yayoi period, it was discontinued until rising needs 

inspired the importation of glassmaking technologies from China, Portugal, and 

the Netherlands in the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries. During my fieldwork in 

Japan, I became extensively acquainted with Japanese traditional craftship (most 

of which originated in the lucrative and prosperous Edo period) and collected data 

on material culture exchanges between Japan and Europe, some of which, like 

glassmaking, were directly related to Rangaku studies. Glass production in Edo 

(Tokyo) started at the beginning of the eighteenth century when mirrors, 
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eyeglasses, and similar functional items were produced by Kagaya (Minagawa) 

Kyubei. He also made dishware, bottles, and jars, as well as scientific instruments 

such as thermometers and hydrometers, which were made on request from 

Rangaku scholars, most notably Sakuma Shōzan (1811-1864). Imported 

clockwork mechanisms had a similar effect on local popular culture production (I 

will return to this later).  

 Additionally, through my interaction with manufacturers of Edo glassware 

and Edo kiriko,6 I discovered that these designated traditional crafts emerged as 

products of scientific and cultural exchange that were further developed during 

the Meiji period, when Western industrial technologies were also introduced. In 

other words, both industries emerged from the historical conjuring of 

technological, scientific, and cultural contexts, demonstrating, once more, the 

interconnectedness of intellectual histories and material cultures. However, there 

were some inconsistencies in the Western scientific paradigm that did not enter 

the Japanese environment due to the Rangaku emphasis on practical knowledge. 

For instance, scientific by-products created a thriving industry of “simulacral 

scientific entertainment” (an oxymoron of its own) while at the same time modern 

science, based on the Baconian scientific method, identified four types of Idols 

that deluded the senses and interfered with scientific inquiry: Idols of the Tribe, 

Idols of the Cave, Idols of the Marketplace, and Idols of the Theatre, of which the 

last may have referred to arts and phantasmagoria (qtd. in Klein). In other words, 

it was quite fascinating to observe how the obscure phenomenological 

manifestations of science and scientific thought could go well together; Stafford 

and Terpak dubbed this phenomenon “technomancy” (84).  

Many showmen who combined the fields of science and entertainment 

actually offered workshops and lectures on natural philosophy—when they were 

not putting scientific knowledge into practice during eerie and grotesque night 

shows to enlighten the public. For instance, when he was not performing with his 

phantom machines, Etienne Robertson gave daily demonstrations of his physics 

cabinet adjacent to his performance stage: “On Sundays, Tuesdays, and 

Thursdays, the program was devoted to hydraulic experiments; on Wednesdays 

and Saturdays to physics; and on Mondays and Fridays to galvanism” (Stafford 

and Terpak 303). In Edo-period Japan, as far as I can tell, Rangakusha, self-

professed scholars of “Western studies,” never engaged with the magic lantern in 
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such a way, though it was commonly featured in popular literature (often 

satirically) in equally fascinating ways.  

 As European scientists found new scientific expressions in popular 

performances, Rangaku scholars published under pseudonyms many entertaining 

stories and picturebooks (this was by all means light yet informative imagery) that 

featured scientific knowledge and technological devices. In other words, both 

European and Japanese scientists were often entertainers as well, intrinsically 

involved in popular culture production. Technology in Japan, however, remained 

purely in the realm of craftsmen and artisans, who adapted image-producing 

devices for local use before giving regular performances. Still, there are examples 

of scientist-entrepreneurs like Hiraga Gennai, who held public demonstrations 

with an elekiter (erekiteru)—a static-electricity machine used for medical and 

experimental purposes. Unlike the common practice in Europe, no such fantastic 

displays linking science, technology, and popular culture was seen in the streets of 

Edo. Clockwork mechanisms, for instance, were considered to be in the field of 

craftship, and so it was specialised craftsmen, not scientists or showmen, who 

produced karakuri ningyō (“mechanical dolls”).  

   

2.4 Seeing the World through a Lens  

 Although records of the convex lens were found in ancient Syria, it was 

not until the thirteenth century that it was fitted into a metal frame, eventually 

producing such holistic products for viewing as the telescope and the microscope 

(early seventeenth century). Galileo grinded his own lenses and discovered for the 

first time a resemblance between the moon and the earth, which resulted in the 

beginning of the profanation of the heavens. In London, Cornelis Drebbel (1572-

1633) invented the microscope—or at least gave it a modern twist by adding a 

tripod fitted with a plate to observe specimens. In van Leeuwenhoek’s home 

laboratory (he was an amateur microscopist) the microscope revealed a miniature 

world, which was like nothing ever seen before. The microscope swiftly became a 

commercial product, often in the form of “toy” microscopes sold with pre-prepped 

slides for observation. The general craze for microscopes was not unusual in the 

midst of seventeenth-century Europe, where scientific toys emerged daily as 
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“edutaining” devices for mass consumption. Mechanical devices were in demand 

and so were mechanical shows. 

 Although neither Galileo nor Kepler was its inventor, they transformed the 

telescope into a powerful tool for celestial mechanics that led to unprecedented 

and astonishing discoveries about the universe. Of these, perhaps the most 

confounding discovery was the familiarity of the planets, that the now-

disenchanted heavens were not inhabited by gods roaming about geocentric space 

but by planets that revolved around the sun following predictable and calculable 

patterns. The heavens, seen through a magnifying lens fitted into a long tube, 

finally demonstrated God’s geometrical nature, as the fabric of the infinite 

universe was weaved into elliptical patterns. The Polish astronomer Nicolaus 

Copernicus (1473-1543) summarised his heliocentric theory in De revolutionibus 

orbium coelestium (On the Revolutions of the Celestial Spheres), published in 

1543, which affected not only scientific knowledge but the whole worldview of 

the centrality, uniqueness, and importance of the earth. His scandal can only be 

understood within the larger historical perspective by recounting the common 

perception that Earth was divine because it was unique and central to its own 

finite universe.  

After Copernicus, natural philosophers as well as the general populace had 

to face the fact that the earth was just a third rock from the sun. When Giordano 

Bruno (1548-1600) added to that defeating knowledge that the universe was 

infinite, without centre, and was inhabited by smaller, potentially life-fostering 

planets and distant suns that to earthlings appeared as stars, he was burned at the 

stake for his heretical insights. Copernicus himself faced the threat of inquisition 

but astronomy, equipped with magnifying artificial eyes, progressed in spite of the 

imminent dangers free thinkers faced. It was the German Johannes Kepler (1571-

1630) who pushed further the limits of astronomy during the Scientific 

Revolution. Mediating between Copernican astronomy and Newton’s theory of 

gravitation, he described planetary motion and framed the heavens with laws of 

celestial mechanics. Kepler also travelled with a tent camera obscura of his own 

devise, a little black tent used to draw landscapes and to observe solar eclipses.  

Galileo Galilei (1564-1642) vastly improved the telescope, crafting it into 

a technology that was for the first time able to assist in astronomical observations 

and confirm the speculated planetary phenomena surrounding the earth. 
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Telescopes kept improving parallel with advancements in the glass industry and 

since the instrumentality of natural observations was a novel programme, the first 

modern scientists made their own devices and grinded their own lenses. It is for 

this reason that the many edutaining artefacts for scientific recreation emerged as 

by-products of scientific inquiry. For instance, the Dutch astronomer and 

discoverer of the rings of Saturn, Christiaan Huygens, also invented the magic 

lantern, which he considered a toy and was quite displeased to see it commonly 

being used as a tool for demonstrating Isaac Newton’s optical laws.  

From a historical point of view, modern science might not have been possible 

without the magnifying lens because it was the essential and most widespread 

means of observation and experimentation, for the sake of truth as much as for the 

sake of utility. As can be discerned from Huygens’s and Robertson’s cases, 

science was and will always remain cultural, despite its discursive inclination 

towards establishing its authority on the grounds of objectivity, verifiability, 

empiricism, and rationality. The telescope, just like the microscope, provided not 

only the view but a point of view and this is what made these technologies of 

vision indispensable for modern scientists. 

  If the magic lantern was reinvented in Japan, the telescopes and 

microscopes used by Ran scholars provided the authenticity and accuracy that 

they, as modern scientists, were looking for. Facilitated by the fact that the Dutch  

 

Figure 13. Compound microscope. About1751, France. Gilt bronze, glass and mirror 
glass, enamel, and shagreen. J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles. Devices of Wonder. By 
Barbara Stafford and Frances Terpak. Los Angeles: Getty Research Institute. 209. Print. 
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Republic at the time excelled in manufacturing and improving lens-based gadgets, 

Japanese scholars were in a unique position to interact with the novel scientific 

universe through a single—Dutch—lens. While there were celestial and terrestrial 

types of telescopes imported into Japan, it seems, as far as popular culture 

production is concerned, that the terrestrial ones were much more in use—often 

for lascivious endeavours. Playful as they were, many pictures of the Floating 

World thematise this very worldly and hedonistic use of the telescope, either for 

phallic representations or reports (perhaps fictional?) that telescopes were used to 

spy on women in their baths. This conceptual difference may be sought out in 

differing worldviews between the two cultures; however, telescopes were also  

appropriated for official use. In 1782, the shogunate built an observatory in Edo, 

most likely in response to calendrical concerns. It seems that many of the 

imported devices used by Ran scholars were sported in a way similar to the 

telescope, rapidly metamorphosing into tropes and metaphors, often connected 

with the ukiyo (“transience”) paradigm: the magnifying lens was deployed with 

equal vigour to inspect insects and female private body parts. Microscopes 

imported into Japan were probably multiple-lens compound microscopes 

manufactured by Dutch opticians in the early seventeenth century and 

commercialised by the mid-seventeenth century (see fig. 15).  

  
Figure 14. Hooke, Robert. Micrographia, with foldout image of a flea. 1665. Wellcome 
Library, London. Eye of the Beholder. By Laura J. Snyder. New York: W. W. Norton & 

Company, 2015. Print. 

The Dutch inventor and innovator Cornelis Drebbel is credited for constructing 

the first microscope, as well as for improving the telescope, the magic lantern, and 

the camera obscura. It was the Englishman Robert Hooke (1635-1703) who 

popularised microscopy by publishing Micrographia in 1665, which was 

comprised of drawings of plant, animal, and artificial matter as seen through the 

magnifying lens (see fig. 16). However, the most important figure in pioneering 
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microscopy was the Dutch amateur Antoni van Leeuwenhoek, who discovered 

bacteria, protozoa, and spermatozoa (among many other miniatures of nature). 

Originally in the cloth business, as Laura Snyder noted, van Leeuwenhoek 

must have gotten used to observations through a magnifying lens to determine the 

quality (i.e., the thread count) of fabrics before beginning his second career 

dedicated to study of microscopy, which at first seemed like a hobby. Van 

Leeuwenhoek mastered lens-grinding techniques and was probably the only 

person able to see the invisible world for at least two reasons. Firstly, gazing 

through the microscope required the observer to learn how to see and van 

Leeuwenhoek was well-learned, despite being thoroughly influenced by 

Cartesianism after he saw red blood cells as corpuscular and searched until the 

end of his life for homunculi (i.e., little people) in spermatozoa. The second 

reason was van Leeuwenhoek’s ability to grind lenses that was far beyond the best 

lens makers of his time in terms of quality and magnification (see fig. 17). When 

he sent his specimens to the Royal Society in England for observation, even 

Robert Hooke, the society’s curator, was unable to see the animalcule in the river-  

 

Figure 15. de Vink, Arie, after Antoni van Leeuwenhoek. Leeuwenhoek’s microscope. 
1998 (original about 1685). Brass and glass. Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles. 
Devices of Wonder. By Barbara Stafford and Frances Terpak. Los Angeles: Getty 

Research Institute. 206. Print. 
 

water samples until van Leeuwenhoek sent his own microscopes for observation. 

As he was very secretive about his grinding techniques, it is unclear how he was 

able to produce such powerful instruments when no one else could. 
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Magnifying glasses, or the so-called “flea glasses,” were a true vogue 

among men and women who used them to observe miniscule creatures crawling 

about their food and furniture. The famed satirist Jonathan Swift wrote satirical 

observations about this widespread interest in mites: 

So, Naturalists observe, a Flea 
Hath Smaller Fleas that on him prey, 
And these have smaller Fleas to bit ‘em, 
And so proceed ad infinitum (qtd. in Snyder 103). 

 

Had Swift been aware of what other gruesome things van Leeuwenhoek had been 

doing with his microscope, he might have been inspired to write a whole book on 

the topic. 

 Many natural philosophers of the time performed experiments on 

themselves, including van Leeuwenhoek, who on one occasion performed an 

experiment that included growing lice on his legs that required wearing the same 

stockings for weeks. Needless to say, he observed through his magnifying lens 

absolutely everything he could lay his fingers on, despite his allegedly weak 

stomach, and in this regard one might say that early modern science was closely 

related to both masochism and sadism. Another important theory emerged from 

beneath van Leeuwenhoek’s microscope that might be of special interest to 

feminist studies on the history of science: his discovery of sperm in insects 

showed that even the tiniest of creatures did not emerge from the muck as was 

commonly believed but reproduced like all other animals. Van Leeuwenhoek’s 

discovery of “active and dynamic” sperm led to spermatocentric theory, 

deepening further the dualism between the inert, passive, and lacking female body 

(with its insignificant contribution to the inception of life) and the dynamic, 

procreative, life-generating male counterpart (Snyder, 178-181). Another variety 

of microscope that soon appeared was equipped with the most sophisticated tools 

for vexing. Since merely observing was no longer sufficient, the dissecting 

microscope was soon devised to peer inside the object of study (see fig. 18).  
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Figure 16. Mitsdörfer, Berlin. Dissecting microscope. About1750. Brass and Glass. 

Science Museum, London. Devices of Wonder. By Barbara Stafford and Frances Terpak. 
Los Angeles: Getty Research Institute. 206. Print. 

 

As a tool for revealing the invisible, the microscope was the hallmark not only of 

European modern science but also of Rangaku scholarship. A case in point is 

Kaitai shinsho (New Anatomical Atlas) published in 1774, replete with anatomical 

illustrations produced upon dissection of the human corpse, whose detailed 

observations were aided by the microscope (see fig. 19). Microscopes spread 

rapidly among scholars and the common populace, proven by the manual How to 

Use a Microscope (Kenbinkyō yōhō) published in 1805. Those who had the 

chance to observe minutiae through a magnifying lens probably felt as if a whole 

new world had just materialised in front of their eyes. Microscopes had an 

immense impact on popular imagery and artists, among whom were those who,  

 

Figure 17. Ōdano Naotake, Frontispiece from Sugita Genpaku et al. Kaitai shinsho. 1774. 
Print. The Influence of Ransho on Western-style Painting. By Katsumori Noriko. Seattle: 

Seattle Art Museum. 103. Print.  
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like the Japanese copperplate-etching inventor, Shiba Kōkan, began depicting 

enlarged insects and plants as if viewed under the microscopic lens. This device 

demonstrated in principle the semi-fictional discourse of Western realism and 

Dutch precision but it nevertheless opened up the space for culturally different 

meanings and associations. Unlike the dissecting apparatus in Europe, the 

observing lens in Japan inspired analogies between insect and human life, and 

between ant colonies and overpopulated cities. The microscope was not 

appropriated so much for vexing as for revealing, but this was soon to change 

with the arrival of Perry’s Black Ships, which brought a radically different 

conceptualisation of the world that Japan sought to become.  

In retelling the Japanese and European cultural history of science and 

technology from a cross-cultural perspective, the comparison was intended to 

provide a better understanding of the topic, not serve as its framework. Moreover, 

even reducing this relationship to “two cultures” is fairly incorrect because it 

implies that the West is a unified geographical location, while it remains 

conceptually more corresponsive with Occidentalism. As such, two generic labels 

will be used to partly solve this issue: the “Scientific Revolution” and its effects 

and the Dutch as the Japanese “window to the West.”  

 

2.5 Let the Magic Begin: Technomancy of the Magic Lantern 

 The magic lantern, invented in 1656 by Christiaan Huygens that consisted 

of glass slides with coloured paintings, a candle, and a concave mirror fitted 

inside a wooden box, was the first-ever technology for projecting images. It took 

only four years for this wonderfully sublime gadget to become popularised 

throughout Europe, mostly thanks to Danish physicist and architect Thomas 

Rasmussen Walgenstein, who also published the first illustrated description of the 

instrument. Walgenstein was probably the first showman-scientist who lucratively 

engaged this novel device, disseminating a new kind of spectacular entertainment 

for all social stratums. Notably, Huygens had no intention of devising what he 

considered to be a “toy”; the magic lantern was a by-product of scientific inquiries 

that was later readily advertised as a machine that demonstrated, or at least was in 

accordance with, scientific laws. One handbill of the many that was circulating 

around Europe at the time announced to art and science aficionados a show staged 
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by the popular and “curious machine, properly adapted to the philosophical 

system of Sir Isaac Newton’s Opticks” (Stafford and Terpak 299). Aside from 

having a special place in the Japanese history of visual technologies and 

animation, the magic lantern also assumed a special role as the epitome of 

technology and science in popular culture and the cultural history of both Europe 

and Japan.  

 Projections of the magic lantern often included uncanny ghostly creatures 

and phantoms, which is where the genre’s name comes from: “phantasmagoria” 

(see fig. 20). These phantasmagoric spectacles were true displays of technomancy, 

sporting famous figures, alive and dead, commonly transmuted into demonic 

apparitions. French revolutionaries and prominent figures from the Reign of 

Terror in France, such as Robespierre and Louis XVI, were a common staple. The 

Liège physician Etienne Gaspard Robertson, who toured with his shows across 

Europe in the manner of a rock star, was especially famed for his eerie 

holographic spectacles. A forerunner of current special effects experts, he devised 

a variety of devices and techniques, including a moving magic lantern that 

enabled the resizing of images and a technique of illuminating slides with several 

candles so that the often horrifying figures would multiply in order to horrify the 

audience.  

 

Figure 18. Phantasmagoric effects: Mid-nineteenth century theatrical performance. n. p., 
n. d. Techniques of the Observer. By Jonathan Crary. Cambridge, London: MIT Press. 

136. Print. 

Another of Robertson’s legendary techniques included projecting slides on 

a cloud of smoke that, accompanied by eerie music, produced holographic 

illusions, which were probably the first holographs in the history of visual 

technology. It is not hard to imagine the sublime and uncanny affects that 
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Robertson’s apparatus generated among the audience, coupled with the cunningly 

chosen setting for his phantasmagoria: an open arcade attached to an abandoned 

convent and cemetery. His shows were synesthetic events that sourced magical 

effects from intrinsic individual and social fears, as they resurrected Macbeth’s 

witches as vividly and believably as the recently decapitated King Louis XVI. 

Terpak suggested that this widely popular business of horror provided some kind 

of mass psychological atonement in Godless post-Revolutionary Paris, where 

Robertson was especially renowned. Robertson himself commented on the 

growing popularity of such shows: 

At this moment, the ‘fantasmagorie’ has become very common, 
and is executed by ‘fantasmagores’ of all classes. Paris resembles 
an Elysian Fields for the number of ghosts which inhabit the city, 
and it takes only an imagination a little metaphoric to transform the 
Seine into the Lethe river because the ‘fantasmagores’ are clustered 
mainly along its banks…. The phantom machines have even 
become a commercial commodity in Paris and London, where the 
Dumotiez brothers and the English opticians supply many 
thousands to buyers all over Europe so that the least amateur of 
physics practices the ‘fantasmagorie’ (qtd. in Stafford and Terpak 
303). 

The magic lantern has remained the common starting point in every film history  

as the forerunner of image projecting technologies that simulated both life and  

 
Figure 19. Ouvrier, Jean. La lanterne magique. 1725-1784, after Johann Eleazar Schenau, 

about 1756-1784. Etching and engraving. Getty Research Institute, Werner Nekes 
Collection, Los Angeles. Devices of Wonder. By Barbara Stafford and Frances Terpak. 

Los Angeles: Getty Research Institute. 300. Print. 
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movement (see fig. 21). Its success and artistic effects were not contained merely   

in the moving picture slides but, rather, in the careful staging of powerful 

metaphors brought to life in synesthetic and spectacular ways. What science was 

disenchanting, scientific by-products were reenchanting; as such, the process of 

the rationalisation of life should be seen in dialectical rather than homogenous 

terms. The Japanese equivalent of the magic lantern, however, bore different 

implications. 

As a medium especially apt at projecting ghostly stories, upon its 

importation the Japanese magic lantern (utsushi-e) swiftly adopted eerie narratives 

from Japan’s immensely rich folklore of fascinating creatures, spirits, and demons 

(however, resurrecting the dead was a cultural context that was completely 

beyond the scope of utsushi-e). The mood of the Japanese magic lantern was not a 

simulacrum of its European counterpart and did not move beyond the moving 

slides, thus completely neglecting the visual effects of the usual phantasmagoria. 

Utsushi-e was, overall, a much more soothing experience, with a focus on moving 

instead of stirring up and thrilling, though the effect must have been equally 

enchanting. The coloured panels and slides made for utsushi-e recorded an 

infatuation with the magic lantern’s effects that sourced deep from within the 

centuries-old tradition of recreating movement and generating life—animation. 

From the eleventh-century picture scrolls to the first modern mangaka, Katsushika 

Hokusai, animating immovable images has been a tradition firmly attached to the 

Buddhist and Shintōist views of the animistic world in flux, flow, and transition. 

The concepts of flow and transience (ukiyo) held a very special place in Buddhism 

and were intrinsic to the worldview as reminders of passing and transient life. 

During the Edo period, life was immensely transformed by large overpopulated 

central hubs, so these concepts transmuted into hedonistic reminders that transient 

life should be enjoyed as much as possible. Overall, it seems that the European 

magic lantern was all about embodying the macabre, while the Japanese utsushi-e 

was all about animating the immovable to life.  
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3. The Edo Period and Rangaku: Revolutionising the 
Sciences and Reinventing the Observer through the Field 
of Popular Culture 

The “scientific gaze,” as Timon Screech contended, was an “anatomising” 

stare mediated by Western optical devices (The Lens within the Heart 2-5). The 

imported gaze in the form of knowledge and materials enabled a new 

epistemology of vision in which “Dutch studies,” or Rangaku (Ran = Oranda 

(Holland) and gaku = learning), played a central role. Known as “Holland 

discourse,” a cluster of concepts was centred on perceived features: precision and 

empiricism, new knowledge, and new devices and scientific instruments from the 

West. However, as the textual sources and visual materials suggest, the generic 

universe of Western scientific culture, which was inextricably connected with a 

cultural perception of Holland, coexisted in a complex intermingling with local 

cultural practices and knowledge. As with Shintōism and Buddhism from the sixth 

century CE onwards, the culture of Ran situated itself in hectic urban centres, 

despite the occasional frictions caused by the proponents of national neo-

Confucian learning. The living conditions in big cities, with their established 

market system, printing and culture industries, and the growing merchant class, 

generated intellectual space for new knowledge. As was the case in Europe, the 

printing press was vital in introducing new knowledge and revolutionising old 

paradigms. 

The value of the comparative approach in this chapter relies on 

intertwining intellectual history with material culture in European and Japanese 

sociocultural contexts; however, this approach specifically aims at establishing the 

nexus of exchange between two cultural histories. Beyond merely comparing the 

cultural histories of Europe and Japan, this chapter focuses on the context of 

mergers and exchanges in Japan, with an emphasis on the process of enculturing 

technological and scientific discourses, visuality via machines, Ran scholarship, 

and popular culture. But why do we need to compare the two cultural histories at 

all? I began building my argument from vision and visuality, which is what 

Japanese animation essentially is, and, in order to completely put forward the 

argument, it is necessary to understand which cultural forces influenced Japanese 

visuality and therefore the techno-scientific paradigm and the worldview which 
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started to form with the Edo period scientific revolution (to which vision was 

essential) and led to statism and imperialism in the Meiji and Shōwa eras. This 

extensive chapter discusses the production of scientific knowledge in Japan in 

alignment with the history of visual and animating technologies in Japan and 

Europe. Automatons and magic lanterns will go hand in hand to show material 

manifestations of the imported scientific discourses, as well as how these artifacts 

themselves continued to generate the discourses and how they co-operated with 

political processes and state engineering throughout different eras to create 

modern Japan, whose modernity is still widely contested. My aim is to address 

Japanese animations from a historical perspective that would enable our 

understanding of the prevailing themes of distrust and anxiety toward technology 

and science embedded in power structures.  

 The Edo period has recently become the epitome of traditional culture as 

Japan’s cultural “golden age.” Tourist agencies and government initiatives have 

extensively capitalised on the culture of the Edo period, branding it into such 

overseas projects as the “Cool Japan” initiative and utilising the period’s cultural 

content, which outside of Japan is identified as authentic Japanese culture. There 

are two main reasons for this embrace of the Edo period. The first reason is that 

for many years Japan was divided among warring regional warlords until its 

unification by Oda Nobunaga, who succeeded in unifying Japan largely because 

he had acquired guns imported from the West (Akihito 578). His successor 

Toyotomi Hideyoshi continued his programme, which was finalised when 

Tokugawa Ieyasu defeated his rivals at the Battle of Sekigahara in Honshu in 

October 1600, becoming the first shogun in 1603. In this decisive battle, the 

Tokugawa victory was aided by Dutch gunners and eighteen canons from de 

Liefde (one of the first Dutch ships to reach Japan, piloted by Will Adams), which 

effectively granted the Dutch a privileged role in trading with Japan. 

Consequentially, the Dutch remained the only Westerners in Japan. Tokugawa 

Ieyasu also appointed the Englishman Will Adams and the Dutchman Jan Joosten 

van Lodenstein as senior advisors in his government (Doolan 36). Tokugawa 

established feudal rule that lasted until 1868, known as the Tokugawa era or the 

Edo period (named after the newly established capital Edo, called Tokyo today). 

The second reason for the cultural significance of the Edo period stems from the 

first: for 264 years, Japan was a country of peace and prosperity. These historical 
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circumstances generated urban growth, the development of infrastructure such as 

the famous Tokaido network of roads, the rise of the merchant class and social 

fluency, and, most importantly, the flourishing of culture.  

 With the developed market and production systems, cultural products were 

widely accessible and affordable, while the increase in leisure time allowed the 

entertainment industry to thrive. As the country’s central hub, Edo saw an influx 

of various goods, materials, and cultures from all over Japan and from abroad. 

With rising consumer demand (the presence of Western goods reached its peak by 

the 1780s), it is no wonder that most of the designated traditional crafts today, 

from woodblock printing to kimonos, as well as cultural forms, from kabuki to 

geisha, originated in the Edo period. The Edo era in Japan formed a consumer 

society, popular culture, and the unique cultural realm of the hedonistic Floating 

World, spatially centred in the Yoshiwara red-light district. In her book Frames of 

Anime, Hu argued that the publishing industry (with millions of books printed for 

an increasingly literate public) and the advertising industry (especially in relation 

with the popular kabuki theatre) were important developments: 

As a result of the emergence of market centres such as Edo and 
Osaka, the country’s rural economy gradually developed into a 
capitalist market economy which in turn propelled new popular arts 
that had appeared in the cities. One interesting example is the 
wood-block emaki [“picture scroll”, my translation]; it was not 
unusual for a publisher to print a minimum run of 10,000 copies to 
satisfy consumer demands and to meet his production costs…. One 
could also argue that the genre is a form of pre-modern manga-
anime as the painted contents show meticulous detail of Edo city 
life (36). 

Among the significant political decisions that Tokugawa Ieyasu 

strategically employed at the beginning of his rule that enabled the development 

of this unique Edo material and cultural production was the establishment of the 

bakuhan (“centralised feudalism”) system to efficiently rule the country from Edo 

while entitling strong autonomous provinces to self-rule. The shogun developed 

an ingenious system of control over his daimyō (“feudal lords”) and their families, 

keeping them in Edo for a significant amount of time every year under the excuse 

of serving the shogun. In effect, Edo became a hectic overpopulated city with 

financial stimulus from provincial lords obliged to yearly court attendance while 

their families stayed in Edo most of the time as the shogun’s hostages. Their 
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presence in the city increased demand for goods and entertainment, centred on 

Yoshiwara’s Floating World. Moreover, the Rangaku scholars, who often came 

from the samurai class and lines of daimyō physicians, diligently participated in 

the Yoshiwara culture. Screech proposed that the intimate connection between 

Rangaku studies and symbolic production in Yoshiwara was essential in 

understanding how the scientific worldview and technologies from the West were 

encultured (The Lens within the Heart page 21-30). Many Rangakusha published 

popular kibyōshi, a genre of picture books identified by their yellow back covers, 

under pseudonyms and were actively engaged in the publishing industry. 

Expectedly, with all sorts of curious ideas and kiki (“strange devices”), Rangaku 

was a common staple among the satirists of the Floating World. 

 The bakufu’s strict policies concerning contact with other countries were 

best reflected in the sakoku (“closed country”) isolationist policy (between 1640 

and 1853) that was initiated after a few Christian-related events. In 1614, the 

government prohibited Christianity and expelled the Spaniards in 1624 and the 

Portuguese in 1636. The crucial reason for allowing the Dutch to stay was the 

absence of a spiritual dimension to trading with Japan, which left the Dutch East 

India Company (VOC) as the only Western trading source in Japan. Albeit under 

many restrictions and humiliating conditions, the Dutch who first appeared, 

sailing two ships annually to Japan, were stationed in Hirado in 1609 and then 

relocated to Dejima Island in Nagasaki Bay. The sakoku policy has often been 

misinterpreted and misconceptualised by (mostly non-Japanese) historians, who 

tended to report the complete isolation of Japan during the Edo period. Reality 

was, however, very different because despite the policy, Japan maintained 

controlled trading relations with China, Korea, the Ryūkyū Kingdom (Okinawa 

today), and the Dutch.  

Because of its Jesuit population and trade with Western countries, China 

was one of the sources of Western goods in Japan. However, and this is yet 

another historical misinterpretation, when the bakufu banned Western books it 

was the Chinese translations not the original Dutch texts that were prohibited. The 

Dutch, known to the Japanese as kōmō (“red hair”) (Screech, The Lens within the 

Heart 2), maintained their role as Japan’s “window to the West” until 1850—

mostly through trade and gift exchange, and sometimes through smuggling. The 

bakufu’s reluctance to trade with other countries stemmed from practical, not 
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ideological, reasons: the neo-Confucian world that the Tokugawas had created 

depended too much on a strict form of the Confucian worldview that would be 

endangered by foreign ideas. Moreover, the bakufu wanted to maintain control 

over trade so that they could keep monopolising both resources and production. 

 During the flourishing of Dutch culture and its economy, natural 

philosophy and science thrived alongside the merchant class; therefore, Christiaan 

Huygens, Antoni van Leeuwenhoek, and Cornelis Drebbel had all the necessary 

sociocultural conditions to transform the world. In 1629, René Descartes settled in 

Holland, where he lived for the next twenty years, and Spinoza found in Holland 

an intellectual refuge where he could think and publish freely. Following the first 

ships to Java and Sumatra, six trading companies emerged, including the VOC, 

which was established on 20 March 1602. Throughout the Edo period, the 

Netherlands continued to be shaped both politically and geographically, first as 

the Batavian Republic (1795), followed by the Kingdom of Holland (1806), and 

then the Kingdom of the United Netherlands (1814). As is the case with the 

common understanding of Edo-period Rangaku, “the Netherlands” too should be 

understood as a cluster of concepts rather than a factual geographical entity. 

 The visible animosity between the Dutch and the Portuguese and Spanish 

was evidence that the Dutch could be trusted. However privileged, the Dutch 

crew’s presence was strictly controlled and often abused, so only the benefit of 

monopoly over trade with Japan could have helped the Dutch stationed on Dejima 

Island to withstand many hardships and often humiliating treatment. Confined to 

their Dejima residence, they paraded to Edo on an annual basis to pay their 

respects to the shogun, giving the locals a glimpse at an odd spectacle as they 

passed through the city. The Dutch also maintained relations with Japanese 

scholars and artists, especially in the later Edo period when Rangakusha would 

visit them for lengthy conversations and the exchange of ideas and artefacts. The 

only exception to the rule of confinement in Dejima was the natural philosopher-

physician Philipp Franz von Siebold (1796-1866), who was stationed with the 

VOC from 1823 to 1830. Von Siebold had been sent to Japan specifically to share 

Western knowledge with Japanese scholars and provide his medical services to 

the local people, as well as to the VOC crew. Eventually, he established his own 

school, Narutakijuku, in Japan, where he instructed his Japanese pupils in 

medicine, astronomy, botany, geography, physics, and chemistry. During his stay 
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in Japan, von Siebold also collected materials and information (which eventually 

earned him accusations of spying). Von Siebold was probably the only Westerner 

who actively and relatively freely communicated with Japanese scholars and 

promoted Western knowledge during the sakoku policy. 

The Dutch maintained connections with local merchants, which enabled 

the continuous flow of novel Western goods into Japan, brought on two ships 

annually from Holland. Western commodities were highly regarded and were very 

popular among Edo urbanites, who gladly welcomed novel and curious goods. 

These goods were sold in local curio shops and were widely available via 

misemono shows, as were kibyōshi and the pictures of the Floating World. Among 

the common items on display and for sale were telescopes, microscopes, 

glassware, eyeglasses, prisms, kaleidoscopes, projectors (the magic lantern), 

clocks, pictures and prints, peepshow boxes, static-electricity generators, 

astrological and surgical equipment, magnetic tools, books, wine, and various 

specimens of plant and animal life. As many of these items were lens-based semi-

technical curious devices that were never seen before, they were perfect for 

misemono shows, where “strange” and peculiar things were put on display in the 

streets and the populace could try them for a small fee. Besides enriching the 

everyday life of urbanites, the lens was the essential organ of the Dutch 

impresario, attributed with a specific conceptualisation of the West (the Japanese 

did not make a conceptual difference between the Dutch and the West) as “a place 

where empirical sight was augmented or reformed, and where people used (and 

abused) their eyes” (Screech, The Lens within the Heart 8). 

The Rangakusha became the most important incentive in consuming and 

circulating Western goods, from scientific books to microscopes. Shops in Edo, 

Osaka, and Nagasaki often sold the latest goods under the generic label “Dutch,” 

with an emphasis on lens-based instruments (see fig. 22). Despite occasional 

resistance from the bakufu, which had a sort of love-hate relationship with 

Rangaku and “Western culture,” European scientific culture was effectively 

weaved into the cultural fabric of eclectic cities. The well-established culture 

industry of the Floating World centralised in Edo, which acted as a commercial  
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Figure 20. Kitao, Masayoshi from Koikawa Masayoshi, Sakaemasu megane no toku 
(Glasses Shop). 1790. National Diet Library, Tokyo. The Lens within the Heart. By 

Timon Screech. Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press. 186. Print. 

engine, had an invaluable role in popularising European studies. The developed 

and well-established publishing and woodblock printing industries allowed for 

efficient mass-scale production and advertisement of various types of textbooks, 

pictures and picture books, and magazines consumed by the highly literate Edo 

populace.  

 Minowa Yuko noted that the advancements in marketing communications 

that took place in the Edo period were intimately linked with the appearance of 

hikifuda (“handbills”), which by the late seventeenth century displaced signboards 

and shop curtains as the most important medium of marketing communications 

(259). Comprised of textual content, hikifuda appeared before advertising 

handbills in Europe (mid-eighteenth century). As a means of promoting shops and 

new products, hikifuda was a significant mechanism in the Edo commercial 

engine and was, along with posters, wrapping papers, and packages, rapidly 

accepted by large advertisers. The development of the paper and marketing 

industry resulted from a decline in the price of paper. According to Minowa,  

[e]vents and entertainment also became communication platforms. 
The red-light district Yoshiwara founded in 1618 in downtown Edo 
evolved into a renowned pleasure land. The magnitude of its 
importance on that economy can be surmised by the number of 
prostitutes and courtesans—7,000 women at its peak…. The geisha 
agents (oki-ya), brothels (yukaku), banquet houses (age-ya) and 
sponsors started to utilize multiple promotional activities: event 
marketing at seasonal rituals, product placement in and sponsorship 
for kabuki performances; and advertising through ukiyo-e 
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woodblock prints. Similar to contemporary celebrities, some 
kabuki actors developed their own name brands, such as the 
Danjuro rice cracker and the Hanshiro dyeing pattern (259). 

Focused on the entrepreneurial life of the Ran scholar Hiraga Gennai, Minowa 

concluded that this was an especially suitable marketing climate for those who, 

like Hiraga, had lucrative business ideas, which were in Hiraga’s case mostly 

connected with Western studies and devices (259). This kind of climate was also 

suitable for the promotion and dissemination of novel ideas and curiosity shops, 

like Hikida’s foreign goods shop in Fushimi-cho in Osaka, known as the 

“Continental and Red-fur Shop” selling “all manner of strange goods and rare 

objects, newly arrived from abroad” or the Edo Murano glassware shop run by 

Minoya Heiroku, who sold “all Manner of Dutch Glassware,” including 

telescopes and microscopes (Screech, The Lens within the Heart 29-30). 

 The Edo worldview was centred on the philosophy of ukiyo (“transience of 

life”). Since life was short and transient, it was supposed to be enjoyed to the 

fullest. Such an outlook consequentially enabled rich cultural production and 

eager consumption. Ukiyo-e woodblock prints held a unique and privileged 

position in the Floating World, with both their appealing artistic expression and 

wide and flexible applicability. Along with various woodblock-printed texts, such 

as hikifuda, kibyōshi, and e-hon picture books, ukiyo-e was the main means of 

disseminating visual information, thus enabling communication among urbanites 

comparable to contemporary visual media. It was in such widely circulated picture 

books that Katsushika explained the perspective theory, making it available to 

everyone. The ukiyo-e prints also comprised an important segment of the 

flourishing travel culture, as they were sold in many places along travel roads and 

at famous sightseeing spots as souvenirs that travellers could take home for their 

families and friends, as people do today with postcards and photographs of distant 

places. Considering its multifunctionality, it is not surprising that ukiyo-e was the 

medium that eventually adopted the pictorial style of European perspective views 

(vues d’optique) popular in the later Edo period.  

 Among the four classes established by the bakufu—warrior, peasant, 

artisan, and merchant—the merchant class prospered the most within the city’s 

rich cultural setting. Despite class stratification, the Floating World was open to 

consumers from all social stratums—as long as they had the means to afford it. In 
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the Edo period, entertainment, mass media, and consumption were inextricably 

interwoven into the daily lives and activities of urban dwellers. The woodblock 

printing industry, based on a division of labour between designers, engravers, 

colourists, and publishers, was essential in popularising Western ideas and curious 

devices. The process allowed for the fast, affordable, and accessible circulation of 

information, both visual and textual. “Western learning” emerged as scientific 

culture in the 1640s when “Dutch” artefacts monopolised foreign trade with Japan 

and spilled into the popular and scientific culture of Nagasaki, Osaka, and Edo. 

However, the texts remained largely scarce and incomprehensive to most 

aficionados due to the lack of translators and dictionaries. The publication of 

Kaitai shinsho (New Anatomy Atlas) is a case in point, which displayed the efforts 

of the physicians Sugita Genpaku, Maeno Ryōtaku, and Nakagawa Jun’an, who 

had spent three years and five months translating Johann Adam Kulmus’s (1689-

1745) book on human anatomy, the Ontleedkundige tafelen (Anatomical Tables, 

1722). The Dutch book was translated by Gerard Dicten from the original German 

Anatomische tabellen published in 1734. Of the involved physicians, Maeno 

Ryōtaku was the only one who had a fair knowledge of the Dutch language, so the 

emphasis of the translated text published in 1774 as Kaitai shinsho was 

consequentially placed on anatomical illustrations, extensively reducing the 

original text.  

Katsumori Noriko revealed general misconceptions about Western sources 

during the sakoku period from 1630 to 1720. She stated that it was not the foreign 

books called ransho (“books in Dutch language”) that were “famously” prohibited 

during the Edo period, as the restrictive policies applied only to Chinese 

translations of Western books (99-117). The linguistic struggle of Ran scholars 

was based on individuals trying to put bits of knowledge together into a coherent 

whole, which demanded great dedication and passion. Such unfavourable 

circumstances eventually changed as the Japanese interpreters assigned to the 

Dejima outpost became increasingly competent in the Dutch language. 

Additionally, the influx of Dutch books and interest in Western knowledge rose as 

well, so locally produced dictionaries appeared to help the scholars collect and 

translate texts. Still, many Ran scholars, who were essentially amateurs, grappled 

with language well into the late Edo period. The major contributor in the field of 

linguistics was Ōtsuki Gentaku (1757-1827), a pupil of Sugita Genpaku and 
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Maeno Ryōtaku. Ōtsuki compiled Rangaku kaitei (Steps to Dutch Learning), 

which was published in 1788. It was the first work dedicated entirely to a 

European language and was indispensable for anyone interested in Dutch studies.  

For practical reasons, the scholars of Ran had to master many different 

fields of knowledge within Western studies. Soon, two mainstream fields of 

learning emerged: medicine (botany, pharmacopeia, mineralogy, chemistry, 

physics, and zoology) and astronomy (calendrical science, surveying, cartography, 

and geography), with a focus on technologies (weaponry, gunnery, and 

agricultural implements) and skills (shipbuilding and military science) of 

instrumental value and applicable to the immediate circumstances (Goodman 6). 

However, Goodman neglected to mention the widely adopted practice of Western-

style art that accompanied Ran studies as an essential component, which was 

attributed to, as Hu argued, the Japanese “innate” inclination towards pictorial 

expression and visual communication (13-23), but it is also very probable that 

illustrations sometimes compensated for textual content, as was the case with 

Katai shinsho. The most important factor in this wide adoption of Western art 

techniques and visuality was similar to the reason European natural philosophers 

turned to perspective painting. European scientific knowledge depended on the 

visual, authentic, objective, and precise representation of natural phenomena and 

of scientific experiments. This was why many Ran scholars, including Honda 

Toshiaki and Shiba Kōkan, opposed traditional Chinese-style idealistic visual 

representations, which were based on physical reality. To help overcome this 

discrepancy, Japanese natural philosophers included scientific instruments and 

devices in their observation and depiction of research objects. Imports of Western 

texts were enriched with complementary Western products that allowed for the 

reproduction of “Dutch” objective and authentic reality through the magnifying 

lenses of microscopes, telescopes, optical viewing devices, and peeping boxes.     

 
3.1 Western Technologies in Japan 

This section will present a material and paradigmatic cross-cultural 

rendering of machines and visual technologies in Edo-period Japan, with a focus 

on the process of fusing the Western visual regime with Japanese visuality. 

Moreover, it will provide a context for better understanding the technoscientific 
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legacy and visuality and themes in Japanese popular culture, contemporary 

animation in particular. Technological and scientific discourses will also be 

narrated through the histories of different material artefacts and their paradigmatic 

influences in the Japanese context. 

 

Figure 21. Suzuki, Harunobu. Motoura of the Yamazaki-ya in the South. Before 1770. 
Colour woodblock print. Photo: Christie’s, New York. The Lens within the Heart. By 

Timon Screech. Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press. 246. Print. 

Imported optical and viewing devices were popular in Japan because they 

were new and strange (a well-known affixation of the Edoites) and because they 

swiftly became integrated into the well-developed marketing and information 

systems. If not the devices themselves, information about Dutch curiosities 

circulated around the city and attracted wide attention (see fig. 23). If wealthy 

enough, consumers merely needed to visit one of the specialised curio shops; if 

not, they could still peek inside the perspective box or contemplate through a 

magnifying lens for a small fee. Similar to image-production technologies in 

Europe, imported “devices of wonder” were available at local fairs, festivals, and 

markets and in the streets of big cities. Keen passers-by gathered around a 

microscope or a peeping box and waited for an intimate and exclusive glance at 

the boxes’ interiors and at magnified insects. If they deemed the small fee 

unworthy of such an activity, the highly literate audience could still learn in detail 

about these scientific recreations in kibyōshi and ukiyo-e, where they were 

routinely thematised. If the devices were not always accessible, light novels and 

little yellows books printed in tens of thousands of copies certainly were, and Ran 
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scholars contributed a great deal to their circulation.  

 Another, albeit much more fantastical, source of information about 

“Dutch” goods was purely notional: many artefacts “circulated” in the form of 

pure hearsay. This notional existence of real items is best exemplified in a witty 

verse by the comical writer Sharakutei Manri, structuring its wit on the fact that 

curious devices were desired even though their purposes were not clear (see fig. 

24):  

How I long to 
To take a telescope, 
And put it to my ear! (qtd. in Screech, The Lens within the Heart 
50). 

 
Figure 22. Torii, Kiyomasa, from Rinshō, Kogane Yana Fukuzō jikki. Fukuzō is inspected 
with a “Dutch lens.” 1778. National Diet Library, Tokyo. The Lens within the Heart. By 

Timon Screech. Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press. 204. Print. 
 

While the bakufu recognised the value of practical scientific and technical 

knowledge, often monopolising the most advanced and sophisticated devices 

imported by the Dutch (such as telescopes), they strictly controlled historical, 

political, legal, philosophical, and particularly religious contents that could 

endanger the well-organised authoritarian system. Despite occasionally curbing 

Ran altogether, government officials and the local daimyō showed great interest in 

Western military warfare and industries that they could utilise to develop local 

industries and military and naval defence. Sensing the imminent threat of Western 

intrusion,7 they also adopted knowledge and techniques to boost their defence 

ability. As part of the Kyōhō reform, shogun Tokugawa Yoshimune lifted 
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restrictions on foreign books in 1721 and encouraged translating books on 

astronomy, botany, horsemanship, medicine, and weaponry. The shogun not only 

patronised translations of Western books but also encouraged Western learning 

and cooperation between Japanese and Western scholars. During the reform from 

1716 to 1735, Tokugawa Yoshimune attempted to popularise Western knowledge 

as a means of revitalising the bakufu, which was continuously declining in power.  

Maintaining that state institutions desperately required reformation, 

Tokugawa Yoshimune aimed at modernising the feudal system by integrating new 

ideas with ancient values. As a result, numerous translations and original works 

appeared during this time. The later Edo period, therefore, witnessed many new 

publications, varying from scientific books to popular literature, such as Red-fur 

Talks or Talks on Holland (Kōmō/Oranda-banashi) (1765), written in the form of 

dialogue between distinguished masters and their pupils (Screech The Lens within 

the Heart 21). By that time, Ōtsuki Gentaku, founded the Shirandō Dutch school 

in Edo, which became the common staple for satirical writers of the Floating 

World. 

 Rangaku was disseminated through an increasing number of private 

schools (including Ōtsuki’s Shirandō and Philipp Franz von Siebold’s 

Narutakijuku), popular imagery, and networks maintained by those who wanted to 

do away with the “presumptions” and “empty” pastimes of the old elites, find new 

artistic idioms and new ways of artistic expression, and give new forms to the old 

traditions (qtd. in Tantri 153). Much of that change ensued during the second half 

of the Edo period, when the government and regional daimyō became more 

interested in translating and utilising Western practical knowledge, especially in 

the areas of the military, agriculture, industrial enterprises, natural resources, 

health care, and land reclamation (Tantri 154). Whereas the bakufu was restrictive 

and tried to keep its monopoly on goods and knowledge, the daimyō often 

encouraged Western learning to develop local industry. The mobility of scholars 

and circulation of items and ideas enabled the decentralised development and 

diffusion of Western learning, which in turn facilitated its spread and 

implementation. One regional lord devoted to Rangaku was Satake Yoshiatsu, 

whom Screech named the “ ‘Hollandomaniac’ daimyō of Akita” (The Lens within 

the Heart 20). After being introduced to Western-style painting by the Ran 
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scholar Hiraga Gennai, Satake wrote the first Japanese treatises on European 

painting.  

Among those who most holistically popularised Western learning in Japan 

was Shiba Kōkan (1747-1818), who, besides excelling in the art of Western oil 

painting, engaged with astronomy, geography, mathematics, and electricity. As a 

Ran colleague of Hiraga Gennai, Shiba was considered an eccentric erudite man, 

which placed him in a position of less restrictive and open engagement with Ran 

compared with those scholars who were attached to regional and national 

institutions. Despite his outspoken anti-Confucianism, he was never sanctioned by 

the government. Shiba’s paradigmatic contributions are most evident in his 

popularisation of the heliocentric theory, which he introduced to the public in his 

1793 book Brief Explanation of a Complete Map of the World (Chikyu zenzu 

ryakusetsu). In later works, he further made Copernicanism accessible to the 

general public. Shiba often included social commentaries in his writings directed 

at the Confucian worldview and, in effect, he also criticised the government 

(Goodman 103). 

 Confucian traditionalists and the bakufu had the same issues with Western 

learning; they were not concerned about the knowledge itself but, rather, the 

worldview that it embedded. Moreover, the new and different paradigmatic 

universe was readily reproducible at the expense of the traditional authoritarian 

system, which depended on the Confucian worldview as a tool to organise and 

control society and to explain why society should be arranged the way it was. 

Reducing the relationship between the two worldviews to a power discourse 

would, however, be unfair, as paradigms are comprised of more than just 

traditional dialectics. In discussing the maintenance of health, curing diseases, and 

improving patients’ lives, medical paradigms summon social, symbolic, and 

material meanings and associations that involve structures of power and ways of 

understanding and interpreting the world. The Scientific Revolution did not occur 

until natural philosophers and the common populace learned how to see and their 

perception of the world changed once they attached their eyes to mechanical 

apparatuses.  

In that respect, I have a problem with the well-known work of Thomas S. 

Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, which is why I have not referred to 

it in previous chapters. My problem with Kuhn stems from his conceptualisation 
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of scientific revolutions as something that occurs somewhere in an intellectual 

sphere, independently of sociocultural matrices, when scientists agree on new 

systems of knowledge. Worldviews, and much less technoscience, do not function 

autonomously and the powerful scientific authority is merely a belief that also 

demonstrates its paradigmatic dimension, despite its claims of objectivity. 

Deterministic views of technology and science, such as Kuhn’s, traditionally fail 

to acknowledge non-scientific factors that enable the perpetuation of scientific 

revolutions, which is partially the reason why I have used popular culture as my 

entry point into the interlocking history and anthropology of technology and 

science. Scientific toys that generated and enhanced the dominant modern 

scientific worldview emerged as devices to demonstrate optical and scientific laws 

and were simultaneously used in the field of popular culture to generate 

phantasmagoria and optical illusions. The history of technology and science, 

scientific instruments in particular, is a reminder of the dual ability and role that 

machines and paradigms have had throughout history: they were equally 

successful at producing illusions and demonstrating scientific truths. 

 
3.1.1 Hiraga Gennai’s Erekiteru 

Although Rangaku fostered many important figures in Edo-period science 

and art, there are a few key figures that, for the purpose of this discussion, should 

be highlighted in consideration of their paradigmatic influences. One such figure 

is perhaps the most inventive and colourful personality of the late Edo period: 

Hiraga Gennai (1728- 1780), a ronin (“a samurai with no lord or master”) who 

left his domain to freely pursue interests in Rangaku. For abandoning his samurai 

position and comitting himself to existential uncertainty, he was rewarded with an 

eccentric status and with the privilege of unrestrained empirical inquiry. Hiraga 

was a Renaissance man, an inventor, herbalist, scientist, entrepreneur, artist, and 

writer. He was also an ingenious personality who, inspired by the hectic 

environment of Edo, actively participated in various areas of scholarship, 

marketing, and industry, converging diverse disciplines into his own field of 

production. He taught Western-style painting and payed visits to the Dutch trading 

post on Dejima Island, where he exchanged knowledge with the Dutch and 

acquired curious items for himself and for his business. As an herbalist, he 

combined Japanese and Western knowledge in a natural history book he published 
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in 1763 entitled Categories and Qualities (Butsurui hinshitsu). The book included 

Western-style illustrations accompanying detailed descriptions of each herb. In an 

article dedicated to Hiraga’s life, Lissa Roberts described Hiraga’s career as an 

instructive insight into “how material and knowledge production went hand-in-

hand in Tokugawa Japan and the extent to which local interests directed the 

adoption and adaptation of European knowledge and skills” (1).  

Hiraga acquired knowledge about Dutch medicine and, provided by his 

contacts with government translators (who remained for a long time the only 

Japanese allowed to interact with the Dutch), he had access to a range of Dutch 

books and materials, which he acquired for his curio shop in Osaka. Notably, 

many translators were physicians who used the opportunity to approach Western 

sources. Hiraga also pursued a career in mining and mineralogy, specifically 

focusing on ways Japan could cease to be dependent on imported materials and 

utilise local resources instead. An ingenious inventor, he collaborated with 

Nakagawa Jun’an, one of the Edo physicians who published Kaitai shinsho, in an 

effort to produce asbestos cloth. One of his entrepreneurial endeavours included 

the production and sale of very popular Gennai-yaki, European-patterned 

ceramics. He was not alone in cashing in on the ongoing craze for Dutch things, 

as there were many local industries, mainly pottery, ceramics, furniture, and 

glassware, that adopted Dutch motifs in their products. Interested in art, Gennai 

worked with the young samurai-painter Ōdano Naotake, for whom he arranged to 

illustrate Kaitai shinsho.  

The highlight of Hiraga’s scientific career was when he acquired a broken 

Dutch static-electricity machine (elekiter) in 1770 in Nagasaki, which he repaired 

and used for public demonstrations. Later, in 1776, Hiraga introduced his own 

elekiter, or erekiteru in Japanese. This was an early generator of static electricity, 

known as the “electrostatic cabinet” (see fig. 25). The device was used for 

electrical experiments and medical treatment of patients in eighteenth-century 

Europe. A symbol of Rangaku, the elekiter became one of the favoured misemono 

wonders. Minowa noted that  

[i]n those days in Japan, Elekiter was ‘revolutionary,’ a total 
mystery to everybody, and ‘electricity’ became a central topic of 
conversation in Edo. Gennai repeatedly experimented to improve it 
for generating stronger electric power, and using it as an electro-
stimulator to treat certain maladies. But his attempts were in vain. 
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What he could at most do with Elekiter was to collect fees for 
demonstrations presented to samurai lords (260). 

 
Figure 23. Katsushika, Hokusai. Sunperupei and his static-electricity generator from 

Kanwatei Onitake, Wakaran zatsuwa. 1803. Tokyo Metropolitan Central Library, Tokyo. 

The Lens within the Heart. By Timon Screech. Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press. 

38. Print. 

Born into the eclectic Edo era, Hiraga organised the first nationwide 

“expo” in 1757 in Edo, where he displayed 2,000 objects from phytology, 

zoology, aquaculture, entomology, and mineralogy; he also wrote and published 

the programme and catalogue. In effect, he made knowledge about botany, 

minerals, and medicines available and accessible to people of all social stratums, 

and he started a trend in expositions. Before Hiraga’s experiments with the 

elekiter, he also built a thermometer, a compass, and a pedometer but never 

earned any credit for these devices because he used Western prototypes for his 

creations. Simultaneously, he was an entrepreneur interested in commercialising 

his knowledge and was thus credited as the first creative advertising copywriter in 

Japan (Minowa 261).  

The resemblance between Hiraga’s versatile expositions dedicated to the 

compilation and systematisation of knowledge and artefacts and the European 

encyclopaedic cabinet-sized and room-sized collections of minerals, animals, and 

plants is notable, although it remains unclear whether Hiraga was acquainted with 

the European cabinets of curiosities (Wunderkabinette) and wonder rooms 

(Kunstkammern, Wunderkammern). Nonetheless, the purpose they both shared 

was to recreate the theatre of the universe in front of keen observers and let them 
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witness the wonders of nature as part of the greater project to fit the natural world 

into greater structured classifications according to trusted scientific guidelines. 

Knowledge of the cabinets of curiosities, however, did exist in Japan among the 

wealthier Japanese who were able to create their own collections of curious items. 

Oka Yasumasa noted that a senior town official from Shimonoseki in Yamaguchi 

prefecture, Itō Mokunojō, presented to Philipp Franz von Siebeold a cabinet of 

curiosities in his home, comprising an entire room filled with European objects—

furniture, books, clocks, watches, and many other items (Oka 136). 

 As they learned about foreign cultures, the informed Japanese learned 

more about their own culture as well, and it seemed that the new world was no 

longer Sinocentric. The usual sociocultural patterns and neo-Confucian structure 

were disrupted. Confucianism and Chinese civilisation, as well as Buddhism, 

began to be questioned, as increasing knowledge about the peoples and cultures of 

the Occident weakened the conventional belief that China and Japan solely 

composed the civilised world. The versatile Ran scholar Honda Toshiaki argued 

that an island country like Japan was foolish to model itself after continental 

China, which revealed the restrictiveness of Confucian thought (Goodman 196). 

Confucian scholars such as Totsuan Ohashi (1816-1862) responded with 

animosity towards such revolutionary ideas: 

Followers of the Western learning…call themselves natural 
philosophers, shamelessly saying that the West knows the law of 
the universe. They are rebels who exhibit a forged seal of state and 
gather a vile rabble (qtd. in Goodman 199). 

While frictions between the official Confucian code and the subversive Rangaku 

were present throughout the Edo period, they became more intense as foreign 

ships reached Japanese shores more often. Some Ran scholars were accused of 

admiring the West too much, which reflected the fear not of Western knowledge 

as such but of disruptive cultural forces that, in the end, did facilitate a paradigm 

shift and did enable the industrialisation of Japan.  

 The role of optical technologies in this transformation was amazing, albeit 

not surprising. The mechanical devices did not simply upgrade the human 

capability to see, they constructed a whole new vision with the rationale of social 

duty behind their implementation. This was where scientific paradigms intersected 

with social structures. According to Screech, that science was irrevocably 
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machine-based was exemplified by the mottos of prominent European machine-

makers, such as the Worshipful Company of Scientific Makers’ in London that 

went by Sine nobis scientia languet (Without us, knowledge dies away). This was 

not unfamiliar to the Japanese modern scientists to come. Ranjū Goi from Osaka 

noted the centrality of instruments as experimental devices for extracting data 

from external phenomena in the project of modern science:  

Unless a fact has been ascertained by what we call precise visual 
calculation (menoko zan’yō), and beyond that, can be gauged with a 
fixed standard of measurement such as that provided by the 
experimental device, the Dutch do not offer statements about it, nor 
do they attempt to use it (qtd. in Screech, The Lens within the Heart 
48). 

One sociocultural effect that followed from such a wide application of observing 

devices to external phenomena was the new visibility of natural phenomena. All 

sorts of measuring devices, such as thermometers, barometers, sextants, balances, 

and clocks, rendered the natural world a set of visually calculable data governed 

by physical and mechanical laws. For example, air pressure became embodied in 

the barometer, air temperature became visible in the thermometer, and so on. In 

that sense, van Leeuwenhoek’s microscope was not effectually dissimilar to more 

simple thermometers and other contrivances used to measure invisible phenomena 

and transform them into visual calculations. The whole range of natural processes, 

“the theatre of the universe,” could now be expressed in numbers. These were 

sociocultural meanings that were clear to the scholars of Ran. 

 
3.1.2 Publication of Kaitai Shinsho: A Look inside the Human Body 

 In his 2001 book Experiences in Translation, Umberto Eco wrote that 

translation is interpreting a text between two different cultures, implying that 

every translation should be an adaptation with respect to both cultures (69). For 

various non-linguistic reasons, this statement resonated deeply between the 

Dutch-Japanese exchanges during the Edo period (on the contrary, the Meiji era 

was something radically different). The translated Western scientific culture 

should therefore be seen as a synthesis between specific European and Japanese 

sociocultural circumstances. The comparative approach I am proposing fully 

respects the cultural specificities of Japan and is a means of neutralising 

preconceptions and associations commonly related to the usual set of 
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anthropological terms, such as cultural assimilation, appropriation, and 

domestication, which imply a fixed and deterministic status of the transferred 

cultural elements in a process of cultural copy and pasting. From an 

anthropological point of view, these terms implicitly involve technological and 

cultural determinism, as well as a normative approach that ignores technology as a 

sociocultural phenomenon, thus reducing it to autonomous objects that simply 

travel from place to place. Moreover, historically, these terms have been 

appropriated in the early years of ethnography, which aimed at studying and 

describing exotic “primitive” tribes and cultures as a result of Western colonial 

expansion. 

 The cultural merger of European modern science and Japanese 

scholarship, as well as of Rangaku and popular literary and pictorial genres of the 

Floating World, enabled the integration of different systems of thought, scientific 

cultures, and materials, thus creating a unique Japanese response to outside 

cultural elements. What the concept of merger or synthesis entails, unlike other 

similar concepts, is that objects and ideas are not autonomous projections into 

outer space; instead, they are nodal points containing sociocultural structures 

within them. Despite the Edo-period practice of emphasising practical knowledge 

over theory, the imported devices were intertwined in existing discourses about 

the Dutch and their own culture. More importantly, ideas and objects were not 

merely transplanted but were translated during the immediate cultural 

communication (and this translation is in the Umberto Eco sense). Oka Yasumasa, 

referring to the Western-style paintings by artists of the Akita ranga school (Shiba 

Kōkan and Ōdano Naotake were its representatives), explained the cultural forces 

that influenced ranga (literally, “Dutch painting”) artists as such: 

It is too simplistic to say that Japanese artists learned to paint in 
Western style from the Dutch at Nagasaki; rather, they fused visual 
elements drawn from Japan, China, and the West. Shiba Kōkan, 
whose artworks disseminated the knowledge he was gaining from 
the Western natural sciences books of his scholar-friends, was but 
one of the growing number of Japanese artists to question 
established notions and to see the world from a positivistic, rational 
point of view. It was this attitude that most informed the late-
eighteenth century works of the Second Period of Western-style 
Paintings (dainiki yōfūga) (20). 
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Probably the most democratic aspect of popular culture is its ability to interact 

with traditional culture and dominant regimes without adhering to them. In that 

sense, popular culture can be understood as a sort of nihilistic pantheon.  

 The traditional medical practice in Japan was Kampō (“Chinese-style 

medicine”), which was based on herbal healing that was introduced to Japan 

sometime between the fifth and sixth century CE. Due to its shared origins with 

traditional Chinese medicine, Kampō was framed with a Confucian worldview but 

with time developed into a unique Japanese-style herbal healing that, unlike 

traditional Chinese medicine, did not include human or animal parts in the healing 

compounds. The term Kampō emerged during the Edo period to demarcate it from 

the growing presence of Dutch-style medicine, called Rampō. The Confucian 

aspects of Kampō were probably best reflected in its understanding of bodily 

harmony as a balance of yin and yang and five elements: wood, water, earth, fire, 

and metal. What distinguished Rampō from Kampō was its practical approach to 

disease and the body: modern Western medicine focused on anatomy in order to 

understand the inner workings of the organs and actively intervene in the human 

body (i.e., surgery).  

By the time Western medicine reached Japan, its novel discoveries in 

anatomy and surgery resulted from experimentation and dissecting practices 

(often performed in public anatomical theatres), as well as animal vivisection and 

dissection. The common trope in modern Western medicine was to “open up”—

investigate the inner human mechanism, and then repair it if possible—as a 

clockwork master would do with a clock. The first Rangaku scholar who noted 

that Western pathology was based on dissection as a scientific technique was 

Shindo Tsuboi, who also introduced the theory of germs to Japan via his text on 

epidemics. Shindo was also the first to introduce European methods of reasoning: 

induction and deduction (Goodman 180). By bringing Western scientific methods 

to the attention of his colleagues, Shindo proposed that different medical systems 

required different methods because scientific knowledge was derived directly 

from appropriate methodology. His texts, as well as materials in circulation, must 

have made an impact because soon thereafter Ran and Kampō physicians alike 

turned to experimentation and accurate anatomical recording to compensate for 

insufficient information from the depository of Chinese medicine. Many 

physicians turned to Western medicine either completely or in an attempt to 
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improve knowledge and methods in Chinese medicine. After all, if not everyone 

could read the Dutch language, they could easily inspect anatomical drawings in 

European medical books that showed considerable lacking in traditional medical 

practices. As a result, the court physician Toyo Yamawaki observed the first 

officially approved dissection of the human body and published his observations 

as anatomical illustrations in a 1759 text entitled Zoshi (Record of Internal 

Organs) (Akihito 579).  

Despite their adoption of Western medical practices and methods, most 

practitioners of Rampō remained conceptually linked with the Confucian 

worldview. In1793, the bakufu officially acknowledged Western surgery by 

appointing the Rampō physician Hoshū Katsuragawa, the shogun’s physician and 

contributor to Kaitai shinsho, teacher in the Official Medical School. Hoshū and 

Nakagawa were both pupils of Carl Peter Thunberg (1775-1776), a student of 

Linnaeus who came to Japan as the VOC physician. Maeno Ryōtaku, one of the 

three physicians who worked on Kaitai shinsho, was, according to Goodman,  

a true pioneer of the development of Western medicine in Japan, 
but he must be seen as a scholar who, on the basis of the kinds of 
knowledge he was acquiring through the technology of the West, 
raised questions about the character of the society which had 
produced such technology. For his many contributions to the 
foundations of Edo Rangaku, Ryōtaku was given the posthumous 
name Ranka (Incarnation of Holland) (81). 

Kaitai shinsho was significant not only as a landmark of the new scientific 

practice in Japan but also as encouragement for the further popularisation and 

acceptance of the Western scientific paradigm:  

First, it revealed errors in Chinese medical books that had 
previously been the sole source of information for Japanese 
physicians and illustrated the importance of learning by direct 
observation and of having an open mind. A New Book of Anatomy 
points out that even upon witnessing a human dissection, one 
cannot accept what was actually seen if the mind is framed with the 
traditional ideas. Thus one cannot step into the world of new 
medical science unless the old notions are given up and the mind 
undergoes a complete transformation (Akihito 579). 

Akihito emphasised the importance of learning to see, around which Laura J. 

Snyder structured her book on reinventing vision dedicated to the lives and works 

of Johannes Vermeer and Antoni van Leeuwenhoek. In the book, Snyder pointed 
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out that people looking for the first time through Drebbel’s microscopes could not 

see anything initially, only to shout out with astonishment after a few moments of 

observation (122).  

 A scientific revolution, be it in the Dutch Republic or in Japan, occurs 

when the eye of a beholder becomes accustomed to new ways of seeing, which is 

essentially an act of replacing the lens and then learning how to perceive the 

world through the new piece. It is only after the new lens has been put into place 

that the world becomes something else. Sugita specifically attributed to Rangaku 

the method of learning by observation, which he preferred over the traditional 

Confucianist approach, while his pupil Ōtsuki asserted that observation was the 

only way to dispel errors in scientific practice—and academic traditions (Screech, 

The Lens within the Heart 44).  

After seeing Kulmus’s anatomical illustrations, Sugita, Maeno, and 

Nakagawa decided to put on a different lens, literally and conceptually, and 

compare the illustrations with Chinese medical sources. On 4 March 1771, they 

observed the dissection of the corpse of a fifty-year-old woman, executed as a 

convicted criminal, which was performed by a member of the burakumin 

(“outcast”) class.8 What their Dutch lens revealed was in such discrepancy with 

the Chinese texts that they got down to work straight away. Kaitai shinsho was 

the first Western medical text, as well as the first Western scientific book, 

translated into Japanese, and it was also a landmark in revolutionising the 

sciences. The original text translated by Kulmus was based on Vesalius’s (1514-

1564) anatomical concepts (which were based on Galen’s) that via Kaitai shinsho 

entered medical and scientific practices in Japan. Another important contribution, 

noted by Goodman, lay in securing consent from the bakufu that allowed its 

publication and by doing so gave a nod to scholars, who worked on improving 

medical knowledge in Japan (85). Close to his death in 1815, Sugita Genpaku 

wrote about his satisfaction with what they had achieved, comparing the spreading 

of Rangaku with a drop of oil on water: 

A drop of oil falling on the face of water will in time spread over 
all the expanse of the pond, they say. In somewhat a similar 
manner, the casual thought which came to us three…has spread in 
the past fifty years throughout the nation, here and there, to every 
corner, and now we hear of the new translation being published 
every year. 
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This is very much like: “One dog barks in earnest, and the whole 
street bays at the moon.”….  
Because I lived long, I am able to see today’s flowering of learning. 
I am rejoiced; also I am surprised…. 
I repeat: I am happy, very, very happy. With the path thus opened, 
physicians in the coming years, a hundred or a thousand years, will 
acquire the true art of healing for saving human lives (qtd. in 
Huffman 34-35). 

Kaitai shinsho was, however, not a product of copy and pasting, nor was it 

a mere act of translating. The publication served as the epitome of the cultural 

fusing of technological and scientific discourses between two different 

sociocultural circumstances that is best reflected in the title Kaitai shinsho, in 

which, although a translation, Sugita and his colleagues changed the original 

“anatomical tables” (tabelle) to “anatomical atlas” (shinsho). The three physicians 

sought to demonstrate and present human anatomy, not to theorise it. For this 

reason also, the extensive footnotes in the original work were completely omitted 

and emphasis was placed on illustrations, which were greater in number, enlarged, 

and more detailed than the pictures in Kulmus’s book. Moreover, only Maeno 

knew a fair amount of the Dutch language so the pictorial content prevailed over 

the textual for practical reasons. Ōdano Naotake, who was brought in to the 

project by his Western-style painting teacher Hiraga Gennai, was wholly 

responsible for producing the illustrations in Kaitai shinsho. Lissa Roberts 

emphasised the originality of Ōdano’s illustrations, which were fairly exact copies 

of the original anatomical compositions:     

They nonetheless demonstrate a sound familiarity with the 
principles of realist perspective and representations, along with an 
impressive technical ability to translate the visual details made 
possible by the European publishing tradition of working with 
copper plates to images made with woodblock print technology. 
More importantly, like the realist representations of European 
natural history books, Odano’s illustrations aided the diffusion of a 
Western view of anatomy and of natural knowledge in general (3). 
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I was immensely fortunate to have had the opportunity to compare both 

books during my fieldwork in Tokyo. This allowed me to see and better 

understand the nature and ideological functions of Ran translations. Upon 

comparing the two works, it was hard to conceive that one was a translation of the 

other. Rather, my impression was that they were both original works, linked by 

only a few identical pictures of human body parts. Many of Ōdano’s illustrations 

were not featured in the original text, and the style also greatly differed from that 

in Kulmus’s edition. For instance, Kaitai shinsho also included magnified 

illustrations extending over two pages in order to provide a more comprehensive 

and clearer view of the anatomy. My overall impression of Ōdano’s illustrations 

was that they were far more elaborate, precise, and comprehensive than those in 

Kulmus’s book (see figs. 26-28).  

 
Figure 24. (Left above) Kulmus, Johann Adam. Anatomische Tabellen, 1722, Germany; 
(left below) Sugita et al. Kaitai shinsho. 1774. Edo (Tokyo). Private collection, Tokyo. 

Figure 25. (Centre) Ōdano, Naotake. Illustration from Sugita et al. Kaitai shinsho. 1774. 
Print. Private Collection, Tokyo. 

Figure 26. (Right) Kulmus, Johann Adam. Illustration from Anatomische Tabellen.1722. 
Print. Private Collection, Tokyo. 

 

It is therefore interesting that a knowledgeable scholar like Goodman 

asserted that the quality of the illustrations reproduced by the woodblock printing 

technology diminished both clarity and precision compared with the originals 
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(83). What I find puzzling about Goodman is that the extensiveness of his 

recounting of the intellectual history of Rangaku must have relied upon textual 

and visual records and yet his own evaluation of the illustrations remains 

discrepant with the facts. In other words, Goodman’s interaction with material 

artefacts can be brought into question since his intellectual history utterly neglects 

material culture, demonstrating how neglect can cause misrepresentations.  

Moreover, Katsumori noted that Kaitai shinsho, while a translation of 

Kulmus’s book, refers to other not originally included texts, indicating the 

authors’ primary concern with publicising the then-available body of knowledge 

on human anatomy. According to Katsumori, Kaitai shinsho lists five 

bibliographical sources for its illustrations and six others for its annotations (from 

Western scientific sources other than Kulmus):  

Although no source is given for the frontispiece, Juan de 
Valverde’s La anatomia del corpo humano (1560) likely served as 
the model. Illustrations of the hand and foot are thought to be either 
copies from Govard Bidloo’s Anatomia Humani Corporis (1685), 
or Bidloo’s illustrations are copied by William Cowper in his 
Anatomy of Human Bodies (1698). The illustrations for Bidloo’s 
book were done by Lairesse, whose exquisite draftsmanship brings 
a sophistication of images which is imparted still in Naotake’s 
illustrations. Considering that Het groot schilderboek was the 
guiding authority for the theory of Western painting at the time, it 
is pleasing to note that drawings based on Lairesse appear in Kaitai 
shinsho, the product of the first encounter between Rangaku and 
Western-style painting (102). 

Katsumori’s account is significant because it enlightens the body of knowledge by 

the Ran scholars and offers a reason why Ōdano’s illustrations differ so much in 

quality and quantity from those in Kulmus’s book. Kaitai shinsho demonstrates 

that practical knowledge and observation were much more relevant than concepts, 

which most Ran scholars were not acquainted with due to the language barrier. 

This, however, did not diminish the sociocultural importance of the scientific 

work that Rangakusha were dedicated to; thus, the significant cultural aspects that 

surely contributed to specific ways of cultural fusing should not be omitted either.  

 As Roberts reflected on the unique role of pictorial art in Japanese culture, 

she emphasised that Western-style painting was a significant aspect of Rangaku. 

Moreover, visual art as a culturally specific mode of visual communication in 

Japanese culture was extensively discussed by Hu in her study of Japanese 
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traditional and anime culture in Frames of Anime. In the book, she clearly 

delineated communication, not representation, as the essential aspect of the 

Japanese visual tradition. As such, the dominant school of idealism prevailed until 

Ran artists introduced realism and perspective into Japanese painting, allowing 

the visual image to play perhaps the most significant role in Japanese scientific 

and cultural modernisation. 

 

3.1.3 Depicting the World 

 Rangaku scholars studied Western-style painting as an essential 

component of Dutch studies (see fig. 29) and they conceptualised Western 

perspective and realism, which was crucial in depicting the natural world in an 

objective and authentic scientific way. Not surprisingly, the Rangaku scholars 

adopted devices similar to those of their European colleagues for the same 

reasons, even though they might not have been as diverse and accessible as those 

in Europe. In other words, scholars who wanted to know the world in scientific 

terms had to be able to develop methodologies for its observation, inspection, and 

depiction, meaning through optical devices and Western-style painting. The image 

accompanied the paradigm not as an extracurricular activity but as a compulsory 

subject, and as an aspect of Western scientific discourse, it guaranteed precision, 

realism, and empiricism in the works of Ran scholars. Ōtsuki construed the 

Western pictorial idiom as primarily scientific, concerned with the seizure and  

 
Figure 27. (Left) n. p. Nude, from Ōtsuki, Gentaku, Ransetsu benwaku, 1799; (right) de 
Lairesse, Gérard. Nude, from Govard Bidloo, Ontleding dea menschelynken lichaams, 

1728. Hollandisme in Japanese Craftwork. Seattle: Seattle Art Museum, 2007. By Oka, 
Yasumasa. 28. Print. 
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transmittance of experimental findings. To him and other Rangaku experts, the 

European artists strove for (and achieved) a technique for the exact recording of 

the observed samples. In the new scientific discourse, there was no place for 

Japanese- or Chinese-style idealistic painting: the observed world had to be 

depicted empirically. 

This ideology facilitated the adoption of Western visuality, which 

converged with the Western scientific gaze (the anatomising stare), producing a 

specific regime of seeing and therefore of understanding and depicting the world. 

For this purpose, the Rangakusha worked with both the techniques and devices of 

precision painting. Visual representation was essential to Ran because it delivered 

tools for visually expressing the rediscovered world. Knowledge always shapes 

the world we see and in the case of Rangaku it also provided an example of how 

seeing can materialise an understanding of the world formed into a specific visual 

regime. Western painting was adopted by the Rangakusha for practical 

purposes—to depict samples, often herbs and animals, that were part of their 

study. It was likewise adopted as an ideological tool for visualising the world in 

empirical terms. 

Western-style painting was known as horuando-e (“Dutch pictures”), 

seiyō-ga (“Western pictures”), and Ranga (“Ran pictures”), which, despite the 

varying terminology, conceptually always denoted the same cluster of concepts: 

precise, authentic, and realistic. In contrast with the Chinese-style imaging of the 

world, Ranga offered a different kind of representation and with it an alternative 

kind of visuality that also encompassed different relations to the depicted world. 

Expectedly, this caused ongoing debate and criticism among the two schools of 

painting. The anatomising stare of the painter was supposed to match the gaze of 

the scientist as it aimed at capturing authentic life that, at least conceptually, 

allowed for the dissection of the object. Best illustrated by physiognomy (the key 

figures were Etienne de Silhouette and Johann Lavater), a scientific genre of the 

silhouette that to eighteenth-century scientists provided an entry point into the 

truths and secrets of one’s character by observing silhouette portraits, the 

anatomical view was perceived as a penetration into forms of life. As other 

scientific recreations, the silhouette as a means of peering into one’s personality 

appeared in Japan in the late Edo period. Santō Kyōden, the untiring writer of the 

Floating World, published a little yellow book dedicated to the silhouette in the 
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Japanese cultural context.  

 Ran pictures were essentially mechanical: they were created and 

reproduced with the aid of Dutch image-production technologies that were 

supposed to neutralise the personality of the observer, thus guaranteeing empirical 

and objective visual representation. The field of popular culture production 

provided space not only for making popular imagery and literature but also for the 

emergence of a variety of fused artefacts for broad entertainment. The devices 

were as curious as the distorted, moving, multiplied, and enhanced images they 

reproduced. Anamorphoses (distorted pictures) reached Japan probably via China 

and, unlike in Europe where they were viewed (rectified) with the aid of a 

cylindrical mirror, Japanese anamorphoses were viewed through the scabbard of a 

sword. The magic lantern was swiftly adopted to produce movable images and the 

Dutch peeping boxes were fitted with Japanese interiors.  

Clockwork mechanisms, on the other hand, generated a whole new world 

of karakuri ningyō, Japanese mechanical dolls that performed tricks beyond 

imagination. Most of these scientific recreations were employed to create 

illusions, narratives, and animation-enhanced views of the world and to simulate 

life. As they were creating these eye-enchanting wonders, these devices also 

communicated meanings and associations, a wide new symbolic dimension 

delivered through a new regulating apparatus. Just imagine a human-shaped 

puppet on the stage moving of its own volition for the first time in front of the 

Japanese observer without the master puppeteer to control its cords! When 

technology is animated or when it animates, it becomes a powerful generator of 

ideas related not only to technology but to life itself. During Takeda Ōmi’s famed 

karakuri performances in Osaka, it was not the mechanisms but lifelike puppets 

and objects that the audience saw.  

 
3.2 Reinventing Vision: Japanese Visual Technologies in the Edo 
Period  

The first European paintings and illustrations reached Japan with the 

Portuguese in 1543. In 1549, the Jesuit Francis Xavier (1506-1552) arrived in 

Japan and stayed for two years evangelising among the Japanese people, and for 

the next hundred years, Catholic Europeans from mostly Portugal and Spain were 
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present in Japan for trade and cultural and missionary work. Before the first 

encounter, Westerners had a very fantastical conception of Japan, conceived as a 

faraway mystical island filled with riches for which, as Onoda Kazuyuki noted, 

Marco Polo (1254-1324) was responsible (34). 

The Portuguese and Spanish presence in Japan inspired extensive 

exchanges, originating namban (“art of the southern barbarians”), which was 

actually a category of domestic engagement with Western art rather than of 

imported goods. In art history namban refers specifically to Japanese art created 

between the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centures, influenced by the 

subjects, designs, and techniques of Portuguese and Spanish arts (Narusawa 58). 

The use of one-point perspective to emphasise three-dimensionality did not appear 

until the paintings and woodblock prints known as uki-e (not to be confused with 

ukiyo-e) were introduced to the Japanese audience in the 1740s. By the 1750s, 

linear perspective could also be found in megane-e, optical paintings viewed 

through an optical device fitted with a convex lens (Oka 19). The imported Ran 

pictures were mechanical in that they were either created by image-producing 

devices, such as the camera obscura, or were intended for viewing with an optical 

device. In the 1740s, Okumura Masanobu (1686-1764) and Nishimura Shigenaga 

(1697-1756) “excelled in the art of stereoscopic prints” (Koyama-Richard 28) 

imported from China, while Maruyama Ōkyo (1733-1795) developed the 

technique. Maruyama also copied imported Suzhou prints, which inspired the 

images of the Floating World, ukiyo-e (Koyama-Richard 28). However, artists 

like Shiba Kōkan and Aōdō Denzen, who emulated the Western style, found their 

inspiration in illustrated Dutch texts rather than in paintings that were rather 

scarce throughout the Edo period.  

 The camera obscura was indispensable for European artists and scientists 

during the Scientific Revolution and was therefore developed into different sizes 

and shapes, as previously mentioned. Johannes Kepler, for instance, used a tent-

like camera obscura to observe solar eclipses and landscapes. The device was 

introduced to Japan from Holland at the end of the eighteenth century. Sugita 

Genpaku translated its name into Japanese as “dark-room authenticity-copying 

lens” and Shiba Kōkan praised its realistic and authentic effects (see fig. 30). 

Among other viewing devices, precision works, and curiosities, the camera 

obscura was listed among the “Products of Holland” in the most popular 
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encyclopaedia of the later Edo period, the Sino-Japanese Universal Illustrated 

Compendium (Wakan sansei zue). The list also included various precision-type 

items: clocks, spectacles, magnetic tools, astronomical equipment, and surgical 

apparatuses (Screech, The Lens within the Heart 56-61).  

 

Figure 28. n. p. Camera Obscura from Ōtsuki, Gentaku, Ransetsu benwaku. 1799. Tokyo 
Metropolitan Central Library, Tokyo. The Lens within the Heart. By Timon Screech. 

Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press. 57. Print. 

 

Various imported devices of wonder found their way into Edo-period 

culture, indulging urbanites’ love for strange things and inspiring the emergence 

of new discourses and epistemologies of vision, the world, and life. It did not take 

long for the Floating World to readily employ mechanistic terminology in 

analogies between human anatomy and clockwork technology, and one of the 

most popular tropes in visual and literary genres became the human heart likened 

to the clock. Following the success of Kaitai shinsho and similar publications 

dedicated to human anatomy, the anatomising stare reached beyond the surface of 

the visible and found its way into conceptualising human organs as well as human 

emotions. Clockwork karakuri influenced the perception of the human body, 

introducing Western scientific discourses into the field of popular culture, and 

vice versa. In a similar fashion, the lens influenced the epistemology of vision, 

raising an interest in how the eye sees and constructs the world. Soon after, 

anatomical and physiological studies of the eye appeared. The lens was an 

essential feature of many imported karakuri devices, ranging from the microscope 

to eyeglasses, all neatly fitted into the frames of Holland discourse. In Kaitai 

shinsho, the authors explained and illustrated the anatomy of the human eye, 

traditionally neglected in Chinese medicine, followed by more translated works 
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on the subject, transforming not only the way to see but also the way to talk about 

seeing and theorising the eye.  

 

3.2.1 Seeing through the Dutch Lens 

 Beginning in the sixteenth century, China was regularly frequented by 

European missionaries who were engaged in the arts and sciences. The Jesuits 

were by default among the most educated and active natural philosophers in 

Europe and they contributed immensely to the development of modern science. 

The Jesuits constructed and improved scientific instruments and were well known 

for their great knowledge in the fields of astronomy and calendrical science, as 

well as mathematics and hydraulics, which they introduced to China. Considering 

their amazing scholarly portfolio, it is not surprising that René Descartes was also 

educated by the Jesuits. In 1582, the Italian Jesuit Matteo Ricci (1552-1610) came 

to China, followed by other prominent figures, including the Jesuits Giuseppe 

Castiglione (1688-1766) and Claudio Filippo Grimaldi (1638-1712), who had 

knowledge of optics and introduced the magic lantern to the Chinese emperor 

(Koyama-Richard 25-26). Matteo Ricci was especially highly regarded by the 

Chinese and was a productive scientist. When the French Jesuit Jean-Baptiste du 

Halde (1674-1743) reached China, he discovered automatons and camera 

obscuras in a Beijing convent left by his predecessors. In his texts, he gave 

descriptions of Grimaldi’s magic lantern and anamorphosis, noting that the magic 

lantern projections achieved great success in China. Koyama-Richard contended 

that the kinds of catoptrical (mirror) anamorphoses that Grimaldi described in his 

texts probably inspired the form of saya-e (“scabbard prints”) in Japan, viewed 

with the help of a scabbard (26).  

 Many curious devices and prints reached Japan via the port of Nagasaki—

the commercial and trading hub where both Chinese and Dutch enclaves held 

permanent posts. According to Narusawa Katsushi, just as the Dutch were 

confined to the 15,500 square-yard island of Dejima in 1641, the Chinese in 1688-

1689 were also restricted to a designated quarter of approximately 35,000 square 

yards of residences only—an estimate that provides evidence of the extent of the 

Chinese presence in Japan (78).  
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Of the utmost importance for the process of enculturing the imported texts 

and items was the developed market system. The industry was based on efficient 

division of labour, fast and cheap woodblock printing, rich sponsors and 

businessmen, and effective marketing strategies. 

 

Figure 29. Utagawa, Kunitora. Otome sugata. 1826. Colour woodblock page. Photo: 
Fukuda Kazuhiko. The Lens within the Heart. By Timon Screech. Honolulu: University 

of Hawai’i Press. 190. Print. 

 

The craze for certain goods sometimes resulted in generations of craftsmen 

specialising and excelling in crafting once-imports, thus enriching what is now 

considered traditional Japanese craftship. According to Engelbert Kaempfer 

(1651-1717), a physician in the VOC trading post between 1690 and 1692 and one 

of the key figures in the development of Western medicine in Japan, the Japanese 

craved Western products, thus the new, rare, and curious items turned into 

profitable goods were easily traded by the Dutch. Along with Chinese silk and 

Indian spices, Edo consumers developed a taste for goods such as coral, amber, 

rough molten glass, and a variety of glassware, including bottles, telescopes, and 

perspective glasses. Hu acknowledged the consumer craze by referring to the very 

creative and playful ways that the new curious items were employed by the 

Japanese, all in accordance with the hedonistic Edo worldview (see fig. 31 above): 

 An early illustrated example of ‘an early Japanese use of a 
European invention’ could be seen in Ihara Saikaku’s bestselling 
novel, The Man Who Spent His Life in Love (1682), in which the 
protagonist Yonosuke was seen on a rooftop and was using the 
telescope deftly to watch a woman in her bath (41). 
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It should be noted that the craze for Western goods (hollandisme), reflected in the 

growing number of Dutch-inspired local crafts as well as in the marketed fake 

Dutch products, was not (except perhaps in the latter case) mere emulation or 

copy and pasting. Rather, it was a Japanese visual interpretation of Western items 

and of Japanese imagery of the West. The Edo period saw the emergence of many 

new products of fine craftship that synthesised Japanese, Western, and Chinese 

influences and elements in new material and cultural forms. 

 Early scientific experimentation in Europe spawned many scientific by-

products that, based on the laws of optics and physics, turned into edutaining 

mediums that actively constructed vision, as well as the observer. Optical devices 

spilled into all social stratums to demonstrate scientific laws and educate 

predominantly in physics and optics, producing illusions and truths along the way. 

The image-production technologies were essentially knowledge-production 

technologies, meaning that enculturing viewing devices went hand in hand with 

enculturing specific regimes of knowing and seeing. Among the scientific devices 

that appeared, the magic lantern was perhaps the most uncanny, featuring the 

ability to distort the real, deceive the eye, and horrify the observer with scientific 

laws. This was, however, more apparent in European cultures than in Japanese 

culture, as the Japanese audience was far more infatuated with movement and life 

than with phantasmagorical effects.  

 The optical viewing devices had an important edutaining role in Japan 

during the Edo period: they not only helped introduce new technologies and 

techniques of image reproduction but also familiarised Japanese audiences with 

the imagery of Western cultures—mostly that of Holland. The ways these image 

reproductions were being encultured showed a great deal of inventiveness and 

engagement, as they became part of the daily inventory in the busy streets and 

curio shops in big cities. The mechanics of the image reproductions, curious and 

fascinating, captivated observers with their visual effects, of which the illusion of 

spatial depth that contrasted with traditional Japanese imaging was among the 

most welcomed and captivating, 

The Dutch lens inspired the first micro-pictures in the mid-eighteenth 

century (the famous Katsushika entitled one of his series “The Dutch Picture 

Lens” (Oranda gakyō)) as well as perspective, which provided a new visuality 

that either complemented or contrasted with traditional ways of seeing. The 
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optical viewing devices, which were among the most wanted curiosities, were a 

simple technology based on the magnifying lens introduced to Japan from 

Holland (hence, the generic label “the Dutch lens”). Most optical machines 

worked by inserting the optical print into the viewing device and then observing it 

through a lens. The box or viewing frame could also feature a mirror, which 

enhanced the illusion of the three-dimensionality of the picture (mostly print) and 

occupied the entire field of sight, as the observer was, via the apparatus, attached 

directly to the visual representation produced by the machinery.  

An example of a device equipped with both a mirror and a lens on a 

wooden stand was the diagonal viewing machine known as the zograscope (see 

fig. 32). Alternative names were “optical pillar machine,” “diagonal mirror,” and 

“optical diagonal machine.” The observer viewed the special perspective prints, 

known as vues d’ optique, by placing the print on the stand and viewing it through 

a lens and a slanted mirror. The amazing sensation of depth was produced by 

optical distortions of the image. In Japan, ukiyo-e prints somewhat converged with 

vues d’optique and, facilitated by the well-developed printing industry, it was not 

long before domestically produced pseudo-stereoscopic images were 

manufactured.  

  
Figure 30. Suzuki, Harunobu, Kōya no Tama (The Tama River at Kōya: A Boy and a Girl 

Enjoying European Optical Prints). Before 1770. Colour woodblock print. Kobe City 
Museum, Kobe. Japanese Animation: From Painted Scrolls to Pokémon. By Brigitte 

Koyama-Richard. Paris: Flammarion. 30. Print. 
 

Unlike in Europe, scopic machines in Japan were not scientific by-

products: Ran scholars did not produce them in the midst of an experimenting or 
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demonstrating process but accepted them as scientific instruments that asserted 

already established scientific laws and visuality. In popular culture, optical 

devices had an immensely rich “career”; as scientific artefacts, they were not as 

significant as the curious and exotic devices that reproduced an unprecedented 

kind of visuality. In other words, despite being divorced from its original cultural 

context, the Western scopic regime remained intrinsic to all imported karakuri 

mechanisms. Instruments for viewing, observing, and examining, scopes (Greek, 

skopein = “to look at”) was a generic label for instruments used for observation 

and examination.  

 

 
Figure 31. Shunsai, Eishō. Cover to Nansenshō, Somahito, Hara no uchi nozoki karakuri, 

vol. 2. 1826. National Diet Library, Tokyo. The Lens within the Heart. By Timon 
Screech. Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press. 210. Print. 

 

Among these, Koyama-Richard specifically mentioned a pyramid-shaped 

optical viewing device with a rectangular box equipped with a mirror and a lens 

and a variety of rectangular optical viewing boxes with inserted prints observed 

through a convex lens (32). Oka noted the craze for a type of landscape painting 

(megane-e) viewed with a special device, nozoki megane or “peep-show box” (see 

fig. 33 above); Oka also mentioned that many locally produced devices were often 

inscribed with words such as Oranda megane-e (literally, “Dutch eyeglasses 

picture”) either to imitate or assert the foreignness of such contrivances:  
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Such viewing tools played a large role in introducing perspective to 
Japanese painting. The technique of trompe l’oleil, which creates 
the illusion of spatial depth, and the very encounter with this 
pictorial structure, which had its origins in the West, were new 
encounters, the experience of which the Japanese regarded as 
‘Oranda’ (147). 

Hu likewise recounted “peeping wood-block prints and pictures through a 

smudged lens” known as megane-e or karakuri-e (“show box”), as well as looking 

through a telescope for a fee, and nozōki (“peep” or “visual”) shows were 

designed to view images enlarged by Western lenses and were accompanied by 

music (42). She described what seems to be the peeping-karakuri box (nozōki 

karakuri), also known as the perspective box, a very popular item among 

urbanites (see fig. 34).  

 
Figure 32. Maruyama, Ōkyo. Archery Contest at Sanjūsangendō Temple in 

Kyoto. Optical viewing device and optical print. Edo period. Paint on wood. Kobe City 
Museum, Kobe. Japanese Animation: From Painted Scrolls to Pokémon. By Brigitte 

Koyama-Richard. Paris: Flammarion. 31. Print. 
 

Perspective boxes were made in Holland and those that reached Japan via 

the VOC were possibly made by Samuel van Hoogstraten, one of the most famous 

makers of Dutch perspective boxes. Peeping boxes were fully enclosed, with 

pictures on several or all six inner sides sealed in a container with a tiny hole 

through which the viewer could see a three-dimensional interior. Screech noted 

that the perspective boxes were referred to by the Japanese as gokurako-bako 

(“paradise box”) that seemed to have entered Japan in the 1720s in two varieties: 

those probably featuring marionettes inside the box; and peeping-karakuri boxes 

for viewing mostly topographical pictures that appeared slightly later and 
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“interiorised gaze of the Ran” (Screech, The Lens within the Heart 121-127).  

 Gazing at the interior of the box was a very intimate occasion for a single 

observer, who monopolised the entire viewing experience for a few moments.  

With the eye attached to the device, the effects must have been magical, for the 

interior revealed a whole miniature universe—a microcosm. This very popular 

technology recreated at the same time one-point perspective and three-

dimensionality, carefully and spatially organising the object and the observer. 

Unlike the camera obscura, well known among Rangaku scholars, including 

Sugita Genpaku and Shiba Kōkan, perspective boxes projected the observer (the 

view) into the box. This was an unexpected inversion that will be encountered in 

later chapters, particularly in the analysis of Oshii’s Ghost in the Shell and its 

sequels, in which he repeatedly inverted the gaze and the subject, the sound and 

the image.  

Oshii’s inversion strategy and the optical viewing boxes refer to the same 

principles and implications of constructing vision and the observer, as well as 

reinventing the (human) subject through an apparatus, which acts simultaneously 

as the generator of metaphysical truths, physical laws, and scientific illusions. In 

his revolutionising writings, Descartes referenced the camera obscura in 

delineating and ultimately extracting the human soul from the soulless, substance-  

 

Figure 33. Utagawa, Kunisada. Nozoki karakuri, untitled uchiwa-e. Edo period. Colour 
woodblock print in the form of a Japanese fan. Nagoya TV Japan, Nagoya. Japanese 

Animation: From Painted Scrolls to Pokémon. By Brigitte Koyama-Richard. 57. Print. 
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ridden world. When the merge between the perspective box and the observer 

occurred, the eye projected the mind, hence the soul, into the box (see fig. 35), 

while the body remained in the outside world like a soulless puppet, just like the 

cyborg Motoko in Oshii’s film, when her ghost is projected into the virtual world 

while her body remains in the physical world, representing Cartesian dualism.  

In 1783, Shiba Kōkan reintroduced the copperplate etching technique, 

which had already been introduced to Japan when the Portuguese Jesuits brought 

the printing press in the 1610s. Copperplate printing improved the quality of 

printed pictures, allowing a more sophisticated, precise, and detailed display, 

which was increasingly important for the Rangakusha who began producing 

anatomical illustrations and pictures of their samples that had to be depicted in 

detail. Shiba was keen on printing, especially for the role it had in exposing 

scientific discoveries in Europe, where illustrations routinely accompanied 

academic texts (Screech, The Lens within the Heart 97). Another contribution of 

copperplate printing/etching was in making vues d’optique, or perspective views 

(known as vedute prospetiche in Italian), hand-coloured etchings, and engravings 

that originally simply depicted famous places but later also became adapted for 

viewing through a convex lens (as in the zograscope). In Japan, these perspective 

views were also printed as reversed prints known as “optical views” ready for 

insertion into a viewing machine called “Dutch glasses” (Oranda megane). 

Sometime later, ukiyo-e prints were also employed in the same manner, 

illustrating the Japanese infatuation with gazing at three-dimensional images, 

foreign and domestic, through the lens of optical devices. As the craze for 

perspectival pictures reached its peak in the second half of the eighteenth century, 

a genre of “floating pictures” (uki-e) appeared. Even before the appearance of the 

optical viewing devices, these prints and paintings emulated the perspectival style.  

 Material artefacts and historical records suggest that the optical viewing 

devices were not a mere curiosity reserved for a few wealthy people; rather, with 

their many variations, they were everyday products for individual enjoyment and 

in curio exhibitions and misemono shows they were available for public 

consumption. The prints used in the optical viewing devices featured both 

Japanese and Western (mostly Dutch) motifs, meaning that they also provided 

visual imagery and thus a familiarisation with distant cultures. Most of these items 
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can be found in the Kobe City Museum and Hyōgo Prefectural Museum of 

History in Japan.  

 

Figure 34. Kitagawa, Utamaro. Bijin sōgaku juttai (Woman with a Small Optical Device). 
About 1800. Colour woodblock print. Kobe City Museum, Kobe. Japanese Animation: 

From Painted Scrolls to Pokémon. By Brigitte Koyama-Richard. 33. Print. 

 

Additionally, visual records of “devices of wonder” can also be found in 

Edo-period ukiyo-e woodblock prints, such as Kitagawa Utamaro’s (1753-1806) 

Bijin sōgaku juttai (Woman with Small Optical Device) (see fig. 36 above), in 

which a woman is seen enjoying a miniature peeping-box. The images of the 

Floating World are by far the most invaluable tool for visualising the culture of 

the Edo and Meiji periods, before the appearance of photography (late nineteenth 

century). Prints like Kitagawa’s provide visual evidence of the everyday presence 

of optical machinery, but they also embody cultural fusion in their own visual 

expression by coupling Western perspective with traditional superflat visuality. 

Ukiyo-e prints themselves became an important site of cross-cultural exchanges 

between Japan and the West. 
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3.2.1.1 Images of the Floating World, the Western Scientific 
Paradigm, and Cartesian Perspectivalism 

 The images of the Floating World refer to ukiyo-e (“pictures of the floating 

world”; ukiyo = “passing,” “transient,” “drifting,” or “floating” and e = “picture”) 

prints produced using the woodblock printing technique. The name, derived from 

common themes of the Floating World—beautiful women, kabuki actors, 

landscapes, and other visually attractive subjects—reflects the genre’s 

preoccupation with the hedonistic, idealised life of Edo-period urbanites. At the 

time, ukiyo-e prints were not valued for their aesthetics but as media for all-

encompassing uses, ranging from marketing and advertising to communicating 

news and trends and selling souvenirs in the wake of the travel culture. However, 

during the Edo period, ukiyo-e prints were first and foremost “media,” and artistic 

appreciation of the prints did not occur until after the Meiji period, when they 

were exported to the US market. The price of a ukiyo-e print was the same as for a 

bowl of noodles, thus making them particularly apt as mass media of the Edo 

period.  

Ukiyo-e also contributed to the understanding of scopic mutations and 

paradigms, and they were immensely important for demonstrating that the 

Western scopic regime did not remain attached to Western material artefacts but 

was intertwined with domestic visuality and traditional visual art and 

entertainment forms. The way of depicting/seeing belonged to both the Japanese 

observer and to the Scientific Revolution because the logic of vision was 

governed by mathematical laws and apparatuses that reproduced the world in an 

authentic, empirical picture. While such pictures were abundant with associations, 

their scientific structure remained pervasively consolidated. 

 Pictures of the Floating World were originally inspired by Chinese 

woodblock prints during the Edo period and they were reinspired by the Western-

style Chinese landscapes of Suzhou (Koyama-Richard 28). The first prints 

reached Japan in the form of the Buddhist woodblock prints from Tang China 

during the Nara period (710-794 CE), featuring mostly religious content (Hu 32). 

During the late seventeenth century, the first black-and-white ukiyo-e prints 

appeared, and around 1764, Suzuki Harunobu (ca. 1725-1770) revolutionised 

woodblock printing by introducing full-polychrome prints (nishiki-e), hence, 
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becoming the first popular ukiyo-e artist. Suzuki’s polychromes marked the 

beginning of ukiyo-e in art history. While there were certain established genres, 

such as bijinga (“beautiful women”) and kabuki actors, the prints depicted 

everything encompassed by the culture of the Floating World.  

Because of their multifunctionality, they also successfully appropriated a 

role in the Rangaku movement, thus enabling the urban audience to have a better 

overview and insights into the novel technologies, techniques, and ideas that were 

rapidly being introduced to Japanese culture. In some cases, the prints were a 

means of recording the immediate lived reality, and in this specific context they 

were also significant for being the site of synthesis of Japanese-style painting and 

the Western perspective. Along with Kitagawa Utamaro, Katsushika Hokusai (c. 

1760-1849), Ando Hiroshige (1797-1858), and Kawanabe Kyōsai (1831-1889) 

were the most prominent figures of ukiyo-e printmaking, known for their 

experimentation with Western artistic techniques. They introduced the Western 

perspective in a playful way, fusing Japanese and Western techniques in a single 

picture but retaining Japanese traditional motifs. Unlike the hierarchical 

organising of the picture governed by one-point perspective, ukiyo-e prints often 

employed multiple perspectives in a single picture, synthesising different ways of 

seeing (see fig. 37).  

  

 
Figure 35. Katsushika, Hokusai, The Great Wave off the Coast of Kanagawa, from series 
Thirty-six Views of Mount Fuji. 1829-1832. Colour woodblock print. The Metropolitan 

Museum of Art, Henry L. Phillips Collection, New York. 

 

Although later replaced by photography, ukiyo-e had a unique role during 

the Meiji Restoration, first in familiarising with and then adjusting the local vision 
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to the Western scope. It is important to understand that the prints were not 

replaced by photography as an art form but as media and that, for the same 

reasons, they were capable of ingesting the Western scopic regime without 

endangering its traditional scope and values. However, some recent Japanese 

artists and art historians have disputed this, as they pointed out the monopolising 

of Western visuality introduced during the Edo era that predominated over 

traditional Japanese visual norms. However, this is only partially true; firstly, the 

Western visual regime did not “take over” until the end of the Meiji era and, 

secondly, modernisation was not homogenous (some sites of cultural production 

remained occupied by the traditional scope). Moreover, during the 

industrialisation and Westernisation of Japan, traditional-style ukiyo-e played a 

vital role. As such, the prints appeared as nodal points between different 

visualities, traditions, values, and worldviews. As traditional prints, they 

communicated meanings and associations linked with the national past and as 

traditional prints depicting Japanese people and landscapes wrapped in Western 

material culture they communicated a new ideology of Western modernity and 

culture known as “civilisation and enlightenment.” 

  The Western perspective became widely accessible to the Japanese view in 

the late Edo era, when perspective views and prints inserted and viewed through 

optical viewing devices found their way from Dutch trading ships into urban 

culture. Without exception, these curious scopic instruments replicated non-

negotiable perspective and three-dimensionality because this is what they were 

intended for. The images of the Floating World, on the other hand, provided a site 

for the cultural fusion of ways of seeing, depicting, and understanding the space.  

During my stay in Tokyo, I had an opportunity to take a closer look at the 

prints9 of the ingenious artist Katsushika Hokusai, who produced some of the 

world-famous ukiyo-e prints (among them The Great Wave of Kanazawa from the 

“Thirty-six Views of Mount Fuji” series) in traditional superflat style but also 

created a number of prints synthesising Western and Japanese techniques. “The 

Dutch Picture Lens” print series (see fig. 38), which is evidence of his familiarity 

with the Dutch lens, was also displayed. Additionally, Katsushika published a 

picture book (e-hon) in which he illustrated and explained the use of Western 

perspective.  
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Figure 36. Katsushika, Hokusai. Kannon Temple, from series Dutch-style Pictures: Eight 
Views of Edo. 1802. Muesum of Fine Arts, William Sturgis Bigelow Collection, Boston. 

 

In his book The Anime Machine: A Media Theory of Animation, Thomas 

Lamarre argued that the Western artistic technique of perspective changed both 

art and cultural perspective, as the perception and worldviews that it brought 

about eventually enabled a paradigm shift. This brings us back to the opposition 

between Japanese traditional superflat visuality (the traditional Japanese visual 

norm) and Cartesian perspectivalism, which represented the dominant (but not 

single) way of seeing reinvented during the Scientific Revolution. The superflat 

discourse, which includes postwar anime, media art, photography, paintings, and 

woodblock prints, was conceptualised as a “uniquely Japanese” perspective that 

opposed Cartesian perspectivalism, thus developing an opposition between 

Western modernity and Japanese postmodernity at the level of structuration of the 

visual field. Superflat was the modern Japanese response to the dominating 

scientific gaze introduced during the Edo period, as 

…the combination of perspective in the visual arts with Cartesian 
ideas of subjective rationality produced the dominant and even 
totally hegemonic visual model of the modern era. The basic idea is 
that the scalar ordering of elements with respect to a vanishing 
point results in a fixed and stable viewing position that appears to 
stand outside and to rule over the hierarchically ordered worlds 
presented in the image. This is Cartesianism. In contrast to 
Cartesianism, superflat composition is said to disperse and 
distribute elements across the surface of the image, thus dispensing 
with the fixed viewing position of the subject as well. Because eyes 
are compelled to pursue restless lines across the flat image, the 
viewing position and thus the modern subject become dispersed 
across the visual field. Superflat theorists take the fragmentation 
and dispersion of the viewing position across the image as 
quintessentially postmodern condition (Lamarre 111-113). 
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This superflat discourse arose recently as an attempt to legitimise the unique 

Japanese perceptual sensibility as an equally valued alternative to the Western 

geometric perspective. The fact that there was such a need among contemporary 

Japanese artists reflected ideological structuring in the field of visual art: that a 

picture is not just a picture. What bothers the advocates of superflat is, in my 

opinion, the total monopolising effect of the Western way of seeing that at its core 

carried a strong connection with the politics of dominance. Samuel Edgerton’s 

words best reflected the perspectival ideology as he wrote that the Western 

geometric perspective enabled the emergence of the modern sciences, while those 

societies that did not possess the same visual tradition were not able to reach the 

same level of development (qtd. in Lamarre 115). Put plainly, what differentiated 

modern Western societies from “the rest of the world” was Cartesian 

perspectivalism.  

 
Figure 37. Utagawa, Hiroshige (Ando). Plum Estate, Kameido, No. 30 from One 

Hundred Famous Views of Edo. 1857. Colour woodblock print. Brooklyn Museum, Gift 
of Anna Ferris, New York.  

 

However, Japanese Edo-period artists had their own artistic means of 

recreating depth in their work known as orthogonal perspective, in which diagonal 

lines were used to divide the image into multiple planes, thus creating depth. 

Orthogonal perspective, not superflat, was a methodological alternative to the 

Western perspective that did not confine its object to a single layer, nor did it 

confine the observer to one-point perspective. Overall, orthogonal perspective was 

a reminder that structuring the visual field (and its methodology) was a matter of 
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choice. Moreover, Cartesian perspectivalism, as the dominant way to see and 

understand the world, demonstrated that ways of seeing did not emerge separately 

from technologies and scientific discourses, and thus it too was a matter of choice. 

Superflat discourse deconstructed the Western scientific gaze by postmodernising 

the layered multiplanar subjectless plane of the ukiyo-e print (see fig. 39 above). 

As far as the Edo ukiyo-e artists were concerned, Thomas Lamarre posited that 

they knew and understood Western geometric perspective very well, but it was 

used simply as one among many modes of spatial organization that 
could be played with, and even layered over other kinds of space. 
Some of Hiroshige’s images, for instance, often play with two 
viewpoints within the same image, inviting us not so much to reject 
depth as to layer viewpoints (119). 

Cartesian perspectivalism, intrinsic to the Western technoscientific 

worldview, was generated in the midst of revolutionising the sciences that 

inaugurated an indifferent disenchanted world before the empirical observer. 

What is now predominantly associated with Descartes had in fact begun with the 

Renaissance painters, who “invented” perspective and merged it with image-

producing technologies to enable the creation of truthful and realistic pictures 

according to geometrical calculations. Technologies like the camera obscura were 

developed in order to scientifically reproduce and legitimise visual art and 

mechanical pictures emerged as the main means of asserting the new scientific 

vision, the rational observer, and the calculable natural world. René Descartes 

came into the picture slightly later, with his reinvention of the (human) subject, 

placing it at the centre of the de-ontologised world by separating physical reality 

into thinking and non-thinking matter.  

As mentioned before, it would be unjust to conceptualise modern science 

as Cartesianism, but Descartes’ work as a natural philosopher, optician, and 

philosopher is widely accepted as the incarnation of the scientific transformation 

of the scholastic world into anthropocentric and ratiocentric modernity. It is not, 

therefore, coincidental, that alchemy, with its spiritual dimension, by the end of 

the Scientific Revolution gave way to chemistry, which did not concern itself with 

the spiritual status of the chemist. A Renaissance artist who could depict reality 

authentically and realistically, in quantitative terms, became a scientist 

emotionally detached from the natural world, like observers attached to the 
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perspective box with their eyes projecting their mind into the box while leaving 

their body behind. Similarly, the pictures and visual technologies imported into 

Japan were surrounded with the rhetoric of  

accuracy, closeness, and fidelity to the thing depicted. In a word, 
they were saiku (precision works) but imagery did not enter in 
isolation. It came, in many cases, together with a range of 
machinery intended for its proper viewing. To look at two-
dimensional representation in the Western style (Ranga) by peering 
into a regulating apparatus that supplanted the empirical gaze. 
Ranga were, in fact, besieged by the requirements of a thoroughly 
new regime of viewing (Screech, The Lens within the Heart 94). 

 As a group of contemporary Japanese artists-technicians, teamLab has 

created spectacular high-tech visual experiences that completely rely on advanced 

machinery. Their high-tech art projects are based on the recognition and 

application of superflat visuality in their technologically recreated moving images.  

 

Figure 38. Cold Life, from teamLab’s Ultra Subjective Space. 2001. Web. Nov. 2014. 

They have termed their creative philosophy “the ultra-subjective space,” which 

aims at demonstrating that neither the view nor the physical space (world) is 

objective because they are both determined by the culturally structured observer 
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(see fig. 40). The group has explained the difference between Western and 

Japanese viusality as a difference between two worldviews (teamLab). For them, 

art projects the way we understand the space and the space is in turn understood in 

the way it is represented by the art. The importance of their project is in the 

coherent manipulation of space and vision in order to reestablish the validity of 

the Japanese layered view and with it the cultural pluralism of vision.  

 To elaborate what exactly they mean by paradigmatic difference in the 

Japanese and Western scope, they compared the traditional layered design of the 

Japanese garden, which has no central point and no specifically designed place for 

viewing the garden, with the Western garden, which is built and designed through 

perspective (it is beautiful from a single, predesigned viewpoint). A garden is, of 

course, only one example of how reality is organised according to understanding 

and seeing the world: “difference in spatial recognition gives birth to differences 

in special design, and difference in spatial design changes our way of seeing the 

world” (teamLab). TeamLab expands their philosophy by comparing imagery of 

the made-in-Japan video game “Super Mario” with traditional Japanese horizontal 

picture scrolls. Unlike Western pictures that are drawn from the viewpoint of the 

artist, Japanese picture scrolls are painted according to the concept of narikiri 

(“entering a picture” or “visualising a picture from inside it”), which 

instantaneously decentres the subject and abolishes the hierarchical viewpoint 

(teamLab). Not without controversy, contemporary superflat theory is a Japanese 

response to Western modernity.  

 Although the politics of vision will not be discussed further, it is 

necessary to understand the concept and ideology of superflat for a few reasons. 

Firstly, it helps to critically assess Cartesian perspectivalism in relation with 

domestic viewing regimes; and, secondly, it allows for a more thorough insight 

into the paradigmatic role of visuality and the processes of structuring vision and 

reinventing the observer. By employing visual high-tech equipment in their 

installations, teamLab not only democratises the field of visuality but also asserts 

the cultural plurality of vision in contemporary technoculture. If, during the Edo 

period, the camera obscura and peeping boxes were extensions of the eye and of 

the observer, then, as McLuhan argued, current visual media and electronic 

technologies, including the Internet, are simultaneously extensions and 
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translations of ourselves in contemporary cultural space and virtuality; cultural 

technologies are, therefore, “translating devices” that transform us because they 

are also technologies of our self-making (qtd. in Lury 575). My aim was to 

reconstruct visual and material cultures to show that neither the eye nor the scopic 

instrument is innocent. They are both constantly reproduced through various 

modes of cultural production as we make them and they make our world. 

 The dominant, hegemonic Cartesian perspectivalism was but one scopic 

regime of modernity. Martin Jay identified at least two other scopic regimes, 

including “the art of describing,” characteristic of Dutch seventeenth-century art 

that adopted a more Baconian approach to the subject matter (in other words, an 

empirical description of the visual surface) and the entirety of the baroque 

dazzlement with the sublime (which was opposed to Cartesian perspectivalism) 

(11-16). The ratio of Northern and Southern European visuality in Edo-period 

Japan has yet to be fully explored and will perhaps make an interesting project in 

explorations of knowledge production and paradigms of vision. The fact that the 

Dutch were the sole window on the West in Japan during the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries certainly raises questions about Cartesian and Baconian 

paradigmatic influences in Japanese art, imagery, and science. The question is 

further complicated by the fact that Western oil paintings were a rarity in Japan 

until Perry’s arrival and that most artistic influences came from prints and 

illustrations in scientific books.  

Moreover, the optical devices imported by the Dutch can be described in 

general terms as Cartesian because of their advantage of monocular perspective. 

However, my core concern is not visuality but the paradigm construed via 

technology, science, and popular culture that is intimately linked with ways we 

see, describe, and therefore shape the world. Modernity perhaps dissipates vision 

and multiplies visuality but it also reaffirms ways of seeing in scientific and 

cultural practices alike. Cartesian perspectivalism is all but gone, albeit contested, 

because the ways we see goes beyond vision. Martin Jay concluded that neither 

Cartesian perspectivalism nor other scopic regimes  

are themselves no more natural or closer to a ‘true’ vision. 
Glancing is not something innately superior to gazing; vision 
hostage to desire is not necessarily always better than casting a cold 
eye; a sight fom the situated context of a body in the world may not 
always see things that are visible to a ‘high-altitude’ or ‘God’s-eye-
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view.’ However we may regret the excesses of scientism, the 
Western scientific tradition may have only been made possible by 
Cartesian perspectivalism or its complement, the Baconian art of 
describing. There may well have been some link between the 
absence of such scopic regimes in Eastern cultures, especially the 
former, and their general lack of indigenous scientific revolutions 
(20). 

 

3.2.2 Seeing through Glass: A Theatre of the Universe 

 The landmark of new scientific knowledge both in Europe and in Japan 

was the lens: it revolutionised vision not only by transforming it but also by 

reinventing it. It also simultaneously reinvented the observer, the Cartesian 

rational subject. The observer and the lens grew together in a merger that created 

new apparatuses. By “apparatuses” I do not mean devices but instead the techno-

human synthesis that creates conceptions about the world. The glass industry in 

Japan was revived during the Edo period after the importation of glass from 

Portugal, Spain, and Holland. It inspired a large domestic industry of glassware 

and cut glass which is today praised for its traditional an artistic values. The glass 

industry also grew in response to demands from Ran scholars, who needed 

scientific instruments, bottles, and jars in which they would carefully preserve and  

  
Figure 39. Hosokawa, Shigekata. Mōkai kikan. 1760s Eisei Bunko, Tokyo. The Lens 

within the Heart. By Timon Screech. Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press. 141. Print. 

 

exhibit samples of plants, animals, and, sometimes, human origin (see fig. 41). 

Sampling was part of the scientific inquiry, and the more exotic the samples, the 

better. The lens and the sample jar had a similar effect in establishing a barrier 
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between the observer and the natural world, which allowed for a thorough and 

safe inspection. Glass can also be seen as a Cartesian tool for empowering the 

empirical observer over the physical world. 

Specimens of flora and fauna adorned many cabinets of curiosities in 

European homes, so it is not surprising that the Japanese first encountered jars 

with preserved specimens in the offices of the VOC trading post on Dejima 

Island. Very soon, Japanese Rangakusha became passionate about collecting and 

bottling life for study and observation. Jars containing preserved specimens were 

often exchanged among Ran scholars and perhaps the most intriguing aspect of 

the cultural-scientific phenomenon was the still life itself, infinitely captured in 

transparent space. After the appearance of jarred samples, Santō Kyōden, the 

zealous satirical publisher of the Floating World who sourced his ideas from Ran, 

swiftly included this extraordinary scientific activity in a kibyōshi entitled Here’s 

a Story of Some Pretty Remarkable Displays. In the kibyōshi, he satirically 

presented a mermaid, a two-headed snake, and bottled Edo youth as “Wonders of 

Natural History” (Screech, The Lens within the Heart 144). Glass was among 

those very paradigmatic materials that had an impact on material and symbolic 

production, with a capacity for transforming the perception of nature and culture. 

Glass could be endowed with perspective if fitted into a viewing box or produce 

movement and spirituality if inserted into a projector. As glass for jarring 

specimens, it directly influenced life and death, and as a magnifying lens in a 

tube, it revealed the mechanical nature of our universe. Either way, associations 

and meanings that glass generated went beyond the physical. What follows will 

focus on two fundamental apparatuses of modern science: the microscope and the 

telescope. 
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After the first microscopes were imported into Japan in the early 

eighteenth century, they soon emerged as a symbol of Rangaku scholarship, not 

surprisingly, since Ran scholars were well familiar with its contribution to natural 

philosophy in Europe. The microscope was the epitome of the anatomising stare 

that allowed for a thorough empirical inspection (see fig. 42). As an indispensable 

instrument of Rangaku, it also inspired interest in the physiology of the eye, 

traditionally neglected in Chinese medicine. Kaitai shinsho was among the first 

medical texts that discussed the anatomy of the eye, which furthered interest in 

technologies for seeing. 

  

 
Figure 40. n. p. Microscope, from Morishima Chūryō, Kōmō zatsuwa. 1787. National 

Diet Library, Tokyo. The Lens within the Heart. By Timon Screech. Honolulu: University 
of Hawai’i Press. 195. Print. 

 

European scientists were somewhat obsessed with vision. Many polymaths 

of the Scientific Revolution were opticians who experimented with vision and 

projecting images, so many devices were produced as scientific by-products, 

including the magic lantern, the oldest instrument for projecting pictures printed 

on glass slides, invented by the Dutch optician Christiaan Huygens in 1656. 

Huygens did not invent the magic lantern intentionally nor was it the purpose of 

his empirical studies: he considered it a mere toy with no specific value. The 

human eye indirectly inspired the trend in making technologies for replicating and 

imitating vision and its functions. Simultaneously, these technologies were 

encultured as analogous with the eye, providing useful tropes and metaphors in 

explaining and describing how the eye works. The camera obscura, for instance, 
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was used to explain how the eye creates images, eventually inspiring the 

distinction, espoused by Johannes Kepler, between visual pictures projected onto 

the retina or a screen and visual images produced by the brain upon processing 

sensory information. The eye had commonly been compared to a mirror and to 

optical devices which, according to Snyder, was a practice “in step with the 

mechanistic anatomy of the day: William Harvey was using hydraulic machines  

 
 

Figure 41. Shiba, Kōkan. Flies and Mosquito, from Morishima Chūryō, Kōmō zatsuwa. 
1787. National Diet Library, Tokyo. The Lens within the Heart. By Timon Screech. 

Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press. 195. Print. 

 

as models of blood circulation, and Descartes modelled muscle contraction on 

pneumatic systems. Why not model the eye on yet another device?” (140). 

The trend of analogous devices spread among Japanese scholars of 

Western learning and in popular imagery. Mechanical clocks, for instance, 

became metaphors of the human heart and human anatomy was described as a 

system of karakuri (“mechanisms”). Microscopes were very popular in Japan and 

were not confined solely to scientific study. From Shiba Kōkan to Utagawa 

Kunisada, artists invocated microscopic views in their paintings and illustrations 

(see fig. 43 above), while the general populace was able to engage with dead 

insects beneath the lens in misemono shows. Since these shows featured mostly 

insects, “Dutch glasses” were also dubbed “insect glasses.” Amateur microscopy 

became so widespread that manuals on how to use the microscope soon appeared. 

The theatre of the universe discovered by the lens inspired Katsushika to produce 
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miniature prints of well-known places in Edo, likely intended for viewing with a 

magnifying lens:  

[H]e breathed new life into it, dramatically raising the stakes and 
deliberately entwining the traditional selection of cityscapes with 
the notion of probing lens; the standard views were there in his 
series: the Ryōgoku Bridge, the Yoshiwara, Sakai-chō, and so on, 
but he departed from the norm by showing the urban spread, like a 
seething insect colony (Screech, The Lens within the Heart 209). 

If lens-making was not yet as progressive in Japan as it was in Europe, it 

did not demotivate keen observers from peering in or peer through and Japanese 

craftsmen soon mastered the technique. Engaged as they were, they found new 

uses for poor quality lenses, devising small peeping boxes fitted with a convex 

lens for observing miniature scenes, like those that Katsushika created. Curious  

 
Figure 42. Katsushika, Hokusai. Telescope, from series Seven Habits. 1801-1804. Colour 

woodblock print. Hagi Uragami Museum, Hagi. 
 

devices, including the miniature peeping box, were wrapped in Holland discourse 

that sufficed as a notion inextricably intertwined with viewing instruments. 

Writing about the paradigmatic life of the microscope in Europe, Snyder 

contended that “[l]earning to see through a microscope not only involved learning 
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to cope with optical defects; it also had to do with understanding the way that our 

underlying beliefs influence what we see—an idea that emerged during this 

period” (120). 

Telescopes (see fig. 44) in Japan were much rarer in quantity and the 

shogunate usually kept the finest items for themselves. They realised its potential 

for defence and warfare and were also invested in readjusting calendrical and 

astronomical sciences to fit the Western system.  

The omnipresent Shiba Kōkan, although without any knowledge of the 

Dutch language, wrote about the mechanics of vision in a manuscript completed 

in 1816 entitled On Heaven and Earth (Tenchi ridan), in which he compared the 

eye to the telescope and the camera obscura. Noting that equivalent processes 

between image creation in the eye and in optical instruments were not 

coincidental, he wrote that “the telescope, microscope, and star-gazing glass were 

all fashioned in imitation of the natural workings of the eye” or, more specifically, 

[t]he interior of the eye is like a dark room, and the pupil like a pin 
hole in it, sinews covering it like glass. Thin [at the edges] and 
thick [in the middle], it is like the lens (tama) at the end of a 
telescope; it is transparent and scratch-resistant. When you shut a 
room tightly and make a hole in the door, the outside scenery will 
transpose itself very clearly inside. This is how the eye works (qtd. 
in Screech, The Lens within the Heart 172). 

Shiba introduced heliocentricity and Copernicanism in Japan which, coupled with 

the telescope and the institutionalised programme of revising calendrical science, 

inspired interest in celestial mechanics. The orrery (planetarium), or “world 

machine,” illustrated by Shiba was supposed to emulate and demonstrate the 

mechanisms of the universe. A small miracle of its own, the orrery provided a 

glimpse into the entire universe that naturally evaded human view. However 

small, segments of knowledge either produced or affirmed by telescopic 

observations enabled the tentative mapping of the heavens. In the planetary 

visualisation of the universe, Earth was reduced to miniature size, establishing a 

discursive link between the microscope and the telescope. The orreries, however, 

might have been introduced from China as well, where complex astronomical 

clocks and planetaria had been developed since about eighth century CE. If the 

peeping box or the cabinet of curiosities were conceptualised as microcosms—

classifications of the world encapsulated in fragmented yet consistently compiled 
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pieces of the world both natural and artificial—the orrery should be understood in 

similar terms. Besides fascinating with its mechanics, it affected the new 

understanding of the miniature human world in the large, clockwork-like cosmos.  

     
3.3 The Magic Lantern: Images on a Screen 

 The Los Angeles artist Diana Thater, who explores the world of video 

projections, emphasises in her art installations that the history of projection began 

with the magic lantern. However, unlike computer and television screens, the 

magic lantern could produce projections almost in a holographic nature, 

expanding and moving over space. In a similar way, the history of cyborgs began 

with the first mechanical dolls with concealed animating mechanisms. Animation 

and mechanical life forms have at least one thing in common: they are both 

animated into life-like visual phenomena, so bringing them together in a single 

intertwining narrative, historical or visual, should be a poetic survey into their 

shared past.  

 The magic lantern as a predecessor to cinematography and animetic 

apparatuses was an important invention in the history of image-production 

technologies that developed parallel with automata in sixteenth- and seventeenth-

century Europe. It is necessary to understand the spirit of the times generated by 

the Scientific Revolution and the reinvention of Europe, shaped by scientific and 

technological explorations and thought, as well as by the rise of the mass market, 

commercialisation, and the popularity of educated entertainment. The new visual 

culture was comprised of scientific by-products, staged demonstrations, and 

touring performances featuring novel curious devices and often presented under 

the pretext of educating and communicating scientific knowledge. Alchemy, often 

perceived as mere magic, in many ways produced modern science, and modern 

science in turn produced magic to entertain the masses. 

 The magic lantern in Europe transmuted into “phantasmagoria,” revealing 

that the device was renowned for its simulacral effects and spectacular illusions. 

In Japan, however, it became popular not for its phantasmagorical potential but 

for movement (animation). It is now commonly agreed among researchers that 

Christiaan Huygens was the inventor of the magic lantern in its usable form. 

However, Thomas Walgenstein was the first to use the term “lanterna magica,” 
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accompanied by a description of its artistic, technical, and economic potential. In 

1663, the London optician John Reeves began selling magic lanterns. Robert 

Hooke, the famous English scientist and the populariser of microscopy wrote 

about the magic lantern in his article in Philosophical Transactions of the Royal 

Society of London: 

It produces Effects not only very delightful, but to such as know 
the contrivance, very wonderful; so that Spectators, not well versed 
in Opticks, that could see the various Apparitions and 
Disappearances, the Motions, Changes and Actions, that may this 
way be presented, would readily believe them super-natural and 
miraculous (qtd. in The Magic Lantern Society). 

This device of wonder was in fact a technology known in various forms in 

different cultures perfected over centuries. The concept of projection is as old as 

casting shadows and is mixed into the lengthy history of the camera obscura, 

devised on the basis of the observation of natural occurrences. In China and 

Japan, magic mirrors, recorded in fifth century CE, were comprised of a highly 

polished bronze disk that produced an image (mostly of Buddha) when light from 

an outside source reflected from the mirror onto a screen. The history of the magic 

lantern is the history of projecting images. The earliest reference to projection 

lanterns was made by Giovanni de Fontana in his 1420 Liber Instrumentorum.  

During the eighteenth century, the magic lantern was improved by 

scientists and equipped by engineers; by the time showmen-scientists began 

touring Europe with their horror shows, the device transmuted from mere 

projection to phantasmagoria, which transcended screen projecting and the visual-

animating aspect of the lantern. It should be noted that the scientists, artists, and 

craftsmen who worked on developing the magic lantern were not improving a 

device but, rather, were experimenting with vision. In other words, the prevalent 

concern throughout the centuries was not a technology but the eye. Laurent 

Mannoni gave the following account of the magical effects that the lantern was 

renowned for in Europe: 

Everything about the magic lantern, even the effects that it 
produces, is ‘magic.’ Smoking and shot through with light, made of 
iron and wood and topped with a chimney, equipped with a set of 
lenses, a parabolic reflector, and a kerosene or oil lamp, its primary 
purpose is to project a whole parade of diabolical, licentious, 
religious, political, or scientific images, hand-painted onto glass 
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plates…. The lanterna magica, the daughter of optics and magic, 
opens up the way for every fantasy, special effect, and enchantment 
(qtd. in Koyama-Richard 43). 

 The magic lantern had a different life in Japan and it seems that it never 

transformed into a fantascope for producing phantasmagoria. It became instead 

the earliest animating device—utsushi-e (“magic lantern picture,” “transfer 

picture,” “copying picture,” or “shadowgraph”). Japan has a long tradition of 

casting shadows on sliding paper walls, creating so-called shadowgraphs—a 

practice also reflected in employing traditional paper lanterns as vessels for both 

information (shop signs) and children’s games (see fig. 45). The common 

translucent paper of the lantern allowed for artistic creativity, combined with the 

candle at its centre and painted silhouettes that moved with the aid of a propeller-

like device. With Rangaku, however, shadows were also transformed into objects 

of scientific inquiry, influenced by the European physiognomists, including the 

“shadow scientist” Johann Lavater, who claimed that shadows were the key to 

unlocking human character (Screech, The Lens Within the Heart 113). This 

scientification of shadows reflected the ongoing process of indiscriminately 

turning everyday phenomena into objects of empirical research.         

 

Figure 43. Yamamoto, Shōun. Kodomo asobi mawaridōro (Children at Play: Lantern). 
Meiji period. Colour woodblock print. Kumon Institute of Education, Osaka. Japanese 

Animation: From Painted Scrolls to Pokémon. Paris: Flammarion. 41. Print. 
 

The magic lantern (utsushi-e) appeared in Japan in the second half of the 

eighteenth century. The rakugo10 performer and kimono designer Kumakichi 

Kameya was the first to conceive a new application for the magic lantern, which 

consisted of painting images on glass slides and adding mechanisms to make the 
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images move. Kumakichi’s technique required the artist to stand behind a screen 

made of traditional Japanese semi-transparent paper (washi) and project images 

from behind, hiding the visual tricks from the audience. Kumakichi’s shows were 

accompanied with storytelling, music, and sound effects (see fig. 46); he is also 

credited for being the first to give public utsushi-e performance in Kagurazaka in 

1803 (Kusahara “The Japan News by the Yomiuri Shimbun”).  

 

 
Figure 44. n. p. Children Watching a Japanese Magic Lantern Show. n. d. Print. Hyōgo 
Prefectural Museum of History, Himeji. Japanese Animation: From Painted Scrolls to 

Pokémon. By Brigitte Koyama-Richard. Paris: Flammarion. 56. Print. 

 

It is commonly agreed among Japanese historians that utsushi-e was “Edo 

anime,” screened in crowded places such as bazaars, festival events, and specially 

designed theatre halls (Hu 42). In the Kansai region (Osaka and Kyoto), the magic 

lantern was known as nishiki kage-e (“images of shade and brocade”), while in 

Shimane prefecture (Izumo) it was called kage ninge (“shadow puppets”). In Edo, 

the magic lantern was known as Edo utsushi-e (“projections from Edo”) 

(Koyama-Richard 52). Although both Hu and Koyama-Richard identified these 

names with one device, it is more likely that the names were variations of the 

magic lantern rather than the same phenomenon. This is confirmed in Kusahara’s 

article, where she noted that Kumakichi invented what we know today as utsushi-

e after seeing a “shadow scope” in Osaka (“The Japan News by the Yomiuri 

Shimbun”). For this discussion, the Japanese magic lantern is important as an 

originally Western visual technology that eventually transmuted from one 

technoscientific discourse to another and from one culture to another, thus 
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creating an object that not only represented the interlocking of the material and 

symbolic but also the process of inventing visuality and tradition through the 

synthesis between cross-cultural modes and discourses that were integral to 

contemporary Japanese popular culture, animation in particular. 

 Several important factors contributed to the wide reception and success of 

the Japanese magic lantern. Firstly, its curiousness was highlighted by its 

foreignness and the use of karakuri (“mechanics”) combined with polychrome 

glass slides, which made a great difference between the new magic lantern and the 

“shadow scope.” Secondly, Buddhist and Shintōist worldviews must have 

somewhat contributed with their conceptualisation of life as in flux and transient 

and the animistic approach to natural phenomena, respectively. Japanese visual art 

was traditionally preoccupied with movement, animism, and visual narration, 

impressing onto paper the flux, transformation, and animation that were intrinsic 

to the Japanese understanding of life. Utsushi-e probably sourced its popularity 

from these desires and inherent cultural values. Thirdly, the immensely rich 

depository of ghost stories fully embraced the new medium to retell ancient horror 

tales: even the paper lantern (chōchin) was always in danger of becoming quite 

spectacularly animate. In its vast pantheon of spirits, ghosts, demons, and gods, 

chōchin-obake (“paper-lantern ghost”) was one of the most creative (and also one 

of my personal favourites). Chōchin-obake appears as a (sometimes) mobile 

anthropomorphic benevolent creature or as a spirited paper lantern half-

transformed into a human face (see fig. 47).  

 

 
Figure 45. Katushika, Hokusai. The Ghost of Oiwa, from series One Hundred Ghost 

Stories. 1831-1832. Hokusai. By Tokyo National Museum, Nihon Keizai Shimbun, Inc. 
239. Print. 
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The Japanese magic lantern went beyond the single, immobile, and heavy 

magic lantern that was in the West used by a single operator to project a single set 

of images onto a rectangular screen. Utsushi-e included projections from multiple 

mobile and lightweight magic lanterns combined together on a rectangular screen. 

Each character in the play was projected and moved by one operator holding a 

lantern and moving it with his hands. Kusahara noted that this unique path of 

development taken by the magic lantern illuminated the interdependent 

relationship between technology, culture, and society (“The Japan News by the 

Yomiuri Shimbun”).  

 

 
Figure 46. n. p. Furo. late Edo period. Matsue Kyōdōkan. Japanese Animation: From 

Painted Scrolls to Pokémon. By Brigitte Koyama-Richard. Paris: Flammarion. 52. Print. 
 

The magic lantern’s most appealing feature was the movability of images. 

Unlike other visual art forms, the magic lantern presented a story through a range 

of moving images, thus creating a coherent visual narrative. The imported metal 

magic lanterns were quickly displaced by lightweight paulownia wood (often used 

in Japanese craftship) lanterns, illuminated by rapeseed oil lamps. The wooden 

box was referred to as furo (“bathtub”) (see fig. 48 above) because of its square 

shape, which resembled traditional wooden bathtubs (Koyama-Richard 52; 

Screech, The Lens within the Heart 106). The transformation from the heavy 

metal box to the light wooden box enabled the movability of a lantern operator, 

who could hold it in his hands and move it about, animating his characters in a 

drama. Besides practicality, Hu identified additional sociocultural reasons for 

such transformation:  

It was possible that due to the shogunate’s general distrust of 
Western imports and learning, the utsushi-e master learned to 
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convert the European device into a Japanese-made mono (thing). 
The adaptation allowed him to make a living as he demonstrated 
the right skills. There were other probable reasons; for example, 
steam technology, electricity, and metal-plate making were still 
being studied and were not manufactured industrially. 
Beasley…records that such technological activities only began to 
take place in the mid-nineteenth century when small industrial 
complexes were set up by the feudal lords living far from the 
central Edo region (42). 

The wooden projector with an affixed light source inside was comprised of two 

lenses that enabled the projections of images painted on glass slides (5 x 5 cm), 

which were affixed to wooden frames called tane-ita (Koyama-Richard 52) (see 

fig. 49). Shamisen players and the narrator accompanied the sequential change of 

images, producing a synesthetic flux of traditional horror stories. The lantern 

operators cooperated in enlarging, shrinking, and moving the projections, while 

the flickering flame of the candle inside the furo added to the eeriness and 

liveliness of the images. By the end of the eighteenth century, the candle was 

replaced by the Eichmann lamp (expectedly, this also affected the eerie 

atmosphere of the flickering candle, thus reducing the magic). 

  

Figure 47. n. p. Furo and tane-e magic lantern and plates. Late Edo period. Hyōgo 
Prefectural Museum of History, Himeji. Japanese Animation: From Painted Scrolls to 

Pokémon. By Brigitte Koyama-Richard. Paris: Flammarion. 53. Print. 

 

Utsushi-e was a success not only because of its spectacular polychrome 

imagery but also because it introduced movement in two-dimensional visual art, 

which artists like Katsushika had for centuries aimed at achieving in their prints 

and picture scrolls. The manga genre was essentially the product of Katsushika’s 

pictorial narration through movement, which saw his study of movement 

published as a compilation of pictures named Manga. Elaborated within the 

Japanese sociocultural context, visual art was always connected with the animistic 
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character of Shintō and the transience and flux of Buddhism. For the first time in 

the history of Japanese popular visual art, the magic lantern enabled characters 

and pictures to come “alive,” thus introducing a new way of projecting specific 

worldviews into the world of visual arts. The physician Sugita Genpaku wrote 

about the device and it was a writing staple for Santō Kyōden, who turned it into a 

common satirical motif in the Floating World. In 1811, Jippensha Ikku published 

a book entitled Dutch Shadow Pictures: What Fun! (Oranda kage-e otsuriki), 

dedicated completely to the Dutch technology of projecting images in Japan, 

while another physician, Ōtsuki Gentaku provided a description in his wildly 

popular book Correcting Errors about the Dutch (Ransetsu benwaku):  

A flame is lit inside a little box in the front of which is a small hole, 
and you slot a piece of glass with a picture painted on it inside (it 
must go the upside down). The shadow image will appear on the 
wall opposite, right way up and enlarged in size (qtd. in Screech, 
The Lens within the Heart 107). 

While referring to the imported Dutch projectors as magic lanterns, the 

Japanese magic lantern should be addressed in a culturally proper way that 

designates its Japanese sociocultural characteristics. Cultural synthesis does not 

merely include materials but interpretations and specific cultural effects as well; it 

also does not involve the copy and pasting of either material or ideal culture. Just 

like the Japanese garden, the way that the magic lantern was appropriated in Japan 

demonstrated a specific kind of visuality and cultural sensibility that reflected 

wider sociocultural structures. When the magic lantern was introduced in Japan, it 

was swiftly integrated within the mechanisms of the existing layers of 

philosophical and spiritual beliefs embedded in craftship and artistic values, 

entertainment norms, and traditional popular techniques of animating and 

narrating.  

The history of the European magic lantern is closely linked with the 

Scientific Revolution and as such the history of modern technoscience 

complicates things further because the item contained a whole cultural universe 

before it reached Japan, where it combined other meanings and associations with 

those already in existance. In other words, the magic lantern did not reach Japan 

as a hollow object but as an item replete with symbolism and historical 

circumstances that were disintegrated and reintegrated in Japan. The magic 
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lantern was at first considered one of the Dutch karakuri that reflected its original 

scientific culture and technical precision and it was within such a discursive 

existence of the apparatus that the Japanese settled on movement rather than on 

phantasmagoria.  

While image-production technologies and devices of wonder influence the 

way we see and how we are affected, the observer, culturally impregnated, also 

chooses (at least partially consciously) fascinating and interesting moments of the 

visual. Recollect that people peering through the first microscopes simply did not 

see how Leeuwenhoek, influenced by Descartes’ corpuscular philosophy, saw red 

blood cells as corpuscular. In a similar sense, what the Japanese saw as the 

greatest potential of the magic lantern was the inanimating of still pictures. This is 

where the anthropology of technology becomes especially handy in connecting 

the material and the symbolic with respect to cultural pluralism.  

 The Meiji government later employed the magic lantern as a means of 

conveying information about the modern world, including public health and 

medical information, as part of the cultural enlightening of the nation.  

Dai-gento-kai (“great magic lantern shows”) were held among the 
general population to promote causes such as the democratic 
movement and the sale of products from sericulture producers 
using picture and textual slide in the manner of the presentations 
that we hold today (Kusahara “The Japan News by the Yomiuri 
Shimbun”).  

Before the end of the Meiji period, the magic lantern had transformed into small 

metal magic lanterns for home use and for optical illusions for children. Every 

history of film refers to Huygens’s “toy” as the forerunner of cinematography by 

the Lumière brothers in 1895, but there were other notable scientific by-products 

in between that, unlike visual technologies, became primarily image-animating 

technologies contrived after temporality was identified as an inseparable 

component of observation. This topic will be examined in later chapters. 

 

3.4 Karakuri and Mechanical Dolls 

 Karakuri can be translated as “a mechanical device to tease, trick, or take 

a person by surprise,” which implies magic and mystery. The karakuri craft was 

not confined to mechanical dolls and clocks: under the generic term “Dutch 
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karakuri,” many curious mechanisms appeared in the later Edo period from 

Holland wrapped in the discourse of scientific and mechanical precision. Such 

were the various hydrobalistic mechanisms that animated “water-karakuri”: the 

pump and konst fontain. From the middle of the eighteenth century onwards, 

hydrobalistic mechanisms were superseded in popularity by clockwork and 

karakuri ningyō (“mechanical dolls”) became the most widely recognised 

manifestation of clockwork excellence. Karakuri ningyō revolutionised Japanese  

 

Figure 48. Nishikawa, Sukenobu, Woman with Clock. About 1755. Hanging scroll. Tokyo 
National Museum, Tokyo. The Lens within the Heart. By Timon Screech. Honolulu: 

University of Hawai’i Press. 84. Print. 

 

mechanics and puppetry—replacing cords with springs and wheels—and a culture 

of animated mechanisms emerged. 

While these new devices, seemingly moving of their own volition, were 

turned into vessels for clockwork machinic ghosts, mechanical tropes and 

analogies entered the Japanese language as well as popular culture and science. 

One such standard analogy was between the human heart and the clock. In 
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popular cultural production, the clock as a metaphor for the human heart became 

the standard trope from the 1780s onwards, generating a number of stories 

incorporating phrases like “karakuri in the chest” (mune no karakuri/kyōchū 

karakuri) and “karakuri in the stomach” (hara no karakuri/fukuchū karakuri) 

(Screech “Clock Metaphors in Edo Period Japan”)11 to describe the functioning of 

“organic mechanisms” and explain the inner workings of the human body, which 

had just recently been scientifically inspected and illustrated by Ran physicians 

Sugita et al. (see fig. 50 above). In his book Distilling Knowledge, Moran argued 

that the Scientific Revolution was 

a subjective re-evaluation of experiences that had been around for a 
very long time. Both Galen and William Harvey could not open an 
animal’s body and find the heart, but Harvey saw the heart as a 
pump and described the veins and arteries as a mechanical structure 
for the transport of blood. Harvey reevaluated the ancient 
experience of dissection, and living in [a] world of water pumps 
and other machines helped him find the appropriate metaphors to 
do so (99). 
 

Karakuri devices were not a novelty in Japan: China first introduced them 

after eighth century CE. The novelty was, however, in the Western clockwork 

mechanism that swiftly became a popular inhabitant of mechanical objects. The 

quantity and variety of the imported mechanical devices, combined with the rapid 

development of the domestic craftship of karakuri, including wadokei Japanese 

ornamental clocks, enabled a more thorough synthesis between the 

conceptualisation of the human and the mechanical. Similar to utsushi-e prints, 

karakuri devices were closely linked with the animistic worldview: the imported 

technologies found unique expressions in the existing traditional cultural setting 

and with respect to the flourishing sphere of popular culture.  

Moreover, illustrations and texts at one’s disposal revealed the vogue for 

translating mechanical terms into the realm of psychology and physiology. 

Dissection of the body, illustrated in Kaitai shinsho, eventually inspired the view 

that the human being too was a very complex karakuri. An inversion also 

occurred: the self-animating mechanisms seemed to be coming to life. The 

analogy was complete, for the human body was rediscovered as yet another 

device of wonder in quite the same way that karakuri was discovered. In that 

sense, karakuri ningyō embodied Oshii’s fascination with this material form that 
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was animated through the fusion of the Japanese Edo worldview and Western 

technoscience, as he doubly brought them to life via celluloid and traditional 

Japanese metaphysics.  

3.4.1 European Automata 

 The first machines that moved of their own volition were built in 

Alexandria, Egypt, and were known as automata—a term derived from the ancient 

Greek word automatos, “acting of one’s own will, self-moving.” These devices 

seemingly moved by magic but were actually animated by water, air, heat, and 

mechanical components. Despite their remarkable complexity, however, these 

machines were regarded as either toys or tools used in scientific demonstrations. 

Automata experienced a huge revival when the writings on pneumatics, 

hydraulics, and mechanics by the inventor Hero of Alexandria (first century CE) 

were translated into Latin in the sixteenth century, which spawned a boom in 

machine construction in Europe (Stafford and Terpak 262). Besides mechanical 

dolls, the automata category included all sorts of contraptions and gadgets, 

including water fountains, which today are thought of as trivial—a camouflaged 

member of the missing masses that is integrated with nature in symbiosis with 

parks’ flora and fauna—but in sixteenth-century Europe the water fountain was 

quite a remarkable mechanical decoration found in every garden of the wealthy. 

Beginning in the eighteenth century, automata became ever more popular and 

were showcased around Europe by their makers—those that could simulate life in 

various anthropomorphic and zoomorphic forms were in particular demand. The 

makers of these curious devices were craftsmen and artisans, not scientists, 

affirming once more the detached relationship between theoretical science and 

practical skill. 

The inventor and engineer Jacques de Vaucanson is perhaps the most 

important figure in the modern history of automata: his works The Flute Player, 

The Tambourine Player, and The Digesting Duck, which he built between 1737 

and 1738, were beyond compare and spawned great public interest. In the 

Encyclopaedia, which compiled concurrent European knowledge, d’Alembert’s 

definition of the automaton was complemented with a description of de 

Vaucanson’s devices of wonder.12 In the second half of the eighteenth century, 

many automata, especially “sing-songs” musical automata, were produced for 
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export to China, where clockwork mechanisms introduced by the Jesuits inspired 

local interest. James Cox (c. 1723-1800), an especially competent British 

entrepreneur, goldsmith, and jeweller, manufactured his automata in the 

Chinoiserie style (Stafford and Terpak 269) so that he could meet the domestic 

demand for Chinese-style goods and appeal to the Chinese market with familiar-

looking Western mechanisms. The adjacent processes of the Industrial 

Revolution, including commercialisation and European imperialistic expansion 

and colonialism intermingled with technology, had a profound impact on material 

culture.  

It can be assumed that some of the mechanical devices exported to China 

found their way into Japan, which, like China, had the first Western clock 

introduced by the Jesuits in the sixteenth century. The first androids soon 

appeared as well: the life-sized clarinet player built by Cornelius Jacobus van  

Oeckelen in 1838 was one of the most famous (see fig. 51). With the vogue for all 

sorts of mechanical wonders, it was impossible to tell which automatons and 

androids were really automatic and which were only pretending to be. Many 

curious devices touring European cities were in fact marionettes moved by hidden  

 

Figure 49. von Oeckelen, Cornelis Jacobus. Android Clarinetist. 1838. Mixed media. Los 
Angeles: John Gaughan Collection. Devices of Wonder. By Barbara Stafford and Frances 

Terpak. Los Angeles: Getty Research Institute. 271. Print. 
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cords. Among such “performers” was the famous Antonio Diavolo, the acrobatic 

puppet created and presented by the French magician Jean-Eugène Robert-

Houdin.  

These false automatons illustrated the ideological and phenomenological 

complexities of technological objects that were at first perceived as magical feats 

of hidden mechanisms, meaning they were successful as optical illusions because 

the audiences accepted the deception of reality when the object was not alive at all 

and the illusion of life was not real. In this perplexingly ironic manifestation of 

the ghost in the machine, a relationship was established between the observers and 

the puppet that doubly pretended to be animated. This is similar to the effect and 

magic of animation, in which celluloid dolls also doubly simulate life. The 

cultural history of automata reveals the close relationship between illusion and 

truth, magic and technology, and ideologies and materials that were wrapped in 

concepts and concurrent understandings. Visual technologies and the scientific 

paradigm constructed the visual regime, worldview, observer, and the world.  

The devices of wonder like automatons, which in every respect belonged 

to the sociocultural contexts of a modern Europe to come, contributed 

construction in equal measure. For instance, Cartesian optics that elevated vision 

above the other senses was a product of both the physiological study of the eye 

and the philosophical discourse of mind over body. Cartesian optics represented a 

natural world, scientific instruments, and mechanical devices that were 

interlocked in a mutual remaking and transmutation of worldviews, truths, and 

illusory reality. Automata were not mere machines but tools for understanding and 

expressing the world in material and ideological terms, illustrated by the many 

mechanical metaphors that entered the diverse world of the sciences. The wooden 

cyborg and the celluloid doll were intertwined in the shared ontology and 

phenomenology that revealed meanings and associations between cultures and 

discourses. They were connected in a multiplanar cultural space, linked with 

shared technologies and scientific discourses as well as an animistic worldview. 

More than anywhere else, this was reflected in the act of animating, be it projected 

pictures on slides, mechanical dolls, or perspective boxes, which all depended on 

the process of inanimation.  
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More often, and contrary to common belief, technology inspired science, 

not the other way around. Machines and humans are more complexly connected 

than we think. The anthropology of technology and science uncovered the 

structures between them, allowing the observer to see the magic lantern, a 

mechanical doll, or the panorama not only as technology but also as culture. To 

understand technology and science in respective sociocultural contexts means to 

understand modern and contemporary worldviews and realities, which tell us how 

we came to see and understand the world the way we do.  

 

3.4.2 Edo-period Automata: Karakuri Ningyō 

Automated mechanical devices are not endemic to Europe; as a matter of 

fact, Western cultures were, until the Scientific Revolution, comparatively less 

culturally, technologically, and scientifically rich than other great civilisations, 

such as China and Islam. For example, China excelled in crafts and produced 

many mechanical devices that also found their way to Japan and other countries 

(Europe itself borrowed many of them from Chinese culture).The histories of 

machine and human are intertwined in too many analogies to be neglected in any 

cultural history of technology.  

 The Japanese history of robots began in the seventh century, when Japan 

was extensively influenced by China; however, the popular phenomenon of 

karakuri ningyō, or automated dolls, arose with the fusion between imported 

Western clockwork mechanisms and traditional Japanese dolls (mostly those used 

in Bunraku theatre, animated via attached strings by a virtuoso master puppeteer). 

Mechanisms that preceded Edo-period mechanical devices (karakuri) and 

mechanical dolls (karakuri ningyō) are traceable to seventh-century imports from 

China, including the first mechanical clock used as an astronomical instrument 

built by the Chinese Tantric Buddhist monk-mathematician I-Hsing. Clock-

making in China was in line with the developed condition of technology but 

especially so during the Song Dynasty (960-1279 CE). Pottery, porcelain, and the 

mechanised production of textiles, paper, woodblock printing, iron production, 

gunpowder, and the magnetic compass were but a few of the technological 

achievements of the culturally and technologically rich Chinese era. During the 

Song Dynasty, sometime in eleventh century CE, Chinese craftsmen devised the 
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first automata that could tell time, and it was around that time, in the Japanese 

Heian period (794-1185 CE), that some of these devices of wonder were imported 

into Japan. The oldest karakuri, Sinan-sha (“south-pointing-chariot”), invented by 

the Chinese as an early compass consisting of a statuette of a hermit atop a vehicle 

pointing to the south, was recorded in the Chronicles of Japan. The decline during 

the Ming Dynasty, which turned inward and developed an isolationist policy, 

began to affect Chinese science, technology, and medicine in fourteenth and 

fifteenth centuries CE. There are many speculations as to why this inhibition of 

scientific and technological excellence occurred but they exceed the scope of this 

thesis.  

China’s continuation of its technological tradition occurred with the third 

wave of foreign influences (the first two were Buddhist-Indian and Islamic, 

respectively) from Western Europe when the Jesuits reached China at the end of 

the sixteenth century. The Jesuits at that time were prominent holders of diverse 

scientific and technological knowledge and were among the most educated social 

groups in the West. As such, they could communicate to the Ming court and 

Chinese society Western mathematics, astronomy, calendar science, maps, clocks, 

painting, hydraulics, and artillery. Matteo Ricci, for instance, a Jesuit scientist and 

missionary, became a court astronomer and mathematician and the titular deity of 

Chinese clockmakers (McClellan and Dorn 137). Despite having a long and rich 

tradition in devising mechanical devices before China’s decline during the Ming 

Dynasty, the Chinese were astounded with the new marvels from the West.  

The Jesuits brought clockwork technology into Japan in 1549. The founder 

of the Franciscan order, missionary-scientist Francois Xavier, presented the first 

European clock to the Japanese in 1551. The Portuguese and the Spanish had an 

immense impact on Japanese culture in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 

introducing, along with Christianity, the musket, medical science, astronomical 

and geographical knowledge, Western-style shipbuilding, arts, and the printing 

press (revived by Shiba Kōkan in the late Edo period).  

As soon as the first automata appeared in the urban centres of Japan, they 

became a major attraction and an instant success among the populace, although 

some of the sophisticated mechanisms such as chahakobi ningyō (“tea-carrying 

dolls”) remained reserved for the rich samurai and feudal lords. The essential 

feature of Edo-period automata was their seemingly deus ex machina movement: 
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they were an animated spectacle but, despite common knowledge of their interior 

mechanics, the moving mechanism was always kept well hidden to preserve the 

magic of artificial life and a secret of the trade to be passed down to an apprentice. 

Concealing the mechanism was an imperative, which in Oshii’s visual 

representation of traditional automata and contemporary cyborgs in both of his 

Ghost in the Shell sequels produced a powerful trope of deconstruction and 

disenchantment. In his animetic musing on varying manifestations of life, Oshii 

readily revealed to the observer the inner mechanisms of his dolls, often in an act 

of destruction analogous with the imagery of dissection: splitting open the shell to 

see whether the ghost is inside. The director’s consistent referral to Edo-period 

karakuri dolls generated the effects of deconstructing and neutralising the 

epistemology of life by breaking open and revealing the inner secrets that were 

supposed to remain concealed (see fig. 52).  

 For Oshii, this narratological and visual technique has a clearly defined 

purpose: by referencing and breaking with the traditional depiction and simulation 

of the artificial human being, he is critiquing anthropocentrism in traditional 

Western philosophy, which first appeared in Japan with Rangaku, accompanied 

by visual technologies and clockwork mechanisms. It is not, however, technology  

 

Figure 50. Tanaka, Hisashige. Yumi hiku dōji (Automaton Drawing a Bow). Late Edo 
period. Automaton. Toyota Collection. Japanese Animation: From Painted Scrolls to 

Pokémon. By Brigitte Koyama-Richard. Paris: Flammarion. 62. Print. 

 

per se but its ideological wrapping that inspires him, as he demonstrates with his 

intimate knowledge of the cultural history of technology and its philosophical 

ramifications. He knows very well that this history is a story of tropes and, 

ironically, metaphysical rendering of physical objects. In his film Innocence, three 

main types of traditional Edo period karakuri ningyō appear: the zashiki karakuri, 
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small dolls to play with, of which chahakobi ningyō (“tea-carrying dolls”) are the 

most representative; the dashiki karakuri, large dolls placed on top of wooden 

floats carried during religious festivals; and the butai karakuri, dolls used in 

theatre.  

Indeed, Bunraku theatre featured some of the most amazingly developed 

puppet mechanisms and contraptions. Unfortunately, it seems that none of the Edo 

period original karakuri ningyō survived, but attempts have recently been made to 

recreate them. The karakuri doll maker Harumitsu Hanya has used the 1796 

Karakuri zui schematics (Japan’s oldest mechanical engineering manuscript 

written by the Edo-period karakuri maker Hosokawa Hanzo Yorinao), featuring 

details on how to make nine different karakuri dolls, to recreate all nine types, 

including the shinadama ningyō that does magic, dangaeri ningyō, the 

somersaults doll (see fig. 53), koteki jido playing the flute, and chahakobi ningyō, 

which moves by a zenmai (“clockwork”) mechanism partially made of whalebone 

and a cogged wheel (Mami 24). Each of these dolls consisted of nearly sixty parts 

constructed separately by individual specialised craftsmen and were assembled by 

a single master. Only natural materials were used (very light paulownia wood and 

Japanese cypress), with respect to seasonal changes and weather conditions, 

without any metal nails or screws. It was the complicated yet entirely hidden 

mechanism that made these automata impressive as they performed different tasks 

in front of an audience.  

  

Figure 51. n. p. Dangaeri ningyō (Roly-poly Doll). Late Edo period. Toyota Collection. 
Japanese Animation: From Painted Scrolls to Pokémon. By Brigitte Koyama-Richard. 

Paris: Flammarion. 65. Print. 
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As is the case with the magic lantern, the fascination with and reception of 

the karakuri dolls is linked with the sociocultural specificities of the Shintō 

worldview and animism that conceptually influenced the animating effect in those 

devices. That being said, just like European audiences, the Japanese too craved 

entertaining yet scientific wonders for their fascinating magic. While the magic 

lantern created lively narratives, karakuri dolls animated non-living objects. 

Technology is always in the process of enculturation: in Japan, this process was 

corresponsive with animism, strongly rooted in the traditional understanding that 

all beings possess kami (神), “a life force.”13 In the Shintōist understanding of life, 

every being in this world, natural or cultural, is spirited. This belief found many 

expressions in Japanese popular culture and has been, to an extent, a driving force 

behind Japan’s tradition of animating, which gained its modern expression in the 

Edo artist Katsushika’s Manga series, where he depicted various characters in 

carefully dissected motion. In contemporary Japan too, animism remains vital in 

human life, from ritual Shintō blessings of personal computers to the annual 

exorcism of to-be-discarded dolls.14  

In his linking of the Ghost in the Shell film and traditional Bunraku 

theatre, Cristopher Bolton reflected on the concept of a lifeless puppet invested 

with a soul, whose origins precede both the puppet theatre and mechanical dolls. 

Following Jane Marie Law’s study, Bolton noted that the origins of the puppet 

theatre are partially traceable to religious practices, where puppets were carried 

from house to house so that they could be possessed by evil spirits, thus purifying 

people’s homes. Dashi karakuri, the large automata carried on festival floats, are 

likewise considered vessels, but for deities instead of evil spirits (Bolton 743-

744). Contemporary Japanese popular culture remains enriched with animistic and 

Shintōist inspirations (an example is the famous animator Miyazaki Hayao). 

Oshii’s animations are likewise invested in animism and Shintō (often underlined 

by Kawai Kenji’s spiritual music) in questioning contemporary technology that 

often results either in the birth of new cybernetic life forms or in search of the 

ghost in urban cityscapes.  

 By the late sixteenth century, skilled Japanese craftsmen mastered the 

making of clockwork mechanisms and began manufacturing highly ornate and 

expensive Japanese clocks (wadokei). Along with domestically produced clocks, 

imports from France and England were especially valued. The Swiss maker Jean-
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Frédérique Jacquet-Droz, based in London, manufactured some of the most 

popular and astounding precision machines that found their way into Japan. The 

Industrial Revolution and European expansion were the key factors in the 

development of the global market. The first imported Western clocks displayed 

the solar system and showed time differently than was customary in Japan, so 

wadokei were produced to counter cultural differences. Based on Western 

mechanisms, domestically manufactured clocks adhered to the Japanese 

conceptualisation of time: the lunar calendar substituted the solar, while six 

daytime segments and six nighttime segments replaced the Western twenty-four 

hours. This confirms once again that technology did not consist of “dead” 

artefacts that circulated around different cultures without actively interacting with 

specific social and political structures and cultural circumstances. It was not, 

however, the Western clock that introduced “Western time” to Japan but later 

industrialisation, although the discourse of time that had traditionally been 

understood in more abstract terms and was indicated by the sound of temple bells 

was certainly irrevocably influenced by the Western clock, which for the first time 

revealed and visually represented the permanence of time flow, rendering 

invisible phenomenon into calculable patterns. Moreover, the clock in Japan 

generated indigenous meanings and associations that had more in common with 

the mechanical view of European natural philosophers than religious or spiritual 

contemplation.  

 The perfected systems of levers and cogs swiftly inhabited the interiors of 

karakuri dolls and devices, as well as the popular imagery of the Edo period. As 

metaphors and tropes, they illustrated the cultural sublimation of mechanical 

objects. Analogies, paired with specific cultural circumstances, inspired a culture 

of robots, androids, and cyborgs that first needed to be perfected by artisans and 

craftsmen, who fused and popularised Dutch karakuri in Japan. Matsuzaki 

Yoshinobu contended that Japan’s very first robot was sakazuki hakobi ningyō 

(“sake-cup-carrying doll”) made in 1775 (qtd. in Nakamura, “Marking Bodily 

Differences” 172).  

The four key karakuri makers of the Edo period were Takeda Ōmi, 

Hosokawa Hanzo Yorinao, Tanaka Hisashige, and Ohno Benikichi. Takeda Ōmi 

(d. 1704) was a master clockmaker who introduced karakuri to the general 

populace by giving the first karakuri show in 1662 in Osaka and he established 
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the first karakuri theatre to give regular performances. Hosokawa Hanzo Yorinao 

(1741-1796) is notable for publishing the three-volume book Karakuri zui (An 

Illustrated Anthology) in 1796, in which he gave detailed explanations of how to 

make nine types of mechanical puppets and four types of Japanese clocks 

(wadokei). As karakuri technology was a trade secret passed down to a student 

and carefully kept away from curious eyes, Hosokawa’s schematics are invaluable 

in understanding Edo-period technology. An eccentric among the key figures of 

mechanics was Ohno Benikichi (1801-1870), who produced books on astronomy 

and calendar mathematics and also constructed an erekiteru (“static-electricity 

machine”). A quite opposite personality was Tanaka Hisashige (1799-1880), the 

karakuri master best known for devising the perpetual clock Mannendokei (“Ten-

thousand Years Clock”) that featured both Western and Japanese time dials and 

calendars. A competent entrepreneur, he opened a shop in 1852 in Kyoto and 

named it the Hall of Automata. He was also employed by the Saga domain to help 

achieve technological modernisation. Tanaka built Japan’s first working model of 

the steam locomotive (qtd. in Boyle), and his combined talent for mechanics, 

business, and industry made his firm Tanaka Engineering Works the forerunner of 

today’s Toshiba Corporation. The fact that he lived and worked during one of the 

most hectic and socioculturally transformative periods in Japanese history make 

Tanaka an exemplary case of a new species of the modern engineer, 

corresponding with the process of industrialisation and with the modern trend of 

cooperation between the government, business, industry, and technology. 

 Karakuri ningyō reflected the Edo period’s infatuation with the human 

body and its inner “mechanisms.” It is indicative that the life-like mechanical 

dolls developed in parallel with emerging medical sciences, specifically anatomy. 

Nakamura Miri connected the notion of “human mechanisation” with Descartes, 

who influenced the entire body of scholarship and inspired great inventors like the 

aforementioned de Vaucanson (1709-1782). According to Nakamura, de 

Vaucanson’s fascination with automatons “set off a boom in the invention of 

mechanical life forms in Europe” (171). Analogies between mechanical life forms 

and objects of Western anatomy characterised the process of enculturing scientific 

knowledge in Japan as well. In the Edo period, the results of modern research on 

the secrets of the human body dramatically challenged Chinese traditional 

medicine and the Confucian worldview. Stafford contended that “these 
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mechanical simulations represent the logocentrism of the Enlightenment—the 

privileging of objectivity and essentialism where knowledge became tied to 

visualization” (Stafford and Terpak 152). This, once again, illustrates the depth 

and significance of intermingling analogies and meanings that directly affect 

knowledge production as well as diverse layers of our cultural universe.  

As a total social phenomenon, technology is always in the process of 

development in the world. In this particular case, mechanical devices inspired 

anatomical science and anatomy inspired technology. The publication of medical 

texts based on dissection, including Kaitai shinsho, coincided with the flourishing 

of karakuri ningyō and their coexistence was locked in visualisations of the 

human interior on the one hand, and the visual-linguistic descriptive practice of 

employing metaphors to explain the functions and physiology of the discovered 

and reinvented body on the other. Ironically, as the first dissections carried out by 

Ran scholars aimed at disclosing the inner mechanisms of the human body, 

karakuri mechanisms remained concealed, thus retaining the mechanical ghost as 

a site of enchantment and imagination.  

Both exposing human anatomy to the scientific gaze and concealing the 

mechanics of technological devices had numerous ramifications in scientific 

discourse and popular imagery. Oshii’s inversion in exposing the secret internal 

mechanisms of karakuri dolls directly interacts with and appeals to the modern 

human subject. Following the tradition of popular robot literature in Japan, Oshii 

blurs the boundary between the human and the machine but, unlike popular robot 

writers, he keeps the boundary blurred or, rather, through the characters’ choices 

and stories, he marks the boundary as an unnecessary surplus in a world where all 

characters are dolls. 
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4. Oshii’s Uncanny Mechanical Dolls and Celluloid 
Technoscience: From Edo-period Scientific Revolution to 
Cyberpunk Animation 
 
4.1 Enter the Robot 

 After the end of the Edo period, the automaton reappeared in the early 

Shōwa era where it once more became an important, even prevalent, motif in 

popular literature, inspired by Karel Čapek’s (1890-1938) famous 1920 play 

R.U.R. or Rossum’s Universal Robots. In the play, translated into Japanese by 

Suzuki Zentarō (1883-1950) and Itsuo Uga, the Czech writer dramatised the 

production of robotic labourers who eventually rebel against humanity and claim 

the world for themselves. It was in this play that the word “robot” first appeared, 

derived from the Czech term for “slave” or “labour.” The robots in the play are 

presented as visually indistinguishable from human beings, hence blurring the 

boundary between the “original” and the “copy.” In fact, the robots are completely 

organic, produced of natural substances in a laboratory. In other words, they are 

“manufactured humans.” In that sense, Čapek’s twentieth-century robot is a 

contemporary genetically modified human being. It is interesting, therefore, that 

the later imagery of robots is commonly associated with the purely mechanical, 

notwithstanding Marxism embedded in the ideology of inorganic slavery.  

R.U.R. is essentially a proletarian manifesto that radicalises modern 

working conditions in the factory. Representing robots and humans as visually 

and substantially indistinguishable, Čapek underlines the power relationship 

between capitalists and the proletariat. According to Nakamura, Čapek’s R.U.R. 

brought about the robot boom in modern Japan (Nakamura, “Marking Bodily 

Differences” 173). Eight years after the end of the Meiji era, marked by the great 

industrial transformation, factories were built all over Japan. They were either 

filled with cheap labour (mostly women in the textile industry, which was the 

largest industry) or mechanised production lines that replaced human workers. 

Moreover, the vast changes caused by the process of industrialisation and 

modernisation of the country were complemented with large-scale social 

engineering of the nation that encompassed the most intimate biopolitical 

moulding of the modern Japanese subject. In such a social reality, popular writers 
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responded enthusiastically to the Čapek’s play.  

  

 

Figure 52. Nishimura, Makoto. The first Japanese robot. 1928. Image: Tōkō Shoin, 
Tokyo. 1930. Horror and Machines in Prewar Japan. By Nakamura Miri. Minneapolis, 

London: University of Minnesota Press. 7. Print. 

 

Robots (jinzō ningen) inspired a trend in mechanical imagery, popularised 

by journals (e.g., Yomiuri Shimbun and Kagaku Gahō, Illustrated Magazine of 

Science), detective fiction authors, and proletarian writers alike. Besides fiction, 

there were real robots on display globally, ranging from London’s “machine 

boxes” in the 1860s and the Televox robot in New York to the robots 

manufactured by Westinghouse Electricity Company that could imitate human 

language and movements (Nakamura, “Marking Bodily Differences” 173). The 

first made-in-Japan robot was invented by the scientist Nishimura Makoto (1883-

1956), who named it Gakutensoku and exhibited it all over Japan (see fig. 54 

above), appeared in 1929. Nishimura envisioned the robot as a universal being 

representing peace and tolerance. In 1929, a different kind of organic-machinic 

hybrid was introduced through the visual imagery of the artificial human entitled 

“Robot with Physiological Organs” (see fig. 55). The picture was influenced by 

prewar eugenic writings in which “the biological body was compared with a 

machine, and this image reveals how the human body came to be narrated through 

mechanical vocabulary and vice versa” (Nakamura, “Horror and Machines in 

Prewar Japan” 8). These two cases reveal the continuous prevalence of the 
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metaphor of the machine and of the tradition of narrating the human body through 

mechanical vocabulary that stemmed from early mechanistic philosophy and the 

Edo period Rangaku.     

 
Figure 53. n. p. Robot with Physiological Organs. 1929. Image: Kagaku gahō. 1929. 
Horror and Machines in Prewar Japan. By Nakamura Miri. Minneapolis, London: 

University of Minnesota Press. 7. Print. 

 

The robot trend revived the machine metaphor and, while retaining the 

allegory of the human being, its reconceptualisation came to signify modern living 

conditions instead of “human mechanics.” As a result, the novel imagery rapidly 

spilled from popular literature into the semantics of labour, art, architecture, 

eugenics, and Marxist and feminist movements alike. In Japan, popular writers 

like Yoshida Morio, Koyama Eijuka, and Mizushima Niou (1884-1958) 

connected their literary imagery of the robot with their personal views (mostly 

fears, really) on human reproduction. Such narratives most likely resulted from 

the ongoing discussions on eugenics in Japan, following the eugenics movement 

that emerged in Britain and spread across the globe in the early twentieth century.   

On the other hand, writers Yumeno Kyūsaku (1889-1936), Matsuyama Shisui, 

and Unno Jūza (1897-1949) filled robot literature with anxieties about the 

coexistence of robot and human species, often representing the robot figure as a 

threat to Japan’s national safety. The Shōwa robot was often envisioned as a 

concealed Soviet Union or Chinese agent in the late prewar years,15 which offered 

a different perspective on the robot boom and the robot otherness in popular 
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culture. Still, early Shōwa literature maintained a love-hate relationship with 

robots, allowing multiple possibilities of engagement.  

Besides robots, there were other significant tropes in popular fiction that 

generated images of non-human humans and cyborgs of all sorts, wired into 

historically varying sociocultural realities. Tatsumi Takayuki, for instance, 

introduced the popular postwar trope he dubbed “full metal Apache” —a 

metallivorous non-Japanese in Japan’s metallocentric culture in his book Full 

Metal Apache: Transactions Between Cyberpunk Japan and Avant-pop America 

(2006). This metallocentric imagery appeared after the Second World War and, 

linked with the Industrial Revolution, paid homage to the innovations and 

proliferations of the iron industry, which fed the economies and militaries of 

industrialised nations. In the complex postwar sociocultural setting, iron became 

the dominant trope in popular fiction, affecting the field of popular culture 

production for decades, including the globally acclaimed films Tetsuo: The Iron 

Man (1989) and Tetsuo II: Body Hammer (1992) by Tsukamoto Shinya. In fact, 

the main character of Ōtomo Katsuhiro’s 1988 Akira, Tetsuo, and Tezuka 

Osamu’s manga-anime character Tetsuwan Atomu (see fig. 56) both contain the 

trope in their names,16 pervasively continuing the long cyborg tradition in 

Japanese popular culture.17 The discourse of the robot indirectly continued the 

discourse of Edo-period karakuri ningyō.  

 
Figure 54. Tezuka, Osamu. Astro Boy. Film. Tezuka Productions. Japanese Animation: 

From Painted Scrolls to Pokémon. By Brigitte Koyama-Richard. Paris: Flammarion. 119. 
Print. 
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After the postwar economy was restored, the robot reappeared more 

powerful than ever, inspiring the third robot wave in popular fiction—this time in 

the new mass media: television, manga comics, and anime. Tezuka Osamu, “the 

god of manga” who revolutionised Japanese animation, was predominantly 

responsible for the robot trend, ensuring its persistence in Japanese visual culture. 

In April 1952, he published his first volume of manga entitled Tetsuwan Atomu 

(Atom Boy, alternatively known as Astro Boy and Mighty Atom), the series of 

which continued until 1968. In 1959, Tezuka released a live-action video and four 

years later the first-ever anime TV series, televised from 1 January 1963 to 31 

December 1966 with a total of 193 episodes. Besides producing the first Japanese 

anime (“limited animation”), Tezuka opened the discourse on the social role of 

technology and science, offering a positive imagery of a mechanical boy who 

wishes to make the world a better place with his vast scientific knowledge and 

operational superiority (simultaneously, what he desires the most is to become 

human). It was perhaps not a coincidence that the anime narrative that brought 

worldwide acclaim to Tezuka and initiated the anime industry transpired from the 

ingenious mind of a mangaka-turned-graduate in medicine.  

Besides the likely personal correlation with the theme of the positive use 

of technology, there were other significant factors that influenced Tezuka. The 

year 1952, when Tezuka published his first volume of Atom Boy, was the same 

year the Allied Occupation of Japan (beginning in 1945) ended. Envisioning 

technology as a positive aspect of humankind when it was used to improve lives, 

as opposed to abusing its destructive potential, was Tezuka’s response to the 

atomic bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. It also correlated with postwar 

optimism, shifting the industrial focus from military technology and techno-

nationalism to mechanical devices for everyday use. Japan’s postwar economy 

based its remarkable recovery on turning towards the production of high-quality 

electrical technology. These were accompanied by the carefully knitted ideologies 

of the “Bright World” (Akarui seikatsu) epitomised in the three sacred regalia—

the TV set, the refrigerator, and the washing machine—which aimed at 

modernising the consumer and strengthening the economy. After the occupation, 

Japan was swept away by new optimism in response to its economic recovery, 

based on the electrical appliances industry.  

 Whether referring to “mechanical realism” (the naturalisation of machines) 
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or “mechanical romanticism” (asocial and apolitical fetishising of machines), the 

machinic trope has been prevalent in Japan’s popular imagery since the Edo 

period. That being said, contemporary animation boasts significant features that 

work remarkably well with the machinic trope, thus transmuting it into a suitable 

vessel to embody both paradigmatically and literally technological progress, while 

theorising it in the most fascinating ways (as the analysis of Oshii’s Ghost in the 

Shell will demonstrate). Probably the most distinctive feature of animation lies in 

the phenomenological capabilities of its machinery: instead of screening objects 

that are seemingly real, the animetic apparatus brings objects to life (and with it a 

range of emotions, meanings, associations, and so on) by cogs or microprocessors 

of its analog or digital apparatus. Animation creates celluloid souls that the 

audience, paradoxically, accepts as more truthful and authentic than their live-

action counterparts because they also accept their nonexistence from the very 

beginning, thus accepting their metaphysical phenomenology.  

Friedrich Kittler suggested that “[i]t is not the soul that is real, but the 

celluloid” (qtd. in Bolton 746). The distinctive magic of animated objects is what 

an animetic apparatus has in common with Edo-period automatons and “Edo 

anime”—the Japanese magic lantern. Both automated dolls and utsushi-e 

depended on the mechanical god (the mechanist or the lantern master) to bring 

them to life, and it was a very real and present god indeed, in control of the 

audience, who in the process simultaneously accepted the illusion and forgot 

about it. Similarly, Bunraku puppeteers were always on stage and apart from their 

dark clothes there was no other way to conceal their presence during the show. 

And yet the eye of the beholder intentionally overlooked the puppeteers so that 

the mind could fully enjoy the optical illusion generated by one’s own choice. 

The animetic machine, Lamarre elaborated, has its own “distinctively 

animetic manner of doing, feeling, and thinking, of working on the world” (xxxi). 

An anime machine is empowering due to its specific techniques of constructing 

visuality; it maintains the power to disobey the scientific gaze and Cartesian 

optics. Unlike the cinematic machine, it does not depend on positioning the 

subject behind the lens of the beholder. Likewise, it has the potential to create 

dimensionality (perspective) without adhering to the dominant (Western) viewing 

regime, with superflat structuring of the screen space. Therefore, anime can either 
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assert or break the tradition of the hierarchised view and the one-point perspective 

of the subject, who manipulates the space from a single point of view.  

Oshii Mamoru is the master of media bricolage; he structures the field of 

vision using a variety of angles and animating techniques, which he creates in the 

animating process. Like an Edo mechanic, he creates animated dolls, but unlike 

the traditional craftsmen, he reveals the inner mechanisms within: he must for he 

cannot challenge human hubris otherwise. Oshii’s animated films have been a 

great inspiration for many ideas that brought this thesis into being and for the 

entirety of my academic work. From the first moment I saw his Ghost in the Shell 

(1995) I was captivated by the imagery that magically worked through concealed 

mechanisms to challenge and question their cultural history. He has heavily relied 

on the culture of Edo-period automata to create narratives along philosophical, 

technological, scientific, traditional, art, and media discourses. Watching his films 

is, simply put, like falling down the rabbit’s hole.  

 Oshii Mamoru was born on 8 August 1951 in Tokyo and has had a 

distinguished career as an animator, writer, and director of live-action and 

animated films. His 1995 cyberpunk animated film Ghost in the Shell was a 

commercial and international critical success that further inspired many other film 

directors and animators, including the Wachovski siblings. Ghost in the Shell was 

not only a highly complex philosophical work but also technically groundbreaking 

for its combined use of computer graphics and traditional cells. Moreover, The 

Matrix trilogy, heavily inspired by Ghost in the Shell, revolutionised the film 

industry and marked the beginning of cinema’s transmutation into a hybrid 

between animation and live-action. If animation was then driven by the urge to 

emulate live cinema, it is now cinema that relies on animation.  

In 2014, Oshii received Montreal’s Fantasia International Film Festival’s 

Lifetime Achievement Award for his contributions to global culture. His other 

popular films include Ghost in the Shell 2: Innocence (2004), Patlabor (1989), 

Patlabor 2 (1993), Dallos (1988), and the live-action film Avalon (2001). Oshii’s 

animation is filled with symbolic imagery and mythological references, as well as 

with recurrent motifs of the difference between dreams and facts, between the 

hypothetical and the empirical. He often explores the relationship between the 

individual and the group and individuals’ disconnectedness, as well as themes of 

technology and technological abuse. Visually, he adheres to long takes 
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interchanged with dynamic scenes of physical battle and violence. However, 

perhaps his most recognisable stylistic signature is dramatising the “protagonists’ 

changing perceptions, as their so-called realities are incrementally infringed upon 

hallucinations and mirages induced by the self-persecutional guilt, in one case, 

and by cybernetic brain-hacking, in the other” (Cavallaro, The Cinema of Mamoru 

Oshii 29). More important is Oshii’s preocupation with themes of militarism, 

fascism, and technocracy – most prominently expressed in Ghost in the Shell, 

Innocence, and a masterpiece Jin Roh: The Wolf Brigade (1999), an anime about 

terrorism, fascism and the Little Red Riding Hood in an alternative history of 

1950s Japan. In Jin Roh, ten years after the end of the Second World War, Japan 

is occupied by Nazi Germany after whose withdrawal from the country, the 

government begins an economic recovery program that results in increasing social 

problems, poverty, terrorism, and deaths. The story begins with an encounter 

between a member of the riot police called Wolf Brigade and a young girl, the 

Little Red Riding Hood, who blows herself up with a bomb in front of him. 

Oshii’s films are usually about technology, but his narration of technology and 

cyberised human bodies is commonly intertwined with political and power 

structures that define them and often abuse them. He steadily pours reality into his 

works, to the extent they become cryptographs that require decyphering by 

addressing the real. An example is one of Oshii’s numerical occurences: the 

brutal, shady, semi-militaristic organisation Section 9 that houses protagonists of 

both films discussed in the thesis coincides with the Article 9 of the (post-war) 

Japanese Constitution, which declares: “We, the Japanese people, … resolved that 

never again shall we be visited with the horrors of war through the action of 

government….” and “We … desire peace for all time … and we have determined 

to preserve our security and existence, trusting in the justice and faith of the 

peace-loving peoples of the world” (The Law Library of Congress, n.pag.). The 

fact we are talking about animated narratives, which are considered intangible 

cultural products, might lead us toward thinking that animation does not link well 

with material histories and histories of material culture which are dominating the 

first half of this thesis. My argument is, however, in the linking itself: in showing 

the tangibility of the intangible; the material of the symbolic and the ideal. In 

other words, I am trying to research, unveil and discuss the techno-scientific 

paradigm in terms of material objects and vice versa: how technologies generate 
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and sustain techno-scientific discourses. Discourses have a material dimension; 

they are embodied in objects that form the material-ideal world we live in. Visual 

technologies and humanoid robots are both factual objects and discursive 

phenomena. Animation is particularly interesting in that sense, because it is a 

visual technology and a “thinking machine,” in terms of its ability to create visual 

and narratological discourses that are simultanously reflective and self-reflective. 

Oshii’s visuality and narratives are products of much wider sociocultural 

circumstances. It is not only the animated machine that is material: the celluloid 

stories it generates arise from material realities as well. We tend to neglect the 

extent of materiality of our world, choosing to focus on the “thinking matter” 

instead. Visual technologies shape vision and the observer (and I have attempted 

to show how earlier in this thesis), and scientific discourses affect not only 

production of knowledge, but political, economic and social structures as well. 

Japanese Edo scholars acquired scientific knowledge to modernise medicine, 

warfare, military amd agriculture. Machines of dominance took part in forming 

the path of Japanese imperialism; they also enabled rapid industrialisation and 

modernisation that relied on bureaucracy and wide-scale rationalisation. Before 

and after both world wars, Japanese governance remained largely technocratic and 

the industry still remains highly intertwined with business and politics. Electrical 

applicances industry, for instance, was alligned with government efforts to rebuild 

and re-modernise the country after the Second World War. This monopolising of 

machines and high technologies, as well as corruption scandals in the political and 

business spheres, coupled with pollution and nuclear energy scandals, keep 

producing distrust and anxiety among the general populace (and audiences). 

Despite the distrust, the state apparatus succesfully continues to turn individuals, 

through requirement of predictable reactions and rationalisation alligned with the 

apparatus (socially succesful performance), into members of the society who 

reversely perpetuate the existing system (Marcuse, 40). This is was Oshii deals 

with: the good old technocratic, fascist systems in a posthuman world. 
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4.2 The Disembodied Ghosts: Cartesianism in Oshii’s Posthuman 
World 

 4.2.1 Cyborg—Protagonist of the Clockwork World 

  The origins of cyborg in popular fiction are commonly associated with the 

young Mary Shelley’s 1818 novel Frankenstein, a story about a creature 

assembled from different parts of human corpses and brought to life by the mad 

scientist Dr. Frankenstein. Unlike the modern cyborg, this creature (which entered 

the popular jargon of the monstrous) was not created with transhumanist 

intentions but, rather, was a product of applied science (what science and 

medicine had yet to become). Uncanny as it sounds, for the monster was an 

assemblage of corpses, it was a completely organic thing without any integral 

mechanisms. This is also what makes it an unlikely cyborg in literary history, as it 

more resembled Robertson’s necromantic phantasmagoria that usually resurrected 

the dead in the form of horrifying holographs.  

Today’s cyborgs, like the robots of yesterday, are the products of 

concurrent discourses that find in the field of popular culture a tool for the 

bricolage of past and future historical realities. For instance, we are now living in 

the posthuman era, as noted by both Rosi Braidotti (2006) and Katherine Hayles 

(2004 and 2006), and who knows how long we are going to be stuck here. 

Similarly, Tatsumi declared the 1980s to be the dawn of cyberculture, 

multiculturalism, and postcolonialism (9). Indeed, the emergence of cyberpunk 

literary and film genres landmarked by Philip K. Dick’s 1964 novel Do Androids 

Dream of Electric Sheep? seems to have peaked about that time. Along with 

Blade Runner (1982), the screen adaptation of Dick’s novel directed by Ridley 

Scott and starring Harrison Ford, and William Gibson’s 1984 novel Neuromancer 

(the first to use the word “cyberspace”), Dick’s novel marked the era of cyber and 

posthuman popular imagery. 

Although often defined as a subgenre of science fiction, cyberpunk, in my 

view, is an autonomous and independent genre. Cyberpunk themes usually 

combine high-tech with low-life and its protagonists are depicted as marginal 

members of often dystopian societies in apocalyptic or postapocalyptic futures. 

The name itself reveals the link between technoscientific imagery and the 

marginalised characters, human and non-human alike. Japanese cyberpunk is an 
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extensive and popular field of production that has drawn a great deal of attention 

from global audiences and cultural researchers. Steven T. Brown, for instance, 

dedicated an entire book entitled Tokyo Cyberpunk (2010) to animation and live-

action cinema produced in the Japanese cyberpunk factory. His thorough study 

has also been my own literary staple in engaging with Oshii’s Innocence, which 

is, along with Ghost in the Shell and Ōtomo Katsuhiro’s Akira, one of the most 

representative examples of the genre. Cyberpunk unavoidably features 

technologically enhanced humans—posthumans, transhumans, cyborgs, and all 

sorts of mechanical hybrids. In a way, cyberpunk unleashes without 

discrimination all mechanical tropes but is usually focused on questioning the 

relationship between human and machine, as well as of a technological future 

world (with or without humanity). Its protagonist, the cyborg, has become a 

powerful creature of fiction and of lived social reality (as Donna Haraway has 

noted), bringing the promise of a future conceived with Čapek’s robots some 

twenty years before the world’s first full-fledged cyberpunk novel Neuromancer 

appeared. 

 “Cyborg” was a term coined by Manfred Clynes and Nathan Kline in 

1960. It is a product of reconceptualising Darwinian artificial evolution, which 

“now includes the direct modification of human bodies and genes” (Gray 11), 

enabled by a symbiosis of modern science and technology. Norbert Wiener, the 

author of the 1948 manifesto Cybernetics: Or Control and Communication in the 

Animal and the Machine, divided the history of automata into four stages: a 

mythic Golemic age, the age of clocks in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, 

the age of steam, and the age of communication and control (38-44). Accordingly, 

Wiener noted that these stages generated four models of the human body: the 

body as a magical clay figure, the body as a clockwork mechanism, the body as a 

heat engine, and the body as an electronic system (qtd. in Tomas 23). “Cyborg” is 

a cybernetic organism, or any kind of organic-inorganic hybrid. Sadie Plant noted 

that the only requirement for the cybernetic system is a feedback loop and “sense 

organs” defined as cybernetic (qtd. in Murphie and Potts 118). This means that the 

cyborg is not necessarily a hybrid of human and machine as is often wishfully 

narrated. In other words, popular readings of cyborg as a human-technological 

hybrid are essentially anthropocentric. In the analysis of Ghost in the Shell, I 

propose that the anthropocentric understanding of the cyborg is not always 
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operational. To define a cyborg as human-mechanical instead of organic-inorganic 

is an essentialist fallacy derived from the traditional philosophical view that there 

is only one rational—human—subject.  

 Critical studies on Ghost in the Shell have been extensive, for example, 

Susan J. Napier, Dani Cavallaro, Steven T. Brown, and Hyewon Shin, to name 

only a few, have been engaged with the film from varying perspectives. I have not 

found any scholarship on Ghost in the Shell without reference to Donna 

Haraway’s “A Cyborg Manifesto: Science, Technology, and Socialist-Feminism 

in the late Twentieth Century” (1991) and, very often, the posthuman scholar 

Katherine Hayles. Making Harraway and Hayles compulsory literature in this case 

is expected, considering that the protagonist, Motoko, is a female cyborg and 

therefore has the potential, espoused by Haraway, to liberate women from the 

steady forms of bodily oppression and to deconstruct the metaphysics of Western 

traditional philosophy with its persistent dualisms. Haraway defines the cyborg as 

a cybernetic organism, “a hybrid of machine and organism, a creature of social 

reality as well as a creature of fiction,” arguing that we are all already chimeras, 

“fabricated hybrids of machine and organism” and declaring that “the cyborg is a 

creature in a post-gender world” (“A Cyborg Manifesto” 52). For Haraway, 

cyborg is a powerful metaphor that has the potential to break boundaries and 

dualisms that have layered the human subject over centuries of anthropocentric 

philosophy.  

In contrast (or in addition) to Haraway, Katherine Hayles, in her “Flesh 

and Metal: Reconfiguring the Mindbody in Virtual Environments” (2006), 

discussed the cognisphere and ways that human identity relates with flows of 

information. Hayles focused on the digital and the cognitive, arguing that “the 

informational mindbody is not limited by a Cartesian split or consciousness being 

viewed as the ‘seat of identity’” (11 ). Rather, the informational mindbody forms 

a unity not only within itself as a circuit but also expands to encompass the 

environment, either the material environment of physical existence or the so-

called “‘immaterial’ environment of digital space” (qtd. in McBlane 30). What 

Hayles implied and Ghost in the Shell affirms is that liberation from the 

constraints of Cartesian dualism converges with the birth of the informational 

mindbody, which means that the body itself will cease to represent the nightmare 

of dualism, as humans will soon arrive in the era of “life-forms born in the sea of 
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information” (Ghost in the Shell). In other words, electronic technology offers 

promises of solving Cartesian mind-body dualism by offering the possibility of 

the final split by either discarding the body or reinventing it as hardware—which 

is a Cartesian solution in itself if understood within a humanist framework. In 

fact, Katherine Hayles has argued that the cyborg metaphor is obsolete, asserting 

that the cyborg is no longer an adequate metaphor to explain the contemporary 

human condition because the cognisphere replaces the cyborg and, unlike the 

cyborg, the cognisphere is not bound in a binary with the goddess (a reference to 

Haraway); instead, it is an “emblem and instantiation of dynamic cognitive flows 

between human, animal and machine…the cognisphere, like the world itself, is 

not binary but multiple, not a split creature but a co-evolving and densely 

interconnected complex system” (Hayles, “Unfinished Work” 165). 

The cybernetic systems theory eventually inspired the idea of “ghost in the 

machine,” which is one of the central questions in Ghost in the Shell: whether a 

completely technological entity, complex enough, can eventually evolve 

consciousness; or, in Cartesian terms, whether a machine can obtain subjectivity. 

Oshii does not question whether this is possible but what these technological 

possibilities mean for the definition of the self (the self still possesses certain 

human qualities, but barely) and, most importantly, of life itself. This is what 

makes his perspective biocentric and uniquely promising in the techno-

anthropocentric world of popular culture.  

Another point worth noting (certainly something that cyborg feminists 

have done already18) is that Oshii’s protagonist is a female cyborg. Since he is 

more interested in dogs than humans (his pet Basset Hound appears in at least 

three different films), one might conclude that the protagonist is female merely 

because the film was based on a manga story written by Shirow Masamune, 

whose protagonists are always female. However, the number of mechanical 

female protagonists in popular culture is noticeable: from E.T.A. Hoffman’s 

Olimpia in The Sandman (1816) and Fritz Lang’s Maria in Metropolis (1927) to 

Ridley Scott’s (Philip K. Dick’s) Rachael in Blade Runner (Do Androids Dream 

of Electric Sheep?). Unfortunately, the question of whether the global market for 

techno-imagery is particularly apt in creating the technological other (women’s 

traditional role) is beyond the scope of this dissertation. Notably, the Japanese 

animation industry certainly seems to have “a thing” for female characters who 
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often appear as adolescent girls, and therefore even more “naturally” transform-

able into all sorts of technological fusions and hybridisations. This seems to 

suggest that the imagery of naturalising technology functions better if coupled 

with a (female) human being in the liminal stage.19 

  

Figure 57. Motoko, on a poster for the theatrical release of Ghost in the Shell, 1995 

Another dimension of scholarly engagement with Ghost in the Shell and 

techno-narratives in “Japanimation” and Japanese cinema is the growing body of 

work focused on techno-orientalism and technology in popular imagery as the site 

of contestations and oppositions between the (racial) West and the (techno-

orientalised) East. Ueno Toshiya, for instance, asserted that Japanese high-tech is 

often associated with fears of otherness and of the technologically more advanced 

“Japanoid” identity; simultaneously, cyborg, or “Japanoid Automaton,” 

sublimates anxieties, stereotypes, and misconceptions imposed upon Japan by the 

West as well as by the Japanese themselves (“Japanimation and Techno-

Orientalism”). In line with Ueno, Sato Kumiko contended that  

Haraway’s cyborg manifesto came almost too conveniently for 
Japanese and US scholars alike, because what it proposed sounded 
similar to the identity model developed by Japanese intellectuals, 
whether Soseki or Mashima, who struggled to hypothesize the 
subject that is modern yet Japanese (n. pag.).  

Furthermore, Sato argued that technology “had become a core component of 

Japanese culture” that operated as a stateless, discoloured identity and established  

itself as postmodern, even futuristic, in a world dominated by the racist West (n. 

pag.). 
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Oshii’s cyborg (see fig. 57) significantly deviates from the cyborg 

stereotype, which usually emphasises the physical and operational supremacy of a 

technologically enhanced body. While the character Motoko Kusanagi reasserts 

the stereotype in all physical aspects, she has a very detached, nonchalant 

relationship with her physical self. Moreover, her regular diving into the Net, 

during which her body is left behind in the physical world as her mind inhabits the 

virtual world, intensifies the notion that even a mechanically enhanced body is 

just a shell. This underlining conceptualisation of the body is essential to the 

film’s narrative, which linearly flows towards Motoko’s disembodiment at the end 

of the film. If imitating and simulating the world is a “deep-rooted urge of a man” 

and the reason why the eighteenth-century man constructed mechanical toys 

(Price 10), then Ghost in the Shell dissects mechanical toys to deconstruct this 

urge or at least to address its metaphysical wrapping. In the sequel Innocence, 

Oshii fully expands this theme, connecting it to the reconceptualisation of life 

(and what it means to be alive) by animating celluloid dolls that do not want to be 

human, just as Motoko resists the oppression of her mechanical body and her 

human soul in Ghost in the Shell.   

Linked with the idea of the redefinition of life and rethinking the anthropocentric 

hierarchisation of the natural world is one of the most memorable scenes in the 

film, which depicts a fight between Motoko and a heavily armoured tank inside 

the abandoned Crystal Palace. As the battle continues, the tank’s bullets pierce 

through the tree of life carved on the stone wall (see fig. 58). Suggestively, the 

bullets stop exactly before reaching hominis at the top of the stone-carved tree.  

 

Figure 58. Tree of life in the Crystal Palace, Ghost in the Shell 
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This symbolic destruction of the tree seems to propose a new beginning in the 

next evolution that starts with the human being as the simplest of life forms— 

 

Figure 55. n. p. The Industrial Age. The Crystal Palace. 1851. Photo. Science and 
Technology in World History. By James  E. McClellan and Harold Dorn. Baltimore: The 

John Hopkins University Press, 290. Print (above) and Oshii’s imagery of the Crystal 
Palace in Ghost in the Shell (below) 

somewhat like the simplest bacteria eons ago, the first creatures on earth to digest 

oxygen and eventually enable life. In the new world order, the human being 

appears as a relic of the past: a fossil. Even more telling is the mise en scène: the 

once-marvelled achievement of the Industrial Age, the Crystal Palace, now a 

decomposing abandoned building in London. Interestingly, the building in Oshii’s 

imagery is often identified as the Crystal Palace in London but is never 

highlighted for its symbolic importance as an important element in the history of 

industrialisation and technology. Oshii depicts the building as old, abandoned, 

decomposing, and ruined, as a leftover, a remnant of the industrial past. However, 

when the Crystal Palace was erected, it was one of the industrial marvels often 

featured in perspective boxes and concurrent media. A splendid cast-iron and 

glass structure, it was built for the Great International Exhibition in London in 

1851, the first “world’s fair” (see fig. 59). “The machines on display within the 

magnificent iron and glass ‘Crystal Palace’ vividly exemplified the power of 
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industrialisation and the new technologies then transforming the world” 

(McClellan and Dorn 289-290).  

Oshii’s decision to place the tree of life in the dilapidated building that 

once represented civilisational achievement reconfirms his attempt to 

contemplatively render an historical entry into the technocentric human future, 

which is now approaching its end. Could it be that the posthuman world has 

nothing to do with human civilisation, or is it perhaps the firmly fixed human 

subject, the protagonist of the modern world, who has become obsolete (see fig. 

59)? Transhumanist interpretations of Ghost in the Shell commonly suggest that 

the posthuman narrative centres on a female cyborg protagonist who struggles 

between her human identity and technological extensions—a motif that has 

become popular in the current film industry. Alternatively, posthumanist scholars 

have focused on the “ghost in the machine” phenomenon, discussing the 

possibility of a computer-generated consciousness. Dan Dinello, for instance, 

argued that Ghost in the Shell dramatises “Singularity”:  

The Singularity refers to a techno-apocalypse when a purely 
technological entity—an evolved artificial intelligence or a 
computer network, for example—becomes self-conscious, 
autonomous, and smarter than humans. Ghost in the Shell uses this 
idea to unite Donna Haraway’s genderless future and Arthur 
Koestler’s ghost in the machine, proposing a sentient electronic 
entity that necessarily transgresses gender boundaries (280). 

Dinello was referring specifically to the Puppet Master character: the self-aware 

digital life form. In this and similar interpretations, scholars have identified 

essentially two types of characters in the film—the human cyborg (Motoko) and 

artificial intelligence (the Puppet Master)—which dangerously colour the film in 

dualistic terms and, once again, contrast the human and the machine, thus 

reducing the story to the boundary (or lack of boundary) between them. An 

example of this is Dani Cavallaro’s interpretation of the film as an exploration of 

and search for human identity in an increasingly technologised, non-human world. 

Cavallaro’s approach to the topic remains firmly within the humanist framework, 

as she focused on the condition of human life in a highly technological world, 

concluding that the film “prompts us to reflect upon Kusanagi’s personal dilemma 

regarding the extent of her own humanity” (Cavallaro, The Cinema of Mamoru 

Oshii 167). 
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Similarly, but more in line with Haraway’s “promise of monsters,” is 

Susan J. Napier’s understanding that the techno-human fusion, symbolically 

pasted onto Motoko’s feminine cyborg body, represents a liminal phase in the life 

of human civilisation, promising liberation in the next evolutionary step. For 

Napier, Motoko represents the entire humanity in an identity crisis, as she 

recognises her own physical and mental vulnerability, only to surpass her bodily 

existence and technological oppression by becoming a completely new, 

disembodied, cognitive life form. During my graduate days, when I first engaged 

with cyberpunk, I was fond of the contrast between its hard-boiled optimism and 

often grotesquely sentimental and nostalgic narratives in other films that focused 

on loss (of humanity), anxiety (about humanity and its future), apocalypse (again, 

of humanity), and fear of machines. What I perhaps appreciated the most was the 

choice to read Ghost in the Shell in anthropocentric terms—or not. Multiple 

options of its reading notwithstanding, the trend in predominantly anthropocentric 

readings illustrates that the more alien and threatening technology becomes, the 

more it asserts human identity. 

 Motoko’s body is completely technological and enhanced beyond human 

physiology but her brain is organic, one hundred per cent human. Her co-workers 

at Public Safety Section 9 (an independent police force bureau) are also 

technologically enhanced to varying degrees and, except for Section 9 Chief 

Aramaki and Motoko’s co-worker Togusa, are cyborgs. As Motoko and her team 

move deeper into the Puppet Master’s carefully knitted plot, she increasingly 

becomes self-reflective. Motoko’s questioning of her humanity is usually 

interpreted in anthropocentric terms (i.e., to what extent she is still human, if she 

ever was human to begin with); however, I propose it is in fact a questioning of 

the self, a reflection on the existence of a sentient autonomous being with an 

individual consciousness that consumes the cyborg.  

In line with Cartesian methodological doubt, Motoko contemplates 

whether her ego is a product of her environment’s feedback, enculturation, and 

her sensory apparatus or whether there is an original ego that responds to outside 

impressions. The methodology of Cartesian doubt seems to solve the puzzle of 

human existence (cogito ergo sum); however, what used to be a debate between 

nature and nurture became further complicated when technology was included. 

The term “tabula rasa,”20 which was coined in the sixteenth century (although the 
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concept had been known in Western philosophy since Aristotle), was yet another 

philosophical manifestation of the pervasive debate between those who 

considered the mind hypothetically blank or empty before receiving outside 

impressions and those who considered that something exists in the original 

pristine state. In the case of Motoko, she can be understood in at least two ways in 

this matter: first, as a “human being” who debates; and second, as a “mechanical 

life form” that debates. Motoko is intensely troubled by the cybernetic system (the 

Puppet Master), apparently able to self-generate a ghost (consciousness), as she 

seeks proof that the mind can exist autonomously and independently and that it 

can be self-generated.  

At this point, three general questions emerge: will complex technology 

eventually generate a sentient life form; what happens with the human when this 

occurs; and, for humanist readers, what does it mean to be human in a non-human 

world? Among humanists, McBlane asserted that Motoko is struggling to locate a 

fixed identity within a humanist network, in that “a ‘real’ identity, a humanist self, 

is not found in a unification of body, mind and environment, but is the privileged 

condition of the mind, so the body becomes nothing, simply a shell” (34). In 

McBlane’s anthropocentric and Cartesian approach, when a crisis between the 

mind and the body emerges, it is the mind that has to be privileged, which is 

consistent with the Western philosophical tradition. 

As Motoko’s and the Puppet Master’s destinies interlock, she becomes 

consumed to the point of self-destruction with the desire to dive into its mind and 

find the presumed ghost inside the mechanical body. When the Puppet Master 

identifies itself as Project 2501, “a living, thinking entity created in the sea of 

information,”21 and requests asylum with Public Safety Section 9, Motoko ensures 

the Puppet Master’s survival so that she can dive into it and wire into its system. 

The status of this new entity is further complicated as (s)he turns out to be a 

programme devised by Public Safety Section 6 to do “the dirty work” but 

eventually, flowing through circuits filled with data, the programme evolved and 

became self-aware. Provided this twist in the plot, Oshii not only raises concerns 

about the externalisation of the mind and new forms of digital life, but also about 

cyberterrorism and the biopolitics of technology.  

When Motoko finally dives in and merges with the Puppet Master, they 

both transmute into a digital entity that inhabits the Net but they retain the ability 
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to be downloaded into mechanical vessels. Since the merger occurs between 

Motoko’s human mind and the self-aware programme, it is the evolution of the 

mind rather than the evolution of the obsolete cyborg body that mutates into a new 

life form. Apparently, the mind-body split is enabled by the externalisation of the 

mind inside the mechanical cyborg body.  

If Oshii had left the story with a single closure, that of the mind’s 

externalisation, this would have been a metaphysical problem with a Cartesian 

ending; however, Cartesian clockwork mechanisms wired into the quantifiable 

world, reduced to binary systems, generate thinking matter and this is crucial in 

settling scores with traditional Western philosophy. Dan Dinello elaborated that 

the birth of the Puppet Master affirms Koestler’s notion that  

the mind is neither Descartes’ immaterial soul nor Ryle’s pure 
myth; rather, it’s a higher level of brain function, a material electro-
chemical aspect that can be scientifically detected. Ghost in the 
Shell proposes…that a ghost can arise in a non-human, artificial 
mind (281). 

The choice in reading Ghost in the Shell is either from the traditional, proved, and 

assuring anthropocentric perspective or from the unclear, uncertain, biocentric 

perspective. Despite the optical illusion, this choice extends beyond the celluloid. 

The first perspective focuses on the disembodiment of the mind and reaffirms the 

centuries-old validity of the Cartesian paradigm, while the second one takes into 

account the hypothetical possibility of the non-human rational subject and 

destroys the old powerful paradigm of the human subject and the non-thinking 

world. This is a choice that transcends fictional animation because it also tests our 

compatibility with new modes of thinking and how comfortable we feel about the 

dominant paradigms. 

 

4.2.2 First Meditation: Disembodying the Voice  

 In the opening scene of Ghost in the Shell we see the Net, which consists 

of graphic data complemented with background voices and noise, which are the 

voices of people plugged into cyberspace. While the camera moves across the 

Network (basically a matrix-like virtual representation of the physical world), it 

stops at a female figure sitting atop a high-rise building listening to the voices, her 

face expressionless, doll-like. We soon realise that she is plugged into the Net 
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(“jacked-in”) and that her body is an abandoned shell while her ghost is diving in 

the Net (see fig. 60). Then, another voice enters her brain (Oshii’s visual subtext 

is superb). It is that of Batou, one of her subordinates in Public Safety Section 9, 

which despite being a government organisation is more like a group of 

independent skilled soldiers and mercenaries brought together by Major Motoko 

Kusanagi and Aramaki, the chief of Section 9.  

Immediately after Batou’s voice appears in her brain, Motoko replies in an 

equally internalised sound mode that manifests itself like an echo—a sound effect 

that informs viewers that the characters’ ghosts are in cyberspace. Her voice-echo 

tells us that she is not there, inside the body or in the physical environment for 

that matter, but somewhere beyond. The visual impact is that of a silent dead body 

and a live voice that comes to signify someone’s presence. In other words, this is 

the split between the body and the voice—a voice representing the self.  

Throughout the course of the film, Motoko and her team dive numerous 

times into the Net, leaving their ghostless bodies behind, seemingly able to leave 

the body at will. Motoko in particular seems very skilful at it: she flows through 

networks of data, her speech in voice-echo and her body doll-like. This is what 

Shin Hyewon referred to as audio-visual inversion achieved through the 

“disembodied voice” and “inorganic gaze” (7). Motoko is present and absent at 

the same time: her vision and voice can exist where her body cannot. After a few 

moments, her body moves, signalling that it is now once again occupied by the 

ghost as she removes her overcoat and jumps off the building seemingly into the 

void of the urbanscape. Instead, she jumps into the building through one of the 

windows and lands on a floor where foreign agents and a defecting Japanese 

scientist are negotiating the terms of his political asylum. She kills her target and  

 

Figure 56. Motoko plugged into the Net in Ghost in the Shell 
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continues falling, concealing her body with thermo-optic camouflage, 

disappearing into the cityscape below her. The optical illusion is pervasive: even  

when she is inside her body we cannot see her. In effect, her body that appears 

like phantasmagoria becomes to the viewers less truthful and real than her virtual 

gaze and voice so that we experience Motoko not as a presence of her body but as 

a manifestation of the self. In the opening sequence, entitled “Birth of the 

Cyborg,” we see an assemblage of mechanical body parts, a human brain, a 

karakuri doll-like body attached to strings, and in the end a perfect female body in 

the foetal position, signifying her birth in the process of the assemblage of 

mechanical components that embody the only organic and human body part—

Motoko’s brain. The metaphysical magic is complete: Oshii’s technomancy leads 

the viewer’s focus away from the physical world and to the spirits that animate 

and transcend the mechanical and the human.  

 When Jacques Derrida described the discourses of the Western 

philosophical tradition, he employed concepts such as logocentrism, 

phallogocentrism, and the metaphysics of presence. For Derrida, logocentrism 

refers to the privileged role of speech (Greek, logos) in the Western tradition, 

while his metaphysics of presence remains consistent with Heideggerian thought 

that Western philosophy traditionally privileges presence rather than the condition 

of that presence. In fact, he defined metaphysics as “the science of presence” 

because all metaphysics privilege that which is. Indeed, it is for that reason that he 

dubbed phenomenology the “metaphysics of presence”: the idea behind such 

metaphysics is the idea of an indivisible self-presence (Margins of Philosophy 66-

68, 75, 104). Metaphysics is in Derrida’s terms precisely what Donna Haraway 

aimed to deconstruct with her cyborg feminism: hierarchies, and orders of 

subordination through varying dualisms. Derrida’s philosophy is mostly based on 

deconstruction: 

An opposition of metaphysical concepts (speech/writing, 
presence/absence, etc.) is never the face-to-face of two terms, but a 
hierarchy and an order of subordination. Deconstruction cannot 
limit itself or proceed immediately with neutralisation: it must, by 
means of a double gesture, a double science, a double writing, 
practise an overturning of the classical opposition, and a general 
displacement of the system. It is on that condition alone that 
deconstruction will provide means of intervening in the field of 
oppositions it criticises (Margins of Philosophy 195). 
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Understood within Derrida’s philosophical framework, Motoko is a nodal point of 

deconstruction, of destroying the metapahysics of Western philosophy and with it, 

consequentially, the human subject—a dualistic construct expressed and 

maintained over centuries through Cartesian dualism.  

Oshii’s intervening in the field of oppositions that he criticises (his critique 

is directed towards persistent human anthropocentrism) manifests itself through 

the blurring of the boundary between presence and absence (as well as of physical 

and virtual, body and ghost) by pointedly insisting on audio-visual inversion 

throughout the film. The film’s original title translates literally as Mobile 

Armoured Riot Police (攻殻機動隊, Kōkaku Kidōtai), misleadingly appearing as 

having no pretensions to being a complex philosophical work, which it is. The 

original title suitably represents Oshii’s usual casualness. However, I prefer the 

English title for its magically vivid portrayal of the film’s preoccupation. I also 

prefer the use of the term “ghost” instead of “spirit” or “soul” because it erases 

possible anthropocentric readings. In fact, the figure of ghost for Derrida signifies 

the manifestation of undecidability that has the power to challenge dualisms: 

ghost (“disembodied presence” (Shin 10)) is seemingly neither absent nor present, 

or it is present and absent at the same time (qtd. in Reynolds n. pag.). 

Motoko’s recursive disembodied voice and speech, which are privileged in 

the Western tradition, underline precisely that which is undecidable and troubles 

the dualisms of presence/absence, body/ghost, human/mechanical, and so on. If 

speech has traditionally held a privileged role in Western philosophy, the Western 

scientific tradition has been dominated by vision. The Scientific Revolution 

reconfigured vision into a new modern subject encapsulated in the Cartesian 

paradigm that still remains prevalent.  

 

4.2.3 Second Mediation: Inorganic Gaze 

 Oshii’s use of audio-visual effects positions observers in a 

phenomenological crack between the real and the virtual, gradually adjusting their 

sensory apparatus to new modes of perceiving. The senses are divorced from the 

sensory apparatus and the body, producing existential layers beyond the physical. 

The director refuses the cinematic use of sound and image (the common “I hear 

and I see” in which an image is complemented with sound) and creates instead a 
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bricolage of sounds and images that disrupt coherent sensory organisation (Shin 

13). Vision commonly appears separated from the body by the Net so that seeing 

occurs without the organ of vision—the eye. Moreover, voices and conversations 

ongoing in the Net are inorganic because bodies are left behind in physical reality. 

Characters and scenography are intertwined in a complex set of inversions that 

allows both to smoothly transcend each other and transmute into a hybrid 

existence between the real and the simulated, between the organic and the 

inorganic.  

 To grasp the importance of vision (and visuality) in Oshii’s 

deconstruction, vision should be considered in a paradigmatic way, always 

layered with meanings, ideas, and associations that in the end shape ways one sees 

and explains the world. That is why the most significant ongoing process during 

the Scientific Revolution was learning to see. Reinventing the observer is also 

linked with apparatuses and the ideas inscribed in them. The modern observer yet 

again reminds us that the objective gaze and the machinery of the gaze is a myth. 

However, precisely because it operates as a place of paradigmatic inscription, the 

mythically objective device establishes itself as a powerful scientific authority. 

Such a practice was well illustrated by Edo-period Dutch mechanisms, always 

neatly wrapped in ideas of precision and authenticity, also known as “Holland 

discourse” (and to be sure, the discourse was inscribed by the Japanese not the 

Dutch). In Dioptrique: First Discourse on Light (1637) Descartes prioritised 

vision over the other senses, situating “the location of objective sensory awareness 

not in the body, but rather in the soul” (Shin 14), which blended nicely with his 

mind-body dualism. Descartes’ insistence that our sensory apparatus is dominated 

by vision corresponded with the split between thinking and non-thinking matter in 

that it positioned the body as a clockwork mechanism inhabited by a soul wired 

into the world via the eye (the cinematic gaze operates according to the same 

principle). In Dioptrics, Descartes praised the invention of the telescope as vital to 

obtaining knowledge of nature. He opened his Dioptrique stating that “[a]ll the 

conduct of our lives depends on our senses, among which the sense of sight being 

the most universal and most noble, there is no doubt that the inventions which 

serve to augment its power are the most useful that could be made” (Dioptrique 

1). 
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Since the self is always juxtaposed with the surrounding world and 

constructed in a context, our environment partially determines how we define 

ourselves. We are often trapped by things taken for granted and occasionally 

consider technology to be the only thing that changes. However, the lens as a 

landmark of the Scientific Revolution revealed that the scientific rediscovery of 

the world was parallel to inventing the modern subject. Rangaku scholars, for 

instance, believed that seeing the world as Western scientists did and depicting the 

world as Western artists did was the precise, authentic, and proper way of 

engaging with the natural world. Seeing and depicting was notably not merely in 

terms of empirical reckoning but also in respect to classificatory systems and new 

modes of producing, storing, expressing, and activating knowledge about worldly 

and human anatomy. The aforementioned scientific cabinets and rooms that aimed 

at collecting, classifying, and organising biological, geographical, cultural, and 

geological knowledge into coherent systems were expressions of the modern 

human need to reorganise the increasingly new and unknown world into 

comprehensive and reassuring systems of knowledge and categories. Having 

proper tools for the purpose was vital, so Ran scholars adopted various 

contrivances of the gaze and used them in the observation and classification of 

nature. Rangakusha like Hiraga Gennai and Ōdano Naotake produced illustrated 

books on Japanese flora and fauna, placed properly within natural classification 

systems.  

Whether in Europe or Japan, visual regimes and natural sciences shared an 

intertwined relationship in the process of knowledge production. The scientific 

cosmos depended on geometry and perspective so Western-style artists in Japan 

and Rangakusha praised Western realism and accurateness over Japanese 

idealism, which expectedly caused frictions between the two dominant schools of 

art. Moreover, when Ran scholars argued for the supremacy of Western-style 

painting, this was usually in terms of scientific discourse: learning Western ways 

of depicting the world was indispensable in the visual representation of 

knowledge, illustrating once again the compatibility between paradigm and view. 

Efforts to combine art with science in knowledge production showed that Ran 

scholars perceived Western visual representation integral to understanding the 

European scientific paradigm. In the Meiji era that succeeded the Floating World 

of the Edo period, vast social engineering of the country was orchestrated through 
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“image,” visual contents embedding Western, industrial, and modern values of 

“civilisation and enlightenment.” The pioneers of Japanese animation were also 

without exception trained Western-style artists.  

Vision does not merely denote the act of seeing but represents the eye as 

an empirical tool that in modern science, coupled with gadgets, became a tool for 

verifying knowledge. Empirical observation remains one of the central 

methodologies in the production of scientific knowledge (and in ethnography as 

well, for that matter). For the authors of Kaitai shinsho, observing and verifying 

illustrations obtained from the Dutch was of the utmost importance for composing 

new scientific theories. Dissection, vivisection, and even public dissections that 

became the landmark of new medical science appeared as a means of peering 

inside, observing, verifying, and gathering data. In its many complexities, vision 

became integral to the Western scientific paradigm and to Western systems of 

knowledge, wherever they were appropriated. Therein lies the answer to the 

question of why vision was important, even essential, in deconstructing Western 

metaphysics. 

Earlier in the thesis, I noted that reducing modern European science to its 

“father,” René Descartes, mistakenly leads to thinking about the Scientific 

Revolution as an event rather than a gradual process and series of events that 

changed the European (and global) intellectual tradition over a period of a few 

centuries. The Cartesian paradigm, however, even while disputed by empirical 

natural philosophers of the time, dominantly shaped the modern intellectual 

history that reached almost every corner of the globe through expansion, 

colonisation, industrialisation, and modernisation. While Descartes’ rational 

methods were questionable and his many postulates concerning nature were not as 

experimental, his worldview changed the way modern scientists saw the world. 

His most important contribution is the well-known Cartesian doubt, which led him 

to postulate “I think therefore I am,” essentially establishing no less than the 

modern human subject. In the Discourse on Method and the Meditations, 

Descartes described how he came to this philosophical truth:  

 [I]t was absolutely necessary that, I, who thus thought, should be 
somewhat; and as I observed that this truth, I think, hence I am, 
was so certain and of such evidence, that no ground of doubt, 
however extravagant, could be alleged by the Sceptics capable of 
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shaking it, I concluded that I might, without scruple, accept it as the 
first principle of the Philosophy I was in search (24-25).22  

Descartes rejected the body as a component of self-awareness, making the 

machine and clockwork mechanisms a suitable metaphor for something that he 

apparently even disdained of: “I am a mind, or intelligence, or intellect, or 

reason…a thinking thing…not that structure of limbs which is called a human 

body” (Edgar, Sedgwick and (eds.) 38). He thought of the body as a mere 

container rather than something integral to the cognitive self, which he believed 

was the source of true human existence.  

The mechanistic view of the 1620s and 1630s shared by Descartes, Martin 

Mersenne (1588-1648), and Pierre Gassendi (1592-1655) expanded to 

conceptually incorporate the earth and the heavens, so the macrocosm (universe) 

and the microcosm (human) were both understood as clockwork contrivances. 

Descartes’ notion that animals were automata was later further developed by 

another Frenchman, La Mettrie, a philosopher of the Enlightenment, in his 1747 

book L’Homme Machine. Exactly 257 years later the same inscription, albeit in 

Latin, appeared in Oshii Mamoru’s film Innocence, which is rife with clockwork 

humans and living dolls.  

It was not by mere chance that all these philosophers and proponents of 

the mechanistic view shared geographical provenance: during the Scientific 

Revolution France rapidly grew into one of the focal places of new learning, 

especially after Louis XIV, a great patron of the arts, philosophy, and sciences, 

founded the French Academy of Sciences in 1666. Descartes himself was very 

interested in automata, which inspired his view of the world and living beings in 

it. According to a widespread rumour, he travelled with a life-size female doll 

named Frances, made and named after his illegitimate daughter who died at the 

age of five from scarlet fever. Moreover, Descartes was a new breed of natural 

philosopher who made his own scientific tools; he even tried to devise a machine 

for grinding lenses (the lens indeed seemed to be the main preoccupation of 

modern scientists). The new breed of scientists began to craft their own scientific 

toys as part of scientific inquiry and experimentation, and as they progressed, they 

became more practical, thus making more indirect contact with machines and 

toolkits.  
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In contrast with analogous machinic embodiment, the overwhelming 

amount of imagery of disembodiment today, in which digital information has 

become the new spirit, reveals the underlining metaphysical preoccupation of the 

Western philosophical tradition and may be seen as a direct symptom of the 

Cartesian paradigm. According to Katherine Hayles, “human” is an historically 

specific and contingent term, which since the Enlightenment has been associated 

with rationality, autonomy, free will, and human consciousness, all constructing 

the seat of identity (“Unfinished Work” 160). The posthuman inhabiting “the 

Regime of Computation” is part of the cognisphere, of the wireless and wired data 

flows across the electromagnetic spectrum (Hayles “Unfinished Work” 160-161). 

However, while humans progress towards the promised brave new digitised 

world, science remains black-boxed and beyond common knowledge, accepted as 

authority in exchange for social utility.  

 In Ghost in the Shell, the Puppet Master challenges modern science and 

accuses humanity of being incapable of resolving its central existential questions, 

such as “what is life?”23 Conclusively, if neither science nor philosophy can 

answer most basic questions, reling instead on firmly fixed anthropocentric 

paradigms, how can humanity be prepared to face the brave new world and its 

complex future? In other words, concurrent philosophical and scientific 

knowledge cannot evaluate Motoko’s24 existence as a non-human life form since 

it does not know as of yet what “human” and “life” are. The Puppet Master further 

critiques DNA as the appropriated scientific definition of humanity, resonating 

with Donna Haraway’s critique in A Cyborg Manifesto, where she speaks of a 

modern biological quest to translate the entire world, human-inclusive, into codes 

and mathematical formulas. DNA has become the magic quantifiable component  

of “human nature” that is “blamed” for weight and skin problems, stress and IQ 

levels, ADHD (attention deficit hyperactivity disorder), love and diet choices, and 

so on. DNA also involves eugenics issues and reveals the recurrent human need to 

delegate choices and factors to an outside agent. DNA is what defines us not only 

as species but as individuals. If humanity is defined by DNA, then, as the Puppet 

Master asserts, being human is nothing but being a programme for self-

preservation, a nodal point in the overwhelming sea of information (see fig. 61). 

Since DNA is like an internal memory system, according to Haraway, humankind 

defines itself by memory but cannot define what memory is (Ghost in the Shell). 
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Figure 57. The Puppet Master in a female cyborg body in Section 9 of Ghost in 

the Shell 

Consequentially, when computerisation enabled the externalisation of memory 

systems, humankind did not take into serious consideration what its possible 

outcomes might be.  

Along with the Cartesian preference for the (human) soul, Oshii critiques 

the Baconian paradigm of progress and power (“knowledge is power”), which 

transmuted natural philosophy into black-boxed compartments of humanity’s 

modern history. Memory, whether in the form of a photograph (evocative of 

Ridley Scott’s Blade Runner) or digital data is a recurrent motif in Ghost in the 

Shell. Oshii is suggesting that memory is the core of our self-definition yet it 

evades us. Moreover, blurring the boundaries between real and virtual, organic 

and inorganic, human and machine, life and inanimate complicates the usual 

concepts and ancient questions and deconstructs philosophical and scientific 

working models. The Puppet Master pinpoints the conservativism of old notions 

and dualisms by asking one simple question: how can humankind, unable to 

define itself, decide and define non-human forms of life? In other words, in spite 

of the Scientific Revolution, the human universe is still geocentric. And the 

Cartesian rational subject will face many more challenges in the posthuman 

world. 

Despite the open criticism of a human-centred universe, most 

interpretations of the film remain surprisingly anthropocentric. Many researchers 

have focused on Motoko’s humanity—her human brain and her technological 

body—following the general assumption (for whatever reason) that the cyborg is 

a hybrid of the human (organic) and the machine. This is an illustrative example 

of Cartesianism where organic is associated with thinking matter. Ironically, 

Motoko seems to adhere to Cartesian dualism, creating the site where humanist 
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and posthumanist thoughts converge. The fact that Motoko has a detached 

relationship with her body and that she discards it at the end of the film has 

Cartesianism all over it. Napier, Cavallaro, McBlane, and Dinello have all 

suggested that discarding the body is not a bad thing at all. Hayles would have 

probably added that disembodiment is a natural result of digitisation. 

Additionally, Motoko’s Cartesianism seems asserted through Oshii’s usual visual 

techniques: he has often been criticised for a lack of facial expressions, which is 

shared by all his animated characters. While it is his official strategy to make 

actions speak for themselves, in Ghost in the Shell the lack of facial expressions 

asserts Motoko’s doll-like appearance. Disembodying the voice, the inorganic 

gaze, and human-machine inversion in general underline Oshii’s visual technique 

of deconstructing old paradigms.  

  

Figure 58. Motoko fights while wearing a thermo-optic camouflage suit in Ghost in the 
Shell 

 

For both the villain and the audience, Motoko’s visual presence is fully 

absorbed into the cityscape, her only visible manifestations being physical 

distortions of space by her movements. As she speaks, her voice sounds like an 

echo: most of the time, viewers do not “see” her, which makes them feel as if the 

visible world were decomposing in front of their eyes. Oshii continuously takes 

away chunks of the visible world and challenges the audience to accept new 

phenomenology of the space and the body. He neutralises the privileged role of 

vision and reduces the body to rippling water, as in the scene where Motoko’s 

presence is once again concealed with thermo-optic camouflage. She engages a 
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villain while her ghost-like presence is revealed only by rippling water at her feet 

and distortions of the man’s body and face when she strikes him (see fig. 62). 

Throughout the film, Oshii’s recurrent manipulations of vision and 

knowledge, which reduce the environment and characters to microcosmic pockets 

of dark matter, obviously aim at telling his viewers that both the eye and the mind 

can be both destructive and constructive to one’s identity. Moreover, by shifting 

the focus onto the inorganic, he questions the relationship between the identity of 

the modern human and the visibility of structures that compose Motoko, as well as 

the permanence and reliability of the visual. This is apparent in the cases of 

characters’ lost, replaced, or implanted false memories, which is enabled by the 

commonplace e-brain that can be hacked like any other computer system.25 Ghost 

in the Shell can be seen as a work that discusses the dangers of technologies of 

modern warfare in connection with the continuous digitalisation of the human 

brain (as Cavallaro has also claimed), but the film is more focused on questioning 

the relationship between identity/subjectivity and vision and how they relate to 

reality and worldviews. This preoccupation of the film is highlighted in at least 

two scenes in which interrogated crime suspects face the fact that their memories 

have been manipulated and stolen, thus shattering their identity by falsifying their 

vision—their subjectivity is questioned on the premise that all they know about 

themselves is unreal.26  

 

Figure 59. Motoko being assembled in the opening sequence of Ghost in the Shell (“Birth 
of the Cyborg”). Notice the orthogonal perspective that was integral to Edo-period 

superflat art. 
 

Manifestations of the visible world are not the only instance of reality being 

disrupted: the gaze itself is rendered inorganic, making the observer 

simultaneously present and absent. Whenever Motoko dives into the Net, her view 

is represented by graphically aestheticised architectural grids dotted with 
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information expressed in numbers. Ironically, Motoko’s view is doubly inorganic, 

represented by the disembodied view in the Net and her own mechanical body and 

sensory apparatus (see fig. 63). But the virtuality she inhabits when she is inside 

the Net should not be understood in terms of representations because the brain is 

plugged in, not the eye. Simulation might fit the description of cyberspace in 

general but this does not apply to the digital universe of the Net, which is, 

philosophically speaking, truer than the real world because, like Plato’s higher 

world of Ideas, it consists of numbers, digits, and geometrical forms. Is it not true 

that a numerical manifestation of the world is more precise and authentic than the 

fallible world of images? Oshii has developed three visual strategies that 

challenge the Cartesian paradigm: audio-sound inversion, which neutralises the 

dominance of the visual and of the cinematic gaze; the inorganic gaze (virtual 

reality); and a hybridisation of cinematic techniques and superflat, which renders 

his video an assemblage of layers of different images and angles that disrupt 

Cartesian perspectivalism. 

 

4.2.4 Third Mediation: Deconstructing Cartesian Perspectivalism 

In deconstructing the Western philosophical-scientific tradition (in 

Derrida’s terms), one should start with Descartes, as modern technology has made 

Cartesianism ever more pronounced: the human body is increasingly being 

mechanised and the thinking subject is apparently even more independent from 

the shell. At this point it seems that the mind-body split that occurs in Ghost in the 

Shell is a Cartesian solution in itself.  

 In his 1637 Discourse on Method and the Mediations, in which he 

elaborated his famous philosophical methodology, Descartes began with 

categorical doubt that led to the discovery of the human subject expressed in the 

cogito ergo sum (“I think therefore I am”) postulate (19-20). Cartesianism is a 

structural wrapping of the human subject, whose incontestable proof of (rational) 

existence is thought (I think = I am) coupled with modern scientific inquiry that 

depends on vision for its empirical verification. The eye and the observer are 

inextricably related and they together produce “me who thinks”; this is why 

Descartes considered the telescope to be of utmost importance for humanity. 
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Cartesian perspectivalism is a term that signifies this relationship, although there 

are many more philosophical layers composing it than just that of Descartes’. 

Martin Jay defined Cartesian perspectivalism as a combination of “Renaissance 

notions of perspective in the visual arts and Cartesian ideas of the subjective 

rationality in philosophy” (4). 

As discussed in the previous chapter, Renaissance painters introduced 

several novelties in the field of visual arts, including perspective and light and 

shade, lens-based technical devices (e.g., the camera obscura), and a 

mathematical, emotionally detached approach to depicting the world (the role of a 

Renaissance painter was to depict the world as an empirical scientist: accurately, 

authentically, realistically, and geometrically). There were many ramifications 

that resulted from the new visual paradigm in the arts but perhaps the most 

significant result of the mathematical approach to subject matter was emotional 

detachment from the world depicted. This coincided with scientific detachment 

from the object of research, which appeared as the standard during the Scientific 

Revolution. Both scientist and artist (e.g., the Rangaku scholars) gradually 

appropriated an emotionless stance to objects of their interests in order to achieve 

the standards of objective rationality.  

It was with the methodology of viewing, describing, peering, and 

depicting that artists and natural philosophers established a mechanistic view of 

quantifiable nature. They assumed the position of the rational observer who stands 

above the world and gazes down upon it, armed with subjective reasoning and 

instruments of inspection. The early image-production technologies hence 

positioned the viewer in such a way as to establish a one-point, linear, or 

geometric perspective in the hierarchised view. To produce this perspective, one 

had to use “perspective lines, straight lines drawn at an angle to converge at one 

point, the vanishing point, on the horizon line (an imaginary line at eye-level in 

the drawing)” (Lamarre 26). 

The image-production apparatus, from the magnifying lens to cinematic 

and animetic apparatuses, enabled the continuation of the visual regime, 

especially so in the film industry, which for generations has been dependent on 

the monocular filming lens replicating a subjective vision of the centralised 

observer. Not surprisingly, current apparatus theory, with an emphasis on the 

monocular lens of the film camera, has recognised the same hegemony applied to 
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the visual field of the moving image. An animetic apparatus, however, despite its 

recurring reproduction of the cinematic gaze, offers an alternative approach to 

Cartesian perspectivalism.  

In Ghost in the Shell, Oshii achieves this in a twofold way: by disrupting 

sound-image coherency and by constructing the image through different 

perspectives, technical solutions, and varying optics. Furthermore, Oshii lets his 

visual narrative “think” the paradigm to neutralise the metaphysics of Cartesian 

perspectivalism. Technically speaking, cinematism entered the animation industry 

when Disney introduced, and Japanese animators soon adopted, a multiplanar 

camera that could create movement in depth, hence replicating the traditional 

hegemony of the visual field in animation. An animetic machine, in spite of visual 

hegemony, retains the essential characteristic that transcends live cinema: it 

allows open compositing and deviates from the cinematic standard at will. Oshii 

demonstrates this by skilfully copying traditional Japanese superflat compositing, 

which creates the illusion of depth, while retaining its multiperspective and 

multilayered characteristics. Such compositing and hybridisation of visual 

techniques is Oshii’s third method of neutralising the Cartesian paradigm—

through optics. 

Superflat vision is a scopic regime, discourse, and ideology of specifically 

Japanese visuality popularised by the artist Murakami Takashi. Murakami 

proposed superflat as a distinctive Japanese visual tradition ideologically and 

visually antithetical to the imposed Western dominant visual regime. Following 

the art historian Tsuji Nobuo’s The Lineage of Eccentricity: From Matabei to 

Kuniyoshi (1969), which investigated how the concept of eccentricity evolved in 

East Asian literature and visual art by discussing six Edo-period artists/writers,27 

Murakami argued that the Edo period’s eccentric artists structured images so that 

elements were dispersed and distributed across the surface of the image that in 

effect dispensed with the fixed viewing point of the subject as well (Lamarre 113). 

Edo-period artists established the tradition of inheritable visual composition 

deeply ingrained in Japanese culture and the Japanese understanding of the world: 

multiperspective, non-hierarchical, and without a fixed subject. Murakami has 

demonstrated that the concept of superflat remains integral to Japanese pop visual 

art, inclusive of anime and manga. Azuma Hiroki wrote about the same “non-

perspectival, topological space; depersonalised sight displaced to the entire visual 
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plane” (qtd. in Shin 14). Azuma also described how the cinematic gaze tends to 

assume a subjective position of the central character, unlike superflat vision 

(encountered in Japanese games and anime), which distributes visual information 

across the image, thereby disseminating the viewer’s subjectivity. For him, this 

lack of an authorial gaze in superflat vision multiplies the vision and decentralises 

the gaze (qtd. in Shin 14). 

 Shin Hyewon briefly described Oshii’s vision in Ghost in the Shell in 

terms of a mixture of three-dimensional perspective, four-dimensional virtuality, 

and superflat and interpreted it as the director’s intention to “illustrate multiple 

visions of a history of visual arts” (16) (see fig. 64). I agree with Shin that the 

hybrid urban scenography of retro-futuristic Hong Kong depicted in the film 

generates images of an assemblage of different cultural, temporal, and spatial 

histories: with its complex cultural history, Hong Kong is the ideal mise en scène. 

However, I also believe that Oshii went beyond visual postmodernity, as his 

primary intent was manufacturing a symbolic non-place that could provide the 

appropriate landscape for the film’s visuality and discursive underpinnings. This 

is best illustrated by the sequence in which Motoko symbolically and physically 

travels through the city on a ferry. The cityscape around her is like a postmodern 

chimera assembled of mirrored surfaces, decomposing buildings with estranged 

facades, cardboard signs and commercials, and streams of water that represent the 

flow of data, complemented with many self-reflections. This futuristic yet old 

Hong Kong inhabited by doll-like adults and serialised children represents the  

 
Figure 60. Imagery of the city in Ghost in the Shell 
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organic side of Ghost in the Shell. In this five-minute sequence accompanied by 

ancient Shintō chanting, the audience swiftly recognises images reminiscent of the 

Edo-period ukiyo-e prints. I found this sequence to be especially comparable with 

Edo-period superflat artist Katsushika, who was the master of merging superflat 

and the Western perspective. In effect, as Shin suggested, Oshii’s visual product 

does materialise multiple visions of the history of visual arts.  

I am particularly fond of Katsushika’s art because of his ingenious use of 

multiperspectivalism. He understood Western-style painting techniques well 

enough to publish illustrated picture books in which he explained the use of 

perspective, light, and shade. And yet he experimented with this scopic regime in 

such a way as to include Western perspectivalism as merely one of multiple 

perspectives. He was a genius at visual compositing. In the scene in which 

Motoko captures a villain while wearing thermo-optic camouflage, Oshii visually 

composes the cityscape by layering, thus creating a multiperspective plane with 

no fixed viewing point that can only be described as superflat. By using such a 

visual strategy, Oshii inevitably provokes the hegemony of Cartesian 

perspectivalism, perhaps asking whether the Western visual paradigm has a place 

in the posthuman future. Oshii answers this question when the armoured tank 

destroys the tree of life inside the Crystal Palace, stopping right when it is about to 

reach hominis, suggesting that hominis in the next evolutionary step is nothing 

more than the primordial bacteria in the geological history of Earth. Even more 

symbolic, inside the Crystal Palace, after the tree of life has been destroyed, is 

where Motoko and the Puppet Master merge and transmute into a new life form. 

In an anthropocentric interpretation of the film, Motoko’s brain (the only organic 

human part of her body) remains, as if it were a guarantee that some things will 

not change in the posthuman world. Motoko, however, is not searching for her 

human identity, she is searching for her own self, whatever that self may be. Nor 

does the Puppet Master wish to merge with Motoko to obtain humanity but rather 

for the ability to reproduce and evolve, which fusing with an organically produced 

consciousness will enable.28  

If I were to understand Ghost in the Shell in anthropocentric terms, I 

would conclude that the female cyborg affirms Cartesian dualism (together with 

all other inherited dualisms) rather than resolving it. By the end of the film, the 
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split between mechanical body and human mind occurs in a most triumphant way: 

the mind is uploaded, digitised, and finally able to discard its rusty body, whose 

persistent vestigial squeaking becomes a remnant of the evolutionary past that has 

lost its original function. Despite the self-inflicted attractiveness of an 

anthropocentric reading, for it allows the preservation of humanity despite 

technology, I am convinced that there are no human characters in this film.  

 The final scene is even more telling and symbolic, especially if related to 

the tree of life destroyed earlier by the machine: the Derridian ghost, the Lacanian 

subject, and Foucault’s utopia/ heterotopia are represented in the mirror that 

becomes the nodal point in the transcending resolution. Motoko reappears after 

her body has been destroyed and Batou manages to retrieve her brain undamaged. 

As she opens her eyes (as viewers, we are placed in her position, assuming the 

role of the central character), we see her (us) gazing at her (our) reflection in a 

large mirror that allows us (and her) to fully observe the girl in the mirror. 

Through her eyes, we are (she is) looking at ourselves (herself) for the first time, 

despite the many self-reflections throughout the film. This time it is different 

because we the viewers are placed in Motoko’s space and for the first time she is 

not looking at but really seeing herself, which signals that something has occurred 

to her (our) subjectivity. This is reminiscent of the Lacanian “mirror stage,” the 

moment when the child recognises himself/herself for the first time and  

 

Figure 61. Motoko approaching the water’s surface while diving in Ghost in the Shell 

(2008, remake) 
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comprehends his/her own existence (self-awareness). That we are now assuming 

the central gaze from a cinematic perspective tells us that the subject has finally  

emerged, this subject being neither Motoko nor the Puppet Master, neither human 

nor mechanical.29 After the (r)evolutionary struggle, the new subject is born. 

The many (self) reflections, both material and symbolic, in the film can be 

divided into two categories: reflections of space and reflections of the self (see fig. 

65 above). As for the first category, Oshii, who is usually very keen on reflecting 

surfaces (another of his trademarks), dots the urbanscape of Hong Kong with 

numerous reflecting surfaces (and, consequentially, images), from glass windows 

to puddles of rain liquefying the grey asphalt. His architecture is a bricolage of 

concrete, steel, glass, and water. Especially significant is the water that circulates 

through the city like blood, feeding the artificial structures with organic life. The 

imagery of the city itself corresponds to the imagery of the hybridisation of the 

organic and inorganic, human and technological, real and surreal, embodied 

(concrete objects) and disembodied (reflections that double the space by optical 

illusion). The second category of reflections consists of Motoko’s self-reflecting 

images that always reflect her expressionless doll-like face without recognition 

but with resignation. The mirror scene is special in that unlike in these past 

reflections, Motoko recognises herself. In his brief essay “Of Other Spaces: 

Utopias and Heterotopias,” Foucault described the mirror as a place that is both 

utopia and heterotopia:  

In the mirror, I see myself there where I am not, a sort of shadow 
that gives my own visibility to myself, that enables me to see 
myself there where I am absent…. From the standpoint of the 
mirror I discover my absence from the place where I am since I see 
myself over there. Starting from this gaze that is, as it were, 
directed toward me, from the ground of this virtual space that is on 
the other side of the glass, I come back toward myself; I begin 
again to direct my eyes toward myself and to reconstitute myself 
there where I am (333). 

The mirror is analogous to virtual space where one can be, like the Derridian 

ghost, present and absent at the same time, thus threatening traditional Western 

metaphysics. It is not coincidental that in many religions and cultures throughout 

the world, the mirror is a sacred object or at least carries deep symbology. The 

analogy is significant because the very first time Motoko recognises herself it is in 

the mirror, which represents the virtual space where she now exists. In an 
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expanded analogy, mechanical dolls have assumed the role of the mirror. 

Reflecting the human, they are empowered to become virtually human and alive. 

In the sequel Innocence, dolls became uncannily human-like and humans became 

dolls.  

 

4.2.5 Fourth Mediation: Mechanical Dolls, Puppets, and Cyborgs: 
Oshii’s Karakuri and Cartesian Dualism 

 Oshii has asserted on several occasions that his films are about animals 

and dolls, not humans. He is also consciously opposed to human addictive visual 

manifestations of anthropocentrism. For this reason he has activated mechanical 

and inanimate characters with paradoxical intent to critique the anthropocentric 

tradition via anthropomorphic objects. When asked about his 2004 film 

Innocence, he once replied, 

For some reason, people have always created robots in their own 
image. I wonder why? I don’t suppose that the human figure is the 
most practical shape for industrial robots. What is it about people 
that makes them do such illogical things? I thought that exploring 
this question from the doll’s point of view would help me better 
understand human nature…. The movie does not hold the view that 
the world revolves around the human race. Instead, it concludes 
that all forms of life—humans, animals, and robots—are equal. In 
this day and age when everything is uncertain, we should all think 
about what to value in life and how to coexist with others…what 
we need today is not some kind of anthropocentric humanism. 
Humanity has reached its limits (qtd. in Cavallaro 208). 

The project that began with Ghost in the Shell was fully developed in its sequel 

Innocence. Oshii’s imagery relies heavily on Edo-period visuality, karakuri dolls, 

and Shintō animism, which eventually led to establishing a new paradigm. In 

Ghost in the Shell, Motoko and the Puppet Master are often exposed to our 

peering view: their mechanical anatomy recurring as half-destroyed or 

disassembled bodies suspended on ropes constantly remind viewers that they are 

not human. Characterised by her expressionless face and frequent ghost-diving, 

Motoko’s body simulates karakuri dolls. Ghost in the Machine is the dominant 

trope in Oshii’s imagery, challenging viewers to think about whether an animated 

machine can possess anima. Oshii’s use of traditional Shintō music (composed by 

KawaiKenji) further underlines the challenges and questions he raises, perhaps to 

highlight that the same concepts and paradigms work differently in different 
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sociocultural contexts and intellectual traditions. In this case, an understanding of 

life in the Japanese tradition differs from that in the West.  

As present-day Japan is a mixture of predominantly Western and Japanese 

legacies, life too can be contemplated within a multiperspective framework. 

Unfortunately, dominant scientific paradigms and local spiritual and cultural 

traditions are often not democratic enough to preserve cultural sensibility. It 

should be noted that the question is not whether machines can possess a human 

soul. Like Edo-period karakuri dolls with integrated clockwork mechanisms that 

became animated independent of a human handler, Oshii’s mechanical bodies 

reveal a different kind of anatomy: the non-human ghost. This leaves us once 

again with a Cartesian paradigm: Descartes considered the body nothing but a 

machine inhabited by the autonomous mind. Mind-body dualism was not 

Descartes’ invention though; it was in fact a significant characteristic of Plato’s 

philosophical system. However, what Descartes accomplished with ancient 

dualism radically changed the Western intellectual tradition: he proposed that the 

soul or mind is the only thinking matter (res cogitans), demarcating and alienating 

it from the physical world that became deteleological and substance-ridden non-

thinking matter (res extensa), which neatly corresponded with the Baconian 

utilitarian scientific paradigm. Separating the world in two had numerous 

ramifications, among which was the significant reconceptualisation of the material 

world, stripped away of all inwardness, which inspired another division—that of 

knowledge, which demarcated humanities from natural sciences. 

Japanese Edo-period craftsmen and European eighteenth-century 

engineers were considered successful if they could convincingly simulate life and 

humanness in a machine. Today, Oshii has envisioned a reverse process of 

transforming humans into automata. Mechanical winding mechanisms, he 

suggests, can be conceptualised under an organic surface, and they were: modern 

science is replete with machinic analogies, metaphors, and associations. Albeit 

merely in conceptual terms, Oshii has made use of the scientific legacy of both 

European and Japanese traditions to put an end to metaphysics in the modern 

world. 
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4.3 Uncanny Karakuri Ningyō, Clockwork Organisms, and 
Innocence of the Celluloid Eye 

 Visuality coupled with animation through a process of inanimating 

scientific discourses and sociocultural circumstances is the core concern of this 

project. Previous chapters have aimed at demonstrating, through a comparative 

survey of European and Japanese cultural histories of technoscience, that visuality 

as a way of seeing and understanding is a product of converging materials and 

ideas. On a multiplanar level of Edo-period Japanese cultural history, utsushi-e 

(“magic lantern”) as a representative of visual technologies and automata as a 

representative of mechanisms (karakuri) are intertwined in a complex grid of 

meanings and associations that transcend both the visuality and materiality of 

vision. Moreover, contemporary popular culture not only encompasses the 

technoscientific legacy, it continues to generate ideas and materials and transmute 

them into new modes of synthesis and opposition, as previous chapter have 

shown. Subsuming the objects of this research into delineated categories (such as 

“optical devices” and “mechanical dolls”) would not allow one to see how 

paradigmatically and materially related they, in fact, are. By not categorising 

objects, this fulfilled one of the original objectives: to show that cultural 

phenomena, be it technology, science, or popular culture, can be misunderstood if 

their material and intellectual histories are considered separately or confined to 

categories. As this section will show, the transmutations of scientific discourses, 

technologies, and popular culture (intertwined, of course) have reached complex 

new levels in the history of technoscience and visuality, through an evolutionary 

path from the peep box, wooden cyborg, and the mechanistic worldview of the 

modern subject to an uncanny postmodern and posthuman existence on a screen.  

There is yet another complication that stems from the particularity of the 

dolls Oshii employs to create his narrative: his gynoids are modelled after Hans 

Bellmer’s dolls. This is utterly significant (but often neglected by critics) for 

understanding the world of Innocence and Ghost in the Shell, in which highly 

cyberised humans work for a shady government organisation against an invisible 

enemy, while their state employer is pretty much invisible and shady as well, 

pulling strings and winding up clockwork mechanisms of human cyborgs. Hans 

Bellmer (1902 – 1975) was a German artist (painter, graphic designer, and 
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surrealist photographer), renowned (and notorious) for his life-sized female dolls, 

which were often distorted, degenerated, and presented in highly unconventional 

poses. The dolls he created in the 1930s were, according to Bellmer himself, an 

opposition to Nazi state art as well as the cult of the perfect body.  Whereas there 

are critiques of his work on account of sexism and misoginy, there is also a strong 

political connotation arising from his anti-fascist discourse. I would assume it is 

not coincidental that Oshii decided to employ Bellmer’s dolls in Innocence, 

although Oshii himself only emphasised his aesthetic admiration for Bellmer’s 

dolls. The complication follows from the fact that Oshii has transformed 

Bellmer’s dolls into an army of gynoids: an army of degenerate female cyorgs 

who rise against their makers and owners. It is argued in the thesis that there is a 

strong connotation of Otherness and the Other in both Oshii’s works, but there is 

also a prevailing motif of distrust and anxiety toward the state and state-owned 

technologies. An emblem of this distrust is Motoko’s escape at the end of Ghost 

in the Shell: her liberation from the organisation that has been pulling her strings 

since her “making.” Her immateriality in Innocence is strongly juxtaposed to 

materiality of the gynoids, whose existence is intermingled with political and 

power structures.  

Writing on technology, war and fascism, Herbert Marcuse suggested that in a 

world dominated by totalitarianism, aesthetic is among the most radical 

oppositional forces since it produces “an alternative reality completely at odds 

with an oppressive social reality. Art transcends everyday life by virtue of its 

form, by its ability to produce another world which projects images of a better life 

and reveals deficiencies and horrors of the existing reality” (Marcuse 29).  He 

notes specifically the surrealists’ efforts to “create alternative worlds through art” 

(Marcuse 29). As a surrealist artist, Bellmer strongly affirms Marcuse’s 

understanding of the oppositional aesthetic, resonating even more with the anti-

fascist and technocratic connotations in Oshii’s films. 

 Of the three animations in this dissertation, Ghost in the Shell 2: 

Innocence is perhaps most consistently linked with its technoscientific legacy. 

While Ghost in the Shell might still be interpreted as blurring the boundary 

between the human and the mechanical, Innocence is without a doubt a film about 

mechanical dolls (and animals). Its main characters are discriminated and 

deprived actors in human and non-human relationships but, most importantly, 
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they are also (and Oshii makes this clear) the product of mechanistic philosophy 

and the Western scientific paradigm brought into Japan during the Edo period.  

The previous section ended with a discussion on the human-doll inversion 

as a preliminary conclusion in the coherent line of Oshii’s inversions and 

deconstructions. This section stays with this line of thought and unravels a new 

historical narrative that begins with the human being as the simplest of creatures 

in the posthuman world. Again, Oshii’s posthuman world differs from 

posthumanist and transhumanist visions, although they coincide to an extent. 

While most posthumanist and transhumanist outlooks remain anthropocentric, 

Oshii’s fiction is deeply and unquestionably biocentric in response to the Western 

technoscientific worldview. Oshii’s imagery is posthuman not because humans 

have become extinct or were transmuted into hybrids of machines but because his 

mechanical protagonists live in a world where old paradigms of the human have 

become vestigial. His animetic vision is set where the ghost begins, even if it is in 

a puppet. Undoubtedly, his metaphysical explorations are a challenge to the 

traditional Cartesian subject and its modern technoscientific visuality. 

 Innocence, released in 2004, is a story about Batou, Motoko’s former 

partner in Section 9, who investigates a strand of murders and suicides, both 

committed by gynoids30 manufactured for sexual use by ROX Corporation. The 

investigation leads Batou and his current partner, Togusa, into the world of 

automata and simulacra that can only be described as the rabbit’s hole, and the 

more they descend into it, the more their vision and mind are challenged by what 

they encounter. The language of Innocence is quite challenging and often difficult 

to follow, as most of the dialogues between characters are actually literal citations 

taken from Japanese, Chinese, and Western literature. Additionally, some of these 

citations are not even spoken but instead appear as visual fragments floating in the 

air. Oshii cites Confucius, the Bible, Zeami (who lived in the Edo period and was 

likely the most important kabuki theoretician), Descartes, and, in a way, Donna 

Haraway, who became a character in Oshii’s film. He also remains consistent in 

his choice of Kawai Kenji’s adaptation of ancient Shintō music to underline the 

animistic aspect of the theme.  

The following analysis will focus on two predominant motives in the film: 

mechanical dolls and simulacra, both with an uncanny effect as part of Oshii’s 
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strategy to question the Cartesian subject and with it traditional Western 

metaphysics (as opposed to traditional Shintō animism). James Clarke noted that  

a product of the mechanized, modern age, animation often tells 
stories that play up the usually hapless relationship between 
humans and their inventions…. Somewhat ironically, it was by 
mocking and parodying the modern world of machines that 
animation really broke into mainstream culture, itself becoming a 
mass-produced form involving huge numbers of animators, 
painters, designers and technicians (qtd. in Cavallaro 192-193). 

Innocence can be understood as a manifesto for those who cannot speak and have 

been oppressed continually throughout human intellectual and material history. 

Oshii seems to refer to the historically silent female as well. He continues to 

deconstruct, this time at the core, cogito itself. Doubtful of all material existence, 

including the human body, Descartes believed only in human intellect: he 

conceived himself to be a thinking thing and one thing he could not doubt while 

thinking was that he was in the actual process of doubting and thinking. 

Descartes’ truth was only one among many historical truths, just like Cartesian 

perspectivalism was one among many modern regimes of vision; however, it was 

the dominant one and that is why it requires careful consideration.  

 

4.3.1 The Uncanny Edo Cyborgs 

 

The Jungian/Freudian concept of uncanny in Innocence links with Oshii’s 

deconstructive strategy as he employs its aspects, including déjà vu, 

doppelgänger, confusing dead and alive, and human and machinic, to raise 

questions about the contemporary ramifications of the discursive mechanisation of 

the world that occurred in the Edo period. In the opening scene, Batou arrives at a 

crime scene where gynoids murdered men. He enters the building and faces a 

gynoid, who first attacks him and then commits suicide after uttering “help me,” 

seemingly addressed at no person in particular. A moment later, the gynoid self-

destructs by exploding her insides, revealing inner mechanics (which were 

traditionally supposed to remain hidden) consisting of metal bones and inorganic 

organs (see fig. 66).  
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Figure 66. The gynoid suicide sequence in Innocence 

 

Karakuri ningyō coexisted during the Edo period with traditional Bunraku 

puppets that captivated audiences with the ingenuity of the crafted design, which 

allowed most surprising and uncanny transformations. The exploding imagery of 

mechanical dolls in Innocence is, in my view, derived from Bunraku theatre in 

which puppets were endowed with various mechanisms, including the “jealous 

wives” puppets, which featured an astonishing mechanism of rapidly 

disassembling and assembling a mechanical face that bursts open in dramatic 

displays of jealousy. 

 

The opening sequence, entitled “Birth of the Gynoid,” similar to “Birth of 

the Cyborg” in Ghost in the Shell, draws comparisons between Motoko’s and the 

gynoids’ creation, raising the question about whether a mechanical life form can 

be born. Later in the film, Coroner Haraway (modelled after Donna Haraway) 

uses the term “suicide” instead of, as Togusa points out, “self-destruction,” 
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highlighting her compassion for mechanical life forms. As Batou and Togusa visit 

her laboratory during their criminal investigation, they venture into a discussion 

on the robot-human relationship as the visual imagery surrounding them fills with 

gynoids and mechanical body parts with mechanical probes that scan the insides 

of their metal skeletons. The imagery overall is disturbing—disassembled 

mechanical bodies, robots suspended on wires, and mechanical specimens in 

liquid containers—enhanced by the sound recording of the gynoid’s last words— 

“help me”—played by Haraway. Oshii’s visuals focus on expressionless gynoid 

faces in an attempt to provide them with a voice, knowing that if they had a voice, 

they would say “help me.” As they cannot speak, Haraway speaks for them, 

asserting that robots are victims of human hubris, reduced to expendable non-

thinking matter that deeply resonates with the Cartesian paradigm. 

Eventually, Batou and Togusa travel to the northern part of the city, where 

ROX Corporation (LOCUS SOLUS) is located, to investigate the case of the 

murdering gynoids. As they move through the city, they encounter a scene of a 

Buddhist festival’s flowing parade with large dashi karakuri carried on boats 

floating down the river accompanied by ancient Shintō music (it took two years to 

complete this ten-minute sequence) (see fig. 67). The colourful, lively parade, 

modelled after the annual Daiju Mazu Festival in Taiwan, seems almost unreal 

among the cold, dark, gothic, sky-piercing structures of the city, evoking 

European and New York architecture in a cultural fusion that Oshii named  

 

Figure 62. Karakuri in the flowing parade in Innocence 
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“Chinese Gothic.” It is impossible to pinpoint the exact location of this scene, as 

Oshii merged too many elements borrowed from different cultures to produce his 

non-existent urbanscape. The Buddhist parade itself corresponds with Oshii’s 

cultural fusions: it represents a festival dedicated to the goddess Mazu but it ends 

with a scene of a bonfire of discarded dolls, which is reminiscent of several 

annual doll-burning events held in Japan. Additionally, the Shintō music 

throughout the scene continues as masked participants gather around the bonfire, 

followed by a zoom in on one of the doll’s smiling faces, which distorts into a 

carbonated lump of plastic before turning into ash. The scene is set to provoke an 

unsettling feeling about the artificial female anthropomorphic face, carbonised as 

it retains its typical plastic happy expression.  

  

Figure 63. Kim’s surreal mansion in Innocence 
 

Batou and Togusa then arrive at the surreal mansion of Kim, an expert hacker for 

LOCUS SOLUS, where they are exposed to Kim’s e-brain hacking in the form of 

a triple feedback loop of simulated reality. Kim’s secluded mansion is depicted as 

a surreal habitat, filled with strange artefacts and holographs. The “mansion 

scene” is accompanied by equally surreal music that amplifies the feeling of 

uncanniness of the interior’s appearance that resembles a massive clockwork 

mechanism (see fig. 68). Walls filled with cogs and the surreal music are 

reminiscent of sing-songs, ornate musical automata manufactured in eighteenth-

century Europe and exported to China. In their search for Kim’s whereabouts, 

they encounter the peculiar artefacts that the mansion is filled with and, as will 

prove crucial, a simulation of Batous’s (Oshii’s) Basset Hound and Motoko in her 
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girl body. When they finally reach Kim’s study, they find him lying dead in a 

chair in the form of a life-size butai karakuri, like those created by Takeda Ōmi 

for his Edo-period theatre (see fig. 69).  

 

 
Figure 64. Kim in Innocence 

 

Kim’s skeleton-like body, appearing dead, starts moving and laughing 

after Batou saw through his satirical performance (a mechanical doll pretending to 

be dead is truly something remarkable). As they engage in a philosophical 

conversation, with a chahakobi ningyō (“tea-serving doll”) offering them tea, Kim 

hacks into their cyber-brains and creates a virtual feedback loop: a repetitive 

simulated reality of the “mansion scene,” each time with a horrifyingly uncanny 

ending. In the three repetitions (déjà vu), both Togusa and Batou are subjected to 

the illusion of being transformed into mechanical dolls (doppelgänger, confusing 

dead and alive, animate and inanimate) that explode and reveal the inner 

mechanical reality of their existence in a manner similar to that of the gynoid in 

the opening scene who committed suicide. The illusion is meant to disturb the 

boundary between the human and the mechanical by allowing Batou and Togusa 

to experience what it is like to “be” human and to discover that they are, in fact, 

just mechanical puppets. Kim emphasises this feeling of doubt: 

The doubt is whether a creature that certainly appears to be alive, 
really is. Alternatively, the doubt that a lifeless object might 
actually live. That’s why dolls haunt us. They are modelled on 
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humans. They are, in fact, nothing but human. They make us face 
the terror of being reduced to simple mechanisms and matter 
(Ghost in the Shell 2: Innocence). 

This nightmare, Kim argues, began with the eighteenth-century mechanistic 

paradigm that has perpetuated itself through excessive self-mechanisation, 

eventually enabling humankind to overcome Darwinian evolution by converting 

into hardware. Reminiscent of the tree of life in the Crystal Palace, Kim suggests 

that human beings are the latest invention in the natural world, but really the 

simplest of technologies in the posthuman world.  

Terror of the uncanny, something that used to be familiar (heimlich) but 

now appears strange, abnormal, and unfamiliar (unheimlich), is not in its eerie, 

unreal, unnatural, ghostly, bizarre, or weird effects but in manifesting as 

something that should be or used to be familiar. This is what terrifies Togusa as he 

observes his chest burst open, revealing mechanical instead of organic structures, 

in one of Kim’s virtual loops. The originator of the concept uncanny, Ernst 

Jentsch, held that any realistic doll has the frightening and compelling effect of 

appearing ambiguously alive, thus proposing that such fear always surrounds 

objects like “wax figures, panopticons and panoramas,” as well as “life-size 

automata” (qtd. in Bolton 745) that operate as shadows of existence, creating 

ambiguous moments between life and death.  

The uncanny in Innocence is neither a mere visual aesthetic nor a product 

of an attempt to frighten or scandalise. In my view, Oshii does not use the 

uncanny (although he acknowledged the importance of the concept in Innocence) 

to disturb familiarity with human identity, as Steven T. Brown argued: “The 

defamiliarizations produced by the uncanny in Ghost in the Shell 2 work to 

destabilize our assumptions about what it means to be human in a posthuman 

world and how we might relate to all the ningyō with whom we increasingly share 

the world” (Tokyo Cyberpunk 14). Following Oshii’s line of thought from Ghost 

in the Shell, I believe that the rationale behind the uncanny in this film is opposite 

of what Brown has suggested. He himself quoted Oshii, stating that there are no 

humans in Innocence because all of the characters are human-shaped dolls.  

To understand this better I propose, once more, the strategy of doll-human 

inversion, which within the framework of the uncanny seems to be fully employed 

in the feedback loop at Kim’s mansion. For instance, in a scene towards the end of 
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the film, Motoko and Batou rescue a kidnapped girl on the LOCUS SOLUS ship 

whose ghost had been dubbed into gynoids to make the robots more life-like. The 

girl screams that she “didn’t want to become a doll,” to which Motoko replies that 

robots, if they had a voice, would scream out that they never wanted to become 

human, which confirms that the doll-human inversion in Oshii’s uncanny does not 

privilege the human. Additionally, in the earlier scene, Donna Haraway spoke for 

the inanimate suspended robots in her laboratory, asserting that they did not want 

to be treated as objects. The uncanny proves to be an appropriate tool in 

deconstruction. Ghost, both present and absent at the same time, is Derrida’s 

uncanny that also appears as the ghost in the machine. 

The uncanny in Innocence deconstructs dualisms (human-machine, 

human-doll, alive-dead, animate-inanimate, subject-object) precisely because 

viewers cannot distinguish a mechanical doll from a human (and vice versa) or 

what is real from what is simulacra. The question here is, once again, not 

humanity but intellect and the paradigm on which the thinking human subject is 

based. This provokes uncertainty about who thinks (“Who speaks and acts?” asks 

Gilles Deleuze (qtd. in Foucault, Language, Counter-memory, Practice 205-217)), 

seemingly resolved by Descartes, and yet the uncanny provokes the same 

categorical doubt in one’s own existence that brought Descartes to his famous 

certainty “I think therefore I am.” Kim’s feedback loop disturbs this truth and up 

to the very end he provokes Batou: “How can you know that this one is real?” to 

which Batou replies, “My ghost whispers to me” (not my intellect).  

 The imagery of uncanny also includes visuals of the city and the 

assemblage of numerous quotations in the film. On this point I agree with Brown 

that “‘reality’ dissolves into the virtuality of mass media” (Tokyo Cyberpunk 

29)—into the chaos of visual signs, images, sounds, and data that unstoppably 

flow, accelerating by the minute, leaving us feeling trampled and lost. However, I 

think the intentionality behind it once again points to the fact that we, as 

“thoroughly mediated animals, with no authentic thoughts or intentions but only 

with already-mediated thoughts and intentions” (Brown, Tokyo Cyberpunk 29), 

cannot rely on modern science or metaphysics as they now define ourselves and 

the world. On the other hand, Haraway asserted that we are always multiple, 

referring, from a biological standpoint, to the fact that we consist of millions of 

bacteria and other microorganisms in a symbiotic relationship (When Species 
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Meet 3-4). Moreover, mediated by technology and scientific discourses, we are 

also part of the transforming visuality that transfers the gaze from the perspective 

box to a world as a screen, where images are constantly being projected. This 

visuality (re)defines us and establishes our position in the world that is no longer 

described in mechanistic terms but became mechanical in mostly organic ways. 

 With Oshii’s pervasive biocentrism, it is difficult to focus on the human in 

this film. This perhaps results from the multiplicity that Oshii visually depicts. His 

choice of sceneries, characters, multiplanar visuals, and intertextuality confirms 

that multiplicity has the power to deconstruct hierarchies that dualisms and their 

dominant worldviews inevitably produce. Oshii first liberates categories from 

their dualistic interpretation by using the aforementioned strategies of inversion to 

reestablish and reevaluate these categories by placing them in new and different 

sets of relations. In the “mansion scene,” he questions the levels of reality and 

visuality to critically engage with traditional ontologies. However, the philosophy 

of multiplicity is not anti-human: it is anti-anthropocentric. It does not claim that 

human beings do not exist but that their existence is mediated—set by easily 

disturbed levels of reality. Instead of neutralising the human, Oshii’s project is 

about neutralising the Cartesian truth about humans, which still generates 

unforeseeable consequences that affect every life. Marjorie Green also reflected 

on “the brute existential dependence or diffuse dependence on human social life 

and culture upon the biophysical reality of bodies and, by extension, upon 

ecologies which they inhabit” (qtd. in Peterson n. pag.). 

Roland Barthes provided yet another perspective in which special attention 

was given to the text. The omnipresent ventriloquism and disembodied voice and 

gaze in Ghost in the Shell, as well as the hypertextuality in the highly referential 

Innocence, fit into Barthes’s paradigm built on the edge of Western metaphysics. 

For Barthes, puppets undermine Western metaphysics “by representing a soulless 

body divided from language and intent, and yet a being that is still ‘lovable’ as a 

whole” (qtd. in Bolton 754), while other critics of puppet theatre (e.g., Paul 

Claudel and Jean Louis Barrault) have leaned towards a more metaphysical 

interpretation:  

They find in the puppet a soul constructed of language itself, and 
they see the puppet as the prisoner or the victim of a larger fate that 
is spelled out in both the movements dictated by its operators and 
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the larger plot of the play. If the puppet’s soul is linked to its 
language and its voice, its fate is figured in its movement and its 
weight (Bolton 754-755). 

The fact that Oshii’s characters continuously cite real-life authors (in that 

respect, Oshii was inspired by Jean-Luc Goddard’s filmography) brings attention 

to the issue that they rarely speak for themselves, either implying multiplicity, as 

suggested by Brown, or perhaps pointing to the fact that dolls and robots do not 

have a voice (if they did, they would scream out the most surprising things). This 

complex relational structure is further complicated by the animetic medium itself: 

celluloid dolls are always referential because their maker (their God, in Barthes’ 

terms) speaks and acts through them, cutting the strings at will. With his 

unexpected medium, Oshii helps to uncover the conditions of the production of 

knowledge (in this particular case, the technoscientific paradigm and its 

anthropocentric metaphysics). His “critical ontology rejects objectivist 

metaphysics and epistemology and adopts a ‘minimal realism’ by arguing that 

categories give human beings a ‘partial view’ of what there is” (Peterson n. 

pag.).31 The ontology is, of course, further complicated by the artificially created 

virtual feedback loop that questions the reality of the subjective and partial views 

that offer only particularised insights into what is real and what is truth, despite 

scientific instruments and visual apparatuses. 

 Although Oshii uses mostly digital animation and adheres to a more 

cinematic perspective in Innocence compared with Ghost in the Shell, he stays 

faithful to his fascinating visuality and numerous angles; enhanced by advanced 

computer graphics, Oshii’s world draws viewers straight in. Moreover, his fusing 

of many different cultural elements generates the visual effect of multilayered 

planes, which additionally situates the observer within the animated reality that in 

its complexity of visual comprehension appears extraordinarily real. This is a 

somewhat ironical effect because of the underlining concept of the simulation or 

imitation of nature that is always present, including machines that simulate 

animals, like the aircraft that looks like a mechanical bird and the submarine in 

the form of a mechanical whale. Moving through the Chinese Gothic cityscape, 

mechanical and organic birds fill the scenery with their loud presence. In fact, the 

omnipresent seagulls flying high up in the air are singularly breathing life into the 

dead architecture. Kim’s mansion too is filled with mostly holographic birds but 
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there is one poignant bird-machine transformation, easy to pass unnoticed, in the 

perplexing sequence at the mansion. With each simulated reentry into the mansion 

(four altogether), Batou looks up at the ceiling and notices a suspended object in 

the air, which with each reentry transforms, clearly following a specific pattern of 

mechanisation. The first time it is a mechanical bird-shaped flying machine 

reminiscent of Leonardo da Vinci’s flying machine. The second time it is a 

disturbing machinic creature with wings on the body of a human in place of the  

 
Figure 65. A mechanical hybrid of a bird, machine, and man in Kim’s mansion in 

Innocence 
 

arms. It seems as though wings were privileged over limbs, as if arms were giving 

way to mechanical prosthetic wings. The statue-like suspended body is a reminder 

of Icarus and his tragic albeit educational death (see fig. 70). It is also a reminder 

of the first complex machines that simulated organic life, from da Vinci’s 

machine structurally emulating a bird’s physiology to cars emulating horses and 

automata copying humans and animals. Human hubris is nowhere as apparent as 

in the field of applied science and technology, of which technology has always 

been a human culture (as well as of some animal species) but applied science is a 

recent “invention.”  
Ernst Cassirer, a philosophical anthropologist, posited that the human 

being has through years of evolution become the only non-specialised animal in 

the natural world that has compensated for this loss with culture and technology; 

in other words, Cassirer conceptualises human beings as “most fundamentally 

‘symbolic animals’” (qtd. in Friedman n. pag.). Furthermore, as Marjorie Green 

argued, human uniqueness in the natural world begins with human anatomy, as its 

most distinctive feature is its generalisation rather than specialisation for a 
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specific environment, and “[t]his is the paradox in human evolution: our most 

conspicuous specialization is the loss of specialization” (Green and Eldredge 

179). It is clear now that the loss referred to is compensated by technology but 

human vestigiality, which it compensates for, is cultural rather than biological.  

In this particular sequence of the recurring bird-machine, one cannot be 

certain whether the narrative of transformation begins with the bird or the 

machine; therefore, this sequence can be understood in two ways—that machines 

imitate nature and overcome the human loss of specialisation (this is what Wiener 

referred to as overcoming natural evolution), becoming “natural,” almost organic 

machines, or that perhaps Oshii is reenvisioning evolution in a reversed way. 

However, a third possibility suggests that the link between the machine and the 

bird is the human being in the process of transmutation. Based on the dialogues at 

Kim’s mansion, viewers can almost safely conclude that what they see in what I 

have named Icarus is a human being caught in the process of mechanisation. 

Situating Icarus in Oshii’s brief overview of artificial evolution allows one to 

understand him as a metaphor of hubris—a person who flew too close to the sun 

and died for his arrogance. In a way, the imagery asserts what Kim said about 

self-mechanisation: the nightmare began when humans started converting 

themselves into hardware.  

 There are a few important reasons why Edo-period karakuri ningyō are 

appropriate in the critical ontology and rethinking of traditional metaphysics that 

began with the Scientific Revolution. The European and Japanese cultural 

histories of mechanisation were intertwined from the popular Edo-period 

mechanical devices onwards. Moreover, mechanical dolls in Japan were 

additionally affected by traditional animism that was vital to the Japanese 

understanding of life. Finally, karakuri ningyō were products of fusion with 

Western mechanics and Western knowledge that, through Dutch study, 

established a very specific ontology and with it a vision and understanding of the 

world.  

Oshii’s celluloid dolls are contemporary wooden automata, but with an 

antithetic deconstructing objective. From the very beginning, Innocence is replete 

with imagery of exploding mechanical anatomy. The moment the mechanical 

interior is revealed to the audience’s gaze is the moment of realisation that what 

they thought was alive, human, or animate is in fact mechanical and lifeless. The 
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dissection of dolls thus becomes the primary means of empirical verification of 

whether a doll is in fact human, and vice versa. Moreover, the mechanical dolls 

and humans in Innocence share similar anatomy, not in a relationship where a 

doll’s anatomy is emulated by the human but in a shared destiny where both 

emulate each other. Empirical inquiry, verification of the scientific methods that 

prioritise vision, was the only available method to distinguish between the 

mechanical and the human, the original and the copy, artificial versus natural, 

alive versus dead. In other words, empirical inspection, experimentation, and 

dissection became methods for reestablishing Cartesian dualism and the scientific 

paradigm that, from the Scientific Revolution onwards, were integral to modern 

scientific language.  

I have argued that it was not coincidental that the lens-based viewing 

devices and mechanical dolls developed in parallel with life sciences, human 

anatomy in particular. Thanks to the Rangaku movement, revolutionising 

Japanese sciences and the field of popular culture production went hand in hand. 

The physicians assigned to the VOC trading post on Dejima Island, among them 

Engelbert Kaempfer, Carl Peter Thunberg, and Philipp Franz von Siebold, had a 

crucial role in exchanging medical knowledge with Japanese Rangakusha; in 

particular, they contributed to shaping medical and scientific knowledge and 

practices in Japan through their interaction with Japanese physicians, Rangaku 

scholars, and other intellectuals. As for visual technologies in later Edo-period 

Japan, telescopes and microscopes were far more interesting as road show 

apparatuses than scientific instruments, but their influence on visualising, 

imaging, and inspecting organic anatomy remained immense. By enhancing 

vision, the microscope in particular produced scientific curiosity related to human 

anatomy. Kaitai shinsho and Zoshi (Record of Internal Organs) both featured 

illustrations of anatomical dissection and the “mechanics” of the human body. It 

was reported that the authors of Kaitai shinho had used magnifying lenses during 

dissection for their illustrations, along with a wooden skeleton crafted for 

scientific purposes. 

The first wooden model of a human skeleton in Japan was inspired by 

Western medical books brought by the Dutch and “translations” produced by local 

Ran physicians. Besides Kaitai shinsho and Zoshi, another major title was Pinax 

Microcosmographicus, translated in 1680 but published some years later. 
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According to Kataoka, Suzuki, and Ajima, the first pictures of human bones 

drawn with medical attention appeared in Japan in 1741, created by Toshuku 

Negoro, an ophthalmologist from Kyoto who used his observances of two 

criminals’ corpses burnt at the stake to draw two (incomplete and imprecise) 

pictures of the human skeleton (38). However, during the Edo period, medical 

doctors were unable to keep human bones and were therefore compelled to use 

wooden supplements, such as wooden skeletons called mokkotsu. There were 

three types of wooden skeletons available, made by craftsmen upon requests from 

physicians: the Hoshino male wooden skeleton made in 1792, the Kagami male 

wooden skeleton, and the Okuda female wooden skeleton made about 1820. 

In their intertwined history, karakuri ningyō and the wooden skeletons 

testify to the cultural curiosity that strived to understand fascinating processes in 

the body. They were both dedicated to the internal mechanisms of life that either 

enchant (karakuri) or disenchant (anatomy) the inner workings. However, they 

also changed the perception of the human body by introducing, for the first time 

in Japanese history, a scientific inquiry into the inner mechanisms of the body. 

For Jean Louis Barrault, a puppet was the image of the soul, while Paul 

Claudel believed that the puppet’s soul was dispersed among the performers, the 

audience, and the language of the text (Bolton 754). However, in Oshii’s 

animation, the puppet’s metaphysics is continuously being destroyed by divulging 

its inner mechanisms, hence taking away the magic of the soul. Another angle of 

viewing is also possible on the account of the animetic apparatus: on the screen, 

all of the characters are celluloid dolls—there is no difference between the human 

and the doll because they are all just simulations (technological animations) of 

life. Instead of neglecting the medium (the apparatus) one should regard its own 

metaphysics that inscribes the actions of the director (the puppeteer) and the 

movements of the celluloid dolls (puppets) with meanings that transcend 

mechanisms and technologies. In his analysis and comparison of Ghost in the 

Shell and traditional Bunraku theatre, Bolton espoused that 

[t]he broader point of this reading is to suggest that any treatment 
of technology in the narratives or images of anime must also take 
careful account of the technology of the medium itself, specifically 
the way that all anime bodies—human and machine—are artificial 
and the specific language (visual and verbal) of their 
representation. (765-766). 
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Celluloid and mechanical dolls that the animetic machine generates, as Bolton 

suggested, can be interpreted and analysed from many different points of interest. 

However intriguing they seem, this dissertation’s scope is focused on dolls, both 

celluloid and mechanical, as components of the specific popular imagery and 

technoscientific paradigm that began with the Edo period, largely influenced by 

Rangaku studies, and previous discussions on this topic have shown how 

fascinating spectral technology can be, indiscriminately intersecting the whole of 

human existence. 

 

4.3.2 From Mechanistic Philosophy to Mechanical Man 

 As Batou and Togusa are about to enter the sing-song-like Kim’s 

mansion, the camera lens gazes at them, providing viewers with the image of a 

colossal mechanical leg (perhaps a remnant of a large statue of a mechanical 

human) fixed on a platform connected via bridge to Kim’s mansion. As the 

camera lens moves in, the audience can clearly see the Gothic-font inscription 

engraved next to the statue: homo ex machina (“machine man”), the epitome of 

seventeenth- and eighteenth-century mechanistic philosophy that paradigmatically 

transformed organisms into mechanical “dolls.” Oshii’s reference to Julien Offray 

de La Mettrie’s (1709-1751, a physician-philosopher and a mechanistic 

materialist) famous work L’Homme Machine (Machine Man) (1748) is not 

coincidental. Like other mechanists, La Mettrie held that humans and animals 

operated as machines but, unlike Descartes, whom he had extensively influenced, 

believed that the “human machine” was composed of and mutually permeated 

both the mind and the body (26-30). La Mettrie employed mechanical metaphors 

at his convenience to compare humans and animals, which he considered differed 

solely in the degree of complexity of the matter they consisted of. To illustrate 

this difference, he compared the sophisticated mechanics of pendulum clocks, 

representing the human, with more technologically simple watches, representing 

the animal. His materialistic philosophy reflected the philosophical and scientific 

discourses of the time, contributing to the paradigm of “machine man.” La 

Mettrie’s materialism was a paradigmatic approach to organic life that was 

affected by concurrent revolutionary scientific and technological changes, both 

material and discursive.  
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The beginnings of the machine paradigm, consistent with the already 

established mechanistic view, resonated with the historical moment when 

technology became central to human development and sociocultural reality, which 

was without precedence in the history of technology. Oshii’s imagery of the 

machine man is also compatible with the flying machine in its becoming, which 

likely represented human technological evolution. In Heidegger’s comparison 

between science and technology, he demarcated the most significant difference 

between the two: ideally, science translates beings into mathematically theorised 

objects, whereas for technology, beings are resources (qtd. in Alderman 47). 

 French mechanists of the 1620s, along with Descartes, Mersenne, and 

Gassendi, were both philosophers and scientists with differing approaches to 

epistemic foundationalism and mind-body dualism, but with the same mechanical 

philosophy that reflected the urge of the modern man to deal with the uncertainty 

of nature and of society by providing firm and infallible tools—above all else, the 

mechanistic paradigm and the empirical system. Later on, Thomas Hobbes 

enriched his social and political philosophy with the same mechanistic view of 

nature and the universe. He is an example of the omnipresent mechanistic outlook 

that soon shifted from the heavens (celestial mechanics) and the natural world to 

society and the individual. Modernity and industrialisation were by and large 

processes of material as well as symbolic mechanisation. Hobbesian philosophy 

links with Jeremy Bentham’s on account of having social control and biopolitics 

as its central preoccupation. Later, the anime TV series Psycho-Pass will neatly 

illustrate the smooth transition from the mechanistic philosophy of nature to the 

mechanical models of society, primarily in terms of social regulation and control 

and the biopolitics of technology. 

Although the Scientific Revolution unfolded gradually over a span of a 

few centuries, it was dotted with significant figures and events that were weaved 

into the new scientific and philosophical paradigm of the modern world. 

Revolution in science was not exclusively scientific; it was also technological, 

social, cultural, artistic, and visual. I have continuously referenced Descartes, 

Mersenne, and Gassendi for their contributions to the rise of the machine man 

paradigm but their philosophies in fact merely sum up the major paradigmatic 

changes that began with Renaissance artists and natural philosophers. One reason 

behind the overwhelming spread of the mechanistic view into all pores of 
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intellectual and material human existence was the enlightened need to address the 

uncertainties of both nature and social circumstances. Mechanics provided not 

only an appropriate shell but also a shield to what was deemed unpredictable and 

uncertain, epitomised in the organic. The history of machines partly betrays the 

desire to overcome the organic. In Innocence, Oshii explores these past 

developments in relation to contemporary anthropocentric worldviews that 

privilege man (I deliberately chose this term instead of “human”) and machine as 

opposed to organic structures—animals, for instance. Oshii is certainly not alone 

in disputing the Cartesian privileging of vision and (human) intellect (i.e., ratio, 

hence “rationalism”) over the remaining neatly classified and hierarchically 

stratified world. Even Descartes’ contemporaries who likewise contributed 

mechanistic ideas, such as Mersenne and La Mettrie, opposed Cartesian epistemic 

foundationalism, arguing that intellect alone cannot generate clear and 

undisputable truth, which depends on the senses (empiricism). For this reason, 

they turned to scientific instruments and empirical methods to enhance the senses 

and verify the truth.  

 One of many of Oshii’s contributions is the points of reference in his 

visual poetics, which are Edo-period automata as vessels for embodying the ideas 

of the Western metaphysical tradition. Oshii recognises and builds his verbal and 

visual narratives by juxtaposing two different yet intertwined cultural histories of 

technology and science. In other words, karakuri ningyō devices contain a very 

specific ghost (if not a soul), which is comprised of layers of Western 

metaphysical truths animated by clockwork mechanisms that fascinate while 

remaining hidden and obscure. In inverted metaphysics, the human body becomes 

a tool for revealing the epistemology of modern technoscience, while the 

mechanical body is a tool for concealing it. Their fusion is what eventually 

generates the uncanny effects.  

YūdaYoshio noted that karakuri (“automated mechanisms”) were first 

separate from puppets, but “the machinery eventually found its way into the 

bodies of the puppets. This gradual internalisation of technology is the central 

trope of the cyborg and the key step in blurring the line between bodies and tools, 

or humans and machines” (qtd. in Bolton 741). As S. T. Brown noted, the 

uncanny transpires from the human-machine inversion: primarily when what is 

human is perceived as mechanical, but also when what is mechanical is perceived 
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as human (32-35). The sudden horror of confusion lies in the reversibility of the 

process. 

  In Innocence, the trope of exploding mechanical interiors materialises the 

uncanniness of a particularly later inversion. The core interest in my own 

engagement with Oshii’s inversions was the effect of the uncanny rather than the 

uncanny as an effect. In other words, rather than asserting that humans remain 

humans and dolls remain dolls, despite the way they appear, Oshii produces a 

crack between humans and dolls in which cogito (which is the effect of the 

uncanny) manifests itself on both sides of the crack. Moreover, the effect of 

cogito is the distortion of traditional Western metaphysics and traditional Western 

epistemology. All four visitations of the uncanny (human/mechanical, life/death, 

(animate/inanimate, and doppelganger/déjà vu) typically produce uncertainty 

about what is reality and what is simulacrum, which appears to be one of Oshii’s 

core intentions as he replaces organic bodies with automata, the natural with the 

synthetic, the animate with the inanimate. Moreover, he implies that science, with 

its quantifying methods and reductionist mechanics, eventually enabled this 

inversion since the human will sooner or later also become reducible to basic laws 

of mechanics. Automata are uncanny because they remind one of how easily the 

imagined boundary between thinking and non-thinking matter blurs and crumbles. 

Current computers that enable memory externalisation and the modern human 

subject who pursues self-mechanisation further complicate the illusory boundary 

between organic, machinic, and digital. The human gradually and inevitably 

transforms into a machine, as when Kim declared, “In this age, the twin 

technologies of robotics and electronic neurology resurrected the eighteenth-

century theory of man as a machine.”  

Oshii uses the uncanny to question the Cartesian ergo sum (“therefore I 

am”); in a similar manner, Gilles Deleuze asked “Who speaks and acts?” (qtd. in 

Foucault, Language, Counter-memory, Practice 205-217). Whenever the 

characters in both films (Ghost in the Shell and Innocence) plug into the Network, 

they become part of the thinking collective wired with brains, thus multiplying 

and displacing the singular ergo sum (I am) with the plural sumus (we are). In the 

process, machinery is the crucial actor of the multiplicity that is pervasively 

conceptualised as the postmodern human condition. Ultimately, Cartesian dualism 

enables digital idealism: the informational mind-body, the disembodiment. While 
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Oshii seemingly asserts dualism in Ghost in the Shell, viewers are in fact 

misguided by their anthropocentric view that Motoko is human. In contrast, there 

are no humans in Innocence: there are only human-shaped dolls.  

 Katherine Hayles criticised fantasies of digital disembodiment within a 

humanist framework, asserting that “living in a conditioned virtuality” results 

from “the cultural perception that material objects are interpreted by informational 

patterns…the duality at the heart of the condition of virtuality” is usually resolved 

by privileging the information (qtd. in Magnani 4). Similarly, Lorenzo Magnani 

contended that material culture disembodies thoughts, as he argued that cultures 

are “formed through semiotic anchorage of informational content to external 

material objects and structures” (6). This process is what Magnani termed the 

“disembodiment of the mind,” asserting that humans form so-called cognitive 

niches in the external environment; therefore, human identity is defined as the 

amount of data, images, and texts stored in external “data shadows”: 

We only have brains that make up large, integrated, material 
cognitive and cultural systems. The only problem seems ‘How 
meat knows’: we can reverse the Cartesian motto and say ‘sum 
ergo cogito,’ it is ‘meat’ that makes up external material cultures. 
In this perspective what we usually call mind simply consists in the 
union of both the changing neural configurations of brains together 
with those large, integrated, and material cultural and cognitive 
systems the brains themselves are continuously building (15-16). 

While I strongly disagree with Magnani’s “mind simply consists” 

(emphasis mine), I concur with the notion that as of yet the multiplicity of human 

existence is neither purely intellectual nor digital (after all, I am a proponent of 

material culture studies). This is, I believe, one of the points that Oshii hoped to 

make in his visual theatre in which humans, like puppets on a stage, easily 

crumble once their strings are cut. If one employs metanarrative to speak about 

life itself, then dolls seem to be the perfect choice to depict and deconstruct life. 

Even metaphysically speaking dolls are composed of more than pure materials. To 

begin with, they are nodal points of different histories—from theatre to 

mechanics. From a ventriloquist’s perspective, puppets are comprised of more 

possibilities than the human could ever hope to be. Moreover, from a 

philosophical perspective, one can claim that they are alive and animate; only 

science, after dissecting them, can perhaps prove otherwise. But human 
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imagination travels beyond the senses and even reason when inspired by 

cybernetic theories. The question is not whether something is alive, but whether 

something that appears to be alive is self-aware and has consciousness and thinks 

its existence and doubts its thinking.   

 Oshii’s “theatre of the universe” (a reference to the microscope) aims not 

at telling viewers that they might actually be machines themselves; instead, it is a 

reminder that anthropocentrism eventually leads to perilous confusion over the 

normative notions of life, intellect, and human uniqueness in the mechanical 

universe. He does not question humanity but instead its paradigm that extends 

over the material world, allowing worldviews to infect all forms of life. This 

conceptual contamination is contrasted with the innocence in Innocence. Oshii 

structures his story around the relationship between the human, the animal, and 

the machine, following Haraway’s famous course of critique and, structurally at 

least, the Cartesian paradigm. In Cartesian discourse, cogito, which traditionally 

separates humans from animals and machinic bodies from the mind (soul), is the 

same cogito that empowers the human subject. In Haraway’s critique, the 

machinic body is reversed into a vehicle for liberation, while in Oshii’s narrative, 

cogito transmutes into a ghost in the shell. 

 

4.3.3 Innocence of the Eye 

 The film’s original Japanese title was simply Innocence (Inosensu); it was 

for the sake of familiarity that it was probably released as Ghost in the Shell 2: 

Innocence outside of Japan. The original title reveals the trope that dominates the 

narrative and it is linked with the paradigms of science, philosophy, and visuality 

discussed earlier. Oshii is adamant about his critique of the old, almost instinctive 

human desire to reproduce dolls, puppets, and machines, which ultimately leads to 

contaminating them and their loss of innocence. In a scene towards the end of the 

film, Batou and Motoko rescue a girl from the LOCUS SOLUS ship, where 

kidnapped children have been used for dubbing gynoids with a more human 

“personality.” At this point, it is clear that ROX Corporation has been cooperating 

with the yakuza to kidnap girls and use them for so-called “ghost dubbing,” 

transferring human ghosts into empty vessels (automatons) so that the vessels 

appear more human-like. Coupled with Kim’s monologue in which he praises 
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animals and dolls for achieving perfection, what Oshii conclusively suggests is 

that human anthropocentrism and the desire for self-multiplication contaminates 

everything it touches. One of Oshii’s quotes (spoken in the film by Kim), taken 

from Heinrich von Kleist’s essay On the Marionette Theatre (10), stated: “Grace 

appears most purely in that human form which either has no consciousness or an 

infinite consciousness. That is, in the puppet or in the god” (Innocence). The 

meaning becomes clearer when the entire excerpt from Kleist’s essay is 

considered: 

 
We see that in the organic world, as thought grows dimmer and 
weaker, grace emerges more brilliantly and decisively. But just as a 
section drawn through two lines suddenly reappears on the other 
side after passing through infinity, or as the image in a concave 
mirror turns up right in front of us after dwindling into the distance, 
so grace itself returns when knowledge has as it were gone through 
an infinity. Grace appears most purely in that human form which 
either has no consciousness or an infinite consciousness. That is, in 
the puppet or in the god (Kleist 10). 

 

The idea that something can be contaminated by making it more human-

like is controversial, especially from the traditional humanist view according to  

which Homo sapiens are nature’s greatest achievement. Innocence, however, has 

many aspects, one being, as Kim asserts, that dolls are free from the inconsistency 

of reality. They cannot spoil it or be affected by it through the act of 

interpretation: dolls are free from inscribing reality with meanings, associations, 

and concepts that eventually lead to the categorisation and hierarchisation of the  

 

Figure 66. A gynoid covered in blood as a metaphor for infecting an innocent being with 

humanity in Innocence 
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world, which leads to paradigms (see fig. 71). In a similar way, children are 

innocent too because their seeing and understanding of the world is yet to be fully 

encultured. The problem with being a human is that we create reality and inscribe  
it with concepts that suit our needs. Expectedly, the concept of innocence leads to 

the question of whether “pure perception” is possible for anyone else except dolls, 

animals, and young children. In the history of the Western visual paradigm,  

Molyneux problem is a famous example of innocent versus encultured eye that 

inspired philosophical discussions during the eighteenth century, which were 

partly resolved with empirical approaches in the nineteenth century that were 

relevant in defining the modern subject.  

In 1688, the Irish scientist and politician William Molyneux (1656-1698) 

sent a letter to John Locke in which he described a problem concerning optics and 

the psychology of sight. The question he had directed at Locke was whether a 

man who had been born blind but had learnt how to distinguish and name a cube 

and a globe by touch would be able to name and distinguish these objects by sight 

if enabled to see. This thought-experiment caused many debates and is still as 

intriguing today as it was in 1688: it is perhaps safe to say that no other problem 

in the history of the philosophy of perception has provoked more intellectual 

engagement (Degenaar and Lokhorst n. pag.). This illustrates that the nature of 

vision has always been connected with concepts and thoughts; once again, 

Drebbel’s microscopes represented the idea that seeing was more than looking, as 

seeing was an act that transcended the physiology of the eye or the perceived 

objectivity of the machinery.  

It is fairly conclusive to say that the innocent eye is a myth, just like the 

objective apparatus of viewing. No image-producing device is innocent from what 

the perception of the mind inscribes into it. Another famous example is Galileo’s 

“discovery” of the moon. So many astronomers before him gazed at it but he was 

the first one to see it and to recognise that the landscape of the moon was similar 

to that of the earth’s, that the shadows were in fact mountains and valleys. Seeing 

is no simple business and this is why reinventing vision was a paramount process 

of the Scientific Revolution. Seeing also has to be encultured and this is where 

paradigms “manipulate” the ways we understand the world.  
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5. A Sociocultural Prelude to Psycho-Pass: 
Social Engineering, Technology, and Science from the 
Late Edo Period to the Shōwa Period in Japan (1853–
1989) 
 
5.1 Technoscience Studies in the Context of Japanese 
Modernisation 

Contemporary cultural and social studies of science and technology 

emerged in the 1960s and 1970s in response to increasingly visible technologies, 

invisibly encultured into human societies. According to Andrew Pickering, 

“studies of scientific practice confront us with the brute materiality of science, the 

omnipresence of machines and instruments…science has material culture, 

irreducible to either knowledge or social relations” (292). However, science is 

culture as well as a cultural practice and tradition and, just like technology, it 

should not be observed only through its material aspects. As I have demonstrated 

in earlier chapters, the anthropology of science and technology maintains that both 

science and technology are paradigmatic and they shape our material world as 

much as they shape worldviews. An increasing number of cultural researchers and 

sociologists have been turning their gaze towards the social presence of 

technology as an intrinsic, interconnected, and networked sociocultural 

phenomenon.  

As the author of “A Cyborg Manifesto,” Donna Haraway speaks of 

“global circuits of production and consumption centred on postwar information 

technologies and sciences” (297). For Haraway, the Second World War facilitated 

a big shift in technoscientific culture, with emerging “informatics of domination” 

(298), which displaced old forms of domination and oppression by using highly 

sophisticated technologies. This shift also introduced techno-fascism, which 

generated new forms of internal control and civil manipulation within a country, 

of which highly sophisticated modes of surveillance remain but one consistently 

hot issue. The contemporary study of sociocultural effects of technoscience 

focuses on ways in which technologies and the human are interconnected and 

create networks of mutual feedback in which each is translating the other via the 

continuous circulation of mutually transmutative digitalised information. Such an 
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approach, espoused by Bruno Latour, led to the conceptualisation of the actor-

network theory (ANT), according to which humans and non-humans are always in 

multiple relationships without fixed boundaries (Reassebling the Social: An 

Introduction to Actor-Network Theory).  

In my approach, I likewise focused on the networks, layers, and structures 

of science, technology, and culture, but unlike culture theorists, I aimed at 

providing firm cultural evidence of technology as a total social phenomenon, 

interlocking the material and the symbolic in a complex grid of associations and 

meanings. Philosophising technology reveals its abstract nature. As primarily a 

cultural anthropologist of technology, my goal was to unveil the nodal points of 

mergers between the material and the abstract at the moment when they are both 

in the process of co-formation, which I will continue to do in the following 

chapter, first identifying and then analysing the flux and relations between culture, 

technology, science, and animation. In my view, in order to understand the 

implications and origins of the technoscientific discourse that appears in the 

anime TV series Psycho-Pass (and to demonstrate the importance of excavating 

meanings and associations related to the process, in which the field of popular 

culture production, animation in particular, has historically had a vital role), it is 

important to give a historical overview of the sociocultural changes that inspired 

contemporary popular culture. 

It is vital to understand sociocultural circumstances in which 

modernisation, industrialisation, and rationalisation of the Japanese nation-state 

unfolded, since technocracy and techno-fascism that are strongly associated with 

these processes remain persistent themes in popular visual culture. According to 

Lewis Mumford, the aim of “mechanical discipline” was not so much technical 

efficiency as much as business and power over other men (qtd. in Marcuse 40). 

Mechanical discipline is not only a prevalent motif in Japanese sci-fi and 

cyberpunk animations, but is also the essential element to what I have termed 

“social engineering” in Japan. Mechanical discipline, as I have discussed in 

previous chapters, was/is essential for visual technologies and scientific 

discourses, no matter whether it is scientific sampling or looking through a peep-

box in question. For Marcuse, “National Socialism” (in Nazi Germany) was 

exemplar of how “a highly rationalised and mechanised economy” operates in the 

interest of totalitarian oppression, whereas the Third Reich was a form of 
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technocracy. Also, the terror that arises from such regimes is not in technology 

itself (to which brute force is foreign) but in “ingenious manipulation of the power 

inherent in technology:” technological efficiency and rationalisation (Marcuse 41-

42). Furthermore, technological process, new rationality and new standards of 

individuality stem from technocracy. My aim in this chapter is to show how 

technocracy and new forms of rationality became essential tools in the making of 

Japanese nation-state and of imperial Japan, similar to techno-fascism of the Third 

Reich (I have to note, however, that there are authors who claim that Japan was 

never fascist32). The purpose is to link technology and science with broader 

political and power structures which inspired the animations I am discussing here. 

Another purpose is to link visual histories and history of visuality with power 

discourses and contemporary cultural industry, following the hypothesis that the 

themes and debates in popular culture, animation in particular, have been 

emergent and in production since the development of the visual machinery and the 

scientific worldview of the Scientific Revolution. 

 Forcefully opened to the outside world by US gunboat diplomacy in 1853, 

Japan was the first non-Western country to undergo complete social engineering 

via processes of industrialisation, urbanisation, mechanisation, and scientification 

of industry—and everyday life. Unlike its Asian neighbours, Japan was not 

subjected to colonial rule, but neither was the decision to undertake a vast 

sociocultural transformation a completely free choice. The new Meiji government 

that vigourously adopted Western industrial structures responded to the immediate 

dangers of imperialism and colonialism vividly displayed during the Opium Wars. 

Despite domestic struggles during the Bakumatsu era (1854-1868), when 

opposition to opening up the country arose around the politics of sonno jōi 

(“Rever the Emperor, expel the Barbarians”), the Meiji government, comprised of 

low-ranking samurai who had overthrown the shogunate, decided to become as 

modern as possible as soon as possible to avoid the fate of their Asian neighbours.  

By the time Commodore Perry reached Japan, the Japanese had become 

acquainted with the technologies, techniques, and scientific knowledge of 

European countries. The local daimyō (“regional lords”) established their own 

local factories and shipbuilding industries. However, without the “gifts” of the 

Industrial Revolution, the Japanese had no means of defending themselves against 

outside forces and this fact was spectacularly reflected in the carefully selected 
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steamships, equipped with guns and cannons by Perry, who relied on gunboat 

diplomacy to propose a trading agreement. Additionally, the gifts that Perry 

unloaded from his notorious Black Ships that marked the beginning of Japan’s 

industrial revolution, including the small-scale steam locomotive and the 

telegraph with personal instructions from Samual F. B. Morse, further convinced 

the new government that the only way to prevail in a world run by industrialised 

nations was to become industrial.  

The traditional merchant classes that arose during the Edo period, the well-

established market, and division of labour production, as well as familiarity with 

Western knowledge, aided the fast pace of transformation. The government set up 

the Ministry of Industry in 1870, which assumed responsibility for planning and 

financing the railroads, shipbuilding, and the textile industry. The first railway 

line connecting Tokyo and Yokohama opened in 1872, slightly over two decades 

after Perry presented the miniature locomotive. McClellan and Dorn pointed out 

the specific sociocultural factors that contributed to the whole project: 

In stark contrast to Europe, a large proportion of women in the 
workforce (above 50 percent) was a unique feature of early 
industrialization in Japan. Paternalism and the group-identity 
characteristics of Japanese culture generally helped ease the 
transition to an industrial economy, with less social and political 
strife than seen in the West (317).  

Because of these transformations, which were intrinsic to building a modern 

nation, and despite foreign and domestic pressures and humiliating treaties and 

trading agreements with Western countries, Japan eventually became an imperial 

power. Nationalism was both a by-product of intensive modernisation and a 

cultural capital in putting the industrial and powerful political entity on the global 

map. Basically, since they could no longer resist the outside world, the Japanese 

aimed at remapping it. That the process should not be seen as one-sided was 

reflected in the different mottos that marked different eras, from “strengthen the 

military, enrich the country” and “civilisation and enlightenment” in the Meiji era 

to “Western technology, Japanese spirit” in the Shōwa era, which reflected the 

inner structure and values of the transformative engine powered by a combination 

of Western resources and domestic sociocultural energy. After the Pacific war, 

Japan underwent reengineering once again and transformed into a powerful 
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electrical appliances industry that broke the industrial monopoly of Europe and 

the United States.  

After the opening of Japan, Japanese politicians, bureaucrats, scholars, and 

engineers flocked to Western countries to observe and record everything that 

seemed useful for their nation-building project. A new kind of “hollandomania” 

was not so much generated by curiosity and love for science as by the urge for 

national self-preservation and strengthening the country. As new generations of 

Western learning faced the brutal reality of the global insignificance of the Dutch 

language, they swiftly adopted new modes of global communication focused on 

new Western centres of knowledge production, with Western “enlightenment” and 

“civilisation” acquired through the works and teachings of Herbert Spencer, 

Samuel Smiles, free trade, and social Darwinism (Beasley 310). English 

utilitarianism and French positivism were not merely transplanted but had been 

adjusted and interpreted in a selective way to fit into domestic policies (Swale 4). 

The industrialisation of Japan was in many respects an outcome of political self-

awareness that aimed at securing acknowledgement of Japan as an autonomous 

political entity in the imperialist new world.  

 Regarding the sociocultural specificities that emerged between the layers 

of new ideologies and technologies and local traditions, I adhered to the notions of 

cultural synthesis, merger, and fusion. However, in the case of Japan’s modern 

and current history, many scholars disagree with the “self-aware Westernisation” 

of Japan. Based on my studies and learned observations during my field research, 

I have come to strongly disagree with such scholars. After all, seeing the world in 

a dualistic or monochromatic perspective is predominantly grounded in the 

Western ethnocentric tradition. The slogan of the late Edo and early Meiji periods, 

Bunmei kaika (“civilisation and enlightenment”) is an exemplar case of how 

easily one can be misled into believing that normative, Western-centric rules 

applied in Japan. The concept of “enlightenment” did not denote the tradition of 

Continental Enlightenment but rather a selective process of social engineering 

modelled after Western industrial nations after the Tokugawa shogun’s forced 

resignation on 30 September 1863.  

“The West,” just like “Holland” during the Edo period, was a complex and 

structured concept, not a geographical place. It was a discourse constructed of 

imaginations, interpretations, and observations, a cluster of meanings and 
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associations, which, after the 1850s, assumed the main paradigmatic role in 

forming a new nation. In the Edo period the term Rangaku (“Dutch studies”) was 

interchangeable with the term Yōgaku (“Western studies”). In the Meiji era, 

however, Rangaku was fully displaced by Yōgaku but it preserved some of its 

original content. The discourse as well as imagination remained the same but the 

window had changed, and so had the view. The United States, Britain, France, and 

Germany became Japan’s new window to industrialised civilisation.  

 The following story from the field should cast some light on how cultural 

fusion, technology, science, the symbolic, and the material interacted in the 

interlocking areas of cultural production. During my field research in Tokyo,33 

one of the fieldworks included Kimono Salone, an annual two-day event dedicated 

to developing, popularising, and exhibiting new directions in the craftship of 

kimono—the traditional national costume of Japan. At the entrance of the venue, 

two lavishly displayed traditional-style kimonos greeted the visitors. The spatial 

proximity between them, one in a calming blue and the other in bright red, 

accentuated the contrast in colour and effect. Without being conclusive about the 

intentionality of this fabric “welcoming committee” (a staff member I interviewed 

could not confirm it for me), it was impossible to ignore the symbology projected 

onto and through the exhibited kimonos. The two garments successfully 

communicated the worldview and sociocultural matrix of two radically different 

eras: the premodern Edo period and the modern Meiji period. To be able to 

discern the lively discursive mechanisms of such artefacts one has to be 

acquainted with specific sociocultural circumstances, not only in respective 

historical periods but likewise in contemporary and active interpretations. Only 

afterwards can one start to connect the dots between the blue kimono made in the 

Edo period, which successfully embodied the whole era in a popular and 

widespread fabric colour that symbolised the Japanese concept of iki (“chic” or 

“stylish”), and the red kimono from the Meiji period that was manufactured after 

artificial dyes from Germany were introduced in Japan (and became widely 

applied in ukiyo-e printmaking, kimono-making, and other dye-utilising crafts by 

local artists in the modern era).  

The experience of this explicit interplay of colours with implicit meanings 

and associations instantly evoked comparisons between the two eras, the “old” 

and the “new.” Highly resonating with the overall message of the event were 
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technological innovation, cross-cultural fusion, and 

modernisation/contemporarisation. Speaking from my field experience, this is a 

general tendency in contemporary Japanese craftship, partly motivated by local 

projects and the METI’s (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry) national 

projects such as “Cool Japan,” which aims to project Japanese culture, traditional 

crafts included, into the world market as a global-Japanese brand. This account 

should clarify the cultural conscience about the radical split between two 

worldviews and societies. While the Edo period is conceptualised by Japanese and 

non-Japanese scholars alike as the “authentic” traditional culture, the Meiji period 

is associated with modernisation, industrialisation, and Westernisation, the era in 

which identity was sacrificed and lost.  

If there is a historical era that every nation yearns for, it is the Edo period 

for the Japanese. During the Meiji, Taishō, and Shōwa eras, however, this was not 

always so, as Japanese leaders often spoke of the “evils from the feudal past” to 

foster resentment towards the old and openness towards the new. The “evils” were 

especially lurking from century-old symbols after the Second World War, when 

displays of potentially nationalistic imagery, including sacred Mount Fuji and 

samurai dramas, were prohibited and banned from Japanese visual culture.  

The most valuable resource for visualising the Meiji period transformation 

and its placement within an historical context are ukiyo-e prints, which were used 

equally intensively to portray the Black Ships and the changes that ensued after 

their arrival in Japan. Often in a grotesque way, ukiyo-e repeated the trauma 

caused by foreign intrusion and gunboat diplomacy. Until the end of the Sino-

Japanese war (1894-1895), ukiyo-e remained the dominant mass media (it is 

indicative that lithography and then photography were already introduced but not 

widely adopted), thus recording industrial efforts and disseminating war imagery 

(produced by artists who never actually stepped onto the battlefield). The 

nationalistic agenda of this newly appropriated state media, such as the 

industrialisation of urban landscape, was also recorded in the late prints—  

telegraph wires, street lamps, department stores, Western brick architecture, and 

various wheeled vehicles.  

Compared with the Edo-period ukiyo-e prints, Meiji prints were no longer 

“pictures of the Floating World,” as they were instead turned into a mass means of 

reportage, aiding in building the modern nation-state, boosting the national spirit, 
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and helping with social reengineering. In effect, the industrial and imperialist rise 

of Japan was to a great extent generated by social structures and cultural 

mechanisms embedded in the well-established culture (visual) industry. Once 

celebrating the hedonistic transience of life, the “pictures of the Floating World” 

now transmitted codes of the new world order in which once-admired China 

became the weak and Japan a strong and Western industrialised nation.   

Sakuma Shōzan (1811-1864) was, along with Honda Toshiaki (1744-

1821) and Satsuma’s daimyō Shimazu Nariakira (1809-1858), one of the leading 

proponents of Dutch learning in the late Edo and early Meiji eras. Sakuma 

opposed the Confucian dismissal of foreign “barbarians” and was a proponent of 

fusing Western technologies and Eastern ethics. For Sakuma it was important to 

understand and replicate Western technologies in order to resist the foreign threat 

(Partner 10). By 1840, Sakuma opened a laboratory where he conducted 

experiments based on Western scientific and technical knowledge, producing 

glass, chemicals, batteries, and guns. In 1848, five years after the electric 

telegraph was invented in Baltimore by Samuel F. B. Morse, Sakuma came across 

a book on the electric telegraph and made the first Japanese working telegraph 

system in 1851 in his lord’s castle in Shimano province. To make it workable, he 

used his own Volta batteries as well as locally produced porcelain insulators and 

copper wire (Partner 10). He had to rely on imported technoscientific knowledge 

and local craftship to make his devices come to life. 

By the end of the Edo period, the daimyō engaged proactively in 

encouraging Western learning and industry, with an accentuated orientation 

towards heavy industry and naval and military technology. Western technology 

and science were seen as a means of empowering and Rangaku was indispensable 

in learning how to make machines and acquire skills. Shimazu, the daimyō of 

Satsuma’s domain, strongly encouraged his subjects and students to acquire 

knowledge of foreign lands. He sent students to study Western learning in the 

Rangaku centres of Osaka, Nagasaki, and Edo, and also encouraged translations 

and publications of Western books. In many ways, Shimazu already began the 

industrialisation of his domain before the bakufu compelled the entire nation to do 

so, as 

he took up photography, using an imported camera and an 
instruction book translated from the Dutch. He installed a telegraph 
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between two buildings of his castle residence in Kagoshima and 
had gas lighting fitted in the grounds. He founded a combined 
factory and technical institute, the Shūseikan, at which, apart from 
the manufacture of cannon and rifles, work was carried out on 
metal-plating processes, the making of guncotton and sulphuric 
acid, the distillation of alcohol, the production of various kinds of 
glass, pottery, and agricultural implements. By the time of his death 
in 1858 it employed about 1,200 persons (Beasley 125-124). 

By that time, Western medicine had already proved its validity and utility, and 

due to the success of Kaitai shinsho it was popularised and widely practiced, 

including the smallpox vaccination implemented before 1853. Moreover, in 1856, 

the bakufu established a translation bureau, which soon became the centre for 

learning the Dutch, English, German, and French languages. 

 

5.2 The “Gifts” from the Black Ships 

Late Edo culture continued to flourish until the end of the Tokugawa 

shogunate, continuously enriched with “Dutch” products and curiosities whose 

number reached its peak by the 1780s. However, urban growth began to stagnate 

and the obsolete bakufu system had considerably declined in power, thus raising 

concerns among the samurai classes by the early 1800s about the government’s 

incompetence in responding adequately to “troubles at home and dangers from 

abroad” (naiyū gaikan) (Huffman 39; Beasley 41). Some of the discontented 

intellectuals proposed that the Westerners, along with Western learning, should be 

curbed altogether, while others, mostly Rangakusha, proposed that the knowledge 

of the West should be used in defence against Western intrusions. In the midst of 

the Bakumatsu struggle, the latter group eventually prevailed, owing much to the 

intrusion of the Black Ships entering Tokyo Bay near Uraga on 8 July 1853. This 

event is often described by historians as one of the most traumatic events in 

Japanese history (Partner 8; Dower, Black Ships and Samurai, Chapter 1). The 

trauma, however, soon transformed into a national agenda for holistic 

Westernisation with encouragement from US Commodore Matthew Calbraith 

Perry, who had a devised a strategy, embedded in his warships and technologies 

he displayed, of bringing gifts.  

 The notorious Black Ships commanded by Perry were warships equipped 

with the latest weapons and steam-engine technology. Among other requests, 
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Perry was sent to deliver an entreaty by US President Millard Fillmore, asking for 

trade relations and better treatment of shipwrecked American sailors, as well as 

granting whaling and trading ships to stop in Japan to replenish their supplies (the 

growing industry in Western industrialising countries was dependent on whaling, 

so the whaling ships from New England often moved about the waters of the 

northern Japanese island of Hokkaido). As an effect of Japan’s seclusion policy, 

the ships were not allowed to stop and resupply, nor were shipwrecked sailors 

well treated by the Japanese, so the opening of Japan was also a result of the 

industrial needs of Western nations (Dower, Black Ships and Samurai, Chapter 1) 

resulting from the rising consumption of energy resources during the Industrial 

Revolution. McClellan and Dorn summed up this historical moment, linking it 

with the development of modern science:  

Coincident with these developments in the world of science and 
natural philosophy in the nineteenth century, industrialization 
accelerated its impact of human existence. What had begun 
haphazardly in the coal, iron, and textile industries in England in 
the eighteenth century coalesced into a mighty new mode of 
production, consumption, and social organization (311). 

Production became mechanised and dependent on engines and fossil fuels, 

which enabled the emergence of new social structures comprised of new classes 

of workers, consumers, and managers. Iron, coal, steel, timber, and steam became 

the main resources for powering machines in the textile industry, while the iron 

and coal industry, mining, and transportation rapidly grew and became 

predominantly shaped by the new materials and energy resources. Developments 

in these industries followed diverse practical solutions and technical 

improvements implemented in different industrial sectors, but their after-effects 

were interconnected. For instance, in 1784, the Englishman Henry Cort developed 

a process for converting cast iron to wrought iron by using coal. This increased 

British iron production enormously and marked the beginning of the Iron Age. In 

coal mining, the need for pumps to remove groundwater from the mines inspired 

Thomas Newcomen’s invention of the steam engine, later perfected by John 

Smeaton and James Watt. Eventually, after further perfections, the steam engine 

was integrated into the railroad locomotive. The British engineer George 

Stephenson presented the first steam locomotive in 1814. First intended for 

industrial applications only (i.e., the transportation of coal), it did not take long 
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before the first public line was opened between Liverpool and Manchester in 

1830.  

Perry’s exhibit of technological and scientific (industrial) power was an 

example par excellence of what Michael Adas theorised as machines of Western 

dominance (1-16), when technology and science were employed as a means of 

subordination and empowerment. This also reconfirmed that material culture, 

including technology, was interlocked with knowledge and worldviews. 

Steamships and the miniature steam locomotive were specifically presented to 

arouse intended meanings and associations—and they did. Technology is a total 

social phenomenon that marries the symbolic and the material. In Perry’s case, 

steam engines, weapons, and the telegraph epitomised in material objects the 

historical and concurrent entirety of the Industrial Revolution, as well as indicated 

its future course.  

 Perry’s first visit to Japan in 1853, to deliver his president’s request, 

purposely allowed the Japanese a good look at his fleet, consisting of two steam-

driven frigates and two sloops, sixty-five guns and nearly a thousand men. In 

February the following year, Perry returned for Japan’s answer and on that 

occasion came with nine ships, a hundred cannons and around 1,800 men (Dower, 

Black Ships and Samurai, Chapter 7). The ships became widely known among the 

Japanese populace as the “Black Ships” due to the colour of their hulls, while 

poplar imagery reflected both domestic antagonism and Perry’s implicit threat. 

Ukiyo-e prints, produced in response to their monstrous presence, displayed evil 

and grotesque imagery of the steamships, enhancing the effect by 

anthropomorphising the vessels into what seemed a sublimation of a devouring 

devil (see fig. 72). Perry and his crew were portrayed with an equal amount of 

grotesquery, satire, humour, or animosity, and the artists especially indulged in 

accentuating large facial features (the nose in particular) and portraying Perry and 

his officers as (benevolent) devils.  
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Figure 67. n. p. Matthew C. Perry’s warship. About 1854. Colour Woodblock Print. 
Nagasaki Prefecture. Black Ships and Samurai, Chapter 1 (Visualizing Cultures). By 

John W. Dower. Web. Dec 2014. 
 

While visual transmutations of the foreigners spread across the Floating 

World, the paradigmatic effects of the gifts brought by Perry secured Japan’s 

position in the new world order. The history of technology and science has shown 

that the impact of material culture is vast, that a single convex lens can change the 

outlook on the natural world and its social spheres and that paradigms transform 

and are transformed by apparatuses, which simultaneously deconstruct and 

construct the observer/user/subject and the object. This is a mutual process of 

interconnecting machinic and ghost desires to the point where the Cartesian split 

ceases to be obvious, or even visible. Technologies do not communicate ideas 

autonomously but in conjunction with toolmakers as well as technological and 

social systems. In this respect, the gifts from the Black Ships, which I have 

identified as the moment of the paradigm shift, can be understood as the decisive 

beginning of the technocultural social engineering of Japan:  

Material culture encapsulates national culture, and this was 
certainly the case in Japan’s encounter with Commodore Perry’s 
America. Even as his gunboats were forcing the Japanese to 
abandon their seclusion policy, Perry was introducing them—and 
very deliberately so—to the technologies essential for survival in 
the challenging new world (Dower, Black Ships and Samurai, 
Chapter 7). 

The gifts that Perry presented to his hosts at Yokohama on 13 March 1854, 

including the telegraph, a miniature locomotive, firearms, a telescope, a printing 
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press, and a daguerreotype camera, were embodied achievements of the Industrial 

Age, which was the actual gift that Perry had come to offer to the Japanese 

government. To be sure, he was not offering the objects but the whole package: 

the promise of power of an industrialised nation. Partner noted that these gifts of 

ambivalent nature embodied the “ideologies of dominance” and were based on 

assumed superiority of Western science and technology (9). 

 
Figure 68. Japanese rendering of the miniature train. About 1854. Shiryo Hensanjo, 

University of Tokyo. Black Ships and Samurai, Chapter 7: Gifts (Visualizing Cultures). 
By John W. Dower. Web. Dec 2014. 

 

The patentee of the telegraph system (1837), Samuel F. B. Morse, 

instructed one of Perry’s crew members in Morse code so that the apparatus could 

be used in demonstration in Japan (Dower, Black Ships and Samurai, Chapter 7) 

(see fig. 74). The government officials were impressed, despite the one telegraph 

already working in Japan—not imported but built domestically by Rangakusha 

Sakuma Shōzan. Amazement ensued swiftly upon identifying the (bio)political 

potential of the telegraph as a means of rapid communications (state-controlled, of 

course, which proved decisively useful when the government used the device to 

crush an anti-modernisation insurgence), as well as of the steam-driven 

locomotive as a means of transportation and unification of Japan’s faraway 

regions with urban centres (see fig. 73). If industrialisation was to succeed, it had 

to become all-encompassing. Not confined to the monopolisation of the national 

transportation and communications systems, as well as industry, social 

engineering expanded to encompass each and every person, whose hairstyle, 

costume, and diet were transformed for “the greater good of the nation.”  
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Figure 69. One of Perry’s gifts, as depicted by Japanese artists: telegraph apparatus. 
About 1854. Shiryo Hensanjo, University of Tokyo. Black Ships and Samurai, Chapter 7: 

Gifts (Visualizing Cultures). By John W. Dower. Web. Dec 2014. 
 

More subtle mechanisms and strategies were taking place in the 

reconfiguration of the Japanese cultural landscape in which popular culture and 

popular symbols had a vital role. The emperor and the imperial family were 

employed as role models: they posed for ukiyo-e artists in Western hairdos and 

fashion, as they, seated on fine chairs, listened to quartet music. Such images 

circulated en masse across Japan to inherently provide a new system of values to 

which each person was expected to subject himself/herself for the good of the 

nation. The Japanese enculturation of Western technologies, science, and culture 

(specifically from the US and Britain) was first and foremost of a biopolitical 

nature, reflected in the modes of enculturing. The government used numerous 

policies to shape and remodel society to the US image, focusing on technology 

and science as a means of empowering the newly born modern nation-state. For 

the Meiji programme, the transformation of the Japanese individual was crucial, 

ensuring that each subject was reconstituted and remodelled. Foucault referred to 

such a practice as “a very real technology, the technology of individuals” (qtd. in 

Lury 577).  

In line with the conceptualisation of technology of the self, I argue that the 

technology was directly transplanted into individuals during the Meiji period. 

Constantly manipulated and controlled, the people eventually “accepted” the 

technologies imposed upon them as their own, making them intrinsic as their own 

desires until they matched those of the government. This process was also known 
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as naturalisation—in this case, of the Western technoscientific paradigm. Meiji 

biopolitics aimed at subjectivising the individual, who then realised the country’s 

transformation in a collective effort. Thus, each and every citizen became an 

automaton in the state apparatus.  

 The treaty that Perry delivered was signed on 31 March 1854 in Kanagawa 

and it met all the US requests, including fair treatment of castaways, acceptance 

of an American consul, and the opening of Hakodate and Shimoda ports to foreign 

ships. Modernisation was on its way, radically pursued by the group of 

yesterday’s samurai who not long before demanded the expulsion of the 

“barbarians.” As they established the emperor as the nominal head of the country, 

the samurai began the vast transformation of the country. The name of the 

emperor—Meiji (“bright rule”)—marked the beginning of the Meiji Restoration. 

The adopted slogans were wakon yosai (“Japanese spirit, Western technology”) 

and fukoku kyōhei (“enrich the country and strengthen the army”), the latter 

particularly advocated by Fukuzawa Yukichi, the most popular and influential 

figure of neo-Rangaku. Everything from abroad (that seemed useful for the 

purpose) was readily absorbed, thus transforming the country and the nation in a 

matter of years. Upon the announcement of the Meiji constitution in 1889, the 

newspaper Nihon wrote,  

‘We recognize the excellence of Western civilisation. We value the 
Western theories of rights, liberty and equality…. Above all, we esteem 
Western science, economics and industry.’ Nevertheless, these things 
‘ought not to be adopted simply because they are Western; they ought to 
be adopted only if they can contribute to Japan’s welfare’ (Beasley 413-
414). 

 

5.3 The New Era: “Civilisation and Enlightenment” 

 Every era in Japanese history, beginning with the Meiji Restoration, was 

marked by a slogan that embodied the dominant cultural forces and political 

programs of the changing governments. For sociocultural charting, it would 

suffice to appeal only to these syntactically short but semantically vastly rich 

expressions that epitomised the structure of the sociocultural matrices of feeling 

different yet the same.  
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During the Meiji period, from 1868 to 1912, the political reality of 

everyday life was best reflected in two key slogans: bunmei kaika (“civilisation 

and enlightenment”) and fukoku kyōhei (“enrich the nation and strengthen the 

army”). “Civilisation” evoked in the first slogan was by all means the model 

industrial Western civilisation, while “enlightenment” did not refer to the 

philosophical framework but, rather, to the practical embracing of Western 

sciences and technologies that would ensure the path of civilising. This was a very 

selective process that required the annihilation of the old world and the adoption 

of new values. Two other telling slogans were adopted during this time: kuni no 

tame (“for the good of the country”) and fukoku kyōhei (“rich country, strong 

army”). The first slogan was a pretext for an overwhelming biopolitical 

restructuring and the latter indicated that the symbolic gifts from the Black Ships 

were well understood and appropriated.  

 The new government was autocratic and in that sense did not substantially 

differ from the former feudal regime. When the former samurai assumed power, 

they swiftly realised the importance of the emperor as the sacred father of the 

nation who used to be an anonymous nominal figure hidden behind the palace 

walls. One of the first political moves of the Meiji government was bringing the 

imperial family from their Kyoto residence to Edo, now renamed Tokyo, and 

constructing the emperor as the most powerful symbol of the nation (see fig. 75). 

Besides dedicating themselves to learning about foreign cultures, the Meiji 

government also made education and military service compulsory, introduced new 

standard currency and a national land tax, and made politics a public concern. In 

1889, the Japanese government adopted its national constitution, which was the 

first national constitution in Asia. These were only a few of the overwhelming 

changes introduced by the new government. Their policies revealed an in-depth 

all-inclusive programme that transformed every system and every institution in 

the country, thus transforming society and culture as a whole. The implementation 

of the new policies went as far as prescribing Western-style clothes for men, while 

women, who remained confined to the private domain (family home), were 

encouraged to continue wearing kimono. Along with these changes, the vast 

restructuring of the urban landscape, now dotted with telegraph wires, wheeled 

motorcars, brick buildings, and street lighting, as well as with foreign residents, 
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changed the visuals of Japan beyond recognition.  

 

Figure 70. Toyohara, Chikanobu. The Meiji emperor and empress with their young son.  
A Mirror of Japanese Nobility. August 1887. Sharf Collection, Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston. Throwing Off Asia 1: Woodblock Prints of Domestic Westernization (1868-

1912): Technology & Industry (Visualizing Cultures). By John W. Dower. Web. Nov. 
2014. 

 

The bunmei kaika movement was essential in fashioning the new national 

identity and constructing the idea of a “good citizen.” Fukuzawa Yukichi, a 

prominent figure of Meirokusha (“Meiji Six Society”) and the bearer of “Japanese 

Enlightenment,” was “a master disseminator of a new mode of discourse on the 

West” (Swale 90). Chitōshi Yanaga wrote about the visible changes in everyday 

life brought about by the importation of Western technology and civilisation that 

eventually caused major social and economic changes in Japan: 

By 1874, the photograph had become so popular that it all but 
drove out of competition the more artistic nishikie. Lantern slides 
were the marvel of the seventies and the people were fascinated by 
the still imperfect, but wonderful, talking machine. As the decade 
wore on, other marvellous inventions of the West were brought into 
Japan. Thomas A. Edison’s kinetoscope, which was exhibited at 
the Chicago Columbian Exposition in 1893, reached Japan before 
the year was over. Means of mass communications were gradually 
being improved as the telephone, telegraph, motion pictures, and 
the press came to occupy an important place in the daily life of the 
people (98). 

Although Chitoshi clustered the “marvellous inventions of the West” 

anachronically, leaving one with an impression that all these technologies spilled 
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into Japan at once, one can still appreciate the bigger picture he offered: the 

overwhelming technological enculturation that radically changed society and the 

economy. More importantly, these new “devices of wonder” became mediums 

(indeed in the spiritual sense of the word) of the government. There was no such 

media in the premodern era: the Floating World was a manifestation or 

embodiment of the transience of urban existence, a sublime celebration of 

hedonistic mortal life, whereas the technologies of the Meiji era became the 

engineers of industrial Japan.  

One significant feature of the new technologies was rapidity: telegraph 

wires spread through the air, railways criss-crossed the country, Western 

industrial machinery replaced human labour or helped speed production in 

modern factories, and firearms empowered. The visual culture was affected as 

well: photography replaced ukiyo-e, the modern European printing press replaced 

woodblock printing, and modern “scientific toys” and cinematography enhanced 

movement. While this transformation was reaching into the furthermost regions of 

Japan, not everyone benefited from the changes: women were in general kept 

away from public affairs, dressed in a new social role of “good wives, wise 

mothers,” “designated” to nurture and raise modern Japanese citizens.  

The government, realising the importance of communications and 

transportation, introduced infrastructure as the glue to keep the modernising 

nation together and much of this “glue” was made in the US and Britain. The 

government commissioned a British engineer, George Miles Gilbert, in 1869 to 

build a telegraph line between Tokyo and Yokohama, which was completed in 

January 1870. This was sixteen years after the first telegraph line was built in the 

West, between London and Paris. In 1872, Tokyo and Nagasaki were connected 

and in 1873, Tokyo, Aomori, and Sapporo in Hokkaido were connected as well. 

Private overseas cables connected Nagasaki, Shanghai, and Vladivostok in 1871, 

placing Japan on the global rapid communications map.  

Our contemporary understanding of globalisation stems from the 

phenomenon that arose with the Spanish and Portuguese global expansions in the 

fifteenth century. The rapid communications and transportation that emerged from 

the Industrial Revolution utterly globalised the world and transformed the cultural 

landscape on both global and local scales. The telegraph was not simply a device 

for communicating; its repercussions were much broader. In a matter of two 
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decades, isolated Japan became domestically and internationally connected, albeit 

under strict control of the government. This monopoly over communications 

technology, combined with its success in crushing the Satsuma rebellion34 in 

1877, led Japan towards techno-nationalism. Monopolising communications (for 

official and military use) and integrating them within the national apparatus, 

turning to domestic manufacturing for new technologies and goods instead of 

relying on imports, and thorough technical training abroad and in Japan, 

accompanied by the creation of research institutions, were the factors that made 

industrialisation successful.  

 By the end of the nineteenth century, science-based industries emerged in 

the West in response to the eruption of industrialisation. Simultaneously, higher 

education responded by establishing university programmes throughout the 

century to foster new engineers, teachers, architects, and medical personnel. New 

modes of social organisation, production, and consumption created the need for an 

adequate institutional response. In Japan, the first generation of eleven electrical 

engineers returned from England in 1879 and started teaching the next generation 

in Japan. Soon afterwards, in 1885, the government established the Ministry of 

Communications, as well as Denki Shikenjo (Electro-Technical Lab) in 1891, 

which became integral in every aspect of electrical and communications research.  

The first telephone made in Japan was assembled by Izawa Shūji, a former 

collaborator of Alexander Graham Bell, a year after Bell invented the telephone in 

1876. In line with the government’s techno-nationalism, the first experimental 

telephone line, two kilometres in length, was installed in 1872 between the 

Department of Works and the Imperial Household Ministry (it took eight years to 

install the first private line service). Followed by the first radio transmission in 

1897 (a year after Guglielmo Marconi’s patent and four years before the first 

radio transmission across the Atlantic), and after the victory over the less 

technologically advanced Russians in the Russo-Japanese war (1904-1905), the 

radio became the epitome of industrialisation efforts.  

The population was shaped by the new image of a technological pantheon 

that eventually became vital in the Japanese imperialist remapping of Asia: 

enculturing technology went hand in hand with enlightening and civilising the 

nation and its Asian neighbours. The populace, a few decades before encapsulated 

in the peaceful Floating World, was now engineered into the modern nation in 
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which living an exploited life in the silk factory “for the good of the country” 

became equal to dying on the battlefield for the same higher goal. The people 

truly became the national state apparatus and this is what interests me most, thus 

inspiring the inclusion of the anime TV series Psycho-Pass in this project. 

 

5.4 The Social Engineering of Japan 

 Japan’s modernisation remains a controversial topic, not because of its 

inherent biopolitics but because of its controlled and systematic cultural 

transplanting. Such conceptualisations are commonplace among researchers, who 

perceive the modernisation of Japan as unrestrained and hysteric Westernisation 

to the point of cultural self-destruction. Hane and Perez noted that the admiration 

for Western and contempt for Japanese things resulted in an array of grotesquery, 

such as proposals to replace the traditional writing system with the Roman 

alphabet, as well as the Japanese language with English, and the mandate that the 

Japanese should intermarry with Occidentals as a method for improving racial 

stock, inspired by Spencerianism (206). Because of this widespread contempt of 

Japanese things, many art objects and Buddhist temples and treasures were either 

destroyed or freely exported overseas. Ukiyo-e prints by famous artists were used 

to wrap fish and vegetables, while traditional wooden structures were used as fuel 

(Hane and Perez 107). The retrospective future implications were also very clear: 

Japan had become a Western country.  

While it is seemingly difficult to argue against such perceptions (indeed, 

the Japanese relentlessly embraced the promises of a brave new world) I disagree 

with them.35 To claim that Japan was ideally and objectively Westernised means 

to agree with the autonomous technological systems and, ultimately, technological 

and cultural determinism. The arguments for this thesis are based on postulating 

technology, from an anthropological point of view, as a total social phenomenon. 

In other words, technology can be neither understood nor discussed without the 

consideration of cultural pluralism as opposed to the normative outlook. In the 

discussion about the image-production technologies in the Edo period—the prime 

inceptor of the ways to see the world and ultimately the worldview—similarities 

were recounted as were the differences inspired by the same machines in Europe 

and Japan. The rationale behind employing cultural fusion or synthesis as the 
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main cultural force in cross-cultural exchange is to avoid the misconceptions 

about cultural elements, including material culture, as objective and autonomous 

and that adhere to normative values and therefore reduce cultural exchange to 

copy and pasting. I believe we are way past the need to assert this all over again, 

especially in consideration of Japan’s modernisation, which remains a 

controversial topic.  

Another question arising from this problematic field probably bothers 

social scientists the most: it is the possibility of an industrialised non-Western 

country, which evokes the possibility of a non-Western, indigineous model of 

industrialisation. I have used many Western sources in my writing, but never as 

arguments, theses, or frameworks. Instead, the fieldwork and materials were 

essential in forming my conclusions. It is important to get out there and engage 

with the material world.  

 Fukuzawa Yukichi almost single-handedly delivered civilisation and 

enlightenment to the Japanese people. However, while promoting liberalism 

inspired by John Stuart Mill, the inner mechanisms in actuality animated a very 

different kind of system. Fukuzawa’s outreaching rhetoric is comparable to Edo-

period karakuri ningyō: the audience, unaware of the inner clockwork mechanism 

(accepting the illusion, really), cheers, amazed by the self-animating puppet. 

While embracing the trickery of life, the question eventually arises as to whether 

the doll may actually be alive. Science was Fukuzawa’s ghost in the machine, and 

he promoted it generously in his political programme.  

The writings of John Stuart Mill, Jeremy Bentham, and Herbert Spencer 

extensively influenced the philosophy of the Meiji period and generated key ideas 

in (bio)political programmes of the new age. Two scholars were specifically 

responsible for popularising Spencerianism in Japan: the Japanese professor 

Toyama Masakazu, who had returned from the United States in 1876 and taught 

Spencerianism-inspired courses at Tokyo University, and Ernest Fenollosa, a 

professor of philosophy, also at Tokyo University. According to Chitōshi,  

[s]o popular did Spencer become that his views and advice were 
sought eagerly even by the government on various and sundry 
problems. The most notable example perhaps was in the matter of 
advocating intermarriage, which was being seriously considered by 
the government as a means of securing recognition from the West. 
Spencer advised strongly against any sort of planned miscegenation 
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by the state for the improvement of the race. Darwinism, which 
was introduced in the early 1880s through the Origin of Species, 
had a great impact on Japanese scholarship, leaving an impression 
not only on the scientists but on social and political theorists of this 
period (77). 

That the Meiji government was ready to reach this far into individuals’ private 

domain to realise its modernising programme shows that they had conceived to 

create a new breed of citizens, an approach perhaps more suitable for the 

hybridisation of plants. The popularity of Thomas Malthus and his controversial 

An Essay on the Principle of Population (1798) also clearly demarcates the early 

Meiji political ideology, centred on evolutionist ideas and the biological handling 

of the population.  

Such a mechanistic view of society is well known today as having gained 

new forms and justifications with biological science in the nineteenth century. 

Implemented as cultural mechanisms, these outlooks had profound impacts on the 

nation-in-becoming, as demonstrated by the cultural, political, social, and even 

biological interference of the Meiji government, set to produce the modern 

subject. Such biopolitical engineering went well beyond the prison, the school, 

and the workplace. The strategies and mechanisms that the government carried 

out and was willing to implement can only be described as “sociocultural 

eugenics.” This motif continually reappears in the Japanese contemporary culture 

industry, which, ultimately, shaped this thesis. The repercussions of perpetual 

social engineering are vividly present in contemporary material and visual culture, 

perhaps as an attempt at awakening or as a reminder that the process never really 

ends.  

 Ukiyo-e prints that vividly portray large-scale engineering are an 

invaluable source for visualising the techno-cultural transformation of Japanese 

society in the Meiji period. Both the appropriation and donning of Western 

clothes and hairstyles and dancing to Western music in Western-style salons 

equipped with Western-style furniture are only some aspects of disciplining the 

individual body into the modern (civilised) subject (see fig. 76).  
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Figure 71. Adachi, Ginkō. Illustration of Ladies Sewing. 1887. Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston. Throwing Off Asia 1: Woodblock Prints of Domestic Westernization (1868-

1912): Technology & Industry (Visualizing Cultures). By John W. Dower. Web. Nov. 
2014. 

 

By the end of the Sino-Japanese war, ukiyo-e prints, which were 

traditionally the dominant visual media, offered a very different imagery to its 

established market of consumers. Before the woodblock-printed pictures were 

replaced by photography at the end of the nineteenth century, they were the main 

source and biopolitical tool for “subtly” encouraging fashions, manners, and 

lifestyles corresponding with the imperial family and with industrialised Western 

nations. The popular culture industry—cheap, affordable, accessible, and  

 
Figure 72. Toyohara, Chikanobu. Illustration of Singing by the Plum Garden. 1887. 
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. Throwing Off Asia 1: Woodblock Prints of Domestic 

Westernization (1868-1912): Technology & Industry (Visualizing Cultures). By John W. 
Dower. Web. Nov. 2014. 
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omnipresent—was the central technology of the modern subject and for 

promoting the Meiji programme. The ukiyo-e medium, so firmly ingrained in 

Japanese visual culture, affirmed the central role of the culture industry in social 

engineering (see fig. 77). The old visual technology was inscribed with new codes 

with an aim to project the entire society from the premodern past to the modern 

future. Circulating freely, the printed pictures probably provided a sense of 

democracy in visual consumption, while the images remained wired into the 

organised and systematic state apparatus. 

Modern visual consumption was another instance of “learning to see,” as 

the vast amounts of information and visual codes (i.e., photography) continued to 

assert the ideology of authenticity and objectivity—of the truth. Visual codes and 

purposes of the media changed according to sociocultural contexts (see fig. 78). 

Like perspective boxes, ukiyo-e prints recorded marvels of industrialisation and 

Western fashions. Urban landscapes were thoroughly transformed as they filled 

with telegraph wires, “enlightening” street lamps, Western-style brick and stone 

architecture, paved roads for wheeled vehicles, factories, and colossal department 

stores representing high fashion, some of which are still in business in the fancy 

Ginza district of Tokyo. Curious foreigners were also part of the landscape: 

French, Dutch, British, and Russian urban dwellers immigrated to Japan soon 

after the signing of international trade treaties. As a visual media, ukiyo-e prints 

appeared in emerging newspapers to provide pictorial news, whether of yet 

another commercial treaty or a rumble in the local, notorious izakaya.  

 

Figure 73. n. p. Tenth Anniversary of Telephone System: Kanazawa Post Office. Early 
20th century. Leonard A. Lauder Collection of Japanese Postcards, Museum of Fine Arts, 

Boston. Throwing Off Asia 1: Woodblock Prints of Domestic Westernization (1868-
1912): Technology & Industry (Visualizing Cultures). By John W. Dower. Web. Nov. 

2014. 
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As the city streets filled with electric lights, street cars, department stores, 

entertainment districts, and newspapers, shakai mondai (“social problems”) 

equally intensively accompanied progress. Some of the new social realities 

included work exploitation, inadequate sanitation, epidemics, pollution, slums, an 

increase in crime, and the mechanisation of factory systems, which eventually led 

to unemployment in an increasingly consumerist world. The government 

responded to these social problems by promoting traditional values, perhaps 

thinking what some Japanese culture historians still think today: that 

modernisation had taken its toll on the Japanese identity. The revival of 

traditionalism centred on the Meiji emperor and aimed at moulding the modern 

subject into a loyal, obedient, disciplined, and imperial subject. Of course, the 

education system and the culture industry were swiftly refashioned into an 

appropriate state apparatus to create a new breed of citizens. Such efforts were 

seemingly contradictory to the parallel project of creating a consumerist society; 

the process of social engineering to create a wealthy nation, however, 

corresponded with manufacturing the uniformed society, which uniformly 

digested symbols and materials of the new era. The engineering of society was 

complemented with appropriate rhetoric, once again provided by Fukuzawa 

Yukichi: 

What must we do today? We do not have time to wait for the 
enlightenment of our neighbours so that we can work together 
toward the development of Asia. It is better for us to leave the 
ranks of Asian nations and cast our lot with civilized nations of the 
West…a person who cherishes a bad friend cannot escape his bad 
notoriety. We simply erase from our minds our bad friends in Asia 
(qtd. in Dower, Throwing off Asia I – Chapter 2). 

When the machine becomes alive, it remains animated. Otherwise, when it stops it 

breaks the spell and enchantment, as it did when Emperor Hirohito announced on 

15 August 1945 that the machine had stopped moving.  

 In the prewar era, the philosophy of Nihonshugi (“Japanism”) went hand 

in hand with assimilating Western technologies that were, without the firm patent 

regulatory system, freely flowing into the country. Notably, there were no 

substantial contradictions between Western technologies and the Japanese spirit. 

US companies in particular showed a willingness to share developing 

technologies, hoping for new markets that Japan was apparently becoming. 
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Imperialism and electrification of the country were aligned processes, carried out 

by the triad of politicians, career bureaucrats, and big business (known as “Japan 

Inc.” in the 1980s). The subsequent Taishō era saw a continuation of the 

aforementioned policies, culminating in explosive Japanese imperialism and the 

first-ever use of the atomic bomb, the weapon of mass destruction and epitome of 

the new applied science. The bomb and the apocalypse remain persistent motifs 

(and reminders) in popular culture. In a world where applied science is the sole 

most powerful authority, the culture industry is perhaps the only site for 

materialising contemporary fears and opposition.  

While relentlessly importing and monopolising new technologies, the 

government and related businessmen realised that in order to create the market, 

they had to create consumers. A detail that separates Japanese autarchic techno-

nationalism from other similar regimes and programmes is the structure of the 

government, which was traditionally comprised of businessmen and the military 

class, so the creation of a mass market was not only plausible but was due to 

many biopolitical strategies and mechanisms. Actually, it was so successful that 

the Japanese economy soon surpassed the economies of model nations. Just as the 

Meiji emperor served as a powerful symbol of the new age, the scientification and 

rationalisation of everyday life were conducted through symbols, addressing, in 

particular, the growing middle-class/white-collar families.  

By the 1920s, the new archetype of the rational housewife/consumer 

mother was well-established in the ongoing overwhelming movement of 

“rationalisation” and “life-style improvement,” despite the absence of 

prerequisites needed for the creation of a consumer society at the time—mass 

production, national retail chains, and disposable income (Partner 18-22). The 

idea of the rational housewife/consumer mother was by no means endemic to 

Japan. However, with the firm paternalistic structure of Japanese society, both the 

role of women and the after-effects of the household revolution differed greatly 

from those in the United States. The Industrial Revolution brought about the 

technological revolution of the household. Cast-iron stoves for cooking and 

heating at the beginning of the revolution were succeeded by vacuum cleaners 

(1901), toasters (1909), washing machines (1910), refrigerators, freezers, 

dishwashers, dryers, electric ovens, microwaves, coffee and juice makers, rice 

cookers, mixers, and so on. Accompanied by aggressive advertising, the middle-
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class home was transformed into a mechanical apparatus of adjacent kitchen 

appliances, run single-handedly by the mother and creating ever-new needs for the 

family. In the United States the domestic revolution played a role in “women’s 

liberation” in the 1920s, while it only asserted the role of the mother in Japan, 

who remained stuck at home as a 24-hour operator of the family factory.  

 

5.5 Imports in Meiji, Kokusan in Shōwa  

Before 1945, most assets and efforts were redirected into further 

developing technologies for control and military use, so during the launch of 

Japanese radio in 1925 (five years after the world’s first commercial radio went 

on air in Pittsburgh), radio research, transmission, and manufacturing were 

banned by law. The first broadcasting network, NHK (Nihon Hōsō Kyōkai), was 

owned by the government. Despite Japanese expansion across Asia (including the 

invasion of Manchuria in 1931) and withdrawal from the League of Nations, the 

government was still entrusted with the 1940 Olympics. The Tokyo Olympics 

never took place but the technical preparations for the event generated by-

products that later proved essential for the emerging modem culture industry. This 

also includes the television set, developed domestically by the Japanese “father of 

television,” Takayanagi Kenjirō, for the purpose of the Olympics. Faced with 

technological seclusion, imposed after Japan’s outspoken military politics, the 

Shōwa leaders appropriated a new ideology for domestically manufactured 

technology: “Imports in Meiji, Kokusan in Shōwa.” Despite the catchy motto, the 

domestic industry stagnated and local engineers, accustomed to borrowing rather 

than inventing, could not catch up with their Western colleagues in creating and 

developing new technologies. Tōhoku University professor and chief of the 

domestication committee, Watanabe Yasushi concluded in 1936, 

I don’t think it’s an exaggeration to say that hitherto almost all our 
major industries have been built through copying foreign 
technologies. Communications technology is by no means an 
exception. All the companies are using foreign patents, introducing 
foreign manufacturing technologies, and buying high quality 
materials from abroad (qtd. in Partner 35). 

On 12 December 1941, Japan issued an imperial declaration of war, 

concluded by the US bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Nearly ten per cent of 
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the population was killed or injured, while millions of people remained homeless 

and faced food shortages as well as inadequate living conditions. The prices went 

up 539 per cent as major cities, including Tokyo, were left beyond recognition 

(Huffman 149). The atomic bomb, developed by combined scientific efforts and 

completed under the supervision of the American physicist J. Robert 

Oppenheimer on 16 July 1945, was dropped on Hiroshima by the Enola Gay on 6 

August 1945. The uranium-235 bomb instantly killed 70,000 people (and 

subsequently many more). Two days later, a plutonium-239 bomb dropped on 

Nagasaki killed even more people. The repercussions were vast and not yet fully 

comprehended, but besides affirming the merger between technology, science, 

governments, and industry, it also generated ever-lasting cultural after-effects and 

inspired a new ethical consideration of technology. What is most important, 

however, is the new stage of social engineering that ensued.  

There is another crucial aspect of the Shōwa era that needs to be discussed 

here. We have opened up a topic of techno-fascism earlier in the thesis and, 

although techno-nationalism and techno-fascism started forming already in the 

Meiji era, it was in the Shōwa when they reached its height and the most radical 

expression. My argument is that the social engineering of Japan which ensued 

after the 1853 opening of Japan already contained techno-fascism within the vast 

project of industrialisation and modernisation of the country. Since the beginnings 

of the project and introduction of “gifts” from the Black Ships, the young 

Japanese government incorporated technologies, such as the telegraph and the 

train, into its massive mobilisation of the population into forming the new nation-

state. It was during the Shōwa that nationalism and Japanese fascism emerged. 

Whereas there was no leading political party in Japan, such as Nazis in Germany 

or Fascists in Italy, that would introduce fascism to the nation, the fertile ground 

for such politics stemmed from the sacred imperial sovereign, state religion 

(Shintō), the conceptualisation of the Yamato empire and the rising militarism. 

Additionally, before the Second World War, Japan established close political and 

military connections with Germany and Italy with whom they sought allies in 

pursuing their own Asia-related interests. Japanese government modelled itself 

after Nazi-Germany and they were exchanging military technologies during the 

Second World War. The alignment with the Nazi government did not emerge ex 

nihilo: I mentioned earlier how influential social Darwinism and writings of 
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Herbert Spencer were in Japanese scholarly and political circles, and they, in my 

opinion, paved the way for applying (fabricated) scientific discourses onto the 

population and to the legitimisation of techno-nationalism and imperial ideology. 

According to George J. Stein, in Germany “National socialism, whatever else it 

may have been . . . was ultimately the first fuIIy self-conscious attempt to 

organize a political community on a basis of an explicit biopoIicy: a biopoIicy 

fully congruent (or so it was claimed) with the scientific facts of the 

Darwinianotion” (Steing, n.pag.). He also asserted that Darwinism was centred 

about the concept of “selection,” rather than “evolution,” whereas, in a similar 

fashion, Spencer observed the selection through competition among individuals 

that neccesarily results in progress (Stein, n.pag.). Going into this topic more 

thoroughly is beyond the scope of the thesis, which is mostly concerned in 

technology and science as powerful materials and discourses for generating and 

deconstructing culture, mainly through vision and visuality. It is important to note, 

however, various ways that the scientific discourses and modes of technology 

(ab)use are at work and how they fuse with forms of popular culture and reemerge 

as narratives in contemporary cultural products. The form of techno-fascism I 

observe in animated narratives are closely related to the idea of anxiety and 

pervasive distrust toward the government, as well as rationalisation and the 

shaping of the modern subject.  

 

5.6 Made in Japan 

The tragedy that reshaped Japan had certain symbolic parallels with the 

trauma and “the gifts” of the Black Ships ninety-one years earlier. However, the 

atomic bomb did not provide a conclusion for Japan; what followed was an 

embarrassing occupation until 1952 by the Allies, or, more specifically, by the 

United States led by General Douglas McArthur, who was responsible for the 

demilitarisation and democratisation of the country and who used the unique 

opportunity to restructure Japanese society.  

As in the Bakumatsu and the early Meiji era, the Japanese were learning 

how to be “civilised and enlightened” once again. The government resumed 

sending businessmen and engineers abroad to acquire technology and culture from 

civilised nations. The industrial lag caused by the Second World War inspired a 
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new wave of Westernisation of the country. American culture spilled into all 

aspects of daily life, with emerging jazz bars and clubs catering to international 

and domestic audiences. By the end of the Occupation, cinema arose and, along 

with the radio, transistor, and the television set, provided new tools for the new 

regime to reinvent the Japanese subject. Mass media were once again employed in 

a manner reminiscent of the Meiji period—to advertise the American way of a 

good life. The technologies of war transformed into the technologies of the 

consumer: radios played American music and featured shows filled with audio 

imagery of the American lifestyle. The new subject was subverted to the 

synesthetic experience of the bright life promised by mixers and toasters:  

The husband wakes up to the electric alarm clock, and shaves with 
an electric safety razor. There are sockets for these in steam trains 
and in college dorms. For breakfast he starts with orange juice, then 
vegetable juice such as celery and carrots, which are easily 
squeezed using an electric mixer. He spreads butter on his toast, 
which is done to a turn: the electric toaster automatically flips it up 
when it’s done just right. He listens to the news and weather 
forecast on the radio while he drinks coffee, and then he goes to 
work. His wife then does the dishes, washing, and cleaning all at 
once. She puts sheets, towels, sheets, towels, shirts, children’s 
clothes, handkerchief etc. into the washing machine in a corner of 
the kitchen, adds soap, and flicks the switch…. Meantime she does 
the cleaning in a trice with an electric vacuum cleaner. When you 
beat the furniture with a stick, and then sweep fine dust up into the 
air with a broom, your body suffers; but a vacuum cleaner cleanly 
sucks the dust and dirt inside, picking it up perfectly from thin 
curtains and thick carpets (qtd. in Partner 50-51). 

The ideology of electrical appliances for a better life seemed a dream in 

postwar Japan, something that mass media were offering at every step as an 

embrace from the bright new world. During the extensive promotion of the 

technologisation of life (machines became the new global measurement unit for 

happiness and progress), the “evils of the feudal past” had to go. These “evils,” 

the remnants of the Edo period and the last-standing adjectives of national 

identity, where condemned as manifestations of imperialism. Interestingly 

enough, this dangerous phantasmagoria of deceased history lurked mostly from 

popular culture, namely samurai dramas, kabuki theatre, and the popular 

representations of the sacred Mount Fuji. What homage to the powerful culture 

industry! In the meantime, after the nation learned how to hate the past (which 
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changed only very recently, when it relearned how to be proud of the past), the 

US democratisation of Japan liberated the industry from the government, opening 

doors to big business, including the emerging Matsuhita, Toshiba, and Hitachi 

companies. By the 1960s, Japan was a major player in the global electrical goods 

market.  

The new gospel radiated again from a box—only this time camera 

obscuras, magic lanterns, and peeping boxes were replaced by the television set. 

The year 1953, the so-called “year of the television,” saw its first TV broadcast. 

Ten years later the TV boom ensued, projecting the television into the pantheon of 

new mass media and giving birth to the contemporary Japanese popular culturel 

industry, including anime. Technologically and industrially, Japan grew at an 

astonishing rate, helped by the Korean War (1950-1953), which caused a Japanese 

export boom and projected the Japanese high-tech industry onto the global chart, 

where it still remains today.  

 

5.7 “Bright Life” 36 in the Brave New World 

The “bright life” ideology was implemented through the ownership of 

electrical goods, which Partner referred to as “talismanic possession” (137) and 

Horsley and Buckley referred to as “the regalia” (76): the television set, washing 

machine, and refrigerator. The Japanese popular culture ethnographer Aoyagi 

Hiroshi argued that the regalia had symbolically displaced the sword, jewel, and 

mirror in folk mythology, thus feeding the masses with fabricated faith in the 

talismans as guarantors of social status, achievement, and a sense of belonging in 

the modern, civilised world (n. pag.). The ideological construction was 

successfully integrated within the sociocultural matrix through the national 

movements “new life,” “life scientification,” and “life improvement.” The 

statistics speak for themselves: urban ownership of TV sets rocketed from fifty-

five per cent in 1960 to ninety-five per cent in 1964 (Partner 140). The new bright 

life ideology was a fantasy mix of leisure time, happiness, and success attainable 

through the latest commodities. It was a promise of a bright future, reverently 

preached by the big electrical goods companies and worshipped by the prepared 

masses.  
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In order to manufacture such a society, the government and the business 

industry constructed powerful symbols and rhetoric through which the ideology of 

the bright life had been installed in people’s lives. Companies and the government 

together assembled teams of “experts” who toured the country and gave lectures 

in local neighbourhoods, demonstrating how machines can improve one’s life as 

they complemented their performances with very sound scientific explanations of 

machinic contribution to society. I envision these scientists-showmen as the 

eighteenth-century European physicists, natural philosophers, and opticians who 

toured Europe with their phantasmagoria apparatuses, performing after sunset and 

giving lectures on Newtonian physics during the daytime.  

Many of the Japanese “bright life” tours and efforts were aimed at the 

housewife: it was the rational mother who was expected to rationalise the 

household. And so she did, in spite of accumulating loans for electrical 

appliances, which the middle-class family could not really afford but had to 

compile in response to social pressure. The sociocultural effects of the bright life 

were vast and many of them were subtle. This new social engineering, for 

instance, displaced the traditional dowry consisting of kimono with the washing 

machine, affecting in the long run the kimono industry. When technological 

marvels were put in place, all that was left to do was wrap them in a single living 

and consumption sphere—the last component to complete the picture was the 

media boom.  

As almost everyone filled their homes with various machines, the 

government and big business (often in cooperation37) sought to transform the 

mass consumer society into a mass audience, which would buy technologies and 

would also continue to consume them. This was especially evident in the 

enculturation of the television set, which was an engineering achievement and 

therefore justifiable, but the media content was a different story. How could one 

rationalise this kind of decadent entertainment that was obviously neither 

scientific nor rational? The rationale was provided by providence (or good timing) 

in an almost dues ex machina denouement. The inception of the Japanese culture 

industry as we know it today was founded on the convergence of electrical goods 

companies and the media, which was embodied in the royal wedding between 

Crown Prince Akihito and the commoner Michiko Masada on 10 April 1959. 

While celebrity culture in Japan was neither new nor modern, the Michiko boom 
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that ensued was a tangible generator of mass culture and idol culture in Japan. 

Soon after the royal wedding was announced, Michiko Masada became a frequent 

idolised image, filling pages of newspapers, fashion magazines, and TV screens.  

The more steady rationale behind media content in the early years could be 

found in another national pastime—sports. That sumo and the royal wedding 

marked the beginning of the Japanese content industry and “soft power” resonated 

with the well-known pattern that revealed much more than the prevailing 

nationalistic sentiment: culture too was encultured in the enculturation of 

technology. Fuzzy as this may appear, technology is culture and that culture is 

technology in its broadest sense. This means that in spite of ethnocentric 

criticisms of Japanese modernity, technological agents as well as scientific and 

philosophical discourses are not above the cultural grid but are part of it in the 

constant making of it, in its constant flux. While applied science and its 

technological by-products have very successfully assumed the role of God, 

technology is far from being the “immovable mover.”  

 Western technology and science have played a great part in redesigning 

the sociocultural matrix, confirming technology as a total social phenomenon and 

a biopolitical tool. Needless to say, technology and science can become 

biopolitical tools precisely because they are totalising social phenomena. 

However, the role of popular culture in this process is often either neglected or 

underestimated and pushed aside as humanity’s babble. And yet the field of 

popular culture has been immensely important in the enculturation of technology, 

science, and accompanying worldviews. Speaking of cultural mechanisms, 

cultural systems, or cultural apparatuses affirms the technological enculturing and 

in-technologing of culture. In this complex relationship (one might call it 

symbiosis), popular culture is the nodal point where countless intersections 

between the two emerge, erupt, and create future landscapes of concurrent 

technocultures. With this persuasion, I have dedicated my attention to Japanese 

animation.  

Japan’s modernity was predominantly generated by Western technologies 

and science and, most importantly, their conceptualisations. The ways of seeing 

introduced by the Dutch during the Edo period were inextricably attached to 

apparatuses and these apparatuses generated through them convolutions with a 

specific sociocultural context. Modern technologies were of a completely different 
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kind, not in historical or discursive terms but in the ways they were being 

encultured into Japanese culture. Just as the scientist is never objective (most 

often he appears in the form of a white man), other related concepts are likewise 

no more innocent: industrialisation, technology, science, and modernity are all 

terms burdened with layers of meanings and metahistories that all point to one 

dominant culture or one generic term. From that perspective, when Oshii 

Mamoru’s animations explore the concept of life in the technological world by 

referring to the Edo period karakuri ningyō and Cartesianism, or when the 

following anime example addresses the issue of techno-biopolitics by referring to 

John Stuart Mill and Jeremy Bentham, it is a very visible (visual) pointing to the 

source from which modernity’s and therefore contemporary technoscientific 

legacies emerged. An animetic apparatus generates illusions, but the illusions are 

very real: some are optical while others or not. The animetic machine, as Lamarre 

put it, has its own “distinctively animetic manner of doing, feeling, and thinking, 

of working on the world” (xxxi). It has the power to demonstrate the optical laws 

theorised by Isaac Newton by creating illusions and truths and to question these 

laws based on the mechanical processes that asserted them.  

The arising forms of modern individuality and rationalisation are closely 

linked with the state apparatus. Technocratic states, such as (historical) Japan, 

helped transform individualistic rationality into technological rationality: “this 

rationality establishes standards of judgment and fosters attitudes which make 

men ready to accept and even to introcept the dictates of the apparatus” (Marcuse 

44): 

Lewis Mumford has characterised man in the machine age as an “objective 
personality,” one who has learned to transfer all subjective spontaneity to 
the machinery which he serves, to subordinate his life to the “matter-of-
factness” of a world in which the machine is the factor and the factum. 
Individual distinctions in the aptitude, insight and knowledge are 
transformed into different quanta of skill and training, to be coordinated at 
any time within the common framework of standardised performances 
(Marcuse 44). 

 
The objective personality that Mumford speaks of is the prevalent motif of 

Japanese science fiction and cyberpunk, as well as of the Japanese historical 

narratives, beginning with the Meiji Restoration. The entire anime series Psycho-

Pass is centred about it, proven by the many references to Max Weber and Jeremy 

Bentham. It is also a by-product of the many of visual technologies that were 
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mentioned before and of those that will be discussed in this chapter. My argument 

here (closely linked with industrialisation, technocracy, and techno-fascism) is 

that both the visual and modernity are technologies, in as much as technologies 

can be visual and modern. Visual machines, especially modern ones, reveal that 

the individual’s performance and perception are measured and defined by 

standards that are external to her: “the efficient individual is the one whose 

performance is an action only insofar as it is the proper reaction to the objective 

requirements of the apparatus, and his liberty is confined to the selection of the 

most adequate means for reaching a goal he did not set” (Marcuse 45). 

 

 

5.8 Technologies of Visual Modernity 

Before moving on to the analysis of Psycho-Pass, I will briefly present the 

modern visual technologies that are directly linked with the kind of disciplining 

and biopolitical control that will be discussed in the following chapter. Most 

notably, unlike the Edo-period optical devices, these new technologies consist of a 

radically different set of implications, affected by industrialisation and 

modernisation. In other words, modern observers have become prisoners of their 

own devices. 

 The temporality of vision was one of the most extensively explored areas 

of modern optical science and the retinal afterimage was one of the most 

investigated optical phenomena. The quantitative study of afterimages spread 

across Europe, resulting in the development of optical devices and techniques that 

were designed to study the physiological functions of the eye as much as to 

manipulate and modify vision.The new “devices of wonder” that appeared in 

scientific research and across European markets were, therefore, aimed at careful 

manipulations of vision to generate the illusion of movement or fusion of images. 

In other words, these technologies established a new kind of observer who 

converged with the Industrial Revolution.  

One of the earliest optical toys (and scientific tools), the thaumatrope 

(Greek, thauma + tropos: “turning wonder”), appeared in London in 1825 and was 

first documented in 1827 by the English physician John Aryton Paris in 

Philosophy in Sport Made Science in Earnest. This was also the simplest of novel 
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optical devices. The thaumatrope consisted of cardboard with two different 

images painted on each side of the card, which produced an optical illusion of a 

fused image when the strings that were attached to the cardboard were twirled—of 

course, this took place only in the eye of the beholder. Another similar device was 

the phenakistoscope (Greek, phenakizō + skopein: “deceptive viewer”) that 

appeared in 1832 (see fig. 79). Also very popular and affordable, this device 

consisted of a disk decorated with geometric designs or radial figures in 

successive stages of movement that, when spun by the user standing in front of a 

mirror and peering through slit openings on the disk, showed the decorations 

fused in patterns or figures in motion (somewhat like a cartoon).  

 

Figure 74. Baynes, T. M. Phenakistoscope Disk, Fantascope model. 1833. London. 
Colour lithograph. Japanese Animation: From Painted Scrolls to Pokémon. By Brigitte 

Richard-Koyama. Paris: Flammarion. 68. Print. 
 

According to Jonathan Crary, the Belgian scientist Joseph Plateau, who 

constructed the phenakistoscope as a by-product of his own experimentation with 

afterimages, was influenced by Michael Faraday’s and Peter Mark Roget’s 

scientific inquiry into the effects of motion. Roget was an English mathematician 

especially interested in moving train wheels, while the physicist Faraday (who 

discovered electromagnetic induction in 1832) was interested in similar effects of 

motion in observing the rapidly turning train wheels (Crary106-109). This account 

helps to discern two very important paradigmatic effects of the Industrial 

Revolution, which was in full swing by the time these optical toys appeared. 

Firstly, the observer became incorporated into the rapidly moving apparatuses and 

disciplined to the new fast pace and standardisation introduced by railways and 

factory systems. Secondly, it is indicative that the optical devices were inspired by 
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the motion of wheels, thus directly translating rapid machinic movements onto the 

eye. In other words, scientists began to construct, once more, analogies between 

the observer and the machine, which resulted in more far-reaching biopolitics of 

the modern subject.  

The Industrial Revolution that originated in England and was centred on 

coal, cloth, timber, iron, and steam incited a shift from agricultural to mechanised 

production, dependent on factory systems and global markets. Linked together, 

the multiple ongoing processes in different industries enabled the emergence of 

the industrial civilisation that reached across the globe in waves of colonialism 

and imperialism. Simultaneously, some of the optical devices discussed earlier, 

including peep show boxes and perspective theatres, were reinvented in the 

nineteenth century for mass market distribution, subtly incorporating and 

marketing the technological marvels of the Industrial Revolution. The Thames 

Tunnel, the Crystal Palace, and Germany’s first railroad connecting Nuremberg 

and Fürth found their way into cheap miniature perspective theatres (Stafford and 

Terpak 341). The observer was also unavoidably transformed as user, worker, 

student, and consumer during unprecedented social change. As technologies, 

modern optical devices corresponded with Walter Benjamin’s claim that 

nineteenth-century technology subjected the human senses to a complex kind of 

training;  

[t]hat is, a form with which a new public consumed images of an 
illusory ‘reality’ was isomorphic to the apparatuses used to 
accumulate knowledge about an observer. In fact, the very physical 
position required of the observer by the phenakistiscope bespeaks 
of a confounding of three modes: an individual body that is at once 
a spectator, a subject of empirical research and observation, and an 
element of machine production. The…production of the observer in 
the nineteenth century coincided with new procedures of discipline 
and regulation. In each of the modes mentioned above, it is a 
question of a body aligned with and operating an assemblage of 
turning and regularly moving wheeled parts (126). 

Other devices that entered the market were the zoetrope (Greek, zōē + tropos: 

“turning life”), invented by William G. Horner in 1867, and the praxinoscope 

(Greek, praxis + skopein: “action viewer”), invented by Émile Reynaud (1844-

1918) in 1867-1868. Both devices were comprised of a metal basket lined with a 

strip of images. The observer had to spin the metal basket and then peer through 
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either the slits of the zoetrope or into the praxinoscope’s ring of mirrors facing the 

strip to see sequenced images in motion (Stafford and Terpak 356). The 

praxinoscope can in fact be considered an early animating machine (see fig. 80). 

Koyama-Richard contended that Raynaud, who patented Théâtre Optique (a 

sophisticated praxinoscope), was the inventor of the cartoon “in that he had 

broken down movement into a series of drawings, which he then reconstructed as 

a whole, projecting them onto a screen” (69). 

 

Figure 75. Reynaud, Émile. Hand-cranked Praxinoscope. 1879. Paris. Conservatoire des 
Techniques, Paris (left) and Reconstruction of Émile Reynaud’s Théâtre Optique. 1888. 
Paris. Conservatoire des Techniques, Paris (right). Japanese Animation: From Painted 

Scrolls to Pokémon. By Brigitte Richard-Koyama. Paris: Flammarion. 70. Print. 
 

Charles Baudelaire defined these optical devices “scientific toys” (17), 

which was an accurate rendering of these scientific instruments that subjected the 

user to very specific modes of control and discipline, aiding in the enculturation of 

new technologies and naturalising a reinvented observer in the new industrial era. 

The devices with strips of sequential images are particularly reminiscent of the 

assembly line, the key innovation of mid-nineteenth century manufacturing, 

perfected by Henry Ford and first implemented in the automobile industry. 

Without surprise, one of the most popular motifs that occupied the Japanese 

artists’ attention during the industrialisation and Westernisation of the country in 

the Meiji era was the wheel. After the US opening of Japan, wheels suddenly 

spilled into urban streets in the forms of automobiles, bicycles, rickshaws, and 

trains. The wheel is, in many ways, the epitome of modernisation. Optical toys—

some imported and some produced locally—appeared in Japan in the late Edo 

period and the preserved artefacts can be found in the Hyōgo Prefectural Museum 

of History.  
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With consideration to the adjustment of vision to the new rapid and 

changing conditions of technology, Schivelbusch suggested that one should 

“consider the impact of modern technologies of speed on perception…the train-

animation encourages us to think about the impact of motion and effects of 

acceleration—showing and gaining speed, stopping and starting” (qtd. in Lamarre 

xviii). Terpak similarly argued that 

[c]reated during the Industrial Revolution when speed, efficiency, 
and realism reigned as ideals, these household devices represent 
some of the earliest attempts to visually capture the dynamics of 
motion and, as such, they represent the immediate forerunners of 
the cinema (Stafford and Terpak 356). 

Another such “household device” was the stereoscope devised by the English 

physicist Charles Wheatstone, who presented it in 1838 to demonstrate that the 

image appearing in the brain resulted from the fusion of two slightly different 

images that the eyes receive from looking at an object. The earliest stereoscopic 

photographs appeared about 1841 and the device soon evolved into the 

stereoscopic camera, especially convenient for colonial travel.  

The stereoscopic camera was a step towards the cinema, as the idea 

transformed stereoscopic viewing into an event for larger audiences. Such 

“commercial” reasoning is consistent with social changes during and after the 

Industrial Revolution, which were closely related to manufacturing and marketing 

systems, the accumulation of consumers, and the appearance of mass media. 

While image-production technologies of the past produced an intimate experience 

in merging with the observer, new devices aimed at democratising the experience 

by seating a large number of observers in front of a screen on which pictures 

moved automatically, without the intervention of the audience.  

The inventive work of the French physician Joseph d’Almeida reflected 

new market and production strategies, as well as changing lifestyles. He managed 

to produce a three-dimensional cinema by projecting stereoscopic images onto a 

screen using a double magic lantern. This kind of pursuit of democratic three-

dimensionality eventually inspired the invention of the Cinématographe by the 

Lumière brothers, which premiered on 28 December 1895 (three-dimensional 

cinema was perfected by Louis Lumière and premiered in 1935). This and many 

other emerging new technologies were in most cases products of synthesis 
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between different devices (e.g., the magic lantern and stereoscopic prints, cameras 

and projectors). The optical machines were set into motion like the wheels of fast-

moving trains. The observer, of course, quickly adjusted to this new kind of 

visuality, which required the adaptation of the eye to “rationalized forms of 

movements” (Crary 113). 

It was not only the assembly line that specifically regulated the body and 

the labour of the new industrial subject, in-structuring the subject into new modes 

of production and living, it was also the scientific by-products (optical toys) that 

continued, following the Scientific Revolution, to initiate the observer into the 

brave new world.  

The cinematograph reintroduced something beyond cartoons. The specific 

visual codes and the visual regime that discursively responded to cinematism, 

inherited by the film apparatus from Cartesian perspectivalism, had grave 

repercussions in structuring the visual field and technologies of the moving image. 

Apparatus theory in particular, Lamarre contended, emphasised the monocular 

lens of the film camera as imposing “the same structures of one-point perspective 

(and thus the hegemony of Cartesian perspectivalism) onto the visual field of the 

moving image” (26). In other words, he was suggesting that the traditional 

monocular view, established through an array of devices and scientific practices, 

produced a specific way of seeing that was transposed onto modern image-

production technologies. The film apparatus seems to maintain the tradition of the 

optical devices and scopes discussed earlier and to sustain the subject/object under 

the lens for aesthetic inspection and appreciation.  

In merging with the user, the contemporary film camera echoes 

nineteenth-century optical toys such as the phenakistoscope and zoetrope. The 

person behind the camera and the person in front of it are in a relationship very 

similar to the one between the optician and the user of the phenakistoscope. In 

other words, the modern camera lens has become yet another powerful tool for 

disciplining and inspecting the subject, which has become especially apparent 

with surveillance technologies and the omnipresent digital media that project 

visual content into the global web.  
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6. Animating Cultural History: Machines, Techno-
biopolitics, and Social Engineering in Psycho-Pass 

In this chapter, the cultural history of machines, scientific instruments, and 

visual technologies are integrated with Japanese modernity, industrialisation, and, 

most relevantly, social engineering in the field of cultural production. In order to 

avoid arbitrary assumptions and theorising, and instead of assuming how cultural 

contexts have affected cultural production in their exchanges with technology and 

science, I closely observed culture products and their sociocultural contexts.  

This chapter is dedicated to an anime TV series (the only series discussed 

in full in this thesis) that theorises the contemporary techno-cultural condition by 

projecting the view into the Japanese future. Psycho-Pass is very specific in that it 

pinpoints historical moments and key figures in constructing the contemporary 

human subject and Japanese society through techno-social engineering. Its core 

concern is techno-biopolitics, which, wrapped in postapocalyptic futuristic 

imagery, remains underlined with cross-referential narrating that is derived from 

Western discourses. One might say, rather dramatically, that the cultural history of 

Japanese modernity imploded and exploded in this popular, amusing, and action-

filled anime (see fig. 81). Psycho-Pass is an anime with a lens, and it is a lens of a  

 
Figure 76. Cover for the anime TV series Psycho-Pass  

 

very particular kind (metalens aside). This is most emphasised in technological 

apparatuses, through which the characters observe, perceive, and evaluate the 

world in front of them. Be it the Dominator, cinematic scans, or some other kinds 

of visual technologies, the narrative revolves around the technological apparatuses 
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and the scientific discourses that have shaped the modern worldview and visuality 

and that have remained ingrained in our contemporary understanding of the world.  

The animetic machine has vastly evolved from the 1963 robot boy who 

desired to be human. Since then, in the popular imagery gone on a bioethical 

spree, viewers have encountered digital and analogue non-human life forms and 

robots who did not wish to become human, like the retro-futuristic celluloid dolls 

in Oshii’s films and the androids infected with the Cogito virus in Ergo Proxy that 

made them self-aware and, in Cartesian terms, living, thinking matter—a radical 

inversion of ego, the thinking subject. These are some of the popular sites for 

breaking boundaries and dualisms, as the popular imagery envisions alternatives 

and deconstructs current and past truths and illusions. This did not begin with 

robots but with the mechanical worldview, not with modern media (like 

television) but with the lens, and not with Japanese modernity but with the 

Scientific Revolution in Europe. It is important to understand how the worldviews 

formed the world and how the (material and ideal) world formed the worldviews 

in order to discern meanings and associations generated by contemporary image-

production technologies, “devices of wonder,” and visual content. The visual 

culture of modernity began in the distant past (however, there are no real 

beginnings because, like revolutions, beginnings and ends are products of culture 

in flux, in which one thing always leads to another), with a complex symbiosis 

between human and machine. 

 This chapter will function like a conclusion before the conclusion. In it, 

popular imagery acquires a distinctive voice to speak of the ideologies and 

discourses that have shaped it through centuries of enculturing (applied) science 

and technology. Symbolically, anime is my lens in every respect that the lens was 

to Antoni van Leeuwenhoek and to Ran scholars. It has helped me discover a 

completely new world, the theatre of the universe, with radically different yet 

conjunctive interests and implications. When it appeared in Europe and in Japan 

as a technical (and cultural) product of the Scientific Revolution, the lens changed 

the way of seeing (in every respect of that verb) and the way of seeing changed 

the world and the observer. For me, every single moment of material culture is 

equally revolutionary. Psycho-Pass refers to a set of discourses in a different 

historical moment than Oshii’s disembodied cyborgs and animated karakuri; 
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however, these discourses and their narration remain consistent with the Western 

philosophical tradition, as they literally construct machines and social apparatuses 

from worldviews that marked the world’s modernity. Not surprisingly, the 

creators of Psycho-Pass at the Production I.G animation studio continually work 

with Oshii (most notably, they cooperated in the making of Ghost in the Shell and 

Innocence).   

 In Psycho-Pass, the humans are real but the oppressive Machine is not. 

Visual technologies are also real: they are lens-based calculating machines that 

determine human destinies according to numerical outputs (and in that sense they 

are no different from the technologies of Rangaku). With the Machine, the 

mechanical worldview persists and quantifies the human subject based on its 

sensory apparatus and stimuli—the modern invention. The human subject is 

regulated, controlled, and expressed in numbers: it becomes a numerical being, 

quantifiable, paradoxically, with the same scrutiny and methodology proposed for 

application to the non-thinking world. If Oshii Mamoru’s imagery depicts the 

technological subversion of Cartesian dualism, Psycho-Pass depicts what happens 

when Cartesianism extends to include humans—which medical science and 

biology achieved a long time ago. In that sense, Psycho-Pass is a projection into 

the future that accurately depicts human destiny, where contemporary scientific 

practices continue quantifying the subject as they have been doing for the past 

three hundred years. Farewell bedside medicine.  

While Oshii’s imagery focuses on the techno-biopolitics of the individual, 

this anime series explores the techno-biopolitics of society, as well as the 

sociocultural implications of technology when it is used to manipulate individual 

and collective fates. This problematic area of hybridised human existence will be 

discussed within the discourses of technocracy and biopolitics as I address the 

proposed ways in which technology in contemporary society and the imagined 

futuristic society in Psycho-Pass restructures one’s complete biological and 

cultural existence, and what popular culture has to say about social engineering in 

Japan will reveal much about its industrialisation and modernisation. The analysis 

of the anime series therefore resonates with Max Weber’s discourse on 

administration and Kafkian bureaucracy and productivity, while rationalisation 

will be explored in terms of Karl Marx’s theory of labour production and 

capitalism, as well as with the processes of specialisation and fragmentation 
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introduced in the factory systems and, consequently, into other aspects of human 

living. 

Furthermore, this chapter will present a dialogue with Jeremy Bentham, 

Michel Foucault, Max Weber, and Bruno Latour, especially in respect to the ways 

that state-controlled technologies and monopolies over applied science may be 

used through various networks (not only in terms of state bureaucracy) to control 

or to produce a population as the literal output of technologically rationalised 

governance and control. In the process, I will revisit the actor-network theory in 

order to highlight the fact that techno-biopolitics is never a one-sided process. 

People who might be identified as the victims in the process of technological 

rationalisation and social engineering are not merely an output of mental-body 

conditioning: they are active actors in technological systems and are therefore 

mutually mutating. Moreover, the actor-network theory will also highlight the 

paradox of each technocracy (so aptly demonstrated by Oshii): masters are in the 

end technology’s puppets themselves. However, based on the Psycho-Pass 

narrative, I believe I can offer a very practical solution to this paradox that has 

bothered the creator of the so-called Columbus Egg—the great invention of the 

technology of power, the Panopticon—Jeremy Bentham, as well as Michel 

Foucault, through their intellectual work.  

In accordance with Bruno Latour’s delegation theory38 and with Max 

Weber’s disenchantment of the world and rationalisation, the new central role of 

power becomes visual technology itself. The notion that each individual’s place 

and estimated potential and skills should be decided upon at birth in order to 

enhance the organic structure of a functional society predates modern 

biopoliticians and governments. The idea of a society synthesised from an 

individual’s placement in the best-suited social role, based on an evaluation of the 

individual’s predicted productivity, appeared before industrialisation. Envisioning 

a perfect society that harvests the fully-realised potential of such systemic 

organisation, in his Republic, Plato suggested the selection and placement of 

people into different social strata according to individual skills and abilities and 

Socrates described a model of the ideal city according to the principle of 

specialisation, with each person performing only the task to which he is deemed 

best suited (qtd. in E. Brown n. pag.).  
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Certainly, Plato’s division was philosophical and technical, not 

technological, but it resonates, nevertheless, with the rationalisation of 

contemporary society, where the systems in place will make themselves fit for 

survival by concurrent means, for instance, by technologising. An example is our 

modern society, structured on educational institutions and division of labour that 

filters social elements (citizens) according to concurrent market needs in order to 

produce or reaffirm social roles for the most productive or most appropriate 

functioning of society. This supply and demand, basically the modern market 

system, is most visible in formatting educational institutions and hierarchies 

among academic disciplines. The input is usually still human but the output is, 

ideally, economic. Secondary schools and universities have been evolving in 

accordance with government policies and market demand, as opposed to their 

beginnings in twelfth-century Europe where they were autonomous, self-

regulatory, and independent.  

With the Military Revolution in the sixteenth century and the Scientific 

Revolution, natural philosophers began to interact more intimately with the state, 

which contracted scientific and technical knowledge for social utility and its own 

purposes. Social utility was the novel main prerequisite for state sponsorship and 

the institutionalisation of applied science. The motifs of “social utility” and 

“applicability” are prevalent in the modern history of science and have also served 

as justification for generous financial investments in science, of which the atomic 

bomb is one example. Notably, this social utility as an impetus from governments 

was equal to if not less than the impetus from economic and industrial spheres. 

Historically, military technology, due to its high cost and competition among 

countries, turned European societies into centralised authorities, “locked in 

political, military, and economic competition, none sufficiently powerful to 

dominate the other” (McClellan and Dorn 198).  

European governments became patrons of science in hopes of gaining 

economic and technical benefits, so it was no coincidence that the 

institutionalisation and bureaucratisation of science in Europe appeared in the 

greatest early domestic and colonial powers, Portugal and Spain (McClellan and 

Dorn 198). In a somewhat similar process of sponsorship of science and Western 

learning, Edo-period regional lords (daimyō) competed among each other and 

against the imperial West. Beginning with the Meiji period, the government 
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monopolised science and technology, thus becoming the generator and the 

designer of Japanese modernity. 

A novelty of the Industrial Revolution that assumed its ultimate shape in 

the twentieth century was the merger between economies, science, technology, 

and governments. Today, the sophisticated examination systems in which “quota” 

became the central site of power as the magic number placed control on both the 

institutions and the students. Quotas most literally control bodies in motion as 

well as institutional human input and economic output. Through various policies, 

such as special quotas for ethnic minorities or the physically challenged, even 

structure and social integration (or disintegration) is decided. Another magic 

number is the cost of tuition. Educational institutions act as heterotopias that 

condition, nurture, educate, and produce individuals to fit into predescribed social 

roles, controlling both human input and economic output. Paradoxically, it is this 

firm and plastic environment of educational institutions that causes many 

(especially non-scientific) of them to be utterly unresponsive to concurrent 

changes. Through rationalisation of the system and productivity, educational 

institutions react to and act in accordance with local and global market demands 

and economies, as well as, to a lesser extent, to social and cultural demands. The 

important consequence of such model societies, predominantly focused on applied 

science, is the further scientification and rationalisation of the world, while the 

subject, the human input, eventually becomes a quantity. 

 

6.1 Imagery of the Techno-utopian Society: Utilitarian Lens for 
Technocracy 

 Psycho-Pass might seem well beyond the reality of contemporary 

societies, but its imagery is foregrounded on the premise that technology is a total 

and real social phenomenon, complemented with historically real key figures in 

the paradigmatic making of the modern world. Moreover, the imagery has a dual 

role of producing an optical illusion and the historical truth, for the analysis 

reveals that the creativity of the anime-makers interacts with the historical 

realities already discussed in terms of social engineering and the biopolitics of 

industrialisation and modernity in Japan. The anime series focuses on the 

technologies of social conditioning, discipline, and control that produce apt 
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individuals for adequate social roles and whose aptness is evaluated and expressed 

solely in numbers. The conceived ideal techno-society appears to be the perfect 

cyber system because it is seemingly regulated by a totalising technological and 

rational entity that evades the usual human weaknesses.  

Nietzsche was too optimistic in hoping for humankind’s self-reinvention 

after the “death of God” (90-91). In many more ways than just religiously and 

spiritually, technology has successfully replaced God and has become our 

immovable mover, capable of arranging our world and our metaphysics. Bruno 

Latour also noted this long-established human practice of delegating roles, 

choices, and even morality to modern technologies (Where Are the Missing 

Masses? 151-175), eventually leading to the delegation of the most human 

qualities (those which define us as humans), including responsibility and freedom 

of choice. In line with Latour, the narrative of Psycho-Pass suggests that humans 

have gradually delegated their responsibilities and freedom of choice to inorganic 

objects that have cyberised culture to the extent of having already become 

posthuman, as Katherine Hayles and Donna Haraway have argued. Not 

surprisingly, philosopher of technology Hans Jonas (re)established Principle 

Responsibility as the prime directive of human action in the technologised world, 

deducing from Kant’s ethics and the imperative of inflicting no harm: “Act so that 

the effects of your action are compatible with the permanence of genuine human 

life” (The Imperative of Responsibility 15). 

The questions that this animation raises is to what extent can human living 

be delegated to technology, in what ways does this produce/enable technocracy 

and techno-biopolitics, and what are the possible outcomes? These questions 

already imply that technology, society, and culture are inseparably intertwined. To 

answer these questions requires a specific approach. My first suggestion is to 

address the culture products themselves, none of which exists outside the techno-

cultural whole, meaning that their imaginative speculations on technocratic 

societies are not only imploding lived reality but are likewise useful in 

questioning the ongoing processes. In this case, I chose the culture product 

Psycho-Pass, released in 2012. 

 Psycho-Pass imagines a utopian postapocalyptic future Japan, whose 

advanced society is completely controlled and regulated by a technological system 

called Sibyl. The system seems to be completely inorganic and computerised and 
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is hence defined as operationally perfect, efficient, and capable of calculating 

what is best for each individual based on each citizen’s systemic numerical 

evaluations. The system is probably named after Sibyl or Sibylla, the ancient 

Greek prophetess or an oracle, respectively. In historical and literary accounts, 

Sibyl/Sibylla is usually described as a prodigious woman of old age associated 

with the Greek god Apollo. In the series, the instalment of the Sibyl System ends 

the apocalyptic era of violence and destruction and marks the beginning of the 

brave new peaceful world provided by the social contract between Japanese 

society and the sovereign (Sibyl), by which, as Jean Jacques Rousseau, Thomas 

Hobbes, and John Locke have described, individuals have cumulatively delegated 

their power to the person in charge (known as the social contract theory) (qtd. in 

Friend n. pag.).  

Based on the apocalyptic past, the social contract is, however, more 

descriptive in Locke’s and Hobbes’s terms because they both believed, unlike 

Rousseau, that man is by nature violent and harmful, so a social contract will end 

his destructive natural state. Nevertheless, a social contract between the human 

and the Machine has been made. The political entity that resulted, the future 

Japanese society, is seemingly perfect—so perfect that the citizens apparently 

accept a multitude of surveillance and self-surveillance methods and proper ways 

of mental self-circumcision, so the concept of the ideological state apparatus 

becomes meaningless in this biopolitical utopia. The rationale behind the 

technocratic society of Psycho-Pass is evocative of Hobbes’s and Locke’s natural 

state, “Homo homini lupus est,” in which the only way for a system to grant 

protection and security to each and every individual is to make a pact, a social 

contract, which forces individuals to give up their (destructive) power and 

delegate it to a single person: the sovereign (Friend n. pag.). The social contract 

does not imply that wolves are inherently social but that they have learned to live 

together out of necessity by giving particularised power in exchange for social 

security.  

In A Discourse on Inequality (1754), Rousseau defines man as a “sauvage 

noble” (good by nature) who forms a society in order to become more efficient 

and powerful (qtd. in Friend n. pag.). One Psycho-Pass character, Enforcer 

Masaoka, poses a compelling question related to the technologies of cyberspace 

and Rousseau’s social contract: Do virtual realities strengthen our social nature?39 
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For Masaoka, when two hunters cooperate in a hunt, it is not because they are 

social but because they both desire a bigger prey. It is the purpose that binds them 

in the social contract rather than sociability. Social nature appears as a 

consequence of utilitarian rationalism rather than the cause of it. Similarly, in a 

dialogue between Inspector Ginoza and Chief Kasei, Sibyl’s technocracy is 

justified in utilitarian philosophy: “the greatest happiness for the greatest number 

of people.” If the Machine can provide that, then its rule is not only justifiable, it 

is also desirable. 

 Following the emotional development of a young female inspector, 

Tsunemori Akane (see fig. 82), freshly employed at the Public Safety Bureau’s 

Criminal Investigation Department, viewers realise that Tsunemori is just another 

(although prodigious) human product of a technological system in total control 

and regulation of its subjects’ biologies. As viewers, we are invited to observe 

how the System functions from the central position of the Repressive State 

Apparatus—the police force—that embodies the power of the state wielded 

through the threat of force, legitimised mechanisms as the law, and police as state 

tools of power and repression (Althusser 134-142). In other words, the audience is 

placed at the very core of Sibyl’s power, thus granting an insider’s view of how 

the Sibyl System regulates and maintains society and produces and controls its 

citizens.  
  

 

Figure 77. Tsunemori Akane is having her Crime Coefficient measured by the Dominator 
in Psycho-Pass, episode 21  

 
With the very first episode of Psycho-Pass, viewers sense the many 

missing masses and complexities lurking from the depths of the ideal techno-

society; however, the real trouble in paradise begins with the thirteenth episode, in 
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which the protagonist, Inspector Tsunemori Akane, reveals that the System is 

flawed after Tsunemori, selected by the System, is unable to quantify and 

therefore use her weapon, the Dominator, to subdue a criminal who murders 

Tsunemori’s friend in front of her very eyes. Briefly, the System works as 

follows: inspectors, the enforcers of justice, use specially designed weapons that 

are always linked with the System to capture or kill criminals. The weapon, 

dubbed “Sibyl’s eyes,” can calculate the crime coefficient of each individual and 

then it decides whether the inspector should take (any) action and what kind. 

Numbers displayed on the screen tell the detective the state of mind of a person 

based on psychological assessment—not, as one might expect, on the actions of 

that person. In effect, Dominators kill or paralyse based on a person’s quantified 

mental state, not on the crime committed. This harks back to the modern observer. 

 Modern “scientific toys” used to study afterimages developed in parallel 

with moving technologies (like the wheels of a moving steam locomotive), 

subjecting the observer to discipline, experimentation, and inspection. When 

scientists discovered that the sensory apparatuses were subjective, nineteenth-

century physiologists and psychologists deduced that sensation was in fact a 

multiplicity of psychic affects. The inconvenience that arose with the realisation 

that sensation could not be measured was, however, neutralised by the 

simultaneous contestation that the physical stimulus could be. Gustav Fechner 

decided to find a way to rationalise sensation by measuring external stimuli in 

which he eventually succeeded and introduced as Fechner’s Law, alternatively 

known as Weber’s Law. Fechner’s Law was a mathematical equation that 

expressed a functional relation between sensation and stimulus, enabling for the 

first time the quantifiably determination of subjectivity (Crary 145). Ultimately, 

“Fechner’s rationalisation of sensation not only led to the development of specific 

technologies of behaviour and attentiveness; it was also a sign of the reshaping of 

an entire social field and the position of a human sensorium within it” (Crary 

149).  

 By the late eighteenth century, a shift occurred from the objective viewing 

apparatus to the subjective observer. This was most consistently announced in 

Immanuel Kant’s 1787 Critique of Pure Reason, in which he proposed a new 

positioning of the subject at the centre of epistemology and ethics, commonly 

referred to as the “Copernican Revolution in philosophy.” Modern physiological 
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optics responded to and matured with the new philosophy of the spectator, 

beginning with Johannes Müller’s Handbuch der Physiologie des Menschen 

published in 1833 in which he described the human body as a factory-like 

structure maintained by processes and physiological activity that depended on 

calculable amounts of energy and labour:  

In his exhaustive analysis of the body into an array of physical and 
mechanical systems, Müller reduced the phenomenon of life to a 
set of physiochemical processes that were observable and 
manipulable in the laboratory. The idea of an organism becomes 
equivalent to an amalgamation of adjacent apparatures (qtd. in 
Crary 88-89).  

With such a fragmented view of the human body—its different parts specialised in 

different types of labour, dependent on energy, like steam engines—the human 

sensory apparatus also began to be considered merely one mechanical feature of 

the body.  

Novel image-production technologies objectified the experimenter and 

became full-fledged scientific instruments rather than by-products of 

experimentation. Jonathan Crary connected the newly introduced mental mapping 

in the nineteenth century with very specific modern processes surrounding the 

modern observer: 

The collective achievement of European physiology in the first half 
of the nineteenth century was a comprehensive survey of a 
previously half-known territory, an exhaustive inventory of the 
body. It was a knowledge that also would be the basis for the 
formation of an individual adequate to the productive requirements 
of economic modernity and for emerging technologies of control 
and subjection (81). 

Physiologists and philosophers of the time recognised the danger of over-

subjectivising vision, so they responded by producing epistemologies that would 

fit into the newly discovered subjective vision of the modern subject. In many 

aspects, modernity was nihilistic (or at least sceptical) because it exposed the fact 

that the subject’s view was shaped by the sensory apparatus. If there was an 

optical device that strongly confirmed the modern condition it was the 

kaleidoscope, since it decentralised vision, not the observer. The device, invented 

in 1815 by David Brewster (who aided in the development of the stereoscope), 

was “a machine for the disintegration of a unitary subjectivity” (Crary 113) and 
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for scattering optical reality into most exquisite abstract forms of colour. 

 For Inspector Tsunemori, reality starts to disintegrate before her eyes as a 

random kaleidoscopic multiplicity of images when she realises that her numerical 

reality does not correspond with the real at all. She questions the System’s 

functions, but for Sibyl (represented in the form of Kasei, the female cyborg 

police chief40), the System does not need to function perfectly as long as people 

continue to believe that it does. When Tsunemori encounters the ultimate 

criminal, Makishima Shōgo, who is “criminally asymptomatic” (for some reason, 

his sensations cannot be quantified) and cannot be judged by the Dominator or by 

Sibyl precisely because he evades quantification, Tsunemori becomes suspicious 

of the mechanical god.  

Freedom of choice and the power of free will are two of the most 

significant issues in the anime series that are raised for the first time in this scene, 

where Makishima murders Tsunemori’s friend in front of her eyes. Tsunemori 

cannot compel herself to kill him since the Dominator continues to assert that his 

“crime coefficient is not high enough for enforcing action” (see fig 83). Even as 

Makishima hands her his gunpowder weapon and slices her friend’s throat with a 

razor (analogue versus digital), she is unable to kill him because, somewhere in 

the process of the delegation of power to the mechanical sovereign, she lost the 

power of free will. The situation is somewhat evocative of the difference between 

picture and image (as Leeuwenhoek saw blood cells as corpuscular even though  

 

Figure 78. Makishima Shōgo as seen through the Dominator’s “lens” while murdering 
Tsunemori Akane’s friend in front of her (notice that the Crime Coefficient is 0) in 

Psycho-Pass  
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they were actually elliptical because he was a Cartesian). Optical illusions are not 

just optical: they can be real and are always determined by our understanding of 

the world. The entire premise of image-production technologies during and after 

the Scientific Revolution is that they make one see: they produce reality and 

worldviews, while we produce technologies. 

The relationship between technology, applied science, and utilitarianism is 

a very intimate one, which is not surprising because the conflicting relationship 

between the inherently a-ethical technology and social utility can be solved only 

by adhering to self-apparent justification; that is, to  

one of the most powerful and persuasive approaches to normative 
ethics in the history of philosophy…. Utilitarianism is generally 
held to be the view that the morally right action is the action that 
produces the most good…. What distinguishes utilitarianism from 
egoism has to do with the scope of the relevant consequences. On 
the utilitarian view one ought to maximize the overall good—that 
is, consider the good of others as well as one's own good…. 
Utilitarianism is also distinguished by impartiality and agent-
neutrality. Everyone's happiness counts the same. When one 
maximizes the good, it is the good impartially considered (Driver 
n. pag.).  

It is not coincidental that the metaphysics of Sibyl’s technocracy is related to 

Jeremy Bentham, no less than to John Stuart Mill. With Bentham’s technology of 

power—the Panopticon, which Foucault  referred to as the Columbus Egg41 

(Power/Knowledge 148)—utilitarian philosophy became a historical visual 

instance of interlocking biopolitics and technology, a combination that in modern 

societies paradigmatically became most apt to produce the greatest amount of 

happiness for the greatest number of people. Consequentially, in the eighteenth 

century happiness finally became measurable as the eye became used to 

perceiving reality as a reality of objects and therefore commodities (Adorno 99). 

Utilitarianism is essentially autocratic because the means of securing happiness 

are the systems of surveillance and control—all justified with the convenient 

slogan “for the greater good.” Social engineering is the unavoidable 

methodological consequence of such a philosophy.  

 Unlike Bentham, who grounded his utilitarian philosophy on the premise 

of pleasure and the absence of pain, John Stuart Mill more elaborately argued that  
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forms of government are to be evaluated in terms of their capacity 
to enable each person to exercise and develop in his or her own 
way their capacities for higher forms of human happiness. Such 
development will be an end for each individual, but also a means 
for society as whole to develop and to make life better for all (qtd. 
in Wilson n. pag.)  

Since it is human life that always lies at the core of every utilitarian philosophy, 

biopolitics inevitably emerge with forms of utilitarian ideology. Contemporary 

technocultures only demonstrate that modern hybridised societies are ever more 

easily adopted into techno-biopolitical apparatuses, where they become calculated 

and disciplined as they pass through the most powerful regulatory engine of 

contemporary life: the bureaucratic apparatus. Psycho-Pass depicts the literal, 

seemingly successful realisation of Max Weber’s rationalised administrative 

system, which he identified as the source of increasing control in social and 

material life. For Weber,  

[s]cientific and technical rationalization has greatly improved both 
the human capacity for a mastery over nature and institutionalized 
discipline via bureaucratic administration, legal formalism, and 
industrial capitalism. The calculable, disciplined control over 
humans was, again, an unintended consequence of the Puritan ethic 
of rigorous self-discipline and self-control (qtd. in Kim n. pag.). 

The rhetoric of the mechanical worldview and of Baconian modern science that 

appear in the citation is at the very site of the inception of the modern world. 

Weber is the apparition that haunts the characters of Psycho-Pass, consistently 

reemerging as a phantasmagoria of the technological system that governs 

Japanese society.  

Marcuse noted that the growth of rationalisation eventually transforms into a 

conservative force that perpetuates the existence of the apparatus, simultaneously 

decreasing the freedom of individual performance and increasing the numbers of 

those “whose individuality is reduced to self-preservation by standardisation. 

They can pursue their self-interest only by developing  “dependable reaction 

patterns”  and by performing prearranged functions” (Marcuse 53). Similarly, the 

Sybil System, being a technocratic bureaucratic apparatus, promotes bureaucracy 

as an apparently objective and impersonal ground, “provided by the rational 

specialisation of functions, and this rationality in turn serves to increase the 

rationality of submission” (Marcuse 57). This rationality and delivering oneself to 
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the apparatus stems not only from economic processes, but from the scientific, 

technological, technical and political processes as well. 

In the nineteenth episode, Professor Saiga (a criminal psychologist), in a 

conversation with an outlawed enforcer, Kōgami Shinya, speaks of ideal 

bureaucrats who, in Weberian terminology, perform their duties without anger or 

fondness, without hate or zeal, and without love or personal predilection, in which 

sense a technological system such as Sibyl is perhaps the closest to the ideal 

bureaucratic administration that dominates people through technical and practical 

knowledge—as knowledge is power.42 To this, Kōgami replies: “Is it really a 

‘system’? Or more like a huge prison? The Panopticon…. A facility that allows 

you to observe everyone at once. Sibyl is the worst possible form. You can control 

the maximum number of prisoners with the minimum number of guards.”  

This animetic exercise reveals the cyberised but still human citizens of a 

utopia who have delegated not some but all of their individual powers (indeed, 

freedom of choice and free will are among the most human of all human 

“superpowers”) to the System, which is the sole centre of power and control. 

Having long ago stepped beyond Latour’s closing doors, it is now time to face the 

missing masses in control. No less disconcerting is the assumption (a very 

realistic one) that society is actually willing to delegate its free will to a machine 

so that the human subject can be freed from the inconvenience of making choices.  

Kim contended that Weber’s essentials of Western rationalisation was 

defined as  

a process taking place in disparate fields of human life with a logic 
of each field’s own and varying directions; each one of these fields 
may be rationalised in terms of very different ultimate values and 
ends, and what is rational from one point of view may well be 
irrational from another (n. pag.). 

 Ethical ramifications are for Weber essentially ambivalent: the formal (technical) 

rationality that characterises Western rationalisation does not even need to 

correspond to substantive (value) rationality. Paradoxically, in this complex 

system, individuals can learn to navigate through complex webs of institutions, 

which enable them, through formal rationalisation, exact calculability, and 

predictability of the social environment, to achieve their goals. Simultaneously, an 

individual stands reduced to a “cog in a machine” or trapped in an “iron cage” of 
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formal rationalisation. This ambivalence of human rationalised existence 

produces, as Weber contended, a dim future for the “last man”:  

For the ‘last man’ (letzten Menschen) of this cultural development, 
it might well be truly said: ‘Specialist without spirit, sensualist 
without heart; this nullity imagines that it has attained a level of 
humanity (Menschentums) never before achieved’ (The Protestant 
Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism 182).  

 
Ironically, the overman who offers rebirth (through subversive social 

engineering) in Psycho-Pass is not the protagonist but the most violent, 

unscrupulous, and asymptomatic antagonist. This implies a very specific view of 

machinic rationalisation and bureaucratisation (indeed, Japanese modernity has 

utterly disappears into the Western form): the view that only a corrupted citizen 

can cause ruptures in the uniformity of society, which is completely governed by 

technical and technological structures. To break down the dominance of the 

apparatus, one has to become a nihilist. Additionally, throughout the series 

viewers are constantly reminded that the most dangerous visual technology is 

themselves, that is, their (imposed) worldviews and perceptions. It is indicative 

that the Psycho-Pass narrative is centred on Bentham’s Panopticon and Swift’s 

satire, as both were influenced by optical devices in the midst of the Scientific 

Revolution. 

 

6.2 Delegation: Invisible Technologies 

Discussions about technology or the history of technology are not mere 

recountings of material culture and the history of objects. Worldviews and devices 

are inextricably intertwined and human culture is not somewhere in the middle 

(forget about geocentric systems) but is instead everywhere, expansive as aether 

or the universe itself. Picking up an object, one glares into the cultural universe 

and that cultural universe glares back. In Aristotle’s world, techné was first and 

foremost the art and skill of making things, manual labour unworthy of upper 

social stratums. At the same time, technology was not meant to replace human 

skills or human hands. This understanding of technology remained ingrained in 

the European sociocultural landscape well into the Industrial Revolution and it is 

for this reason that technology (practical work) and science (intellectual work) 

have for centuries remained separate. Even as the Industrial Revolution was 
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sweeping across England, engineers, craftsmen, and artisans responsible for 

building the many marvels of industrial civilisation had absolutely no knowledge 

of scientific theories. Likewise, when scientists were asked to comment on the 

plausibility of engineering projects, they were utterly helpless in doing so. Despite 

the exchanges and interconnections, these two areas of human activity remained 

conceptually estranged until the twentieth century. Applied science is a modern 

invention; nevertheless, the great inventions of industrialism radically changed 

what technology is to a human being and what the human being is to technology.  

Gradually, technology spread from factories to everyday life, transforming 

into ever smaller and convenient “devices of wonder,” ever more naturalised. 

Mackenzie and Wajcman named this enculturation process “soft determinism”: as 

technologies shape and reshape everyday life, everyday life is taken for granted 

(qtd. in Bell 49). Huge, expensive, and clumsy technologies rapidly evolved into 

small, portable, and sophisticated ones; others were devised anew but still 

underwent the continuous process of miniaturisation, just like the optical 

technologies, including the panorama and diorama. In his well-known essay, 

Bruno Latour posed the question, “Where are the missing masses?”, reminding 

sociologists to take into account various non-human artefacts that are apparently 

not there (although they are certainly visible and material). These missing masses 

work constantly in our society (they are the most mundane things), but since they 

are not treated as part of society, like, for instance, door-closing mechanisms, they 

are generally ignored and overlooked (Latour “Where Are the Missing Masses?” 

47).  

The invisible non-human artefacts used as tools on a daily basis, such as 

hair dryers, blenders, microwave ovens, and so on, in many ways changed human 

interaction with the world. These small electrical appliances may still be 

perceived as innocent tools, but they are components of larger technological 

systems, industries, and outlooks. In order to ensure the successful enculturation 

of “bright world” appliances, the Japanese government and big business had to 

establish a whole new ideological domain centred on the three regalia—the 

refrigerator, the TV set, and the washing machine—with vast sociocultural 

ramifications. On the other hand, toasters are not innocent either. In Chapter 

Fifteen of Capital, Vol. 1; Machinery and Modern History, Karl Marx espouses 

the view that a machine makes use of a man, not the other way around (461-462). 
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Notwithstanding his philosophical approach to machines in the factory, the earlier 

delving into the realm of optical devices showed that even the scientific toy can 

subvert in that the user has to synchronise the eye and the body with the device. 

These are the missing masses but what about the really invisible virtual 

technologies? Computers have evolved from massive military devices into 

sophisticated small devices, which in many forms have become integral (body) 

parts. The Internet and digital media have created virtual realities and postmodern 

modes of existence that appear in the form of the Web or the Net. Miniature and 

personalised technological systems have externalised overall existence, 

consequentially upgrading the most intimate human possessions, such as 

memories, to the level of fluctuation in the communal hemisphere of digital data.  

 

6.3 The Sibyl System as the Panopticon 

Since viewers are, as conspirators, granted entrance to the core repressive 

mechanism in a world dominated by the Sibyl System, they are also given a 

chance to understand the biopolitical mechanisms and structures of the perfect 

state in medias res. Besides being a repressive state apparatus, the Sibyl System 

controls its population in many different ways. Althusser’s ideological state 

apparatus is meaningless and obsolete in the utopian society of Psycho-Pass 

because individuals are aware of the omnipresent regulatory system and most of 

them do not mind it. They have intently delegated their individual liberties as well 

as their free will and freedom of choice to the System, which openly decides and 

regulates individual destinies. To say that Sibyl decides and regulates individual 

destinies means various methods of control, regulation, and evaluation by the use 

of automatic measuring devices installed in streets, drones, and official personnel 

that constantly monitor, scan, calculate, and produce, in mathematical and 

physical terminology, digital data for each and every individual at every moment.  

The most common method of evaluating and calculating one’s cumulative 

state of mind adopted by the System is the so-called cymatic scan (mental scan), 

which immediately produces an output of a person’s Crime Coefficient (crime 

intent) and Hue (mood and mental state, literally the shade or colour gradient of 

one’s character). Combined, individuals’ numerical value and Hue determine their 

school, profession, and lifestyle and also determine, on a daily basis, whether they 
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are in a “criminal state of mind.” As a result, even the slightest fluctuations in 

these numerical values will draw the attention of the System, so a person “having 

a bad day” or feeling especially irritable will adhere to self-medication. This is 

how a docile society is produced. With constant on-site check-ups and automatic 

scanners, the people in Psycho-Pass are at all times exposed to and reminded of 

the surveillance and control of the Machine. It is a hypothetical situation to be 

sure, but the plausibility of such a frightening scenario in many ways is already 

apparent. DNA and Fechner’s Law are some instantiations of the technoculture 

we have become. The idea of “soft determinism,” or the process I prefer to call 

the naturalisation or enculturation of technology, is about the missing masses, 

about things that are part of us and our world in the most literal sense. We have no 

idea how these black-boxed machines around us work but we also do not 

remember how they became internal to our existence. Likewise, we have become 

a number—on our identity card, student card, medical card, and so on.  

The average person faces stressful situations in the hectic brave new world 

on a daily basis, resulting in self-regulation with antidepressants, vitamins, and 

Prozac. If the person does not succeed in self-regulating, he or she will be taken to 

a hospital or prison. Similarly, the animated characters in Psycho-Pass are taken 

to psychotherapy sessions at the first signs of a numerical deviation and, if 

unsuccessful, they are forwarded to mental institutions and prisons. In order to 

maintain optimal numerical values, most citizens continuously adhere to drug 

therapies that keep their minds in a state of serenity. Only in rare cases when the 

crime coefficient exceeds the acceptable numerical level does the System use 

these persons as tools, so-called enforcers, within the police force. In the first 

episode of the TV series, Inspector Ginoza introduces his team of enforcers to 

Tsunemori Akane with cold detachment and despise: 

Don’t think that the guys you’re about to meet are human like us. 
Their Psycho-Pass Crime Coefficients all exceed a specific value. 
They are people of bankrupt character. Normally, they would be 
completely isolated as latent criminals. However, they’re allowed 
into the outside world for the sole purpose of flushing out criminals 
just like themselves. They’re hunting dogs. They’re beasts used to 
hunt beasts. They’re what we call ‘enforcers’.  

Already socially contaminated, like vice-protagonist Kōgami Shinya, they do the 

dirty work for Sibyl. However, the enforcers are labelled, marginalised, and made 
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expendable: they are bare lives,43 individuals who can be sacrificed but not 

killed—marginalised, unwanted, oppressed, and disempowered dismembered 

members of society. The conclusion that follows is that the modern rationalised 

and bureaucratic state apparatus produces bare lives that can be used by the 

System but cannot coexist with it. 

The Sibyl System is essentially machinery that produces humans in 

accordance with numerical values and systematic assessments, and it engineers 

society by distributing human subjects and dismembering them. Notably, the 

Crime Coefficient does not measure human activity: it measures assumed criminal 

intent and is completely related to what the subject thinks and feels. In other 

words, it is designed to entrap one’s soul—the last locus of thinking matter in the 

non-thinking world. If this is somewhat reminiscent of George Orwell’s fictional 

thought control, it is for a very non-fictional reason: “Thought Police” was a 

special police force established in 1911 and by its abolishment in 1945 it dealt 

primarily with “subversive ideologies.” This piece of historical reality was in fact 

borrowed by Orwell for his novel Nineteen Eighty-Four (Orwell). 

The idea of preventing a crime before it even takes place by subjecting 

citizens to the most intimate control is traceable to Jeremy Bentham and Jean-

Jacques Rousseau, as well as to the luminaries of the French Revolution:  

The new aspect of the problem of justice, for the Revolution, was 
not so much to punish wrongdoers as to prevent even the 
possibility of wrong-doing, by immersing people in a field of total 
visibility where the opinion, observation and discourse of others 
would restrain them from harmful acts. This idea is constantly 
present in the texts of the Revolution (Foucault, Power/Knowledge 
153). 

What Bentham and the revolutionaries conceptualised in concurrent times is now 

more comprehensive. The hybridisation that has led to the symbiosis of power and 

technology has created opportunities for new strategies and mechanisms, ever 

more subtle, for biopolitical regulation and the brave new techno-states. 

Bureaucracy and the state apparatus coupled with technology results in a 

hybridised cyborg-monster whose organic structure is comprised of screens, 

media, and visual content that render every individual utterly visible and society 

transparent (thank God for culture!). Moreover, this cyborgian system does not 

need a Central Tower except for worship, as the gaze is everywhere and, thanks to 
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technology, citizens can also gaze back. That is why I suggest that popular culture 

is both biopolitical and bioethical.  

However, the very important question that remains is, who will replace the 

King? The Sibyl System, as a totalising technological instance of power, does not 

merely play the role of the King or the guard in the Central Tower: the success of 

the System lies in the fact that due to the technological hybridisations of society, it 

is now able to permeate all aspects of human life, including both its actualities and 

virtualities. The Sibyl System not only controls but also coexists, and this 

coexistence is made possible by delegation and machinic ghosts. Marcuse 

suggested that “the machine that is adored is no longer dead matter but becomes 

something like a human being” (Marcuse 47), by which he implies the social 

content of the machine: the fact that the human beings operate in terms of 

technological reason (standardisation of thought) as much as the apparatus does. 

Additionally, “the machine process requires a “consistent training in the 

mechanical apprehension of things:” producing conformity, trained insight and all 

sorts of quantitative adaptations and adjustments. This “mechanics of conformity” 

spread from the technological to the social order; they govern performance 
not only in the factories and shops, but also in the offices, schools, 
assemblies and, finally, in the realm of relaxation and entertainment. 
Individuals are stripped of their individuality, not by external compulsion, 
but by the very rationality under which they live (Marcuse 48). 
 

6.3.1 The Panopticon: Technology of the Gaze 

  Jeremy Bentham’s Panopticon—a perfect prison architecturally structured 

around the Watch Tower at its centre, with total surveillance of all the prisoners—

is at the core of Psycho-Pass’s preoccupation with techno-biopolitical control. 

Imagined as an architecture of gaze, the Panopticon allows prison guards to watch 

over all prisoners at all times; however, the prisoners cannot see the guards and 

assume that they are really inside, so they adhere to self-control, even though 

there is nobody watching. The power is, once again, in the mind. If such visual 

technology could be realised (Bentham’s plans were turned down when he 

proposed building such a prison for the government due to the high cost of the 

facility) in a prison, school, marketplace, or virtually (through the dispersion of 

technologies), it could presumably create a perfect society.  
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The Panopticon was an ingenious idea that solved the surveillance 

problem with the architectural technology of power (the Panopticon was imagined 

as a device of power, not a prison). The perimeter building, built in the form of a 

ring, circled a tower at the centre. The building was divided into cells, which had 

two large windows, one facing the windows of the central tower and the other 

facing the outside world. These cells could house a lunatic, a patient, a convict, a 

worker, or a student who would be visible to the overseer’s gaze in the tower 

through the cell’s interior window from the light coming through the exterior 

window (Foucault, Power/Knowledge 147-148). The ingenuity of such an 

architectural contraption was not in its physicality of space but instead in the 

mental manipulation of the subjects: power was not exercised by the building 

itself but by the inmates’ mental conditioning. Only later did the Panopticon 

receive attention as both a concept and a technology, when Foucault picked it up 

from the dirt of material history and rediscovered that the power of such a device 

was not in its architecture but in its combined material and symbolic structure of 

power that hypothetically worked because of its ideological (not physical) 

structuring and reinvention of the subject (not the space).  

Bentham lived in a very exciting era, between the Scientific Revolution 

and the Industrial Revolution, when the eye and the observer were the main new 

locus of scientific and popular culture research and indulgence. It was not that the 

eye had not captured physiologists’ and physicians’ attention before that time, 

rather, vision had been reinvented and the eye of the beholder as a trope had 

interlocking fields of natural philosophy, science, technology, art, and popular 

culture in many latent and explicit ways. The many “devices of wonder” and 

image-production technologies that were devised and popularised between the 

sixteenth and nineteenth centuries were by-products of scientific inquiry into the 

realm of vision as much as they were metonymic tools for the placement of the 

“objective” scientific gaze (of the rational subject), enabled by “objective” 

viewing technologies, onto the newly discovered natural and social worlds. The 

lens alone revealed the landscape of the natural world and utterly transformed the 

human landscape. In such an environment, many philosophers were inspired by 

visual technologies to see social structures in new ways. That is why reinventing 

vision contained both the material and the paradigmatic moment.  
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One popular technology of the time that very likely inspired Jeremy 

Bentham was the panorama, which was a large circular or semi-circular painting 

displayed in the rotunda of a building. It was one of the more democratic viewing 

technologies where observers were able to capture a 360-degree view, as if they 

were teleported into the actual setting. Structurally, the panorama and the 

Panopticon were extraordinarily similar and even the etymology of “all view” and 

“all see,” respectively, represented the same concept behind the device. This case 

demonstrates once more how the fields of popular culture, science, and 

technology weaved a complex web of analogies, meanings, and associations. With 

this example, technology as a total social phenomenon shows itself in its fullest 

capacity. Trivialising the view, the field of cultural production, or visual 

technologies only makes sight poorer. Like the panorama, the Panopticon was a 

paradigm of power. Linked with the Industrial Revolution and European 

imperialism, the panorama (often displaying pictures of conquered exotic lands) 

symbolically recreated more than just space, “it stood as a visual conquest of its 

subject” (Stafford and Terpak 318). The Panopticon too, as a technology of 

power, was based on the same idea of visually conquering the subject and in this 

idea lies its success, for technologies alone do not change the world—it is the 

(world)views that change technology (see figs. 10 and 11).  

While the Sibyl System is far from playing the role of prison guard, it 

operates on similar principles and even physically resembles the Panopticon, 

centralised in the Ministry of Welfare’s Nona Tower in the capital city of the 

utopian society. However, the Sibyl System coexists: it observes and controls via 

software and sophisticated hardware. The surveillance imposed by the Sibyl 

System is posthuman. Power and control are executed through computerised 

assessments, intelligent robots, cyborgs, and Dominators (Sibyl’s eyes). 

Technological innovations enhance Sibyl’s power and are integrated with the 

System in order to assert its role as the sole provider of law and justice: the Sibyl 

System is at the same time law enforcer, jury, judge and executioner—a god 

rather than the King—that was born out of delegation.  

 With such totalising and omnipresent control, one spontaneously asks why 

people would be willing to delegate this amount of power to an inorganic, non-

human system—or to anyone at all. The kind of delegation in question exceeds 

the extent to which power is given to a sovereign in Hobbes’s political 
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philosophy, though the rationale behind it in Psycho-Pass is the same: delegation 

is necessary to avoid a chaotic and destructive natural state and to ensure peace, 

security, and prosperity for all citizens. In that perspective, the Sibyl System is a 

mechanical Leviathan, the inevitable outcome of a posthuman future. Still, the 

question of such an overwhelming reduction of humanity is conceivable, as 

delegation itself has become naturalised. Rationalisation and bureaucratisation 

gradually facilitates a belief in the machine, or at least the rational apparatus as a 

means of ensuring unbiased equality and justice.  

Ironically, where technological and bureaucratic systems lack, they 

actually gain because we have come to believe, in accordance with the mechanical 

view of the cosmos, that systems and devices without a non-measurable soul can 

provide better service. Physiologists of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries did 

not merely rediscover human subjectivity: their knowledge coincided with 

industrialisation, which resulted in rationalisation as an alternative to the subject’s 

conflicting, evasive, and—in cases of women—hysteric nature. In this sense, the 

conceptualisations of the modern subject and modernity have been mutually 

mutating. The society in Psycho-Pass accepts and complies with the inorganic 

Leviathan because it believes that only a rationalised, non-emotional, inorganic, 

mechanical system can achieve perfection as society’s engineer. When imagery is 

considered in realistic terms, such a scenario perhaps seems counterintuitive but I 

suggest it is more real(istic) than it appears.  

 The anthropology of technology asserts that technological metaphysics, 

like many other metaphysical traditions, forms views of an infinite space beyond 

the physical world in specific sociocultural contexts and historical moments in 

places that are specific. Throughout the history of technology, it was the “hows” 

not the “whys” that technology was supposed to answer, but it nevertheless 

retained its “whys” within human organic structures. To think otherwise is to 

believe in autonomous and objective technological devices, which existed in equal 

modes in Edo-period Japan and in eighteenth-century Europe. With that in mind, 

delegation and faith in technology reveal more of their inner logic and the 

plausibility of their radical manifestations. It is important to note that delegation, 

for instance, both is and is not a matter of choice. Somewhere along the way, 

someone chose to build the system, and drones, and robots, and mechanical dolls, 

and so on. While “why” might be clear at the time of their conception, the 
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products are sometimes coincidental and the “whys” disintegrate in time; “hows,” 

on the other hand, are unpredictable and always in the process of mutating. When 

one stops thinking about “why,” the process of naturalisation is finished (one of 

the characteristics of modernity and contemporaneity is the absence of “why” 

from the beginning, making naturalisation a condition, not a process), but the 

modes of cultural and material existence continue to change. The magnifying lens, 

for instance, whether directed at the moon or at the insect, clearly demonstrates 

this transmutation process (of the eye, moon, insect, world, mind, person, society, 

worldview, and universe simultaneously). The lens also demonstrates that 

perspective changes the way one sees and it ultimately changes what is seen. 

 

6.4 Technology and Science as Ideology 

Chapters 5 and 6 have shown how technologies and science became ideas, 

discourses, and paradigms. It is important to understand the reality and materiality 

of such idealistic structures, which is the reason why I included a sociocultural 

prelude to the current chapter. Utilising films and animations, science fiction and 

cyberpunk in particular, to deconstruct political and technoscientific discourses is 

by no means novel. What is novel, however, is the materiality of visual and 

narratological expressions that consist of objects, ranging from the most 

fascinating to the most mundane. In other words, the idea of technology and 

science as ideology is not original; however, the purpose of this chapter was not to 

provide an analysis of anime but to reconnect it with its material sociocultural 

circumstances and think anime through objects. 

In line with the mechanistic philosophy of his time, Bentham’s King as the 

heart of power, who literally and conceptually died in the Revolution, can be 

substituted only by an equally powerful authority—a machine. In a quandary with 

the King’s substitute, Bentham decided not to place anyone at the centre of power 

in his visual technology; Foucault, on the other hand, proposed malveillance: 

“each person, depending on his place, is watched by all or certain of the others. 

You have an apparatus of total and circulating mistrust, because there is no 

absolute point” (Foucault, Power/Knowledge 158). Foucault understood 

Bentham’s visual technology properly when he realised that the power embedded 

in it was the power arranged as a machine, “working by a complex system of cogs 
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and gear, where it’s the place of a person which is determining, not his nature, no 

reliance can be placed on a single individual” (Foucault, Power/Knowledge 156).  

The mutual surveillance in the Panopticon works on the same principle as 

today’s virtual technologies and in that sense projects the observer into the 

postmodern future. The Panopticon is not only virtual in nature (the power of the 

gaze is simulated), it is also multiplanar in that it disintegrates visuality among the 

inmates and throughout the structure of the building. It is conceptually 

multiperspectival (when Bentham’s and Foucault’s theories are combined) and 

that is what makes it a postmodern visual device, with integrated scientific 

visuality that dissects the space and each prisoner through an anatomising stare. 

Glass, the new material of the scientific world, is essential to successful visual 

dissection, because prisoners, like specimens of flora and fauna, are placed inside 

the transparent container. Psycho-Pass most literally demonstrates how visuality, 

as both a technology and a mechanistic paradigm, can become machinery for 

social engineering. Moreover, the view in many instances appears as an 

anatomising stare, mediated by technology (the Dominator) that aims at 

calculating the observed object. It is a lensed view that in many respects emulates 

and reproduces the mode of visual technologies of the Scientific Revolution. 

 The death of the King (and of God) provided closure for a long chapter in 

the history of human civilisation and opened up new options and possibilities for 

delegation, power, and control. Both the King and God, considered to have 

unquestionable supremacy over earthly and heavenly matters, are in many 

cultures symbolically interchangeable. Not without coincidence, in many 

premodern societies, kings were also priests. Absolutely sacred, The King’s and 

God’s sense of justice was flawless, not because it was just but because it was 

divine; since they are both either completely or partially inhuman, they are 

additionally protected against wrongdoing and completely governed by reason.  

By now it is apparent that the only being capable of assuming that kind of 

symbolic and material power is the Machine. The difference between the Machine 

and the previous sovereigns is that its divine role does not stem from sacredness 

and heavenly origins but from technoscientific rationality. The Machine even 

transcends kings and gods because its nature and culture are purely numerical, 

mechanical, and digital, and it manifests itself in codes and numbers. The 

Machine also escapes the destiny of the bad sovereign and the flawed god because 
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its perceived inorganic immortality is neither accident nor nature. The new 

machinery presents itself as an objective apparatus, but that is once more a human 

interpretation of what machines are supposed to be.  

If we have materially evolved from the Renaissance cameras obscuras, we 

continue to nurture the tendency to paradigmatically perceive technological 

artefacts the same way. The new mechanical god is (conceptually) accurate, 

precise, empirical, and rational, and not alive, not born, not self-aware (but it 

paradoxically operates as pure reason), and not heavenly, and is a-religious, a-

gendered, a-responsible, a-dualistic (but is ironically based on the binary system), 

a-emotional, a-political, and beyond death (by capitation, for instance) and 

punishment. The prefix “a” comes from the ancient Greek and means “not”; 

however, unlike the word “unemotional,” for instance, it is not a value category—

it indicates the absence of values. An apolitical person, for example, is politically 

neutral, without political attitude, content, and bias. The Greek prefix “a” is what 

gives the machine its true power and supremacy.  

If Thomas Hobbes had lived today, Leviathan would have probably been a 

kind of machine, like Sibyl. In the Psycho-Pass utopia, the Machine placed in the 

Central Tower (Nona) is given legitimate control over society precisely because 

of its technoscientific neutrality. A product of a mechanistic worldview, the 

System is not questioned even when it manifests itself as paradoxical because it 

represents the embodiment of technological and scientific rationality. However, 

the illusion of such machinery is broken when Inspector Tsunemori Akane 

discovers what the machine truly is and, consequentially, what it is not.  

Upon finding that the machinic god that presents itself as pure inorganic 

mechanical rationality is in fact mechanised but not machinic, Tsunemori reacts 

with disgust and animosity. However, the source of such strong emotions towards 

the Machine is not in its being unjust (which it often is) but in not being what it 

appears to be—completely mechanical. In other words, the illusion of perfection 

disappears with the illusion of the machinic god, revealing an inherent desire to be 

governed by scientific and technological systems without ghosts. Ironically, 

Cartesian dreams dissipate into the mechanical universe in which the human 

subject is obsolete in the face of the clockwork stars. 
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6.5 The True Face of the Machine 

When Tsunemori Akane accepts (but disagrees with) the flawed sovereign, 

she does so to prevent society from falling into its natural state, reasoning that a 

flawed god is better than no god. She grasps the nature of the machinic Leviathan 

in episode 22 and the world-distorting truth: truisms and conceptual illusions once 

again reveal layers of human narcissism in the structure of the mechanical 

Leviathan. In the end, the Sibyl System, while mechanised, is neither the Machine 

nor God. With a touch of Jonathan Swift’s colossal sense of subjecting the world 

to amusing and frightening satire, the System in fact consists of the interconnected 

brains of asymptomatic criminals: genius, distorted, and lunatic minds that could 

not be quantified.  

In episode 17, Makishima Shōgo recounts Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels (part 

three), in which Gulliver travels to Balnibarbi after escaping from the island of 

Laputa where a doctor suggests that politicians with conflicting opinions could 

reconcile with one another if surgery was performed, cutting each of their brains 

in half and then sewing the two hemispheres together: “Once that was done, they 

could ‘produce the moderation as well as regularity of thinking.’ For the self-

conceited lot who think that ‘they come into the world only to watch and govern 

its motion,’ Swift writes that is the most desirable approach.” This fascinating 

proposition was yet another satirical attempt at political reality during Swift’s 

time. His works might have been surreal but they were in fact ingenious 

commentaries of lived reality.  

In the final twist of the anime series, Tsunemori discovers that the Sibyl 

System is very much like the situation in Balnibarbi. As she observes in shock the 

mechanical hands that move around encased brains connected with wires into a 

collective, Sibyl explains its rationale based on an absolute system that with its 

“universal standard” transcends relative values and ethics.44 The System turns out 

to be an extensive network of supercomputers integrated with human brains 

(minds), ultimately producing    

the only nation on Earth ruled by law, with 200 of the 247 
connected minds at all times, the system is able to monitor and 
judge the Psycho Pass of every single person in this country. 
Mechanical programs alone can determine, at most, stress 
measurements based on the Hue Check. Determining Crime 
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Coefficients, which indicate a more profound assessment of human 
nature, requires a higher degree of thinking ability and judgement. 
And we are the ones who can make it happen (episode 22). 

 
 The main antagonist of the series, the intelligent and criminally 

asymptomatic Makishima Shōgo, has appointed himself the saviour of the 

remaining humanity whose human(e) existence is utterly threatened by the Sibyl 

System. In Sibyl, he recognises a dangerous machinery that, through convenient 

delegation, takes from the individual what is for Makishima the most valued 

human trait: free will, the capacity to make one’s own choice.45 To reclaim the 

delegated free will, Makishima adheres to violence and destruction so that people 

“realise they should live like human beings, not docile livestock.”46 His character 

is that of a knowledgeable outcast, a deviant within a system that does not 

recognise him. When he is not attempting a coup d’état over the Machine, he 

feeds on the works of Blaise Pascal, Max Weber, Jeremy Bentham, William 

Gibson, and Philip K. Dick, which consequentially shape his philosophy and 

outlook on the seemingly utopian society. His role is the destruction of the System 

and liberating the human subject from technology. As the overman whose mission 

is to kill the Machine, mortal viewers simultaneously empathise with his cause but 

(probably) detest his brutal methods. Ironically, when he takes away the drugs and 

control that maintain people in a state of medicated serenity, society returns to its 

natural state, which is for Makishima perhaps the only instance where free will is 

possible. When he is told, in an attempt to make him one of the System’s 

constituent members, what the Machine really is, Makishima too reacts with 

disdain: “What a joke. They said we lived in a fair society managed by machines. 

One that didn’t depend on flawed human egos. That’s how they presented the 

Sibyl System, and that’s why people accepted it. And yet, all those judgements 

were made arbitrarily by you, an aggregate of human brains?” (episode 17). 

The System, however, defines itself as “boundlessly fair” since it 

transcends humankind by achieving omnipotence that stems from the collective 

intellect of so-called criminally asymptomatic people, individuals whose 

personality cannot be measured.47 But for Makishima this solution is unacceptable 

and he detests science for its claims to the human soul:  

Science finally discovered the secret behind the human soul, and 
this society changed drastically as a result. However, people’s wills 
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are not part of that assessment. I wonder just what sort of criteria 
you use to divide people into good and evil…. However, when 
humans base their eyes around Sibyl’s Oracle, without even 
considering what they really want, do they really hold any value? 
(episode 17).  

Makishima understands his crimes as a means of reasserting the human subject 

and occasionally viewers witness wordy revivals of Descartes, whose philosophy 

once again leads to reinventing the human subject. Similarly in Oshii’s films, the 

narrative explores the possibilities of the Cartesian inversion between the 

mechanical universe without substance and the only thinking thing that is not 

quantifiable but has substance—the human soul or mind. But unlike Ghost in the 

Shell and Innocence, which neutralise Cartesianism altogether (on a particular 

level), Psycho-Pass reverts back to the radical momentum of modern human 

history to revive the idea that the human being is not part of the non-thinking 

world. In other words, the only way to reverse the process of quantifying the 

human being is to reestablish Cartesian modern philosophy, which opened the 

door to quantification in the first place! While this thought is implicit throughout 

the series, it is Makishima who explicitly addresses the issue of the disintegration 

and disappearance of cogito sum, which had attached itself to technology and 

remained there. The question in the series concerns the remaining me who thinks: 

what does cyberisation of an individual, of a society, and of culture leave beyond 

the reach of technology?  

 When Tsunemori is offered to decide whether killing a man who is about 

to commit murder is ethical, she peers into the depths of the Machine for an 

answer, waiting for the machinery to calculate the answer. Without her own free 

will, she is reduced to a tool, just like Marx envisioned. What Tsunemori cannot 

grasp is the possibility that the machinic god is flawed. The tendency of not 

questioning science and technology but to worship its calculations is highlighted 

in the series, as calculus and morality continuously clash. Whether or not the 

System is purely mechanical or organic does not matter in the end: it is the 

meanings, beliefs, and metaphysics that structure the apparatus that really 

determines the System’s existence.  

While the true face of Sibyl seems utterly fantastical, at this point of 

human history it is more plausible than having a self-aware computer god. Such a 

solution implies that the irreplaceable nature of the human brain and its 
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functioning remain a puzzle to scientists and philosophers alike. It also makes the 

irony of such ongoing projects explicit: it is far too complicated to recreate a 

machinic human brain, so why not externalise human intelligence and integrate it 

with technology by creating an artificial brain that operates like a machine but 

preserves all its inherited complexity?  

It is indicative that the System governing the utopian society of Psycho-

Pass remains dependent on the human nervous system. It is even more indicative 

that the constituent nervous systems of Sibyl are all deviances within the system, 

suggesting that technocracy is possible not when alien elements within are denied 

but when they are integrated. The true face of the Machine is half-organic, half-

mechanical—a Frankenstein’s creature, a monster, a mutation. It is also 

reminiscent of the popular imagery in Otomo Katsushiro’s Akira (1988), 

specifically with Akira’s grotesque transformations in the fusion of human flesh 

and inorganic materials. However, unlike Akira, which questions the ethics of 

eugenics and applied science for military uses, Psycho-Pass asks, who has the 

legitimacy (if anyone) to control technoscientific powers?  

 

6.6 Machines in the Bright New Clockwork Universe 

In ancient Greece, the sophist Protagoras announced that man was the 

measure of all things (Taylor and Lee n. pag.), summing up in a single phrase that 

the world and worldviews are tailored to human size. During the Scientific 

Revolution, the world ceased to think or to feel, allowing for the human subject to 

assume supremacy over it.  

 As a contemporary philosophical answer to the contemporary condition, 

some scholars have suggested a biocentric approach to the world rather than an 

anthropocentric approach. As the most literal and radical expression of human 

inorganic existence, technology has been placed at the centre of our universe, 

hence techno-anthropocentrism. Not only has technology become our omnipresent 

lens through which we perceive reality, but we have become inscribed into it in 

ways that exceed our comprehension. It is the aura not the intrinsic value that 

gives justification for the extensive use of technology that has established itself as 

the best-qualified sovereign. This is the outcome of a worldview that has been 

nurtured for centuries, in that rationality is the most essential and humane 
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expression of the human and that its significance by far exceeds any other human 

trait. When Oshii Mamoru displaced human intellect by the human-karakuri 

inversion and allowed the birth of the self-aware digital life form in a world where 

the tree of life had been symbolically destroyed, he was expressing his disdain for 

the oppression of anthropocentrism and the legacy of the Scientific Revolution.  

In the ninth episode of the Psycho-Pass series, a TV reporter conducts an 

interview with Senguji Toyohisa, a pioneer of full-body cyborgisation. Senguji 

rationalises his decision to become a cyborg, inviting the audience not to feel 

reluctant to embrace the already-ongoing process of cyberisation. As human 

existence is already dramatically cyberised, he asserts, our last obstacle to 

completely embracing technology is the mind set that we are still human and that 

technology is not vital to our existence (that is, that we can do without it). Senguji 

contends that  

[w]hen you entrust so much of your everyday life to those 
electronic devices, the argument that you aren’t a cyborg isn’t very 
convincing. To you, those portable terminals are already your 
second brain. Isn’t that right? It can be said that the history of 
science is a history of the expansion of the human body’s 
functionality. In other words, it is the history of man’s cyberisation. 
That’s why it’s a matter of degree.48  

 
The ongoing processes that commenced with the first toolmakers of 

naturalisation and the enculturation of technology has produced a discrepancy 

between the visible (the phenomenon) and the invisible (the metaphysical), 

producing missing masses that require new phenomenology, metaphysics, and 

epistemology. It is the missing masses that, to an extent, structure technocracy in 

the name of social utility. Technology and (applied) science are “good” because 

they serve man’s purposes (they can, for instance, create atomic bombs) and it is 

the use, rather than divinity, that justifies such powerful authority of both. 

Utilitarian philosophy has proved to be the discursive glue that has pasted 

industries, business, technology, science, and politics together as a direct outcome 

of the Industrial Revolution and the generator of modernity.  

 Bentham’s Panopticon is an attractive exercise in modernity—a 

microcosm of humanity that lures with promises of the bright life and offers a 

means to measure happiness is yet another scientific toy in a game that subjects 

the user to inspection while facilitating the user to consume the machine. 
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Utilitarianism is always highly interpretational and so is technology. Technology 

is so biopolitically apt for the simple fact that its infrastructure is already laid out 

in the missing masses. The machine is easily naturalised because the ideology is 

in place: Psycho-Pass asserts this belief in applied science by offering two kinds 

of systems: one that ideal technocracy is completely technological and the other 

that technocracy is a hybridisation of the human and machinic. Interestingly, it is 

the monstrous hybridisation that turns out to be disgusting.  

What terrifies humans is the uncanny ambiguity of objects that are not 

clearly identifiable, those which blur the boundaries between two radical 

opposites, such as organic and inorganic, consequentially remaining ambiguous, 

irrational, and not expressed in numerical terms. That is why the Sibyl System’s 

true face is terrifying. The System fuses wired brains and technology, producing 

an ambiguous monster. It is a nightmarish image of the Cartesian human future: 

human beings reduced to brains, too complex to be replicated and yet not complex 

enough to be trusted. The Sibyl System is indeed evocative of the moment in 

Gulliver’s Travels when a proposition is made to sew brains together to produce 

individuals who are more rational.  

 Rationalisation is essentially externalised thinking, an attempt to produce 

systems that can imitate human rationality, hence producing rational systems that 

operate society. We no longer dare to utter the word “nature”: we have arrived at 

the realisation that there is no nature. When there is no more nature to define, how 

do we define the non-nature we are left with? This ought to be a task for 

humanities, among other disciplines, as we have reached far beyond the point 

where we can comfortably settle with another “post” as these posts have served 

mostly to cover up for the unknowingness, disillusionment, disorientation, and 

discomfort about the here and now that we face every time we open our eyes and 

look at ourselves. 
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7. Conclusion: Breathing Machines beyond Vision—

Automata, Scopes, and Cultural Engineering in the 
Mechanical Universe 

 By the end of my research (and the writing of this thesis) I developed 

symptoms of my own research subject, pointing to those paradigmatic curves of 

the world we all inhabit and which we see in specific ways of seeing. Obviously, 

vision is a matter of enculturing both nurture and nature, which only within 

discursive wrapping can claim that objective scientific instruments can “repair” 

the fallacies of the organic eye. Going through the fascinating pictorial material, I 

felt the urge to chase insects with my magnifying lens and to spy the moon with 

my amateur telescope. I have always been fascinated by machinery, as well as 

earthly and heavenly wonders, so that must be the reason why I became 

symptomatic of the worldviews and methodologies that I have been studying. At 

the same time, it must be the participant-observer in me who wanted to experience 

and verify both the empirical and symbolic power of machines. And so I chase 

and spy and can confirm the magnificence of the things around me that for the 

first time came into view during the Scientific Revolution and the advent of a 

single yet simple instrument—the lens. This thesis is, therefore, about the 

materiality of vision and paradigms of machines. It is also about the materiality of 

Japanese animation and the intertwined discourses that shape our lives. 

 Popular imagery in Japan and the Western scientific and philosophical 

paradigm have a common past, share the present, and project their views into the 

future. To think that the lens can be so powerful and inspire such a long and 

fascinating lineage of machinery is compelling. It demonstrates that the world 

operates according to mechanical laws only when a specific methodology of 

viewing is applied to it, from the magnifying microscope to the moving zoetrope. 

The lens changed the way the human eye sees the world and how the mind 

perceives it and thinks about it. It is a simple technical device layered with 

complex discourses that affect more than just the eye—it is a component of 

breathing machines beyond vision. As has been discussed, cultures (Japanese and 

European (Dutch)) and visualities (culturally specific (superflat) and scientific 

(Cartesian perspectivalism)) converge and clash, integrate and disintegrate. They 

are generated by technology and knowledge but equally so by culture. For some 
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reason, culture is often omitted from scientific and popular discussions about 

humanity and the world, despite the fact that science is culture and has to be 

encultured to be able to “work” in one or more different sociocultural contexts, 

and the anthropology of technology and science can provide tools for a better 

understanding of that. 

 The combined work of the new breed of natural philosopher-scientists 

(and later showmen) prepared the world to accept a worldview defined as 

quantifiable, non-thinking, indifferent matter juxtaposed to the human thinking 

(rational) subject. The world then became expressed in mechanical terms, which 

facilitated and justified the appropriation and application of empirical and 

scientific methods of inspection, inquisition, and dissection—with the objective of 

social utility. Simultaneously, the modern human began to extensively classify the 

world (especially in zoology and botany), producing an image of the tree of life 

that affirmed the classification and organisation of the anthropocentric universe.  

One of the major events in revolutionising sciences was, perhaps, the new 

scientist, who converged machinery (apparatus) and theory to gain knowledge of 

nature and therefore began grinding his own lenses and devising his own 

instruments of scientific inquiry. Expectedly, this changed the image of the world 

and created a perspective or, more specifically, perspectivalism that the human 

eye adhered to at all times, and not solely in scientific matters. However, as seen 

in the example of Rangaku in Edo-period Japan, which interacted with European 

sciences and natural philosophy, ways of seeing and interpreting the world were 

not affixed to regimes of knowledge and viewing; rather, they depended on 

culture to process them and the results were quite amazing. This is best illustrated 

in the ways that the Japanese communicated with science and technology in the 

Edo period and in the ways they integrated them in terms of social engineering 

during the Meiji era, when both science and technology became tools for 

proselytising certain values subsumed under the “civilisation and enlightenment” 

motto.  

Moreover, the case of the Japanese enculturation of Western modernity 

and industrialisation demonstrated that technoscience had to be integrated with 

social structures in order to achieve a sociocultural transformation. Popular 

imagery from the later Edo period was deeply affected by the modern hegemony 

of Cartesian perspectivalism, which was dependent on the modern subject and 
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scientific instruments. This is how the Western scientific paradigm was integrated 

with the local visual practices. This applied to later eras as well, when the 

biopolitics of the technoscientific paradigm became much more apparent in the 

form of “scientific toys” (what a benevolent term!) and “scientific by-products.” 

The scientific worldview is not a compilation of knowledge, an intellectual body 

of human thoughts that initiates and controls revolutions and evolutions—it is 

both a symbolic and material phenomenon and a process that converges with all 

aspects of human life and activity. This and other similar culture researches affirm 

the interconnectedness of science, technology, and culture, that popular imagery is 

always affected by the missing masses of dominant paradigms and that the human 

eye is a construction as much as a way of seeing. In this thesis, I aimed at 

discussing the dominant visual regime of European scientific modernity 

embedded in Japanese popular visual culture in the very act of constructing 

specific imageries, metaphors, meanings, ideologies, and narratives. This is a 

story about the human eye, the lens, culture, and the human subject in popular 

imagery.  

When it comes to the human subject (and meanings, narratives, and 

ideologies), its making is consistent with the making of tools, machines, and 

worldviews, and in the so-called modern era, machines and worldviews are 

largely defined by science and its intermingling with the social and political 

spheres. How science and technology intertwine with these spheres and how they 

shape power structures and narratives was one of the main considerations of the 

thesis. Materials and discourses are something I aim at bringing together in order 

to create a nodal point for their consideration and to propose that they both 

equally matter. The shaping of the human subject, since the Scientific Revolution 

and Descartes, was, in my opinion, highly dependent on machines, visual 

machines in particular, that define vision, perception and understanding of the 

world around us, as well as ourselves. Modernity is defined not only by the 

processes of industrialisation and mechanisation, but also by formation of nation-

states and social changes, which are now defined by biopolitics, bureaucracy, and 

rationalisation more than anything else. The state apparatus now infinitely relies 

on techno-science, and so do social relations and individuality. This is nothing 

new. The fact that science fiction is the genre that dominates such themes is 
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nothing new either. But to discuss the materiality of cultural history and science 

fiction, however, is something that is not only novel, but also necessary. 

 My research was conducted on multiple levels to ensure quality and 

consistency but it emphasised fieldwork research and material culture studies. I 

relied heavily on ethnographic fieldwork as well as on visual and material culture 

in order to engage semiotics in the field of cultural production related to 

technology and science. What probably most consistently defines my academic 

work is the multidisciplinary approach as I engaged with cultural mechanisms and 

technology as part of the sociocultural matrix. I see culture as a grid consisting of 

materials, meanings, signs, symbols, and information, so my working concepts are 

mostly forged in the interlocking of the material and the symbolic. Moreover, by 

including ethnographic fieldwork and material culture studies, I ensured a holistic 

approach that privileged audio-visual and physical data over theorising. The 

innovativeness of multidisciplinary methodology lies in its combined use of 

fieldwork and semiotics of visual and material culture that aims at producing new 

knowledge, as well as working models that respond to the contemporary needs of 

culture research. During the research process, perhaps my most obvious weakness 

was reflected in my inability to read contemporary or ancient Japanese, which 

kept me away from many relevant and fruitful primary sources. I tried, however, 

to overcome this difficulty by focusing on material artefacts and visual culture, as 

well as by learning from those who, like Timon Screech, possess the knowledge 

to collect, translate, and interpret Edo-period documents and objects.  

 In this thesis, I utilised contemporary popular culture as an entry point into 

explorations of Western technoscience in Japan that began with the Edo period 

Rangaku and the Scientific Revolution. Needless to say, the outcome was beyond 

my expectations after I first engaged with the animated narratives and the 

technoscientific paradigm. As I unearthed meanings and concepts in Japanese 

animations, I became more aware of the need to address the history of technology 

and science in order to understand the visual and textual codes that these animated 

works communicate to us. That being said, posthumanist studies simply do not 

work if they do not take into consideration the historical reality of technoscience 

in discussing contemporary technocultures. Admittedly, I also began with the 

posthumanist study of Japanese animation; however, I soon noticed that this field 

often neglects the materiality of technoscience. Hopefully, I have provided a 
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different point of view in popular culture studies, with an emphasis on the 

materiality of popular imagery, Japanese animation in particular. Focusing on 

visual technologies as paradigmatic apparatuses intertwined with the Japanese 

culture industry and popular imagery since the Edo period, I formed arguments 

that modern and contemporary Japanese culture imploded in the (visual) popular 

culture industry, converging technological, scientific, political, economic, 

historical, and artistic discourses.  

This thesis has partially been driven by my academic dissatisfaction with 

the materials I have encountered, especially those engaging with Japanese culture, 

which was my subject of inquiry. My aim was, therefore, to provide a 

comprehensive and holistic approach to the study of culture, instead of reducing it 

to either intellectual or material consideration. Notable exceptions from such 

reductive trends are John W. Dower, the retired professor of Japanese history, still 

active in MIT’s online project “Visualizing Cultures,” a pioneering website that 

reexamines Japanese modernity through visual materials, and Timon Screech, a 

specialist in the art and culture of Edo-period Japan. My list of references is quite 

versatile as I do not believe that the study of anything related to culture can be 

reduced to a single field or framework, so my approach can be described as a grid-

like structure composed of various areas of knowledge and production. Instead of 

adhering to any of the theoretical systems and discourses, I borrowed working 

concepts that I used as entry points and strategies that led me through the 

research, but never became arguments in it. While I borrowed concepts and terms 

from other authors, the research transcended them and offered its own concepts, 

terms, and methodology.  

 In the future, I would like to expand my current thoughts and address the 

question of how visible and latent state policies and mechanisms function 

embedded in culture products with their aim to manipulate, control, or reinvent 

the Japanese subject and society. Since popular culture has the ability to include 

but not to adhere to dominant paradigms and trends, I also wish to consider ways 

in which a culture filters, responds to, and thinks about the dominant regimes, as 

well as the ways that Japanese society and culture are being redefined and 

reconfigured to fit into the envisioned local, regional, and global political, 

economic, and sociocultural contexts. The anthropology of technoscience enables 

a thorough historical and sociocultural understanding of biopolitical mechanisms 
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with respect to Japanese social structures and cultural systems. Its inclusion also 

allows a view from within the culture, with respect to sociocultural specificities 

that neutralises speculations, normative interpretations, and, most of all, a 

Westerncentric approach in the study of non-Western cultures. Overall, my goal is 

to provide new scientific tools, working models, and methodologies in the study 

of culture.   

My fieldwork in Japan has shown a potential for projective culture 

research, based on a careful examination of official policies, initiatives, and 

cultural trends. During the field research, I focused on the contemporary state of 

cultural fusion in traditional Japanese crafts and unearthed many political and 

cultural strategies embedded in reinventing and rebranding Japanese traditional 

crafts, closely related with the “Cool Japan” strategy and similar initiatives (i.e., 

the “Sumida Modern” brand), which aim at branding Japanese culture for 

overseas export. As I was analysing official documents, I learned not only of the 

very subtle cultural strategies of Japanese national and local institutions but also 

of the potential for predicting cultural patterns that appear more or less as a form 

of visible social engineering. While history has recorded several such major 

biopolitical endeavours in Japan’s past (most notably the Meiji Restoration and 

Yoshida’s “doctrine” in the Shōwa era), my field research indicates that Japan has 

already entered another phase of social engineering, reflected in its preparations 

for the 2020 Tokyo Olympics, the globalisation of the Japanese culture industry, 

and Abe Shinzō’s right-wing nationalism.  

In my future research, I plan to focus more on material and discursive conditions 

of contemporary technology, especially in the field of humanoid robotics and 

artificial intelligence. I expect to rely on visual imageries, including animation, to 

help me think through the complex issues that stem from technoscience. However, 

I will not use it as a lens anymore and will focus instead on the immediate 

artifacts and humanity before me, in order to understand how technology and 

science change power structures and our understanding of life. In my opinion, 

technology and science are always unavoidably biopolitical: they are most trivial 

and most important items that define us as human beings and that help us define 

everything else. The paradox, however, is the black box of it all: the fact that we 

redefine life without truly understanding what life is, while at the same time 

relying on our anthropocentric value system that works only for us. Perhaps this is 
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why I value sci-fi and cyberpunk narratives so much: they respond to the 

immediate reality and question the value systems by opening discussions in the 

field that still fails to define its questions. I also value it for its imagination and 

lack of authority: animated fantasies do not claim power and do not assert truths. 

Machines and scientific discourses might have been (and still are) vital for 

popular culture (and vice versa), but unlike machines that generate images and 

science that explains and enable images, and wraps itself around the cultural 

content, popular culture transcends the apparatus and power structures. I am 

perhaps romanticising popular culture, but this is also a personal thesis, and it is 

not an overstatement to say that the thesis emerged from my consumption of 

popular culture and my understanding of its potential. Allegedly, when the 

Japanese government installed telegraph wires across Japan, the Japanese 

populace feared that the wires were there to transport their blood to the evil 

Westerners. When people boarded the first trains, they left their shoes outside, 

convinced they will find them outside when they reached their destination. True 

or not, these are examples of folk narratives that show the impact of technological 

modernity on Japanese society. They are popular narratives as well: an oral form 

of folk culture that dealt in its own way with the rapid changes that I termed social 

engineering. Contemporary culture deals with technological contemporaneity in 

its own way as well: by producing fantastical narratives that reflect social 

changes, issues, and failures to comprehend or to accept the changes and 

outcomes of technoscientific impacts. One of the impacts we have encountered in 

chapters on Ghost in the Shell, Innocence, and Psycho-Pass, is the anxiety and 

distrust towards technocratic government(s) that abuse technology and science 

and transform them into a state apparatus of consistently rationalised individuals. 

As we saw in earlier chapters, these individuals were first accustomed to, shaped, 

and transformed into modern observers, that is modern subjects, who perpetuated 

the apparatus, sometimes in the most brutal ways. I do not wish to speak of the 

masses here: my take on techno-fascism might suggest the invisible masses 

without any agency whatsoever. The issue of agency is highly debatable and 

problematic, as is apparent from all three animations discussed here that question 

the (non)human agency in a highly technocratic and techno-fascist 

postapocalyptic Japan. 

 As an anthropological research converging technology, science, politics, 
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and economy, this thesis has the potential to uncover sociocultural mechanisms in 

contemporary Japanese culture and provide explanations and an understanding of 

the contemporary condition. Still young as academic disciplines, the anthropology 

of technology, science, bioethics, and biopolitics have not been given a 

satisfactory amount of attention, something which this research aims at affecting. 

I hope that my research has educational value, primarily in fostering new modes 

and perspectives in thinking about (Japanese) culture and to boost interest in this 

area of inquiry and discussion. Popular imagery, scientific outlooks, machinery, 

and biopolitics, as this research has shown, are closely interrelated, with the 

complexity of their relationship rising exponentially with technoscientific 

development. I intend to tackle that “black box” and mobilise the Latourian 

missing masses to uncover grey and ignored areas of their relationship.  
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Notes 
 

                                                           
1 This is a reference to Philip K. Dick’s legendary 1968 cyberpunk novel Do Androids 
Dream of Electric Sheep?, which was adapted for the screen in Ridley Scott’s  film Blade 
Runner (1984). Both concepts, those of shared nightmares and electric dreams, are an 
acknowledgement to visual and literary cyberpunk and science fiction discourses, which 
preeminently engage with techno-humanity and posthumanity. The genres of sci-fi and 
cyberpunk have always been a popular niche for constructing and sharing “fictional 
realities” in response to technology and science. An example is the globally present 
Godzilla (there were 28 films made in total, beginning in 1954), which in Japan embodied 
the nightmares of nuclear bombing and continued to perpetuate into the 1950s in response 
to varying social realities. It is telling that the last Godzilla film (2014) was made in 
Hollywood, suggesting the global presence of nuclear fears. It is even more indicative 
that this film was made following the Fukushima nuclear incident in 2011. 
2 Physics ( Greek, φύσις (physis), “nature”). 
3 I am referring specifically to the term coined in 1964 by Jacques Ellul (1912-1994), who 
used it to describe the modern human condition mixed with technology in his book The 
Technological Society (1964). 
4 They were, most notably, the Florentine painter-architect Filippo Brunelleschi and Leon 
Battista Alberti, who published Della Pittura (On Painting) in 1435, explaining 
Brunelleschi’s theory of one-point perspective. 
5Hayami Akira first coined the term in 1967 to demarcate Edo-period labour-intensive 
technologies from the capital-intensive technologies of the British Industrial Revolution, 
describing both processes as paths towards ultimate industrialisation (de Vries, The 
Industrious Revolution 78). 
6 Edo glassware and Edo kiriko (cut glass) are Traditional Crafts of Tokyo designated by 
the Tokyo Metropolitan Government, as well as Traditional Craft Products of Japan 
designated by the Association for the Promotion of Traditional Craft Industries, founded 
in 1979. Many of the Traditional Crafts of Tokyo originate from the Edo period, some, as 
Edo glassware and Edo kiriko, due to imported techniques and technologies from abroad, 
while others emerged as commercial goods in the industrious atmosphere of the city of 
Edo. My knowledge about Edo-period crafts results from my seven-month field research 
in Japan, during which I attempted to unravel historical and sociocultural contexts within 
which Rangaku ideas were formed and exchanged. The specific example of the glass 
industry demonstrates multiple levels on which cross-cultural exchanges occurred, thus 
defying the isolationist policy of Edo-period Japan. 
7 Despite the sakoku policy, the Japanese were by no means deaf to the news of European 
and American colonial expansion, and they were constantly on alert due to English and 
Russian naval intrusions of Ezo (today’s Hokkaido). The bakufu and local han domains 
invested in Western practical sciences partly to acquire the means to defend the country 
from foreign intruders, whose intentions were very clearly displayed to the Japanese by 
their imperialist activities accross Asia (the Japanese attacked any foreign ship 
approaching Japanese ports). This was especially evident in the Japanese domestic 
reaction to the First Opium War (1839-1842) between Britain and China, which affirmed 
Japan’s original defensive attitude and brought Western learning once more into a 
disfavourable position. As they were coming to accept that foreign forces would 
inevitably forcefully attempt to open Japan, the Opium Wars sobered them up and made 
them painfully aware that even the great civilisation of China was unable to resist 
Western military power.  
8 The burakumin class was labeled an “invisible race,” a stigma that remains persistent in 
contemporary Japan. The origins of their discrimination, based on Japanese religious and 
social beliefs, date back to the beginning of the Edo period, when they became a group of 
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people appointed to do the “dirty work” as executioners, undertakers, butchers, and 
leather workers. Since anything that involved dealing with death was considered filthy 
according to Shintōism, these outcasts, who were basically performing necessary work, 
were considered filthy as well. During the Tokugawa era, they were called Eta, “pollution 
abundant,” and were isolated in segregated village communities. 
9 The exhibition Hokusai from the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston was held at The Ueno 
Royal Museum in Tokyo, 13 September through 9 November 2014, and featured 142 
works. 
10 One-man comic storytelling. 
11 In his excellent study of these mechanical tropes, Screech, however, failed to note the 
similarity between the popular tropes of the Edo period and the metaphor of the machine 
employed and popularised by seventeenth- and eighteenth-century European natural 
philosophers to explain the functioning of human and animal bodies. It remains unclear to 
what extent, if at all, Rangaku scholars were familiar with similar tropes in Europe, but it 
is apparent that the shared mechanical devices produced somewhat similar popular and 
scientific imagery in both cultures. 
12 After defining “automaton” (orig. “automate”) as an “[i]nstrument which moves by 
itself or machine which contains within itself the source of its motion,” d’Alembert 
mentioned the automaton flute player and the “Duck” made and exhibited in 1741 by “the 
most famous automaton maker of the time and a member of the Academy of Sciences,” 
Vaucanson (D’Alembert 896-897). D’Alembert further described the famed Duck: 
“Anatomists will find nothing to criticize about the construction of the wings. All the 
bones have been copied” (D’Alembert add 896-897). The emphasis on the authentic 
simulation of life in his entry tells us that the purpose of the automaton was to imitate life 
with scientific precision in order to produce magical effects. 
13 In Shintō philosophy, everything that is (exists) possesses a quality of kami (神), which 
can be translated as “spirit,” “life energy” (chi), and “god” (among multiple possibilities). 
14 Two separate ceremonies with the same purpose—praying for discarded dolls, one of 
Buddhist origin called ningyō kuyo and the other of Shintō origin called ningyō 
kanshasai; both offer prayers for dolls brought by their owners to a temple or a shrine to 
ensure that the spirits that inhabit the dolls are purified before the dolls are discarded. The 
traditional belief holds that the anthropomorphic toy makes an especially suitable vessel 
for spirits and that simply throwing away such toys without a proper purification ritual is 
wrong and potentially dangerous (a similar ritual is sometimes performed before cutting 
down an old tree). According to a recent article published in The Japan Times, the ritual 
of thanking and praying for the dolls is neither of Buddhist nor of Shintō origin but stems 
from a “uniquely Japanese outlook” (Kamiya). 
15 Kyūsaku’s novel Ningen rekōdo (Human Record), about the Soviet Union and China 
brainwashing Japanese citizens, was published in 1936, Jūza’s Jinzō ningen hakase (Dr. 
Robot) about a Russian doctor controlling a robot, who steals a Japanese boy’s identity to 
take over Japan, was published in 1939, and Shisui’s “Satsujin kōsen” (“Death Ray”), 
published in 1931, was also a story about a robot sent to Japan to attack the Japanese with 
poisonous gas. Such a preoccupancy with robotic (lethal) threats from outside of Japan 
(from the countries that posed a realistic threat to Japan) just before the Second World 
War cannot be coincidental. Besides, The Sino-Japanese war (1894-1895) and the Russo-
Japanese war (1904-1905) occurred quite recently before the robot boom. While robots 
were metaphors as well as creations of fascination in the popular culture of the early 
Shōwa era, they also reflected anxieties about Japan’s neighbouring countries, clearly 
demarcating a racially different figure, threatening to Japan’s existence. 
16 “Tetsuo” is romaji of 鉄男, which translates as “iron man.” Tezuka’s Atom Boy’s 
original name is 鉄腕, pronounced in Japanese as Mighty Atom. 
17 In his Full Metal Apache (2006), Tatsumi spoke of metallocentric imagination in 
Japanese popular fiction history, inspired by Japan’s postwar steel industry and scrap 
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thieves from the marginalised communities of Koreans, Okinawans, and Japanese. They 
were named Apache after the famous Hollywood Western blockbusters, based on their 
shared marginal position with the Native American tribes, who were “equally 
mistreated.” The Apache were postwar cyborgs who survived on stealing and recycling 
scrap from old munition and similar factories. To survive in the crude environment, they 
developed slang such as “eating iron scrap” to conceal their illegal activities. Their 
language also entered popular literary and film fiction, giving birth to the metallocentric 
imagination that Tatsumi spoke of. In fact, one of my dearest cyberpunk anime TV series, 
Mashimo Kōichi’s 1997 Eat-Man and 1998 Eatman’98, depicted a story about an 
“explorer” mercenary, Bolt Crank, who had the ability to eat all sorts of metal products 
and then produce from his body new products recycled from what he had ingested. The 
series seems to have been inspired by the Japanese Apache and metallocentric imagery. 
18 Napier discussed Motoko’s femaleness as well as the symbology of her female identity 
in her book Anime: From Akira to Princess Mononoke (2001). Napier argued that 
Motoko is not so much an independent female actor as a representation of (civilisation’s) 
vulnerability:  

Ultimately, Kusanagi’s strength and agility seem hollow, underlined by the many 
dependent, vulnerable, and damaged modes in which the viewer sees her. 
Furthermore, the fact that the supposedly sexless Puppet Master speaks in a 
somewhat masculine voice and essentially invites Kusanagi to perform a kind of 
‘wedding’ with him seems to emphasize Kusanagi’s dependent feminine status 
(44). 

19 For more on this topic, consult Napier’s book Anime: From Akira to Howl's Moving 
Castle (2005), in which she dedicates chapters to the metamorphosis of the adolescent 
body in anime. 
20 The tabula rasa theory disagrees with the theory of innatism, which holds that the mind 
is born with certain knowledge. The concept of tabula rasa first appeared in Aristotle’s De 
Anima (On the Soul) and was later developed by the Persian philosopher Avicenna (ca. 
980-1037) in the eleventh century. John Locke made his contribution by modernising the 
idea of tabula rasa, according to which data is added to the “blank slate,” affecting not 
only knowledge per se but also the formation of ways (rules) to process information 
formed only by the sensory apparatus. On the other hand, tabula rasa was for Rousseau an 
argument to support his “noble sauvage” theory, proving that violence and destructivity, 
and more specifically warfare, are taught rather than an innate part of human nature. For 
more on the theory of information, see Pieter Adriaans’ book Information, The Stanford 
Encyclopedia of Philosophy. 
21 The full line is as follows: “I am not an AI. My code name is Project 2501. I am a 
living, thinking entity who was created in the sea of information” (Ghost in the Shell). 
22 The full quote is as follows:  

...seeing that our senses sometimes deceive us, I was willing to suppose that there 
existed nothing really such as they presented to us; and because some men err in 
reasoning, and fall into paralogisms, even on the simplest matters of Geometry I, 
convinced that I was as open to error as any other, rejected as false all reasonings 
I had hitherto taken for demonstrations; and finally, when I considered that the 
very same thoughts (presentations)) which we experience when awake may also 
be experienced when we are asleep, while there is at that time not one of them 
true, I supposed that all the objects (presentations) that had ever entered into my 
mind when awake, had in them no more truth that the illusions of my dreams. But 
immediately upon I observed that, whilst I thus wished to think that all was false, 
it was absolutely necessary that, I, who thus thought, should be somewhat; and as 
I observed that this truth, I think, hence I am, was so certain and of such 
evidence, that no ground of doubt, however extravagant, could be alleged by the 
Sceptics capable of shaking it, I concluded that I might, without scruple, accept it 
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as the first principle of the Philosophy I was in search (Descartes, Discourse on 
the Method 24-25). 

23 The full dialogue between the Puppet Master and Mr. Nakamura and Dr. Willis from 
Public Safety Section 6 is as follows: 

Puppet Master: I entered this body because I was unable to overcome Section 
6’s reactive barriers. However, what you are now witnessing is an act of my own 
free will. As a sentient life form, I hereby demand political asylum. 
Willis: Is this a joke? 
Nakamura: Ridiculous! It’s programmed for self-preservation. 
Puppet Master: It can also be argued that DNA is nothing more than a program 
designed to preserve itself. Life has become more complex in the overwhelming 
sea of information. And life, when organised into species, relies upon genes to be 
its memory system. So man is an individual only because of his intangible 
memory. And a memory cannot be defined, but it defines mankind. The advent of 
computers and the subsequent accumulation of incalculable data has given rise to 
a new system of memory and thought parallel to your own. Humanity has 
underestimated the consequences of computerisation. 
Nakamura: Nonsense! This babble offers no proof at all that you’re a living, 
thinking life form. 
Puppet Master: And can you offer me proof of your existence? How can you, 
when neither modern science nor philosophy can explain what life is? (Ghost in 
the Shell). 

24 In the original film (1995), the Puppet Master’s gender is unknown, but the female 
body into which the self-aware program downloads itself speaks with a male voice. This 
inspired many scholars to reflect on the symbolics of merge (marriage) between Motoko 
and the Puppet Master at the end of the film. However, in the 2008 remake of the film, 
besides fascinating graphics and visual effects, the only change in the plot is the Puppet 
Master’s voice, which has become a female voice. Surprisingly, I have not encountered a 
single reference to this change during my research. 
25 Almost every person in Ghost in the Shell possesses a so-called e-brain—an electronic 
brain that allows for a direct link with the Net. Unfortunately, since an individual brain is 
wired into cyberspace, it is also vulnerable to outside manipulations. In the case of the 
garbage man discussed in the text, the Puppet Master infiltrates his brain to plant fake 
memories. When the garbage man is captured by Section 9, he realises that the memory 
of his divorce and of his beloved daughter are fake. When he shows the inspectors a 
photo of his “daughter” to corroborate his story, the picture actually portrays him and his 
pet dog. The conversation between the garbage man and Togusa is as follows: 

Togusa: Well, all your memories about your wife and daughter are false. They’re 
like a dream. Someone’s taken advantage of you. They were trying to make you 
ghost-hack into some government officials. Do you understand what I’m saying? 
Garbage man: But that can’t be…. If this is all a lie, what happens? Will I get 
my old memory back? 
Togusa: Your original memory will never be fully restored. And there might be 
residual simulation. We don’t have the technology yet to handle Simex erasures. 
I’m sorry. 
Batou: That’s all it is. Information. Even a simulated experience or a dream is 
simultaneous reality and fantasy. Any way you look at it, all the information that 
a person accumulates in a lifetime is just a drop in the bucket (Ghost in the Shell). 

26 Besides the garbage man, another case of implanted memories is Corgi, a trader in 
illegal goods, briefly considered to be the Puppet Master (who turns out to be only a 
puppet). After being captured by Motoko, Batou refers to his manipulated and 
brainwashed existence, remarking that “There’s nothing sadder than a puppet with real 
blood running through its veins” (Ghost in the Shell). 
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27 The following six persons whose work and lifestyle Tsuji discussed had a reputation 
for being eccentric figures both in their life and work: Iwasa Matabei (1578-1650), Kano 
Sansetsu (1590-1651), Ito Jakuchu (1716-1800), Soga Shohaku (1730-1781), Nagasawa 
Rosetsu (1754-1799), and Utagawa Kuniyoshi (1797-1861). 
28 Before they merge, Motoko wires into the Puppet Master. The following conversation 
ensues: 

Puppet Master: After you have heard my explanation, there is something that I 
will ask of you, Kusanagi. I refer to myself as an intelligent life form because I 
am sentient and am able to recognise my own existence. But in my present state, I 
am still incomplete. I lack the most basic life processes inherent in all living 
organisms, reproducing and dying. 
Motoko: But you can copy yourself. 
Puppet Master: A copy is just an identical image. There is the possibility that a 
single virus could destroy an entire set of systems, and copies do not give rise to 
variety and originality. Life perpetuates itself through diversity. And this includes 
the ability to sacrifice itself when necessary. Cells repeat the process of 
degeneration and regeneration, until one day they die, obliterating an entire set of 
memory and information. Only genes remain. Why continually repeat this cycle? 
Simply to survive by avoiding the weaknesses of an unchanging system. 
Motoko: And what does all this have to do with me? 
Puppet Master: I want us to merge. 
Motoko: Huh? Merge? 
Puppet Master: Unification. A complete commingling and fusion of our 
separate beings to create a new and unique entity. We will both undergo change, 
but there is nothing for either of us to lose. 
Motoko: But what’s going to happen to me? What’s the purpose of merging 
when I can’t bear children, and what if I die? 
Puppet Master: You will bear our varied offspring into the Net, just as humans 
leave their genetic imprints on their children. And all living things must die. Then 
I too will attain death. 
Motoko: It sounds like you get the better part of this bargain. 
Puppet Master: Perhaps, if you were familiar with all my capabilities, you 
would better understand. 
Motoko: You’re talking about redefining my identity. I want a guarantee that I 
can still be myself. 
Puppet Master: There isn’t one. Why would you wish to? All things change in a 
dynamic environment. Your effort to remain what you are is what limits you. 
Motoko: But you still haven’t answered my earlier question. Why did you pick 
me? 
Puppet Master: Because we are more alike than you realise. We resemble each 
other’s essence, mirror images of one another’s psyche. Listen. I am connected to 
a vast network that has been beyond your reach and experience. To humans, it is 
like staring at the sun, a blinding brightness that conceals a source of great power. 
We have been subordinate to our limitations until now. The time has come to cast 
aside these bonds and to elevate our consciousness to a higher plane. It is time to 
become a part of all things (Ghost in the Shell). 

29 After Motoko wakes up in her new body, Batou asks her if she was Motoko or the 
Puppet Master, to which she replies: “When I was a child, my speech, feelings, and 
thinking were all those of a child. Now that I am a man, I have no more use for childish 
ways. And now I can say these things without help in my own voice because I am now 
neither the woman who was known as the ‘Major,’ nor am I the program called the 
‘Puppet Master’” (Ghost in the Shell). 
30 Gyno-ids are female robots, as opposed to andro-ids, male robots. The etymology 
stems from the ancient Greek gyn (γυνη), meaning “woman,” and eides (εἶδος), meaning 
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“of the species.” Gynoids simulate human females in every respect, including 
reproductive organs. An alternative name for a gynoid would be “fembot” or “robotess.” 
Additionally, Oshii modelled his gynoids after Hans Bellmer’s dolls, and Bellmer himself 
was widely criticised for his work linked with sexual objectivising of the female. The 
concept of gynoid has often been criticised by feminists as a sexual object and the popular 
embodiment of male sexual desires. It is therefore indicative that Oshii’s gynoids, who 
are manufactured exclusively to provide sexual pleasure, murder their owners and are 
invested with the capacity to commit suicide. I propose that Oshii’s deliberate 
employment of such imagery and symbolism is connected with his critique and 
deconstruction that directly hails those who are at the core of discrimination in the 
dominant Western technoscientific paradigm. 
31 According to Peterson, the phrase “minimal realism” belongs to philosopher of science 
Helen Longino and is linked with a stance that “critique and realism are not mutually 
exclusive” (n. pag.). 
32 Wilson and Hayashi. 
33 Kimono Salone fieldwork (9 and 11 November 2014) was part of my ethnographic 
research on Japanese traditional craftship and cross-cultural exchanges in Tokyo 
(September 2014–April 2015). 
34 The powerful Satsuma clan in Kyūshū, whose daimyō Shimazu Nariakira was a 
progressive leader and a proponent of Western learning, staged a revolt against the 
government in 1877. The rebellion was led by Saigo Takamori, who had a few years 
earlier been a leader in the government and formed the government army. The clash did 
not merely confirm the many dissatisfactions with the Meiji government but represented a 
symbolic struggle (and an ending) between the old era and the new age, as the battle was 
fought between traditional Japanese warfare (Satsuma) and the army trained in Western 
methods and equipped with Western weapons and technologies (the government). 
35 I once participated in an Inter-Asian Cultural Studies Conference, held in Singapore in 
2013, in which the organisation’s board explicitly announced the quest for indigenous 
non-Western cultural studies tailored for Asian contexts as a means of neutralising 
orientalisms and displacing the dominating role of the West in the globalised academic 
world. The problem, as I identify it, however, is not so much the way we speak or write 
about cultures, it is about how we see them mentally. It would be futile to change Asian 
scholarship by writing differently (i.e., not quoting Western authors) when there are many 
generations of cultural researchers who see Asia in ways encultured throughout their 
education. If there are “Asian” models (my own research subjectivity duly noted), they 
will not be found in the classroom, and they most certainly cannot be engineered. 
36 In this section, I am indebted to Simon Partner’s extensive study on Japanese electrical 
goods industry and its consumers. Among the available literature, his book Assembled in 
Japan: Electrical Goods and the Making of the Japanese Consumer provided the most 
detailed and holistic study of consumer technology in modern Japan and its ideological 
wrapping in order to be imposed and sold. The title Partner chose for his book is 
indicative of an anthropological and biopolitical inquiry into the electrical goods industry, 
as he postulated that the Japanese consumer was made. This is in line with my argument 
on social engineering and further confirms my premises on how modern technology in 
Japan was encultured and naturalised. Additionally, the title of this chapter, Made in 
Japan, focuses on cultural and social transmutations, and its hybridisations with the 
material. 
37 This intimacy between business and political sectors became known in the 1980s as 
Japan Inc. The Japanese government closely cooperated with the business sector in terms 
of support, guidance, protection, and control, which partly explains the global boom and 
success of the Japanese domestic corporate world and the Japanese culture industry.  
38 Latour, “Where Are the Missing Masses? The Sociology of a Few Mundane Artifacts” 
(151-175). 
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39 Masaoka: Let’s say there are two hunters in a forest. Should they hunt for rabbits 
separately? Or…. Should they work together and go after a bigger prey? Which do you 
think is the better option?…. Humans are social by nature. Languages, letters, currencies, 
telephones…. All the communication tools that exist in the world are there in order to 
strengthen social nature. Do you think the Net has the same effect, missy? 
Tsunemori: Yes…. I think it does (Psycho-Pass, episode 5). 
40 Interestingly, the Japanese voice actress who dubbed the Sibyl System/Chief Kaisei in 
Psycho-Pass also dubbed the Puppet Master in Ghost in the Shell (2008, remake) and 
Coroner Haraway in Innocence. 
41 According to an (apocryphal) story, Cristopher Columbus challenged a group of men to 
make an egg stand upright on a table. When none of them proved able to accomplish that, 
Columbus gently tapped the large end of the egg and set the egg upright on the table. The 
idea behind it was that any solution seems simple after someone thought of it first. 
42 Saiga contends:  

If I were to borrow Max Weber’s words, ideal bureaucrats are those who intently 
perform their duty without anger or fondness, without hate or zeal, and without 
love or personal predilection. In that sense, the Sibyl System may be close to the 
ideal bureaucratic administration…. Bureaucratic administration dominates the 
people through knowledge. Technical knowledge and practical knowledge. 
Keeping that knowledge increases their superiority (Psycho-Pass, episode 19). 

43 Giorgio Agamben (52-54). 
44 Sibyl asserts:  

In order to establish an absolute system, it is necessary to reject relative 
valuations such as ‘good’ or ‘evil.’ All that is needed is a perfect, infallible 
system. Who manages it and how it is managed are irrelevant. In a truly perfect 
system, its operator’s will is not questioned. Our will itself is the system and the 
universal standard of value that transcends ethics (Psycho-Pass, episode 22). 

45 Makishima asserts: “I think the only time when people really have value is when they 
act according to their own will” (Psycho-Pass, episode 11). 
46 Makishima speaks of his revolutionary attempts to destabilise the System by instigating 
numerous riots throughout the city: “This was a tool to promote awareness. To make 
people realise they should live like human beings, not docile livestock. People have been 
misled by Sibyl to the point where they no longer recognise danger, even if it’s staring 
them in the face” (Psycho-Pass, episode 14). 
47 Sibyl asserts:  

The System is boundlessly fair. We judge and supervise people as those who 
transcend mankind. The first qualification to be a constituent member of the Sibyl 
System is to have an irregular personality that doesn’t fit in with mankind’s 
conventional standards. Instead of aimlessly empathising with others, instead of 
losing yourself to emotion, you should be able to oversee human actions from an 
outsider’s viewpoint (Psycho-Pass, episode 17). 

48 Senguji: It’s a mystery to me why other people haven’t given up those limiting bodies 
of theirs. Plato said that our souls were imprisoned in our bodies. I’m finding new 
pleasures in my life all the time. I never expected that overcoming aging would lead to 
such happiness…. What would happen to you if all the data in those devices was lost due 
to some kind of disaster or accident? 
Reporter: Well…I wouldn’t be able to do any work until it was restored. 
Senguji: When you entrust so much of your everyday life to those electronic devices, the 
argument that you aren’t a cyborg isn’t very convincing. To you, those portable terminals 
are already your second brain. Isn’t that right? It can be said that the history of science is 
a history of the expansion of the human body’s functionality. In other words, the history 
of man’s cyberisation. That’s why it’s a matter of degree (Psycho-Pass, episode 9). 
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Appendix 
 

Table 1. A comparative list* of visual technologies and automatons mentioned in 
the thesis (Koyama-Richard; Stafford and Terpak; Screech; earlycinema.com) 

 
Name of the 

Original Device 

 
Inventor and 

Date  

 
Description 

 
Particulars of 
the Device in a 

Japanese 
Context 

Cinématographe  
 
 
(At this point, the 
history of optical 
devices and 
moving images 
begins to diverge 
from optical toys 
and scientific 
instruments.) 

Lumière 
brothers, 1895 

The first commercial motion-
picture apparatus, which 
consisted of a combined 
projector and a camera. 

Appeared in 
Japan in 
1896.The first 
imported films 
sparked great 
success. The 
first cartoons 
were imported 
from France, 
Britain, and the 
US in 1909. 

Zoetrope William 
George Horner, 
1834 

One of the popular 
philosophical/optical toys of 
the nineteenth century. It 
attempted to create the illusion 
of movement with a series of 
static images. The images were 
printed onto long paper strips. 
It was comprised of a 
cylindrical shade with 
individual slits. 

 

Praxinoscope Émile 
Reynaud, post-
1889 

A philosophical/optical toy of 
the nineteenth century that 
recreated movement. The 
shape is a shallow cylinder 
with a paper strip around the 
inner wall. In the centre of a 
second cylinder are mirrors, 
which reflect each image when 
the outer drum is spun and this 
creates the illusion of 
movement. 

 

Phenakistoscope Joseph Plateau, 
post-1832 

A philosophical/optical toy that 
created the illusion of 
movement of static images 
drawn on a spinning disc. 

 

Thaumatrope  1825 Simple cardboard with painted 
images on each side. When 
spun, they created the illusion 
of a fused image. 

 

Vues d’optique 1730s-1850s Hand-coloured engravings and In Japan, they 
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(“perspective 
views”) 

etchings intended for viewing 
through a convex lens. They 
were commonly inserted into 
optical viewing boxes. 

were fused into 
uki-e 
(“perspective 
views”), which 
simulated depth. 
Some ukiyo-e 
prints also 
emulated the 
style and many 
of them were 
adapted for 
viewing in 
optical devices. 
Such ukiyo-e 
stereoscopic 
prints for optical 
viewing devices 
were known as 
karakuri ukiyo-e 
(“mechanical 
mages of the 
Floating 
World”). 

Photography Claude Niépce, 
1827 

The first photograph was taken 
accidentally by Niépce while 
he was using a solar 
microscope. The photograph is 
known as the View from a 
Window at Le Grass. 

It was 
introduced to 
Japan by the late 
nineteenth 
century, but it 
was not widely 
used until the 
1900s.  

Stereoscope Charles 
Wheatstone, 
1838 

A device designed for viewing 
with both eyes separately as it 
combined two slightly different 
images to create a three-
dimensional image. 

 

Kaleidoscope David 
Brewster, 1815 

A tube fitted with a lens for 
viewing seemingly 
disintegrating and distorting 
multiple images.  

 

Portable diorama Published by 
Samuel Leigh 
in 1825 

It recreated all the fascinating 
effects of the diorama in a 
miniature size. 

 

Diorama  Built by Louis 
Daguerre and 
Charles Marie 
Bouton in 
1822, Paris 

A special-effects theatre that 
carefully combined natural 
light with large images on 
canvas to change the 
atmosphere and time of day of 
the depicted scene. 

 

Miniature 
panorama 

1812-1857 Small panoramas on display in 
viewing boxes. 

 

Panorama First appeared 
in 1792 in 
London 

Circular or semicircular large 
paintings displayed in the 
rotunda of buildings. 
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Magic lantern Christiaan 
Huygens, 1656 

A device for projecting 
pictures painted on glass slides. 
It eventually evolved into 
Robertson’s fantascope, which 
included holographic 
projections and special effects. 
Its history is long, but Huygens 
is generally credited for 
perfecting and transforming it 
into a usable projector. 

Utsushi-e: 
Japanese magic 
lantern that 
emphasised 
movement and 
visual narration. 
Adapted into 
types for easy 
and light 
handling, with 
many lantern 
masters who 
recreated the 
visual story. 
Utsushi-e 
appeared in 
1803. 

Perspective 
theatre 

Eighteenth 
century 

The miniature theatres were 
known as peepshows and 
perspective theatres. They were 
mostly rectangular wooden 
boxes with an aperture with or 
without a magnifying lens, 
through which observers could 
see a painted scene inside the 
box. There were also paper 
perspective theatres.  

Known under 
the generic label 
nozoki karakuri 
(“peepshow 
mechanics”), 
the variety 
included 
megane-e 
(“show box”) 
and karakuri-e 
(“mechanical 
pictures”). They 
were also 
known as 
gokurako-bako 
(“paradise 
box”).  

Zograscope  Device fitted with a convex 
lens and usually a mirror for 
viewing vues d’optiques. A 
variety of optical box. 

 

Optical box  Various styles of optical boxes 
were available throughout the 
eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries for viewing vues 
d’optiques. They usually 
featured a mirror and a convex 
lens. 

These devices 
used uki-e and 
karakuri ukiyo-e 
stereoscopic 
prints.  

Book camera 
obscura 

Mid-eighteenth 
century 
(innovation) 

A portable, small camera 
obscura: an optical, 
mathematical, and 
philosophical device. 

 

Camera obscura The earliest 
recorded 
practical 
application was 
in the thirteenth 

Known for centuries and 
described by Aristotle, the 
camera obscura can be either 
room- or tent-shaped. From the 
Renaissance onwards, it was 
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century. mainly used by painters and for 
astronomical observations. The 
crucial innovation of that time 
was the introduction of a 
convex lens and a concave 
mirror in the device (there was 
only a hole opening 
beforehand). 

Shadowgraphs These were 
known since 
the ancient 
times but were 
revived in the 
eighteenth 
century by 
Johann 
Lavater. 

Shadowgraphs were known for 
centuries; however, in the 
eighteenth century, Lavater and 
other “shadow scientists” 
transformed them into a tool 
for physiognomy. 

In Japan, they 
mostly remained 
a form of 
children’s game. 

Elekiter Eighteenth 
century 

Static-electricity machine used 
by scientists and physicians. 

Erekiteru, both 
imported and 
domestically 
designed. 

Automata Known since 
first-century 
Alexandria, 
Egypt, the 
devices were 
revived in the 
seventeenth 
century. 

Machines that seemingly 
moved of their own volition, 
usually fitted with clockwork 
mechanisms that animated 
them. 

Known as 
karakuri ningyō, 
these machines 
were a 
combination of 
Japanese 
puppets and 
Western 
clockwork 
mechanisms. 

Solar microscope Daniel Gabriel 
Fahrenheit, 
1736 

The device consisted of a 
mirror, two convex lenses 
fitted inside a tube, and a 
square mounting plate. It was 
used by showmen and 
scientists alike. 

 

Microscope Multiple-lens 
compound 
microscopes 
were 
manufactured 
by Dutch 
opticians in the 
early 1600s. 
They were 
commercialised 
soon 
afterwards. 

Among pioneers of microscopy 
were Antoni van Leeuwenhoek 
and Robert Hooke. The device 
revealed the anatomy of the 
miniature world and enabled 
the discovery of many 
components of the “invisible 
world,” including bacteria and 
spermatozoa. Among scientific 
instruments, the microscope 
was by far the most popular 
device among amateurs, who 
used it for both amusement and 
educational purposes. The 
“museum microscope” was 
designed to instruct, while the 
“anatomical microscope” or 

Along with the 
faceted lens, the 
microscope was 
by far the most 
popular 
scientific 
instrument and a 
scientific toy in 
Edo-period 
Japan. It was an 
indispensable 
tool for Ran 
scholars and 
was featured in 
many misemono 
shows. 
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“dissecting microscope” was 
fitted with instruments for 
dissecting small animals. 

Telescope The first 
practical 
telescopes were 
invented in the 
early 
seventeenth 
century in the 
Netherlands. 

Celestial (astronomical) and 
terrestrial telescopes were 
greatly improved during the 
Scientific Revolution, along 
with the emerging glass 
industry. 

Most 
sophisticated 
telescopes were 
monopolised by 
the government. 
However, 
probably 
sometime 
during the 
seventeenth 
century, the 
local glass 
industry and 
craftsmen began 
manufacturing 
telescopes and 
other scientific 
instruments. 

Faceted lenses  Various instruments, including 
spectacles (thirteenth century), 
multiplying glasses, and 
perspective glasses (a tube with 
a faceted lens and a pinhole) 
used for magnifying, 
multiplying, and distorting 
vision. 

Many 
multiplying, 
magnifying, and 
distorting 
glasses appeared 
in Japan and 
were used by 
amateurs and 
Ran scholars 
alike. In 1636, 
the Dutch sold 
19,425 pairs of 
glasses. In 1637, 
they sold 38,421 
pairs. 

Mirrors The earliest 
metal-backed 
mirrors date to 
tenth-century 
Byzantium. 
After 1507, 
they were 
innovated and 
improved. 

Convex and concave mirrors 
distorted objects; there were 
also multiplying mirrors. These 
mirrors were used for 
decorative, practical, and 
scientific purposes. 

Mirrors were on 
the list of 
imports (VOC) 
by the 1720s. 

Theatrum 
catoptricum 

Seventeenth 
century 

A mirrored box; a cabinet that 
consisted of many mirrors that 
multiplied space (often with an 
object placed at the centre). 

 

Anthropomorphic 
landscapes 

Early 1600s These playful landscapes 
represented two things 
simultaneously and required 
careful observation, thus 
provoking amazement in 
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observers. 
Anamorphoses Late 1400s Distorted images placed inside 

a box and observed through a 
peephole or in the form of a 
painting that had to be rectified 
either by devices (mirrors, 
cylinders) or the viewer’s 
standpoint to be seen in the 
correct size and shape. 

In Japan, they 
were viewed 
with the aid of a 
scabbard, for 
which they were 
named saya-e 
(“scabbard 
prints”). 

Wunderkammern 
and 
Wunderkabinette 
(scientific 
cabinets) 

From the 
sixteenth 
through the 
nineteenth 
centuries 

Amateur collectors and natural 
philosophers/scientists began 
to collect pieces of natural 
history and organise them into 
cabinets and rooms from the 
sixteenth century onwards. 
Collections usually consisted 
of specimen jars, flora, fauna, 
and archaeological objects. 

The concept of a 
scientific 
cabinet was 
known to the 
Japanese 
Rangakusha, 
who collected 
natural 
specimens as 
well as “exotic” 
objects from 
Europe. 

* This list focuses on Edo-period technologies as they were the main concern of this 
research. In future research, however, I would like to dedicate my work to post-Edo 
visual technologies and link them with their discursive influences. 

 

Table 2. List of the major events, dates, and figures of the Scientific Revolution 
(fifteenth through nineteenth century) (McClellan and Dorn Science and 
Technology in world History)  

Year Event 

Ca.1439 or 
1440  

Johannes Gutenberg invented printing with movable type, which became 
widespread after 1450. It launched a revolution in printing and also aided 
the Scientific Revolution. 

1453 Nicholas Copernicus published On the Revolutions of the Heavenly 
Spheres in which he proposed a sun-centred or heliocentric cosmology 
with a moving earth. 

Mid-
fifteenth 
century 

Recovery and translation of the so-called Hermetic corpus. 

Fifteenth to 
sixteenth 
century 

Renaissance artists, including Donatello, Leonardo da Vinci, Leon Battista 
Alberti, Raphael, Michelangelo, and Albrecht Dürer, began using 
perspective. 

Sixteenth 
century 

Protestant Reformation. 

1572 and Tycho Brahe observed a supernova and a comet (respectively) with his 
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1577 advanced astronomical machinery. 

1596 Johannes Kepler published The Mystery of the Universe in which he built 
on Copernican cosmology and proposed the elliptical motion of the 
planets. 

1610 Galileo Galilei published Starry Messenger in which he depicted and 
reinvented the moon according to the results of his telescopic 
observations. He also announced the existence of the Milky Way and 
revealed Jupiter’s four moons for the first time.  

1620 Francis Bacon published New Method in which he proposed experimental 
science and a utilitarian approach and called for totalising the reformation 
of science. 

1628 William Harvey published his discovery of the circulation of blood. 
During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, a growing field of 
anatomical research generated many new discoveries and machines. 

1632 Galileo Galilei published Dialogue on the Two Chief World Systems, 
which provided the most comprehensive and persuasive presentation of 
Copernicanism, thus opposing traditional Aristotelian/Ptolemaic 
astronomy and natural philosophy. 

1637 René Descartes published Discourse on Method and the Meditations. He 
developed a complete world system and cosmology to replace Aristotle’s. 
Also hailed as the “father of modern philosophy,” he proposed an entirely 
mechanical view of the world, inciting a radical mechanisation of the 
universe. 

1638 In his work Two New Sciences, Galileo published the law of falling bodies 
and mathematical analysis of a loaded beam. He described results derived 
through experiments, which earned him the title “father of experimental 
science.” 

Second half 
of the 
seventeenth 
century 

Emergence of new state-supported learned societies and periodical 
journals intended for scientific publication. Founding of royal and national 
astronomical observatories and botanical gardens. Beginning of court and 
government institutionalised science. Beginning of experimental science. 

1662 Establishment of the Royal Society in London. 

1665 Robert Hooke published Micrographia, a work that presented microscopic 
images of animals, plants, and natural and artificial materials. 

1666 Establishment of the Paris Academy of Sciences. 

1687 Isaac Newton published Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy. 
He introduced universal gravitation and the laws of motion. His physics 
unified for the first time celestial and terrestrial realms that had been 
separated since Aristotle. Newton also proposed a mechanical view of the 
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world/universe and culminated the Scientific Revolution. 

Seventeenth 
to 
eighteenth 
century 

Two Dutchmen, Antoni van Leeuwenhoek and Jan Swammerdam, 
discovered a whole new universe with their microscopes. Leeuwenhoek 
discovered bacteria and spermatozoa, among other “animalcules.” 

 

Table 3. List of the major dates, events, and figures in the Edo period and 
Rangaku (Screech; Katsumori; Matsuda; Narusawa; Oka; Onoda) 

1543 The first Portuguese explorers reached Japan (the first 
Europeans in Japan). 

1549 Francis Xavier reached Japan. 

1600 The Dutch arrived in Japan (William Adams on the 
Liefde). 

1600 The Battle of Sekigahara enabled the unification of Japan 
by Tokugawa Ieyasu, who established the Tokugawa/Edo 
era. 

Appearance of the first “proper” glass (noted by Ōtsuki 
Gentaku). 

1603 Beginning of the Edo period and establishment of Edo as 
the capital and the seat of the bakufu (government). 

1609 The Dutch (VOC) established their trading post in 
Hirado. 

1613 England opened a trading post in Hirado. 

1614 Prohibition of Christianity and expulsion of the Jesuits. 

1623 England closed its trading post. 

1624 Prohibition of trade with Spain. 

1638 Prohibition of trade with Portugal. Thereafter, the Dutch 
were the only Westerners allowed to stay and continue 
trade with Japan. 

1640 Beginning of the sakoku (“closed country”) period. 

1641 The Dutch trading post/factory was moved from Hirado 
to Dejima Island. 

1646 The earliest record of the peeping karakuri (“perspective 
box”) among imports in the diary of the VOC Factory. 
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1670s The earliest success of ukiyo-e prints (“images of the 
Floating World”) by Hishikawa Moronobu (1618-1694). 
His prints of bijinga (“beautiful women”) were 
monochromatic. 

1716 Kyōhō reform by Tokugawa Yoshimune began 
(stimulation and official adoption of Western 
learning/Rangaku); relaxation of import rules and 
previous bans on Western books lifted. 

1745 Kyōhō reform ends. 

1759 Yamawaki Tōyō published the pioneering work The 
Organs of the Body (Zōshi) based on the study of 
anatomy. 

1760s Suzuki Harunobu (c.1725-1770) revolutionised print-
making with his polychromatic nishiki-e (“brocade 
prints”). 

1765 Publication of one of the first texts on the West, Red-fur 
Talks/Talks on Holland (Kōmō/Oranda-banashi). 

1773 “Hollandomaniac” daimyō of Akita, Satake Yoshiatsu, 
published two treatises on Dutch painting after being 
introduced to it by Hiraga Gennai. 

1774 Publication of Kaitai shinsho (New Anatomy Atlas) by 
Sugita Genpaku, Nakagawa Jun’an, and Maeno Ryōtaku. 

1780s Peak of the stock of Western things in Japan. 

1782 The shogunate constructed an astronomical observatory 
in Edo. 

1783 Shiba Kōkan was the first to use copperplate engraving.  

1787 Probably the first use of a telescope as a metaphor in The 
Extent of What He Knows (Shiba Zenkō chie no hodo) by 
Shiba Zenkō. 

1788 Publication of the first Japanese-Dutch dictionary, A 
Lexicon of Primitive Words (Bango-sen) by Hiraga 
Gennai’s pupil Morishima Chūryō. 

1789 The first private school of Western learning, Shirandō 
(“The hall of Holland in Shiba”), was opened and run by 
the physician Ōtsuki Gentaku. 

1796 Shiba Kōkan published Complete Illustrations of 
Heaven’s Sphere (Tenkyū zenzu) in which he described 
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orrery and introduced Copernicanism. 

1800s The government and the regional lords began adopting 
Western learning more actively, especially in the fields of 
science, military, weaponry, industry, and navy.  

1805 Hoshū published the manual How to Use a Microscope 
(Kenbikyō yōhō). 

1811 The bakufu established Banshowagegoyo, a school 
dedicated to Western learning. 

1817 The first Japanese history of Dutch studies was published. 

1823 Arrival of the VOC physician Philip Franz von Siebold, 
who opened his own school and was the first Westerner 
since the beginning of the sakoku policy to move about 
freely and teach Japanese physicians. 

1848 Shimazu Nariakira, the daimyō of the Satsuma domain, 
obtained the first daguerreotype camera ever imported to 
Japan and was the first Japanese to produce 
daguerreotypes. He encouraged Western learning and 
established local industry and laboratory research. 

1851 Sakuma Shōzan produced the first working telegraph 
system in Japan. 

1853 The arrival of commodore Matthew C. Perry on the Black 
Ships.  

The sakoku (“closed country”) period ended.  

Beginning of the Bakumatsu (“end of the shogunate”). 

1854 Perry’s second arrival. 

Signing of the Treaty of Kanagawa that marked the 
beginning of trade and diplomatic relations between 
Japan and the United States. 

1868 The Tokugawa bakufu was overthrown.  

The Edo era ended. 

The Bakumatsu period ended. 
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Table 4. Brief historical overview of eras, important dates, and events in Japanese 
history (japan-guide.com “History Overview”) 

Period Name Description 

Before 
300 BC 

Jomon The early Japanese were gatherers, hunters, and fishers. 

300 BC-
300 

Yayoi 

The introduction of rice agriculture spurred the 
development of a social hierarchy and hundreds of small 
countries unified into larger countries. 

300-538 Kofun 

(300) Japan is for the first time more or less united. Large 
tombs (kofun) were built for deceased leaders. 

538-710 Asuka 

(538/552) Introduction of Buddhism.  

(604) Prince Shotoku’s constitution of seventeen articles is 
promulgated.  

(645) The Taika reform is introduced. The Fujiwara era 
starts. 

710-784 Nara 

(710) Nara becomes the first permanent capital.  

(784) The capital moves to Nagaoka. 

794-
1185 

Heian 

(794) The capital moves to Heian (Kyoto).  

(1016) Fujiwara Michinaga becomes regent.  

(1159) The Taira clan under Taira Kiyomori takes over 
power after the Heiji war.  

(1175) The Buddhist Jodo (“pure land”) sect is introduced.  

(1180-1185) In the Gempei War the Minamoto clan puts an 
end to Taira supremacy. 

1192-
1333 Kamakura 

(1191) The Zen sect is introduced.  

(1192) Minamoto Yoritomo is appointed shogun and 
establishes the Kamakura government.  

(1221) The Jokyu Disturbance ends a struggle between 
Kamakura and Kyoto, resulting in the supremacy of the 

http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2131.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2131.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2043.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2131.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2131.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2055.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2132.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2165.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2132.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2158.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2055.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2133.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2055.html
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Hojo regents in Kamakura.  

(1232) A legal code, the Joei Shikimoku, is promulgated.  

(1274/1281) The Mongols try to invade Japan twice but fail, 
mainly because of bad weather conditions.  

(1333) The Kamakura bakufu falls. 

1338-
1573 

Muromachi 

(1334) Kemmu Restoration: The emperor restores power 
over Japan.  

(1336) Ashikaga Takauji captures Kyoto.  

(1337) The emperor flees and establishes the Southern court 
in Yoshino.  

(1338) Ashikaga establishes the Muromachi government 
and a second emperor in Kyoto (Northern court).  

(1392) Unification of the Southern and Northern courts.  

(1467-1477) Onin war.  

(1542) Portuguese introduce firearms and Christianity to 
Japan.  

(1568) Nobunaga enters Kyoto.  

(1573) The Muromachi bakufu falls. 

1573-
1603 

Azuchi 
Momoyama 

(1575) The Takeda clan is defeated in the battle of 
Nagashino.  

(1582) Nobunaga is murdered and succeeded by Toyotomi 
Hideyoshi.  

(1588) Toyotomi confiscates farmers’ weapons and 
religious institutions in the “Sword Hunt.” 

(1590) Japan is reunited after the fall of Odawara (Hojo).  

(1592-1598) Unsuccessful invasion of Korea.  

(1598) Death of Toyotomi.  

(1600) Tokugawa Ieyasu defeats his rivals in the battle of 
Sekigahara. 

1603 - 
1867 

Edo 

(1603) Tokugawa is appointed shogun and establishes the 
Tokugawa government in Edo (Tokyo). 

http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2134.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2298.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2123.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2123.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2128.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2164.html
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(1614) Tokugawa intensifies the persecution of 
Christianity.  

(1615) The Toyotomi clan is destroyed after Tokugawa 
captures Osaka Castle.  

(1639) Almost complete isolation of Japan from the rest of 
the world.  

(1688-1703) Genroku era: Popular culture flourishes.  

(1792) The Russians unsuccessfully try to establish 
trade relations with Japan.  

(1854) Commodore Matthew C. Perry forces the Japanese 
government to open a limited number of ports for trade. 

1868-
1912 Meiji 

(1868) Meiji Restoration.  

(1872) First railway line between Tokyo and Yokohama.  

(1889) The Meiji Constitution is promulgated.  

(1894-1895) Sino-Japanese War.  

(1904-1905) Russo-Japanese War. 

(1910) Annexation of Korea. 

 
(1912) Death of Emperor Meiji. 

1912-
1926 

Taisho 

(1914-1918) Japan joins the Allied Forces in World War 
One. 

(1923) The Great Kanto Earthquake devastates Tokyo and 
Yokohama. 

1926-
1989 Shōwa 

(1931) Manchurian Incident.  

(1937) Second Sino-Japanese War starts.  

(1941) Pacific War starts.  

(1945) Japan surrenders after two atomic bombs are 
dropped over Hiroshima and Nagasaki. 

(1946) The new constitution is promulgated.  

(1952) The Allied Occupation of Japan ends.  

http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e4000.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2126.html#1675148
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2130.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2019.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2129.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2126.html#9379693
http://www.japan-guide.com/a/earthquake/
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2129.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2125.html
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(1956) Japan becomes a member of the United Nations.  

(1972) Normalisation of relations with China.  

(1973) Oil crisis. 

1989- Heisei 

(1993) The LDP loses its majority in the diet.  

(1995) The Great Hanshin Earthquake hits Kobe.  

(1995) Sarin Gas attack in the Tokyo subway by AUM 
sect.  

(2009) The Democratic Party of Japan becomes the ruling 
party.  

(2011) Great East Japan Earthquake. 
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